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Independent Diviners in Classical Greece  
(5th and 4th centuries B.C.): A Study 
MPhil Thesis of Louise J. Gaukroger  
Abstract 
 
 The main aim of this thesis is to establish as firmly as possible the importance of 
independent diviners in classical Greece. Independent diviners were the mobile means of 
communicating with the divine and as such were essential to the everyday practices of he 
ancient Greeks. Historical events unfolded as a direct result of the recommendations made by 
independent diviners and their interpretations were key considerations in the decision making 
processes of leading statesmen, generals and even kings. It is essential to stablish independent 
diviners firmly in their appropriate context by exploring their origins in myth and the 
achievements of the earliest seers, through to the evolution of the role and their influence 
during the classical period. 
 This thesis is an original contribution to our understanding of independent diviners as 
it is a comprehensive study reevaluating the need for, the importance of, and the expectations 
of seers in ancient Greece during the classical period. This work aims to improve not only our 
understanding of these individuals, but also our understanding of divination, ancestry, 
tradition, decision-making, the balance of power where seers are concerned, and ancie t Greek 
attitudes towards them. In this thesis I treat two types of religious specialist, known more 
specifically as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな and a たうちkすな. I refer to both throughout the work under the 
general title of an independent diviner for ease of communication.  
 This topic will be approached comparatively by exploring the role and expectations 
of seers in myth and evaluating how this appeared to change by the end of the classicalperiod. 
After considering the definition, ancestry and acquisition of mantic ability, the evolution and 
application of the role, the divinatory methods involved in practising the kえぬちさ and the 
treatment and reception of independent diviners within the scope of this study, it is hoped that 
this thesis will have emphasised the importance of both divination and independent diviners 
as the means by which divine communication was implemented and interpreted, and in tur , 
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 The art of divination is something which has fascinated mankind for centuries. 
Humanity seems to have an innate need to search for something greater than itself, whether 
that urge is satisfied through scientific enquiry or religion in some form. A wish to 
communicate with gods has evolved from this curiosity, as once the presence of a deity or 
higher being has been realised, it is natural to want to communicate with it, as this provides a 
personal connection between the enquirer and deity. Any worshipper would wish for their god 
or gods to know them and to watch over them: therefore, it is commonly believed that the 
relationship between deity and worshipper is enabled by some form of divine communication.1  
 This is where divination features and it has taken a variety of forms in countless 
religions. The scope of this thesis is the divination practised in fifth and fourth century B.C. 
Greece, but the focal point of this work is exploring the individuals responsible for initiating 
these divine communications at that time, how the role evolved from its mythic origins and 
the different methods of divination which they practised. These individuals merit scrutiny 
because kings, commanders and entire city states made decisions on the basis of their 
interpretations of divine signs and recommendations for future courses of action. Therefore, 
the interpretations made by these individuals impacted greatly upon subsequent events, as the 
consequent decisions made by their employer decided the course of ancient Greek history. 
 Independent diviners, often referred to as seers, soothsayers or oracle mongers, were 
individuals who wielded an extraordinary amount of power because of their talent for 
understanding and communicating divine will. In essence, they were mobile specialists: thus 
they provided a far more accessible means of divine communication than the remot and often 
overcrowded oracular centres.2 As a result, talented independent diviners were highly sought 
                                                     
1 For an introduction to ancient Greek religion, see Harrison (1903); Dodds (1951); Nilsson (1969); 
Dietrich (1974); Vernant (1976); Versnel (1981); Burkert (1985a); Easterling and Muir (1985); Dietrich 
(1986); Bruit Zaidman and Schmitt Pantel (1994); Bremmer (1999); Ogden (2007) and Mikalson 
(2010). Burkert (1985a) has remained the most useful introduction to the subject. 
2 For further discussion of oracular centres and oracles, see Parke and Wormell (1956); Parke (1967) 
and (1972); Flacelière (1976); Parker (2000); Rosenberger (2001), Bowden (2005) and (2013) 41-60. 
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after.3 They were often employed to join military campaigns or the establishment of colonies, 
in order to provide an interpretative service for any enquiry or unexpected portent which might 
arise whilst away from home.  
 Independent diviners were useful for this purpose in any context and with the clear 
advantage of their immediate presence they could provide a swift response to alleviate any 
concerns or to recommend a course of action if required to. As the benefits of utilising such 
individuals for divine enquiry were evident, independent diviners were able to rise to 
established positions of prominence within ancient Greek city states and in some instances 
were able to contribute to and influence the politics therein.4 
  
i). Thesis Outline: 
 This thesis aims to explore the purpose of independent diviners in classical Greece. 
More specifically, I hope to emphasise clearly how essential and all-encompassing divination 
was to the everyday practices of the ancient Greeks and how the work of these individuals as 
facilitators of divine communication impacted upon the course of historical events. It is 
necessary to establish independent diviners firmly in their appropriate context as individual 
religious institutions in their own right, from their origins in myth and the achievements of the 
founding seers, through to the evolution of the role and the contributions of independent 
diviners to the ancient Greek world until the campaigns and death of Alexander the Great. 
 This work is an original contribution to our understanding of independent diviners as 
it is a comprehensive study aiming to explore fully the need for, the evolution of a d the 
capabilities of seers in ancient Greece during the classical period. This work aims to improve 
                                                     
Parke (1972) and Flacelière (1976) provide more general overviews of the subject. Rosenberger (2001) 
and Stoneman (2011) provide the most current book-length treatments of the subject. 
3 The Spartans were very keen to enlist the services of the Elean seer Teisamenos fter the Delphic 
Oracle pronounced that he would win five victories (Hdt. IX:33). See also Kett (1966) 71-73 and Roth 
(1982) 286. For a more detailed treatment of Teisamenos, see chapter III 79-81.  
4 Lampon and Diopeithes are understood to have been both seers and statesmen during the fifth century 
B.C. and we are informed by Plutarch that Diopeithes was able to propose a decree in Athens, which 
suggests an impressive level of political influence for a religious specialist. See Plut. Per. 6 and Thuc. 
V:19 for Lampon and Plut. Per. 32 for Diopeithes and his decree. See also, Kett (1966) 33-35 and Roth 
(1982) 290-291 for Diopeithes, and Kett (1966) 54-57 and Roth (1982) 278 for Lampon. 
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not only our understanding of these individuals, but also our understanding of divination, 
ancestry, tradition, decision-making, the balance of power where seers are concerned, and 
ancient Greek attitudes towards them.  
 There are two types of independent diviner, a ぬとさjたてそふけてな and a たうちkすな. The first 
chapter of this work aims to explore the similarities and differences between the two roles and 
explain why I am uniting both under the heading of an independent diviner. For the purposes 
of this introduction I will state now that in my opinion the two roles are generally synonymous, 
until certain circumstances in which there might be a need to differentiate between them, but 
a far more complete discussion of this can be found in chapter I.5  
 It is important to explain my decision to scrutinise these two particular roles for this 
study and not to incorporate any other, similar positions which some might argue merit a place 
in this work too. Suffice it to say at this juncture, I felt that certain other positions were not 
utilised or consulted with the same frequency as these two roles during the classical period to 
merit treatment in this particular study, and others had been designated too official a post 
within a Greek city state for their religious practices to be deemed ‘iὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀt’έ6 For the 
purpose of clarification, when I refer to seers in this thesis, I am referring to both ぬとさjたてそふけてす 
and たうちkiすな and do so merely to avoid overuse of the term independent diviner in some 
paragraphs.  
 Independent diviners maintained positions of prominence in the ancient Greek world 
for centuries. A strong focus on ancestry and tradition led to たうちkiすな from the classical period 
often tracing a long lineage back to famous seers from myth and they proudly aligned 
thἷmὅἷlvἷὅΝwithΝaΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝ‘maὀtiἵ’ΝἸamily,ΝaὅΝaὅὅὁἵiatiὁὀὅΝwith these talented diviners seem 
to have assisted their employment prospects; as we shall see in chapter II.  
 Alongside this, chapter II explores the various methods recorded in the sources of how 
one acquires mantic abilities. The divine aspect of the bestowal of たgちkすせお fades by the end 
                                                     
5 For a history of this debate see chapter I 21-27, see also Oliver (1952a) 6-11; Argyle (1970); Garland 
(1990) 82-85; Smith (1989) 142 n.6; Baumgarten (1998) 47; Olsen (1998) 269; Bowden (2003) 263-
264; Dillery (2005) 170 and Flower (2008b) 61. 
6 These other types of religious specialist will be explored briefly in chapter I 27-28. 
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of the classical period, and it is worth nothing here that there does not seem to have been one 
fixed method of receiving the kえぬちさ. What is already understood, however, is that membership 
of aΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamilyΝimpliἷὅΝaΝpὁtἷὀtiallyΝiὀhἷὄἷὀtΝὅkillΝwhiἵhΝiὀΝἷὅὅἷὀἵἷΝpὄὁviἶἷὅΝaΝ‘ἵhaὄaἵtἷὄΝ
reference’Ν ἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすな and evidence suggests that this might have helped to improve their 
employment prospects in ancient Greece. In addition, the more renowned the mantic family, 
the more prominent the position of responsibility for the たうちkすな seems to have been.7  When 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす are scrutinised in the same manner, however, the results are far less clear, as they 
have no mythic origins and at present there is little evidence to suggest either the exis ence of 
‘ἵhὄἷὅmὁlὁἹiἵ’ΝἸamiliἷὅ,ΝὁὄΝthἷΝὅamἷΝἸὁἵuὅΝὁὀΝaὀἵἷὅtὄy that we see with たうちkiすな. 
 What I find most worthy of exploration within this topic is the evolution of the role 
from the accounts that we have preserved in the literature of the original fou ding たうちkiすな, 
through to the independent diviners of the classical period. As independent diviners hav  a 
long history serving either individuals or city states, it is certainly worth observing changes in 
the capabilities and expectations of seers over this passage of time, and this comparison is the 
main aim of chapter III. This chapter is also an opportunity to explore independent diviners in 
action, especially within the city state and during the foundation of a colony.  
 It is very difficult to explore the importance and role of seers from myth to the end of 
the classical period without also treating the methods of divination which they practised. The 
art of たgちkすせお involved a wide-range of various methods of divination, yet the presence of an 
independent diviner does not seem to have been required in order for the enquirr to practise 
them successfully.  
 Despite this, the fact that independent diviners were able to maintain successful 
careers in ancient Greece for centuries suggests that even if their presence was not absolutely 
essential, it was most certainly preferred. In addition, continuing with the comparative 
approach between myth and the end of the classical period, it seems that certain types of
divinatory practices were more or less prominent at different times. In fact, some methods of 
                                                     
7 Consider the established positions of members of the Iamidae and Clytiadae families at Olympia. See 
Weniger (1915) 53-115 for a list of seers at Olympia. 
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divination were not practised by たうちkiすな of myth, and likewise, some of the more incredible 
methods of receiving and interpreting divine messages were not accessible to the independent 
diviners of history and most definitely not to a non-specialist. 
 Naturally, if a specialist in divine signs was to hand, especially when the enquirer was 
likely to have been under pressure to make an imminent decision or to provide an 
interpretation of some sort, surely it would have been foolish not to defer to more specialist 
judgement and skills if they were available. Each different method of divination seems to 
suggest a varying level of requirement for the skills of an independent diviner, and this, along 
with the mechanics of practising the kえぬちさ (as best we can gauge from the evidence), will be 
treated in chapter IV, with an especial focus on their application in ancient Greek warfare.  
 In order to understand the level of prominence held by independent diviners during 
the classical period, it is essential to explore their treatment in contemporary s urces in order 
to try to glean ancient Greek attitudes towards them, as this helps us realise how independent 
diviners were able to perform the role in the way that they did for such a long duration of time. 
Thus, the treatment of these individuals by contemporary sources is explored and discussed in 
chapter V. 
 These chapters aim to bring together the various important aspects of what makes an 
independent diviner in ancient Greece and the contributions made to the evolution of the role 
by the end of the classical period. After considering the definition, ancestry and acquisition of 
mantic ability, the evolution and application of the role, the divinatory methods involved in 
practising the kえぬちさ and the treatment and reception of independent diviners within the scope 
of this study, it is hoped that this thesis will have emphasised the importance of both divination 
and independent diviners as the means by which divine communication was implemented and 
interpreted, and in turn, how decisions of remote importance were settled upon.  
 This needs to be emphasised, as the contributions of independent diviners were pivotal 
to the decision making process, and one of the main aims of this thesis is to ensure that 
divination maintains the prominent position that it deserves in our understanding and 
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 In order to understand truly how independent diviners evolved within ancient Greek 
civilisation, it is necessary to explore any sources that we have preserved detailing the events 
from myth to the end of the classical period. Certainly the accuracy and historicity of such 
accounts can most definitely be called into question, especially if they are not contemp rary, 
but even if they are not completely correct, each account still reveals the attitudes towards 
independent diviners and the ideas and perceptions of that time which were in existenc wh n 
each author was writing. 
  Alternatively, these accounts represent what the author considered ancient Greek 
attitudes to have been during the time to which they are referring. This in itself can prove to 
be useful in helping us to gain an understanding of reception, attitudes and perceptions from 
the classical period and beyond. A comparative approach between the seers of myth and those 
of the classical period is invaluable, as any notable changes in popularity and tre tment of 
these individuals enables us to place independent diviners suitably in their context within 
different stages of ancient Greek myth and history, and this in turn allows us to see h w 
attitudes towards independent diviners might have changed during this long period of 
prominence and influence. 
 There are a large number of sources referring to Athenian events in thiwork, but 
from the examples which I have used detailing seers and divinatory practices from Sparta and 
elsewhere in Greece, I feel that these demonstrate clearly enough where some conclusions are 
more widely applicable across ancient Greece rather than solely restricting them to Athens. 





oracles had a like importance in other Greek cities.8 
 
This same observation can be cautiously applied to independent diviners and divination, as 
oracles were most certainly entwined within these fields, and as we shall see the use of 
independent diviners and divination was prevalent throughout the ancient Greek world. 
 It has also been necessary to include the works of the ancient playwrights who feature 
independent diviners in this thesis, as even if these are not necessarily a reflection of each 
playwὄiἹht’ὅΝpersonal point of view on divination and its practitioners, they still felt the need 
to include them in these works and to portray them in a way which must have been relatable 
to the audience, and this in itself is useful to us. In addition, there is also the occasional 
reference to works of art and architecture, as depictions of independent diviners and divinatory 
practices provide a valuable insight and can stimulate areas of discussion not always 
immediately obvious from written sources, due to the visual impact of the depictions 
themselves. 
 In summary, any evidence which was deemed applicable to this thesis and substantial 
enough to be discussed in significant detail was considered, although as can be seen in the 
prosopographies of independent diviners compiled by Kett and Roth, it was illogical t  include 
a reference to each individual seer and their mentions in the sources, as this would not have 
been a particularly original approach to and treatment of this subject.9 Where individual 
historical independent diviners are discussed, however, I have included citations of their 
mentions in the works of Kett and Roth, so that further explorations of each individual can be 
undertaken by the reader if wished. 
 There is little focus in this work on the divinatory practices of other societies, as the 
thesis is already examining such a wide chronological scope in ancient Greek myth and 
                                                     
8 Nilsson (1972) 140. 
9 For a prosopography of seers, see Kett (1966) 17-80 and Roth (1982) 268-287, although Roth treats 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす in a separate appendix and does not classify them with たうちkiすな. For a treatment of the 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす/たうちkiすな debate, see chapter I 21-7. 
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history.10 There are references to other cultures and practices where relevant, but the main 
intention of this thesis is to bring clarification to the place of seers and divination in the ancient 
Greek world alone.  
 
iii). History of Scholarship: 
 It seems that scholarship in the area of Greek religion has shifted over the pas  c ntury, 
as scholars began to recognise the risk of projecting their own bias and present understanding 
of history and religion onto their approaches to the subject.11 There is a temptation to address 
the matter sceptically and to assume that the more intelligent members of ancient Gre k 
society possessed the same understanding as we do now,12 that surely such an untidy system 
of divination could not have been considered truly accurate. That the reason why there is so 
little evidence to support this concept is due solely to the fact that those more enlightened 
individuals realised that they needed to harness divination in order to achieve their goals by 
manipulating the masses with messages from the gods. 
 This concept might appeal to the cynic, but as ancient Greek divination survived as a 
system of divine communication for such a long period of time,13 then there must have been 
more to it than this rather negative approach suggests. Instead, we need to delve deeper into 
                                                     
10 The work of several authors already considers and compares attitudes and practices from many 
different societies, both ancient and modern. For an introduction to these more comparative studies see 
Halliday (1913), Flower (2008b) and most recently, Raphals (2013), who compares Chinese and ancient
Greek divination, and Beerden (2013), who compares aspects of ancient Greek divination with 
Republican Rome and Neo-Assyrian Mesopotamia. 
11 Harrison (1903) and Halliday (1913) demonstrate the shift towards more anth opological approaches 
to the study of Greek religion, and there have been several works since which have become essential 
guides for other scholars. For an introduction to ancient Greek religion, see introduction 2.n.1. For 
ancient Greek divination see Bouché-Leclercq (1879-82) IV vols.; Halliday (1913), Park (1963) 195-
209; Bloch (1963); Vernant et al. (1974); Burkert (1985a); Bloch (1986); Parker (2000) 76-108; 
Tedlock (2001) 189-197; Johnston and Struck (2005); Johnston (2008); Bonnechere (2010a) 145-159 
and most recently Rosenberger (2013). 
12 How enlightened our own understanding of religion is can be debated for certain, although this 
particular discussion cannot be treated concisely enough in this work. For further reading on this, see 
Thrower (1980).  
13 Consider the long duration of success operation at the oracular centres in ancient Greece, Olympia 
and Delphi in particular. For more on this, see Parke (1967) for Olympia and (1972) for Delphi. For a 
treatment of the decline of independent diviners, see Bremmer (1996) 106-109 and Flower (2008b) 
126-131. See also chapter V 176 and conclusion 205-206. 
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the subject and try to gain an understanding of what precisely divination is and what it meant 
to the ancient Greeks. 
 Divination is a system of divine communication which evolves from within a 
particular society. It originates from our own need to communicate with something greater 
than ourselves, which we believe wishes to share with us, on occasion, how subsequent events 





Systems of divination may vary among different societies, but some form of divination exists 
in most (if not every) culture in the modern world and has existed for thousands of years.
ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷ,ΝitΝἵaὀὀὁtΝἴἷΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝpὄimitivἷ,ΝaὀἶΝthiὅΝiὀΝitὅἷlἸΝaἹὄἷἷὅΝwithΝἐlὁἵh’ὅΝὅummatiὁὀέΝ
Divination is fulfilling a cognitive requirement, in most aspects religious, but perhaps for some 
itΝiὅΝpuὄἷlyΝaΝἶἷὅiὄaἴlἷΝwayΝὁἸΝἵὁὀἶuἵtiὀἹΝὁὀἷ’ὅΝliἸἷέ15  
 Divination is certainly systematic and we have already discussed the appeal of 
experiencing a feeling of reduced responsibility in the decision making process as a result of 
some sort of divinatory consultation.16 Yet from this, the importance of divination is clear. 
 The most comprehensive study of divination remains the four volume work of A. 
Bouché-Leclercq (1879-82), where he aimed to clarify the importance of divination by 
scrutinising a wide-range of source material. The first volume of the series explores the 
methods of divination which were practised in ancient Greece.17 There have been several 
smaller works on divination since, but none as inclusive. This work was followed in 1913 by 
                                                     
14 Bloch (1963) 3; See Beerden (2013) 19-42 for a more recent discussion on defining divination. 
15 The renowned anthropologist E. E. Evans-Pritchard himself admitted that he was perfectly content 
with adapting to using the poison oracle whilst living among the Azande. For further discussion of this 
and his work, see Flower (2008b) 105. See also, Evans-Pritchard (1937) and (1965) for an introduction 
to his work. 
16 χὅΝ εalkiὀΝ ὅtatἷὅμΝ ‘ἦhἷΝ ὅὁἵialΝ puὄpὁὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ ἶiviὀatiὁὀΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ ὅἷlἸ-evident: to encourage, enhance 
authority,ΝpὄὁviἶἷΝimmἷἶiatἷΝaὀἶΝἵὁὀἵὄἷtἷΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝaὀὅwἷὄὅΝaὀἶΝallayΝἸἷaὄὅέ’Ν(1λκἅ)Ν11γέ 
17 See Bouché-Leclercq (1879) I:1-5 for an outline of the main aim of his work. 
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W. R. Halliday in his book Greek Divination, which was heavily influenced by the growing 
interest in the study of magic and mana. This influence led to conclusions which gave magic 
a prominent position in the origins of prophecy, which is perhaps undeserved.18  
 After this there was a relative lull in this area until the 1950s, after which the work of 
E. R. Dodds and J. H. Oliver in particular stimulated a shift in scholarly focus towards Greek 
religion and divination.19 Subsequent research produced both general studies of ancient Greek 
religion and more specifically targeted works within this field in areas such as sacrifice, 
oracles and religious officials. The research of H. W. Parke, M. P. Nilsson, J. P. Vernant, B. 
C. Dietrich, and W. Burkert in particular steered the development of our understanding of 
various aspects of ancient Greek religion and inspired continued research in this field.20 
 Since the 1990s several scholars have emerged who have produced detailed studies 
of ancient Greek religion and the sub-categories therein. Of these works those by J. Bremmer, 
H. Bowden, M. Flower, S. I. Johnston, R. Parker and V. Rosenberger have proven most 
influential and distinguished in the area of ancient Greek divination.21  
 Before The Seer in Ancient Greece by M. Flower was published in 2008, there had 
never been a book-length treatment of seers in ancient Greece in any language.22 This study 
provided for the first time a comprehensive introduction to seers and their practices in the 
ancient Greek world and a suitable overview of both the expert and the novice. This book was 
intended to build upon the work of preceding scholars and successfully provides an articulate 
and engaging study.23  
 It encompasses a wide range of sources, both ancient and modern, and draws upon 
anthropological material in order to draw phenomenological comparisons from current 
                                                     
18 ώalliἶayΝ(1λ1γ)ΝλκΝ‘ἢὄὁphἷἵyΝiὀΝhiὅΝἵaὅἷΝ(aΝmaὀtiὅ)ΝatΝaὀyΝὄatἷΝἴἷἹiὀὅΝiὀΝmaἹiἵ,ΝaὀἶΝἷὀἶὅΝἶἷgenerate 
iὀΝaΝἸὁὄmalΝaὄtέ’ΝώalliἶayΝalὅὁΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝたうちkiすな to be descended from the medicine man (1913) 57. 
19 Dodds (1951); Oliver (1952a). 
20 Parke (1962) and (1972); Nilsson (1949), (1969) and (1972); Vernant (1976) and (1989); Dietrich 
(1974), (1986) and (1990), W. Burkert (1979), (1985a) and (1992). 
21 Bremmer (1993), (1996) and (1999); Bowden (2003), (2005) and (2013); Dillery (2005) 167-231; 
Flower (2008a) and (2008b); Johnston (2005) and (2008); Parker (2000) and (2009) and Rosenberger 
(2001) and (2013). 
22 See Flower (2008b) 3. 
23 Notably the prosopographies compiled by Kett (1966) 17-80 and Roth (1982) 268-287, along with 
the work of those cited above. 
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specialists in divination from other cultures with the hope of understanding how the seers in 
ancient GrἷἷἵἷΝ miἹhtΝ havἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ pἷὄἵἷivἷἶέΝ IὀΝ aἶἶitiὁὀ,Ν ἔlὁwἷὄ’ὅΝ aἵkὀὁwlἷἶἹmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ
influence of other civilisations on the evolution of ancient Greek divinatio  contributes to a 
detailed and wide-ranging study of this subject. 
 Other works published since have explored categories within the field of seers and 
divination, but there has not yet been another treatment of seers of the same depth an  quality 
aὅΝἔlὁwἷὄ’ὅέ24 I hope that this thesis will build upon the recent work of scholars in this area, 
most notably the comprehensive work of Flower, by amalgamating and discussing some of 
the approaches and ideas which have surfaced since scholarly focus shifted in this irection 
and by adding my own interpretations. This in turn, I hope, will stimulate further discussion 
and research within this field. 
 
iv). Belief and the Need to Communicate: 
 WhἷὀΝὅtuἶyiὀἹΝ ὄἷliἹiὁὀΝ itΝ iὅΝ impὁὅὅiἴlἷΝὀὁtΝ tὁΝἷὀἵὁuὀtἷὄΝ thἷΝwὁὄἶΝ‘ἴἷliἷἸ’έΝWhἷὄἷΝ
religion is concerned, it seems to me that belief is something that you either innately possess; 
or you do not. It may certainly develop in time, but this change is not guaranteed.25 Where the 
ancient Greeks are concerned, one can sensibly suggest that in all likelihood the vast majority 
of ancient Greeks (for one cannot overlook that there were likely to have been exc ptions) 
believed in their gods. This is evident in the way religious practices were entwin d into 
everyday life in the ancient Greek world.  
 At this juncture I must emphasise that I consider tradition to have playd  pivotal 
role in the endurance of ancient Greek religious practices,26 pecially as ancient Greek 
                                                     
24 ἡthἷὄΝwὁὄkὅΝὁὀΝὅἷἷὄὅΝaὀἶΝvaὄiὁuὅΝaὅpἷἵtὅΝὁἸΝἶiviὀatiὁὀΝwhiἵhΝhavἷΝἷmἷὄἹἷἶΝὅiὀἵἷΝἔlὁwἷὄ’ὅΝἴὁὁkΝaὄἷΝ
Suárez (2009b); Parker (2009); Annus (2010); Foster (2010); Ogden (2010); Holmann (2011); Beerden 
(2013); Hansen (2013); Raphals (2013); Rosenberger (2013); Eidinow (2014) 55-95; Jameson (2014); 
Trampedach (2015). 
25 For further reading on this, see Dodds (1956); Nilsson (1969); Dietrich (1974); Jordan (1979); Pleket 
(1981) 178-183. Burkert (1985a); Gould (1985) 1-33; Van Straten (1981) 65-151; Lloyd-Jones (2001) 
456-464; Motte (2002) 489-552; Mikalson (2010) and Naiden (2013a) 388-427. 




religion did not follow a specific doctrine.27 Certain ritual procedures were performed because 
this was how individuals were taught to communicate with the gods and these traditions were 
passed down not just within families, but within entire communities and city states.  The need 
to communicate with the gods is the key factor here and this requirement ensured the 
persistence of these practices.  
 In ancient Greece an individual felt encouraged to communicate with the gods because 
they wanted the gods to favour them. The verbal procedure of presenting an offeringto a deity 
wὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝὅὁmἷthiὀἹΝalὁὀἹΝthiὅΝἸὁὄmatμΝ‘ϊἷaὄΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵΝἹὁἶ,ΝIΝwὁulἶΝlikἷΝtὁΝὁἸἸἷὄΝyὁuΝXΝ
in the hope that yὁuΝwillΝἹivἷΝmἷΝYέ’ΝἡὄμΝ‘IἸΝyὁuΝἹὄaὀtΝmἷΝY,ΝIΝwillΝἹivἷΝyὁuΝXέ’28 To not 
communicate with the gods was to live a life without their favour, and from what both the 
ancient sources and the archaeological evidence from oracular centres present, it se ms that 
many people wished to maintain that communication, as if one failed to communicate with 
thἷΝἹὁἶὅΝiὀΝthἷΝaἵἵἷptἷἶΝmaὀὀἷὄ,ΝὁὀἷΝὄiὅkἷἶΝἴἷiὀἹΝaἵἵuὅἷἶΝὁἸΝimpiἷtyΝaὀἶΝiὀἵuὄὄiὀἹΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’Ν
wrath.29  
 We know that studies exploring the divine, religious ritual and practices, and 
divination itself were produced,30 and there is bountiful evidence from the classical period to 
indicate that institutions were still punishing both city states and individuals for religious 
offences.31 From these instances it is clear that in many areas of ancient Greece an awareness 
endured regard to pleasing the gods. It seems likely that a combination of long established 
traditional ritual practices and the social mind-set of the average ancient Greek meant that 
there was little scope for somἷΝwhἷὀΝitΝἵamἷΝtὁΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀiὀἹΝὁὀἷ’ὅΝiὀἶiviἶualΝἴἷliἷἸΝὅyὅtἷmέ 
 The requirement to communicate with the gods and the need to obtain their favour 
seems to have been a regular feature of everyday life in ancient Greece. Perhaps this is why 
                                                     
27 Vernant (1989) 163. See also, Ogden (2010) 158 on tradition and divination. 
28 Flower (2008b) 101-102. 
29 See n.2 for scholarship providing an introduction to the activities at oracular centres. 
30 For an overview of ancient scholarship in this area see Burkert (1985a) 30 -337. 
31 Consider the sacred fines imposed by the Delphic Amphictyonic assembly on city states during this 
period and see also Lysias On the matter of the Olive Stump for an example of an individual charged 
with a religious offence. 
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there is no literary evidence indicating an ancient treatise on Greek religion as an overarching 
concept which required scrutiny. As Vernant states: 
 
‘ἦhiὅΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝtὄaἶitiὁὀΝwaὅΝὀἷithἷὄΝuὀiἸὁὄmΝὀὁὄΝὅtὄiἵtlyΝἶἷἸiὀἷἶνΝitὅΝὀatuὄἷΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝἶὁἹmatiἵΝiὀΝaὀyΝ
way. It had no sacerdotal cast, no specialized clergy, no church, and no sacred book in which the truth 
was fixed once and for all. It had no creed that gave the faithful a coherent set of beliefs about the 
beyond.’32 
 
 This is a perfectly reasonable assessment; in the same way that there are no accounts 
preserved detailing the precise procedure of a typical consultation of the oracl  at Delphi. This 
is not, in my view, due to the fact that the procedure was highly secretive, as there is no 
evidence in the sources to suggest that Delphi was treated with the same curiosity as the 
Mysteries at Eleusis. The most rational explanation has already been suggested by Parke and 
Wormell, who believe that the procedure of the Delphic Oracle was common knowledge at 
the time and as such no ancient writer deemed it necessary to describe such matters in detail.33 
 Undoubtedly the accessibility and location of oracular centres would have impacted 
upon the availability and frequency of oracular consultations. As a resultof this other methods 
of divination developed, which were independent of oracular centres.34 These other methods 
of communicating with the gods enabled enquirers to make on the spot consultations, 
interpretations, and subsequently, make imminent decisions with relative ease with the 
assistance of independent diviners.   
 
v). Divination and decision making: 
‘せg拙 たiそそふちkのち g盛k蒼ち, 厨ヾiすh碩 逗kて宋たg 髄ち, 刃ヾてヾそi宋ち 酔 jiそおちさ 厨せそiかヾiす·  厨kへけぬgちi け責と ヾ gjjえそさちてな て誠jg. 
せg拙 て頗 迅しさちg宋てす て摺 ki ヾそiかてにな 厨ヾすjぬi宋ち 厨せえそiにてち kて設な jkとgkさけて設な 厨ちしへたすてち ヾてすてへたiちてす, せg拙 成 ｠すせかgな 
                                                     
32 Vernant (1989) 163.  
33 Parke and Wormell (1956) I:17. 
34 For further information on the different methods of divination practised by independent diviners, see 
chapter IV 110-163.  
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θ髄ち けうと kす せg拙 甚けgち しiすgjた藻 ki せg拙 k藻 kてすてへk荘 ヾとてjせiかたiちてなχ て盛h疏 壬ち hすgくてにそiへjgjしgす 帥kす 帥lさ 
ヾとかち, 斉な て頗 たうちkiすな 厨つさけて漕ちkて, kと拙な 厨ちちえg 酔たえとgな たi宋ちgす, 晴ヾのな 壬ち ヾとふkiとてち せすちさしiかさ. せg拙 kて宋な た跡ち 
迅しさちgかてすな たiそそおjgjす hす責 kて漕kて 酔 たてち碩 厨けiけえちさkてέ’ 
‘WhἷὀΝἷvἷὄythiὀἹΝwaὅΝὄἷaἶyΝaὀἶΝthἷyΝwἷὄἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝpὁiὀtΝὁἸΝὅailiὀἹ,ΝthἷὄἷΝwaὅΝaὀΝἷἵlipὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝmὁὁὀ,Ν
which was at the full. Most of the Athenians took this event so seriously that they now urged the generals 
to wait, and Nicias, who was rather over-inclined to divination and such things, said that, until they had 
waited for the thrice nine days recommended by the soothsayers, he would not even join in any further 
discussion on how the move could be made. So the Athenians, delaye  by the eclipse, stayed on 
aἸtἷὄwaὄἶὅέ’35 
 
 The events of the Sicilian expedition of 413 B.C. resulted in a catastrophic defeat for 
the Athenians. Arguably the main contributing factor to this disastrous loss was the decision 
made by Nicias to postpone moving the Athenian force to safety, in response to the lunar 
eclipse.36 This decision was made on the basis of an interpretation of the lunar eclipse made 
by the independent diviners present, who had been employed to accompany the military 
expedition in order to provide divinatory guidance.37 
 Divination was a fundamental aspect of the decision making process in ancient 
Greece. Prophecies, omens and dreams were an accepted element of everyday life and as such 
needed to be interpreted immediately. In many instances, the meaning of a portent could be 
deduced by those present without too much consideration; yet depending upon the weight of 
a decision, a need for reassurance often accompanied it, especially if there was still some doubt 
as to the correct course of action. In addition, if an enquiry needed to be made of the g ds, 
independent diviners were required to provide a link between immortals and men, both to
initiate and to interpret divine communication.  
                                                     
35 Thuc. VII:50, tr. Warner. 
36 See chapter III 83-85 ἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄὅΝiὀΝἠiἵiaὅ’Νἷmplὁymἷὀt,ΝmὁὄἷΝὀὁtaἴlyΝἥtilἴiἶἷὅέΝἥἷἷΝalὅὁ,ΝἢὁwἷllΝ
(1979) 15-31. 




 Pleasing the gods was of the utmost importance and the prominence of sanctuaries, 
festivals and religious rites within Greek city states demonstrates this clearly.38 The excerpt 
above from Thucydides describes the clear omen of the eclipse, and this was recognised by 
all to have been an inauspicious sign from the gods and as such could not have been 
overlooked. Thucydides informs us that not only Nicias, but the entire Athenian army 
clamoured to remain encamped until it was deemed propitious to do otherwise.39  
 The interpretations made by independent diviners as a result of communicating with 
the gods via divination had an immense impact upon the course of ancient Greek history.
Divination survived in one form or another for centuries, and it only seemed to diminish under 
the monarchies of the hellenistic period, but even then, certain divinatory practices endured 
throughout this time.40 Consequently, for divination to prevail for such a long duration, the 
ancient Greeks must have found some satisfaction in using it as part of their decision making 
process, in order for them to have continued practising these methods.41  
 Therefore, it is important to understand that divination must have alleviated the 
pressure of making life-changing decisions to a certain extent, especially in those instances 
where the decisions impacted upon entire armies or city states. In their role as the interpr ters 
ὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’Νwill,ΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄὅΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝhaἶΝὅὁmἷΝὅhaὄἷΝiὀΝthἷΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅiἴilityΝὁἸΝthἷΝ
decision, along with the enquirer, as the subsequent sequence of events would have occurred 
as a result of the decision in question, which in turn was made on the basis of the results of a 
divinatory enquiry. Subsequently, independent diviners and even the gods themselves could 
be considered culpable, and this shared responsibility must have lessened the pressure felt by 
those charged with making an important decision.42  
                                                     
38 See introduction 2.n.1. for suggested general reading in ancient Greek religion. 
39 Thuc. VII:50, see also n.2. 
40 Consider the long duration of success operation at the oracular centres in ancient Greece, Olympia 
and Delphi in particular. For more on this, see Parke (1972) for Delphi and (1967) for Olympia. For a 
treatment of the decline of independent diviners, see Bremmer (1996) 06-109; Flower (2008b) 126-
131, see also chapter V 176 and the conclusion of this thesis 205. 
41 See Meyer (2002) for a thorough treatment of the impact of divination on a cient decision making. 
42 ἥἷἷΝἐὁwἶἷὀΝ(βίίγ)ΝγέΝ‘ϊiviὀatiὁὀΝwὁulἶΝmakἷΝὅὁmἷΝἶiἸἸiἵultΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀὅΝἷaὅiἷὄΝἴyΝὄἷἸὄamiὀἹΝthἷΝiὅὅuἷὅΝ




 As divination played such a pivotal role in decision making, its significance should 
not be overlooked when scrutinising events from Greek myth and history. As we shall see, it 
is evident in the sources that the majority of the ancient Greeks were very pious and that for 
the most part, they followed the expected ritual practices of divinatory consultations 
absolutely, and this was due to their belief in the reality of their religious system.43 
 A clear idea of the importance of independent diviners to both the decision making 
process and the subsequent events which unfolded as a result of their interpretations is lready 
beginning to emerge. The aim of chapter I is to explore the various types of religious specialist 
that we encounter in the literature and to examine in greater detail wh t constitutes an 
independent diviner, so that we might better understand their position and purpose in the 







                                                     
43 I say this, as it would be naïve to presume that every single ancient Greek was devout and that no one 
ever circumnavigated the process of consulting the gods, as we have instances preserved of individuals 
doing so, and pious ones at that. Consider how Xenophon consulted the Delphic Oracle before 
embarking on the expedition with Cyrus the Younger (Xen. Anab. III:1.6-8). He was scolded by 
Socrates for not formulating his question in the expected manner, so that he could obtain the response 
that he desired. See chapter V 172-173 for further discussion of this particular instance. See also, Parke 
(1972) 113-114. For a discussion on the influence of the gods in decision making in democratic Athens, 




What is an Independent Diviner? 
 
i). Definition: 
 ἦhἷΝtἷὄmΝ‘iὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄ’Νwas coined by Dillery in his 2005 article to distinguish 
between the assortment of ancient Greek religious specialists which we are prsented with in 
the ancient sources, particularly those associated with divination.44 He introduced this term in 
ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ tὄἷatΝ thἷΝ ‘iὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀt’Ν ὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝ ὅpἷἵialiὅtὅΝὁἸΝ thἷΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝἕὄἷἷkΝwὁὄlἶΝuὀἶἷὄΝὁὀἷΝ
heading.  
 According to Dillery, there are two types of diviner who fall into this category, known 
as ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな, as for the most part they were not associated with a particular 
deity or cult centre.45 He also distinguishes these two religious specialists from others by their 
skill set, which he considers to be discernible by its lack of divine inspiration, apart from 
where the たうちkiすな of myth were concerned.46 In this article he treats both ぬとさjたてそふけてす and 
たうちkiすな as separate and individual roles, under the general heading of independent diviners. 
 Following on from his work, in this thesis I will be treating ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな 
as synonymous under the designation of independent diviners, but there will be occasions 
when I will be exploring the roles individually, as and when a distinction between them is 
ὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄyέΝ IΝaἹὄἷἷΝwithΝϊillἷὄy’ὅΝἵlassification of ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな as independent 
diviners, and consider the similarities and differences between the roles to meri  further 
ἷxamiὀatiὁὀ,ΝalὁὀἹὅiἶἷΝὁthἷὄΝ‘ἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀt’ΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝὅpἷἵialiὅtὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝpἷὄiὁἶ,ΝwhὁΝwillΝ
be treated later in this chapter.  
 This chapter also aims to establish the purpose of independent diviners in the ancient 
Greek world and to explore written oracular collections, as these were frequently consulted, 
                                                     
44 Dillery (2005) 168-171. 
45 The clear exception to this being the long established positions of members of the Iamidae and 
Clytiadae mantic families at Olympia. See Weniger (1915) 53-115 for a list of eers employed at 
Olympia. 
46 Dillery (2005) 171-172. See also, Nock (1972) 539. 
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especially in the absence of a consultation at an oracular centre, with the hope of understanding 
a particular procedure or state of affairs. Independent diviners were often required either to 
consult the collection on behalf of the enquirer, or to help provide an interpretation of the 
divine message.   
 Before delving any further into the realm of independent diviners, it is necessary to 
examine an important ancient Greek word: ‒gちkすせお. Plato accredits the origins of たgちkすせお to 
aὀΝὁὄiἹiὀalΝaὅὅὁἵiatiὁὀΝwithΝthἷΝwὁὄἶΝmaὀiaΝaὀἶΝὅtatἷὅΝthatΝthἷΝ‘k’ΝwaὅΝaΝlatἷὄΝiὀsertion.47 This 
natural association with mania and madness is often concomitant with direct divine influence 
and prophecy. Hence the word たgちkすせお is often understood to mean prophecy. When I use the 
term たgちkすせお in this work I am referring both to the gift of prophecy itself and lso to all other 
divinatory skills attributed to ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすなΝiὀΝthἷΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝpἷὄiὁἶ.48 
  
ii). Types of Independent Diviner: 
 When investigating independent diviners in the Greek city state it is essential to 
consider all aspects of the role, from their origins and the evolution of their social tanding, to 
the transition in their methods of divining and their reception within the city state. In order t 




 The noun to describe a Greek seer which is used most frequently in the sources is the 
word たうちkすな (pl. たうちkiすな) and this noun is used to describe independent diviners from myth 
through to the end of the classical period and beyond.49 The ancient sources often record the 
lineage of たうちkiすな, and this ὅἷἷmὅΝtὁΝhavἷΝἵὁὀtὄiἴutἷἶΝtὁΝἷaἵhΝiὀἶiviἶual’ὅΝὄἷὀὁwὀΝaὅΝaὀΝἷxpἷὄtΝ
                                                     
47 Plat. Phaed. 244c. See Ballériaux 35-43 and Flower (2008b) 84. 
48 For a detailed discussion of the divinatory practices utilised by independent diviners, see chapter IV 
110-163. 
49 For a detailed discussion on the etymology of the word たうちkすな, see Roth (1982) 9-29. 
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in divination.50 Additionally, certain regions of Greece appear to have produced more たうちkiすなΝ
than others; Elean and Arcadian たうちkiすな especially appear in employment in city states other 
than their own.51  
 The main forms of divination practised by a たうちkすな were ornithomancy (divination by 
observing the flights of birds), cledonomancy (interpreting unusual occurrences), 
onieromancy (divination by dreams) and extispicy (reading animal entrails). It was most 
certainly necessary for a たうちkすな to be able to read any unexpected omen which might occur 
along the way, and this, in turn, meant that a たうちkすな needed to possess a wealth of knowledge 
in possible interpretations.52 There were also instances of たうちkiすな making the occasional 
inspired divine pronouncement, although this seems to be a more frequent occurrence for 
たうちkiすな of myth rather than their historical descendants.53  
 
ii.b). ぬとさjたてそふけてす: 
 Another type of independent diviner is a ぬとさjたてそふけてな, pl. ぬとさjたてそふけてす. Unlike 
たうちkiすな, the earliest appearance of this term is in the work of the fifth century B.C. historian 
Herodotus and the role does not appear to have required the same emphasis on ancestry when 
it came to reputation and gaining employment. If this was the case, then Herodotus would 
have surely mentioned it, as he does with たうちkiすな.54  
                                                     
50 See chapter II 56-57 for the importance of ancestry and mantic families. 
51 See Hdt. IX:33; Kett (1966) 71-73 and Roth (1982) 286 for Teisamenos and Hdt. IX:41; Kett (1966) 
42-43 and Roth (1982) 276-77 for Hegesistratos as examples of manteis from Elis. See also, Xen. Anab. 
VI:4.13, VI:5.2, VI:5.8 for Arexion the Arcadian and Kett (1966) 24-25 and Roth (1982) 270. For a full 
list of Arcadian and Elean seers, see Kett (1966) 17-80 and Roth (1982) 26 -287. 
52 For a more detailed exploration of the types of divination practised by independent diviners, see 
chapter IV 110-163. 
53 See chapter III for the evolution of the role between myth and the classical period and chapter IV 
135-136 for a treatment of inspired divination. See also, Dillery (2005) 171-2 for a brief discussion of 
this and Nissinen (2010) 341-351 for the distinction between たgちかgΝand kえぬちさ in divination. 
54 See Hdt. VII:6 for Onomakritos, who worked in Athens in the service of the Peisistratids. Consider 
Herodotus crediting Melampus with the introduction of the cult of Dionysus to Greece (Hdt. II:49). 
Herodotus made a point of mentioning noteworthy facts about indiviudals and if one of the ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ
which he mentions was considered to have been the first, he would certainly h ve made a point of 
emphasising it. The focus on ancestry is demonstrated further in other parts of his work where he details 
thἷΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝὁἸΝiὀἶiviἶualΝたうちkiすなέΝἥἷἷΝἵhaptἷὄΝIIΝηἄ-57 for a treatment of ancestry. 
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 A ぬとさjたてそふけてな (a singer or speaker of oracles), is considered to have been by 
definition an individual who recited oracles from an oracular collection accredited to a famous 
seer from myth, whose role was to use his oracular collection to guide the enquirer towards a 
particular ritual or course of action when faced with an important decision.55 Whereas a たうちkすな 
was considered to have been an individual who read natural signs and interpreted messages 
from the gods for the enquirer to the same end. 
 The similarities between the religious practices of these ぬとさjたてそふけてす when compared 
to たうちkiすな and the confusion in the sources where some individuals are referred to as both a 
たうちkすな and a ぬとさjたてそふけてなΝ iὀΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅ, has sparked heated debate amongst modern 
scholars as to whether these roles were even truly distinct from one another.56  
 
iii). Defining the two roleὅμΝthἷΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝaὀἶΝたうちkiすなΝἶἷἴatἷ: 
 ϊillἷὄy’ὅΝaὄtiἵlἷΝἵὁὀtὄiἴutἷὅΝtὁΝaΝἶἷἴatἷΝwhiἵhΝhaὅΝὅuὄἸaἵἷἶΝὄἷpἷatἷἶlyΝἸὁὄΝὁvἷὄΝἸiἸtyΝ
years concerning how these religious specialists should be categorised and treated. Th  work 
ὁἸΝἡlivἷὄΝiὀΝthἷΝ1ληίὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝ‘ἷxpὁuὀἶἷὄὅ’ΝὁἸΝὅaἵὄἷἶΝlawΝiὀΝχthἷὀὅΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝtὁΝἵlaὄiἸyΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝ
of these professionals within the city state, although he treats ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな as two 
different names for the same type of religious specialist. He calls this amalgamated role the 
‘ἵhὄἷὅmologoi-kai-maὀtἷiὅ’έ57 His book does not seem to have been particularly well received 
at the time.58 
 A small article by Argyle contributes to the debate by acknowledging that he believed 
there to be a definite distinction between ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな, as indicated in the 
Aristophanes and Thucydides excerpts which we are about to examine. However, Argyl  does 
admit that at present the true distinction between the roles is still somewhat of a mystery to 
                                                     
55 See Oliver (1952a) 6-11 for his view on the etymology of ぬとさjたてそふけてな. 
56 See Oliver (1950) 6-11; Argyle (1970); Smith (1989) 142 n.6; Baumgarten (1998) 57; Olsen (1998) 
269; Bowden (2003) 263-64, Dillery (2005) 170-171 and Flower (2008b) 61; to name but a few. 
57 Oliver (1952a) 11-17, (1952b) 410 and 411. 




us, but he is adamant that there was a distinction, and that our sources were most certainly
aware of it.59 
 More recently, Bowden has summarised the distinction between ぬとさjたてそふけてす and 
たうちkiすな as follows: 
  
‘iὀΝthἷΝἴὄὁaἶΝὅἷὀὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝwὁὄἶ,ΝallΝぬとさjたてそふけてす are たうちkiすな; in a narrower sense たうちkiすな are responsible 
for observing the entrails of sacrificial victims and the flight of birds, while ぬとさjたてそふけてす are concerned 
with ὅpὁkἷὀΝὁὄΝwὄittἷὀΝtἷxtὅ,ΝἴutΝὀἷithἷὄΝiὅΝaὀΝὁἸἸiἵialΝἶἷὅiἹὀatiὁὀέ’60  
 
The difficulties with defining each role precisely are still evident and these issues are also 
recognised in the work of Dillery.61 Flower also follows this train of thought and considers 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな to have a similar type of role, but not the same. 
 This debate has arisen chiefly because certain passages in sources from the classical
period categorise individual independent diviners as either ぬとさjたてそふけてす or たうちkiすな, and even 
other types of religious specialist on occasion.62 The difficulty with this is that these 
categorisations are inconsistent across the ancient sources, therefore the result is that some 
independent diviners are classified as both ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな, depending upon which 
author you are reading.   
 This erratic grouping of independent diviners inspired scholars to try define each 
role clearly and to allocate each religious specialist noted in the ancient sources into one 
category or the other (i.e. ぬとさjたてそふけてな or たうちkすな), which is a rather problematic task, due to 
the variety of accounts which we have describing certain individuals and the fact that the ways 
in which they practised their kえぬちさ cross over in the ancient sources. As a result, we often have 
                                                     
59 Argyle (1970) 139.  
60 Bowden (2003) 263-64. 
61 Dillery (2005) 171. 
62 The independent diviner Lampon, for example, has been referred to as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな, たうちkすな, 
exergete and oikist. For further source information on Lampon see Kett (1966) 54-57 and Roth (1982) 
278. See Ehrenberg (1948) 164; Malkin (1987) 98-99 and Garland (1990) 82 for debates about what 
thἷyΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝδampὁὀ’ὅΝpὄimaὄyΝὄὁlἷΝtὁΝhave been in Athens. 
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individuals whom one might consider to be a ぬとさjたてそふけてな performing the role of a たうちkすな, or 
vice versa.63 
 ἦhἷΝ ἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ iὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝ ἶiviὀἷὄΝ ώiἷὄὁἵlἷὅΝ iὀΝ χὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’Ν Peace has 
caused much confusion amongst scholars. It is frequently cited in the debate to draw a 
distinction between ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな. Trygaeus is preparing to offer a sacrifice when 
hiὅΝ ὅlavἷΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅΝ ὅὁmἷὁὀἷΝ appὄὁaἵhiὀἹΝ ἵὄὁwὀἷἶΝ withΝ lauὄἷlέΝἦhἷΝ ὅlavἷΝ aὅkὅμΝ ‘たうちkすなΝ kかなΝ
厨jkすちν’ΝaὀἶΝἦὄyἹaἷuὅΝὄἷὅpὁὀἶὅμΝ‘て盛 た責 〉か疏 刃そそ疏 畝iとてせそえさな,Νて誓kふな けえ ヾてへ 'jし疏 成 ぬとさjたてそふけてな 
て精つ 斥とiて漕.’64 The fact that Trygaeus refuses to acknowledge Hierocles as a たうちkすな and insists 
that he is instead a ぬとさjたてそふけてな has led to the assumption that there must have been a clear 
distinction between the roles in the ancient world that we are yet to understand fully, or else 
Aristophanes would not have made a point of emphasising it. 
 In this passage Hierocles approaches them in the garb of a たうちkすな, at a time when a 
たうちkすな was required to oversee the sacrifice, and although it is evident that he is not welcome, 
Hierocles attempts to participate. Trygaeus appears to be of the opinion that Hierocles has 
neither the right, nor the expertise to conduct the sacrifice properly and so, after they argue 
and Hierocles spouts oracles at Trygaeus concerning both the sacrifice and the Peace, he is 
eventually ejected from the sacrifice and forced to leave. 
 What is evident from this passage is that it seems that what Trygaeus wanted as a 
たうちkすな and he met a ぬとさjたてそふけてな instead. The implication here is that a ぬとさjたてそふけてな was not 
only the wrong kind of specialist, but also an unwelcome one. This passage, combined with 
the Thucydides excerpt below, presents the idea that a ぬとさjたてそふけてな was a rather undesirable 
character, but if we look at what we know of Hierocles and for the moment at least consider 
him to be a ぬとさjたてそふけてな, as designated by Aristophanes, a different picture begins to 
emerge.65 
                                                     
63 Such as Amphilytos or Hierocles. For a discussion of Amphilytos, see chapter II 50-52, for the role 
of Hierocles in Athens, see chapter III 92-3. 
64 ἥlavἷμΝ ‘IὅΝ hἷΝaΝἶiviὀἷὄς’ΝἦὄyἹaἷuὅμΝ ‘ἠὁ,ΝἴyΝZἷuὅνΝhἷ’ὅΝώiἷὄὁἵlἷὅ,Ν ὅuὄἷly,Ν thἷΝὁὄaἵlἷ-monger from 
ἡὄἷuὅέ’ΝχὄiὅtὁphέΝPeace 1045-50 tr. Sommerstein. 
65 See Kett (1966) 50-51 and Roth (1982) 277 for sources on Hierocles. 
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 Hierocles is mentioned in the Chalcis Decree, where it appears he was instructed o 
consult the oracles concerning Euboea.66 The implication from this inscription is that 
Hierocles was some form of a religious specialist and the fact that he was asked to consult an 
oracular collection indicates that he was perhaps a ぬとさjたてそふけてな (if we use the definition 
provided above). However, the fact that he was involved in the foundation of the colonyat 
Oreus implies that he may well be a たうちkすな instead (if we are following these same definitions). 
From this we can see that the difficulties with officially designating independent diviners into 
one category or another are preventing a concrete definition of each role. 
 Flower follows the opinion of Bowden here; that it is more likely that Aristophanes is 
calling Hierocles a ぬとさjたてそふけてな in order to mock him, as it seems that this role did not hold 
the same prestige as that of a たうちkすな. This is an opinion which I am also inclined to agree with, 
as we encounter far more たうちkiすな than ぬとさjたてそふけてす in the ancient sources and this might be 
because ぬとさjたてそふけてす were not consulted or employed in the same way within city states as 
たうちkiすな were, but this is merely speculation at this point.67  
 It seems that whenever the terms ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな appear together in an 
ancient source, there is a discussion as to what the distinction between the two roles might 
have been. A particular passage in Thucydides is also used frequently in this debate, as it 
describes the reaction of the Athenians to the failure of the Sicilian Expedition:  
 
‘…厨ヾiすh碩 h跡 帥けちのjgち,Νぬgそiヾて拙 た跡ちΝ髄jgちΝkて宋なΝつにたヾとてしにたさしi宋jすΝk蒼ちΝ槽さkふとのちΝk摂ちΝ帥せヾそてにち,Ν席jヾiとΝて盛せΝ
g盛kて拙 ねさlすjうたiちてす,Ν静とけかこてちkてΝh跡 せg拙 kて宋なΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすなΝ kiΝ せg拙 たうちkijすΝせg拙 成ヾふjてすΝ kすΝ kふkiΝg盛kて設なΝ
しiすうjgちkiなΝ厨ヾおそヾすjgちΝ斉なΝそおねてちkgすΝぇすせiそかgちέ’ 
‘έέέχὀἶΝwhἷὀΝ thἷyΝἶiἶΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀiὐἷΝ the facts, they turned against the public speakers who had been in 
favour of the expedition, as though they themselves had not voted for it, and also became angry with 
the prophets and soothsayers and all who at the time had, by various methods of divination, encouraged 
thἷmΝtὁΝἴἷliἷvἷΝthatΝthἷyΝwὁulἶΝἵὁὀὃuἷὄΝἥiἵilyέ’68 
                                                     
66 See Bowden (2003) 266 and Flower (2008) 63 for mention of this decree, see also chapter III 99. 
67 See Bowden (2003) 266-267 and Flower (2008) 61-63. 




 In his commentary on ἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅΝώὁὄὀἴlὁwἷὄΝwὄitἷὅΝthatΝiὀΝthiὅΝ‘hἷavilyΝὄhἷtὁὄiἵal’Ν
chapter Thucydides is using a rhetorical device. Where he says: ‘thἷyΝ(thἷΝχthἷὀiaὀὅ)ΝwἷὄἷΝ
also furious with the oracle-collectors, and the seers, and all who by divination had made them 
ἴἷliἷvἷΝthἷyΝwὁulἶΝἵὁὀὃuἷὄΝἥiἵilyέ’ΝWhatΝhἷΝmἷaὀὅΝἴyΝthiὅΝiὅΝthatΝthἷ ‘ἵlimaἵtiἵΝthiὄἶΝmἷmἴἷὄ’Ν
as Hornblower describes it,ΝwhὁΝiὅΝmἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝiὀΝthiὅΝpaὅὅaἹἷΝiέἷέΝ‘allΝwhὁΝἴyΝἶiviὀatiὁὀ’ΝἸὁὄἵἷὅΝ
the passage to be considered differently and reduces the need to interpret a stark difference 
between ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな.69 If what Hornblower has inferred is correct, then 
Thucydides was merely emphasising the anger of the Athenians at all religious speciali ts in 
divination rather than at those two types alone. 
 IὀΝmyΝὁpiὀiὁὀΝぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな are different specialists which make up one 
entity (i.e. an independent diviner), with varying areas of specialisation upon closer scrutiny. 
I agree with Hornblower and Bowden in that it seems that the terms ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな 
are used to describe variations of both roles depending upon the author; they have definitely 
become conflated through time and associated together more closely and this is what has 
caused confusion and debate.  
 When it comes to the use of these two nouns in the ancient sources, it is clear that 
たうちkすな is the more recognised and popular term for an independent diviner, especially as 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす do not appear on record until Herodotus. This does not necessarily imply that he 
created the term, it could well be that earlier authors disliked using it because of its sometimes 
negative association. However, as we only come across ぬとさjたてそふけてす for the first time in the 
late sixth century B.C., this prompts the question of when this role first came into existence.  
 It was clearly firmly established by the time Herodotus, Thucydides and Aristophanes 
were writing in the fifth century B.C. as they all mention ぬとさjたてそふけてす in their works and felt 
no need to provide a definition. This implies that ぬとさjたてそふけてす were well-known religious 
specialists by this period at the very latest. 
                                                     
69 See Bowden (2003) 271; Dillery (2005) 167-231 and Hornblower (2008) 750-75 for interpretations 
of this passage. 
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 An example of one of the earliest known ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ iὅΝ χmphilytὁὅ,Ν whὁΝ
accompanied Peisistratos into the battle of Pallene, where he successfully routed the Athenians 
and installed himself as a tyrant. Amphilytos does not behave like a typical ぬとさjたてそふけてな in 
this passage, as he produces a spontaneous prophecy on the battlefield.70 Another 
ぬとさjたてそふけてな is Onomacritos, who according to Herodotus worked at the court of the Athenian 
tyrant Peisistratos and later for his sons Hippias and Hipparchos before he was exiled, wher  
he was then employed at the court of the Persian king Darius.71 
 Herodotus also introduces us to Lasos of Hermione, who according to Herodotus was 
ὄἷὅpὁὀὅiἴlἷΝἸὁὄΝἡὀὁmakὄitὁὅ’ΝἷxilἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝχthἷὀὅέ72 Onomakritos and Lasos were practising 
thἷiὄΝkえぬちさΝiὀΝthἷΝlatἷΝὅtaἹἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅixthΝἵἷὀtuὄyΝaὀἶΝἷaὄlyΝἸiἸthΝἵἷὀtuὄyΝἐέἑέ,ΝἴutΝitΝiὅΝuὀlikἷlyΝ
that they were the first ぬとさjたてそふけてす, as surely if this was the case then Herodotus would have 
made a point of introducing them in this way, as the aim of his inquiry was to highlight notable 
facts of interest in each area of his work.  
 There is without doubt (in the fifth century B.C. at least) a distinctio  of sorts between 
the two roles when scrutinised carefully. A たうちkすな waὅΝ‘thἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝὅἷἷὄ’, evolved from the 
seers of Homeric epic who (at least by the classical period) used extispicy and ornithoma cy 
among other methods to interpret the will of the gods. Their knowledge was passed down 
between families from parent to child or teacher to apprentice and they maintained strong 
traditions to help to maintain the mystery and exclusive nature of their position.73  
 A ぬとさjたてそふけてな, in contrast, was an individual who acquired an oracular collection 
and who claimed that these oracular tablets were part of an oracular collection preserved from 
a seer from myth e.g. Musaeus or Sybil. The ぬとさjたてそふけてな would then familiarise himself with 
                                                     
70 Hdt. I:62. See Kett (1966) 21-22 and Roth (1982) 289. This is another instance which causes difficulty 
when attempting to define the two roles. 
71 For Onomacritos, see also Kett (1966) 61-63 and Roth (1982) 291-292. 
72 Hdt. VII:6. See Shapiro (1990) 335-345. It seems that neither Kett nor Roth included Lasos in their 
respective prosopographies, but this could well be due to his main careeras a poet; he was said to have 
ἴἷἷὀΝἢiὀἶaὄ’ὅΝtἷaἵhἷὄέΝἥἷἷΝἥhapiὄὁΝ(1λλί)Νγζί-341n.14. 
73 For more on this, see chapter II 56-7. 
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his oracular collection and then use an opportunistic and creative nature to peddle whichever 
oracle from his collection had the most relevance to the current crisis.  
   
iv). Other religious officials in the classical period: 
 Priests were religious officials who were allocated to oracular centres and temples. 
Their responsibilities were typically administrative, they were required to ensure the smooth 
operation of the religious institution and they were also able to assist in the performance of 
specific rites and sacrifices as required.74 As the different types of priest that we come across 
in the ancient sources are all allocated to oracular centres, they cannot be iclud d under the 
heading of independent diviners. 
 Exegetes were religious specialists employed to read ancient writings and enct 
specific sacrifices and rituals as instructed in the literature. In Athens they wer  employed to 
read and interpret sacred law. It does not seem that their role required the practice of 
divination: therefore, they have not been included in this thesis in any more detail.75 
 Prophetai were religious specialists who were allocated to a temple or an oracular 
centre and were often thought to be inhabited by a god. There are times when prophetes is 
used to describe たうちkiすな, and this role is the closest to ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな on account 
of its inspired element, but as they are allocated to religious institutions they are classed as 
‘ἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀt’Νἶiviὀἷὄὅέ76 
 Engastrimuthoi, or belly-talkers, are rather mysterious diviners as they allegedly had 
daimones in their stomachs, which would communicate either through their stomachs or orally 
via their vessel. They have not been included in this thesis as there is so little evidence on 
them and there are not enough instances in the ancient sources to allow us to place hem in a 
particular context within ancient Greek society at present.77 
                                                     
74 For further reading on priests, see Chaniotis (2008) 17-34. See also the introduction to this book, 
written by Henrichs 1-14. 
75 For further reading on exergetes, see Oliver (1952a). 
76 See Bremmer (1993) 159 and Dillery (2005) 171. 




v). Oracular collections: 
 Herodotus is the first source to inform us of the existence of written collecti ns of 
oracles which were in circulation towards the end of the archaic period. These collections 
seem to have been used in two different ways. There were oracular collections which were 
utilised by ぬとさjたてそふけてす and to our understanding these were their main way of practising 
divination, and there were the oracular collections which were recorded and store  within city 
states for official consultation when required.78 Fontenrose sees the function of these oracular 
collections to have been as follows: 
 
‘ἦhἷΝ ὁὄaἵlἷὅΝ iὀΝ ἵiὄἵulatiὁὀΝ wἷὄἷΝ ὅtatἷmἷὀts or commands relevant, or interpreted as relevant, to 
ἵὁὀtἷmpὁὄaὄyΝἷvἷὀtὅΝaὀἶΝἵὄiὅἷὅέ’79 
 
This definition is quite accurate when you consider the oracles which were peddled by 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす in support of the expedition when the Athenians were contemplating invading 
Sicily.80 
 Herodotus informs us of two oracular collections kept by individual ぬとさjたてそふけてす, the 
collection kept by Onomacritos credited to Musaeus, and that of Antichares of Eleon credited 
to Laius.81 These individual collections were often attributed to famous seers from myth, but 
it is unlikely that this was truly the case.82 Other notable names with oracular collections 
ascribed to them were Bakis and Orpheus.83 These collections were consulted and utilised in 
any time of crisis, as seen above during the Peloponnesian war. As Sancisi-Weerdenburg 
observes: 
                                                     
78 See Hdt. VII.6 for an individual collection and V:90 for a state one. See Stoneman (2011) 172-3 for 
a treatment of written collections of oracles. 
79 Fontenrose (1978) 152. 
80 Thuc. VIII:1.1. For an analysis of this passage, see above 24-25. 
81 For Onomacritos, see Hdt. VII:6. For Antichares, see Hdt. V:43. See also Bowden (2003) 264-265. 
82 According to Bowden, little is known of Laius, see (2003) 265. 
83 See Fontenrose (1978) 163 and Bowden (2003) 266 for a treatment of Bakis. For further discussion 






 That way if a city state or a certain individual was in some form f strife a 
ぬとさjたてそふけてな would have been able to mentally select from their oracular collection and recite 
the most relevant oracle immediately in order to provide a solution. Evidently this would have 
made far more of an impression than rummaging through the physical collection in order to 
manually select the most suitable oracle. A memorised delivery would have been mor 
convincing. This method of divining appears to have been successful, as ぬとさjたてそふけてす seem 
to have been firmly established for the fifth century B.C. at least.85 
 The first state collection of oracles appears to have been instigated by Peisistratos and 
stored on the acropolis in Athens.86 Fontenrose believes them to have been either a collection 
of oracles which were gathered from many sources (i.e. mythic seers) or a collection of written 
responses from Delphi and other oracular centres.87 Personally I consider the latter to be more 
plausible, as this also follows the model of the oracular collection kept by the Spartans.88 
During the classical period the Athenian state oracles could be accessed for consultati  and 
were often used in the law-courts to demonstrate when sacred and traditional laws had been 
breached.89 Therefore a ぬとさjたてそふけてな was not always required, depending upon the nature of 
the enquiry. 
 As we shall see in the next chapter, where ぬとさjたてそふけてす were concerned, there was no 
ἷmphaὅiὅΝὁὀΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝthἷὄἷΝwaὅΝὀὁΝὀἷἷἶΝἸὁὄΝitέΝἦhἷΝkえぬちさΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたてそふけてな was not 
believed to be inherent and the knowledge necessary to become a ぬとさjたてそふけてな was hardly a 
secret. All a ぬとさjたてそふけてな was required to do was to familiarise himself with his collection. It 
                                                     
84 Sancisi-Weerdenburg (2000) 74. See also 72-73 for a discussion on whether Onomacritos was 
reciting oracles or writing them down. 
85 For the decline of independent diviners, see chapter V 276 and 205 of the c nclusion of this thesis. 
86 Hdt. V:90. See also Baumgarten (1998) 60-61 and Sancisi-Weerdenburg (2000) 64. 
87 Fontenrose (1978) 164. 
88 Ibid. 
89 See Garland (1990) 87-88 and Bremmer (1993) 156-157. See also Mikalson (1983) 48 for an 
assessment of the importance of divine signs in the proceedings of the Athenian law courts. 
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is likely that this distinction in mantic ability was why ぬとさjたてそふけてす were treated differently 
in the sources from たうちkiすな.  
 These differences appear to be the main areas of distinction between the two roles. 
Yet this does not mean that a ぬとさjたてそふけてな could not be classed as a たうちkすな or vice versa. 
There is no reason why a たうちkすな could not consider an oracular collection when contemplating 
a suitable cause of action, especially if he was consulted in a situation located within a city 
state, where access to an oracular collection would have been far more feasible th n in a 
remote situation such as whilst founding a colony or embroiled in a military campaign. 
 It seems clear that the place of a たうちkすな was not just on the battlefield; たうちkiすな were 
often involved in internal politics within a city state and we also have evidence of their 
involvement within the colonisation process. As たうちkiすな wἷὄἷΝ‘mὁἴilἷ’,ΝaΝたうちkすな was required 
to oversee the necessary religious rites to ensure that it was propitious to proceed with the 
founding of the colony. From the fifth century B.C. we have Lampon and Hierocles as 
examples of such individuals.  
 
vi). Distinctions: 
For the purposes of this study I would like to be clear that when I am referring to an 
independent diviner or a seer, I am referring to both ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな. In short, as far 
as I am concerned they should be treated as individuals whose roles are synonymous at first 
glance, but it should also be recognised that in instances where closer scrutiny is necessary 
each individual might have a clear area of specialism which differs from the others, and this 
is where a clear distinction might be needed. In this thesis I will explore the representation of 
both ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな in the sources and how these contributed to the perception and 






History of ‒うちkiすな and ゅとさjたてそふけてす 
 
 IὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝappὄὁaἵhΝthiὅΝὅuἴjἷἵtΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸullyΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝὅἷὀὅiἴlἷΝtὁΝtὄἷatΝたうちkiすなΝaὀἶΝ
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝaὅΝὅἷpaὄatἷΝἷὀtities in this chapter, as their origins are quite distinct from one 
another. I am certainly of the view that both roles should be considered together under the 
general heading of independent diviners, but with that in mind one cannot ignore that in some 
accounts from the fifth century B.C. especially there are instances where two separate roles 
are indicated, therefore in those particular circumstances and where the origins of each role is 





mἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝἸὄἷὃuἷὀtlyΝiὀΝἴὁthΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝaὀἶΝlitἷὄaὄyΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅέΝώὁmἷὄ’ὅΝ Iliad and Odyssey are 
thἷΝἷaὄliἷὅtΝἕὄἷἷkΝtἷxtὅΝtὁΝἸἷatuὄἷΝたうちkiすな,ΝaὀἶΝὅἷἷὄὅΝὅuἵhΝaὅΝἑalἵhaὅΝplayἷἶΝaὀΝimpὁὄtaὀtΝὄὁlἷΝ
in the decision making processes of our Greek heroes. What is apparent in these texts (the 
Odyssey ἷὅpἷἵially)ΝiὅΝthatΝthἷΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝaΝἸuὀἶamental part of their reputation.91  
 There is a long digression in Book XV of the Odyssey describing the lineage of the 
seer Theoclymenus of the Melampodidae.92 The purpose of this digression is to inform the 
ὄἷaἶἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸamὁuὅΝὅἷἷὄὅΝthatΝthiὅΝたうちkすなΝhaὅΝin his lineage, in order to add weight to his 
wὁὄἶὅΝwhἷὀΝhἷΝἸiὀallyΝὅpἷakὅέΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝiἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝpὄὁvἷΝaἸἸiliatiὁὀΝwithΝ
one of these mantic families, then it seems that he would automatically have been resp cted 
more than if he was of unknown stock. The main reason for this is that if the mantic skill was 
                                                     
90 For more on this, see Chapter I of this work or Bowden (2003) 260-264. 
91 See Johnston (2008) 110-1ἄΝἸὁὄΝaὀΝiὀἸὁὄmativἷΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝaὀἶΝたうちkiすなέ 
92 Hom. Od. XV:223-264. See Levine (1983) 1-7 for the importance of Theoclymenus in the Odyssey. 
See Bremmer (1996) 98 for a contrary position. In this chapter the importance of Theoclymenus in the 
epic is not specifically under scrutiny. The fact that he is introduced here with a description of his 
lineage reveals the importance of ancestry whἷὀΝἷmplὁyiὀἹΝaΝたうちkすなέ  
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considered in part to be hereditary and there was a successful history of predictions 
ὅuὄὄὁuὀἶiὀἹΝὅuἵhΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamiliἷὅ,ΝthἷὀΝthiὅΝwὁulἶΝpὄὁmὁtἷΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝaὅΝaΝvἷὅὅἷlΝἸὁὄΝἷὀὃuiὄyΝ
if he was able to attest his lineage. When searching for employment in fifth cen ury B.C. 
ἕὄἷἷἵἷΝthἷΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝἵὁulἶΝἴἷΝhiὅΝὁὄΝhἷὄΝἹὄἷatἷὅtΝaὅὅἷtέΝἦhiὅΝpὄἷὄἷὃuiὅitἷΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝ
appear to change during the evolution of the role between the mythical and classical periods.93 
 
iέa)έΝἐἷἵὁmiὀἹΝaΝたうちkすなμ 
 From preserved accounts such as that in Homer of Theoclymenus and his ancestry, 
thἷὄἷΝiὅΝaὀΝimpliἵatiὁὀΝthatΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝἴὁὄὀΝiὀtὁΝaΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamilyΝaὀἶΝὅὁΝaἵὃuiὄἷἶΝhiὅΝὅkillΝiὀΝ
this way. From this we can propose two opposing theories, either the mantic art is a hereditary 
kえぬちさΝaὀἶΝἵaὀὀὁtΝἴἷΝ lἷaὄὀἷἶΝὁὄΝ tauἹhtΝ iὀΝ aὀyΝway,ΝὁὄΝ altἷὄὀativἷlyΝ thἷὅἷΝ ἸamiliἷὅΝkἷptΝ thἷΝ
knowledge of たgちkすせお secret and only passed on their divine knowledge within their specialist 
group, thus nullifying competition and ensuring employment and renown for that particular 
family as mantic specialists within the field of divination.  
 IὀitiallyΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝpὄuἶἷὀtΝtὁΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝthἷΝὁὄiἹiὀὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸiὄὅtΝたうちkiすなΝ- those that sit at 
the top of the mantic family tree, as each individual obtained mantic bilities through a 
different encounter and this same experience was not replicated through the bloodline for the 
ἶἷὅἵἷὀἶaὀtὅΝὁἸΝἷaἵhΝἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝたうちkすなέΝώἷὀἵἷΝthἷΝἶἷὅἵἷὀἶaὀtὅΝὁἸΝIamuὅΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝhavἷΝたgちkすせお 
bestowed upon them directly by Apollo.94 
 In the origin stories of how one acquires mantic abilities, a common theme is saliva.
In some instances, thἷΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝliἵkἷἶΝἴyΝaὀΝaὀimal,ΝuὅuallyΝaΝὅὀakἷ,ΝaὀἶΝἸὄὁmΝthatΝmὁmἷὀtΝ
he or she was able to understand the chatter of birds and animals and foretell the future. 
Kassandra, Helenus and Melampus all had their ears licked by snakes and this theme recurs 
iὀΝ ἕὄἷἷkΝ mythΝ iὀΝ ἵlὁὅἷΝ aὅὅὁἵiatiὁὀΝ withΝ ἵἷὄtaiὀΝ たうちkiすなέ95 Polyidus observed one snake 
bringing another back from the dead and from this was then able to revive Glaukos, the son 
                                                     
93 Flower (2008b) 37-50 is also of this opinion. 
94 See Stern (1970) for further reading on the presentation of Iamus in Pind. O. VI. 




of king Minos. From this account we also learn that returning saliva could remove mantic 
abilities, as was the case for Glaukos after he was taught the art of divination by Polyidus. 
Polyidus asked Glaukos to spit in his mouth as he was sailing away and as a result the boy 
could no longer remember how to practise divination.96  
 ἦhἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ alὅὁΝ aὀΝ aἵἵὁuὀtΝ iὀΝ εauὄuὅΝ ἥἷὄviuὅΝ ώὁὀὁὄatuὅ’Ν ἵὁmmἷὀtaὄyΝ ὁὀΝ VἷὄἹil’ὅΝ
Aeneid in which he describes Apollo spitting iὀtὁΝἑaὅὅaὀἶὄa’ὅΝmὁuthΝtὁΝpὄἷvἷὀtΝaὀyὁὀἷΝἸὄὁmΝ
believing her prophecies, which was her punishment for refusing to be his concubine.97 The 
link between the exchange of saliva and the art of divination and prophecy is evident. Perhaps 
this association began because saliva is used to utter speech, therefore it is an integral part of 
making pronouncements. The saliva itself might have been considered to possess mantic 
ability in some form in order for the speaker to utter words of prophetic effect, as the speaker 
was considered to have been inspired as a whole by some divine element. Certainly, the divine 
aspect of acquiring たgちkすせお should not be overlooked in this process.  
 ϊiviὀἷΝiὀtἷὄvἷὀtiὁὀΝuὅuallyΝhaἶΝὅὁmἷΝhaὀἶΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅ,ΝaὅΝὁἸtἷὀΝたうちkiすなΝhaἶΝthἷΝaὄtΝ
of たgちkすせお ἴἷὅtὁwἷἶΝupὁὀΝthἷmΝἶiὄἷἵtlyΝἴyΝaΝἶἷityέΝIὀΝἢiὀἶaὄ’ὅΝOlympian VI the description 
of how Iamus gained his mantic abilities can be misleading, as it describes more than one 
pὁὅὅiἴlἷΝἵatalyὅtΝἸὁὄΝIamuὅ’ΝaἵὃuiὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝaἴilitiἷὅέΝIὀitiallyΝwἷΝaὄἷΝtold that he is the son 
of Apollo;98 if the mantic art is hereditary, as is often implied, then this fact alone should 
guarantee his abilities.  
 Yet, in addition to this, Pindar narrates that as an infant Iamus was nurtured by honey 
dropped upon his lips by bees.99 This action is considered by Hesiod to be a gift bestowed by 
the Muses. Pausanias tells us that Pindar himself is said to have had wax from bees dropped 
upὁὀΝhiὅΝlipὅΝaὀἶΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝἸὄὁmΝώἷὅiὁἶ’ὅΝTheogony that this facilitates an extraordinary talent 
                                                     
96 Apollod. Lib. III:3.1-2. See Suárez (2009b) 663-4 for an assessment of the many talents of Polyidus. 
97 Serv. II:247. 
98 Pind. O. VI:50. Stern (1970) 337-339. 
99 Pind. O. VI:45-7. See also Cook (1895) 1-24. 
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with words.100 What is prominent above all else in this account is that finally Apollo called to 
Iamus and bestowed the power of prophecy upon him directly.  
 The clear conclusion from this passage is that being the son of Apollo and receiving 
the blessing from bees were insufficient gifts alone to guarantee mantic abili es for Iamus. 
χpὁllὁΝhaἶΝtὁΝἵὁὀvἷyΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝἶiὄἷἵtlyΝtὁΝhimΝὅὁΝthatΝhἷΝἵὁulἶΝἸὁὄἷtἷllΝthἷΝἸutuὄἷνΝitΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝ
seem that たgちkすせお would have developed from the other two instances alone.101 
 IὀΝἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝ tὁΝ thἷΝtalἷΝὁἸΝ Iamuὅ’ΝmaὀtiἵΝaἵὃuisition, the account of how Melampus 
ὁἴtaiὀἷἶΝ hiὅΝ kえぬちさΝ iὅΝ ὀὁtiἵἷaἴlyΝ lacking in direct divine intervention. As previously 
hiἹhliἹhtἷἶ,ΝεἷlampuὅΝiὅΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝὁuὄΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝaἵὃuiὄiὀἹΝhiὅΝaἴilityΝthὄὁuἹhΝὅalivaέΝ
His ears were licked by snakes after he raised them from infancy, and from that moment he 
was able to understand the language of birds and foretell the future. The absence of a deity 
ἸὄὁmΝthiὅΝὅtὁὄyΝhiἹhliἹhtὅΝthἷΝlaἵkΝὁἸΝἵὁὀὅiὅtἷὀἵyΝiὀΝthἷὅἷΝὁὄiἹiὀΝaἵἵὁuὀtὅΝὁἸΝἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝ
acquiring their abilities.102 As for Tellias of the Telliadae and Clytius of the Clytiadae, th re 
is so little preserved aἴὁutΝthἷὅἷΝἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝthatΝatΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝὀὁΝὅuὄviviὀἹΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝ
of how they acquired their abilities. 
 IὀΝthἷΝἵaὅἷΝὁἸΝὅὁmἷΝたうちkiすなΝthἷὄἷΝwἷre occurrences where individuals gained the art 
of prophecy in exchange for another of their senses. Apollo bestowed たgちkすせお upon Euenius 
after he was blinded by his townspeople for fulfilling the will of the gods.103 The Thracian 
king Phineus was given the art of prophecy from Apollo, but was then blinded by Zeus for 
giving mankind prophecies that were too clear.104 Also, we are told in Apollodorus that the 
seer Teiresias lost his eyesight either as a punishment for seeing the goddess Athena naked or 
as punishment for offending Hera when asked to settle a dispute between Hera and Zeus.  
                                                     
100 Paus. IX:23.2; Hesiod Theog. 81-7. For seers and poets receiving die inspiration see Dietrich 
(1990) 158. 
101 Pind. O. VI:44-70. See also, Flower (2008a). 
102 Apollod. Lib. I:9.12 - although of course one could argue that there was an unmentioned divine 
influence that led to the snakes appἷaὄiὀἹΝiὀΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝliἸἷ,ΝἴutΝthatΝἶἷpἷὀἶὅΝἷὀtiὄἷlyΝupὁὀΝὁὀἷ’ὅΝviἷwΝ
of ancient Greek fate and the role of the ancient Greek gods in such things. 
103 Hdt. IX:94.3. How and Wells (1928) II:328 suggest that Euenius was an inspired seer like Calchas 
or Iamus,ΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝaΝ‘lἷaὄὀἷἶΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷὄ’έΝἥἷἷΝalὅὁΝKἷttΝ(1λἄἄ)Νγκ-39 and Roth (1982) 276. For further 
reading, see Grottanelli (2003) 203-218. 
104 Apollon. II:178-239. 
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 In both instances Teiresias received the mantic art through pity. Athena cleased his 
ears so that he could understand bird song, and Zeus gave him the art of prophecy in 
compensation for his blinding by Hera.105 It does appear that in these particular instances there 
iὅΝaὀΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝpaὄtΝὁἸΝthἷὅἷΝたうちkiすなΝwhἷὀΝitΝἵὁmἷὅΝtὁΝaἵὃuiὄiὀἹΝthἷiὄΝaἴilitiἷὅέΝ 
 For both Euenius and Teiresias, they only had mantic abilities presented to them after 
they had been blinded against their will. Whereas Phineus had his sight taken away for seeing 
tὁὁΝmuἵhέΝItΝὅἷἷmὅΝthatΝiὀΝmaὀyΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝたうちkiすなΝlὁὅtΝthἷiὄΝἷyἷὅiἹhtΝὅὁΝthatΝthἷyΝἵὁulἶΝthἷὀΝ
see what others cannot (i.e. what would come to pass), although this is a completely different 
exchange to what we have seen with saliva, as in this instance we do not have an example of 
thἷΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅΝἴἷiὀἹΝὄἷvἷὄὅἷἶΝaὀἶΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝὄἷἵἷiviὀἹΝhiὅΝἷyἷὅiἹhtΝἴaἵkέ106  
 Another noteworthy feature of these accounts is that these myths are also examples of 
seers receiving the art of たgちkすせお from deities directly, and it is perhaps more noteworthy that 
these instances demonstrate that other Olympian gods were capable of bestowing the art of 
たgちkすせお upon individuals, not just Apollo. The only aspect of the origins of たgちkすせお for seers 
of myth that is clear is that the process of acquiring mantic abilities is conspicuously unclear. 
It seems that there was no definitive procedure which enabled someone to acquire たgちkすせお 
and although we are fortunate to have origin myths preserved where the bestowal of たgちkすせお 
is concerned, the variations between each account make it impossible to compile any form of 
a procedure to clarify the exact origins of this process.107 
  
                                                     
105 Apollod. Lib. III:6.6-7. See also Call. Hymn V:121-6 and Apollon. II:178-93 for other seers having 
thἷiὄΝἷyἷὅiἹhtΝὄἷmὁvἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅέΝἔὁὄΝaΝἶiὅἵuὅὅiὁὀΝὁὀΝἦἷiὄἷὅiaὅ’ΝaἵὃuiὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝaἴilitiἷὅΝὅἷἷΝKὄappἷΝ
(1928) 267-268. See also, García Gual (1965) 107-131 and Ugolini (1991) 9-36 for further reading on 
the presentation and social standing of Teiresias in Greek myth and tragedy. 
106 Phineas may have lost his eyesight because for these seers a combination of eyesight and inspired 
ἶiviὀatiὁὀΝmἷaὀtΝthatΝthἷiὄΝviἷwΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’ΝwillΝwaὅΝtὁὁΝἵlἷaὄέΝIΝamΝiὀΝaἹὄἷἷmἷὀtΝwithΝJὁhὀὅtὁὀΝ(βίίκ)Ν
112, who is content to acknowledge that the causes and reasons for blindness vary significantly 
throughout Greek myth. 
107 Johnston (2008) 112-113 also acknowledges that the causes and reasos for acquiring mantic ability 
vary throughout antiquity. 
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i.b). Acquiring mantic abilities: 
 The next aspect of the acquisition of たgちkすせお needing investigation is the transference 
of mantic abilities between one seer and another within a particular mantic f mily. The 
iὀἶiἵatiὁὀΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝiὅΝthatΝたgちkすせおΝwas considered to be an inherent skill which 
was kept within the family and was passed on from parent to child, and the accounts that we
havἷΝἶἷtailiὀἹΝthἷΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝἵὁὀἸiὄmΝthiὅέ108  
 How that information was passed on precisely remains somewhat of a mystery, but it 
ὅἷἷmὅΝmὁὅtΝlikἷlyΝthatΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝwaὅΝlἷaὄὀἷἶ,ΝἴutΝthatΝpἷὄhapὅΝὀatuὄalΝaptituἶἷΝhaἶΝaΝpaὄtΝtὁΝ
playΝiὀΝthiὅΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅέΝἦhἷὄἷΝwaὅΝἶἷἸiὀitἷlyΝaΝἴἷὀἷἸitΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝiἸΝhἷΝwaὅΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝpὄὁvἷΝkiὀὅhipΝ
with a mantic family, as it seems that learniὀἹΝthἷΝaἴilityΝἸὄὁmΝaΝ‘paὄἷὀt’ΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝthἷΝἴἷὅtΝ
wayΝtὁΝaἵὃuiὄἷΝthἷΝaὄtέΝIἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝἵὁulἶΝlἷaὄὀΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝἸὄὁmΝaΝὄἷὀὁwὀἷἶΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamily,ΝthἷὀΝ
hἷΝὁὄΝὅhἷΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝaΝὅiἹὀiἸiἵaὀtΝaἶvaὀtaἹἷΝὁvἷὄΝὄivalΝたうちkiすなέΝ 
 Additionally, one would hope that they actually possessed greater abilities in 
interpretation, either from their specialist training or from some sort of innate talent, thus 
making them better qualified than the average individual to assist when consulted.109 
 ϊἷὅpitἷΝ thἷΝ impliἵatiὁὀΝ thatΝ たgちkすせおΝ waὅΝ kept within families to ensure that it 
remained a specialist field, there are instances of other individuals gaining knowledge of the 
maὀtiἵΝ aὄtΝ aὀἶΝ iὀΝ ὅὁmἷΝἵaὅἷὅΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅiὀἹΝ thἷΝ aἴilityΝ tὁΝpὄaἵtiὅἷΝaὅΝ aΝたうちkすなΝ iἸΝ thἷΝὁἵἵaὅiὁὀΝ
demanded it. What has been noted from the sources is that there were individuals who were 
ὀὁtΝ ἵlaὅὅἷἶΝ aὅΝ たうちkiすな,Ν whὁΝ aἵὃuiὄἷἶΝ ἴaὅiἵΝ kὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ たgちkすせおΝ thὄὁuἹhΝ ἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷΝ ὁὄΝ
learning of some kind.110 These individuals did not necessarily gain knowledge of the art so 
that they could becὁmἷΝpὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝたうちkiすなέ 
                                                     
108 See Johnston (2008) 110-116 for an informative overview of this. 
109 See Flower (2008b) 37-57 for an exploration of mantic families and other requi ements for becoming 
a seer. 
110 Hippias, Xenophon and Thrasyllus are notable examples of these individuals. For Hippias see Hdt. 
VI:107. and chapter IV 129-130; for Xenophon see Xen. Anab. V:6.2; for Thrasyllus see Isoc. XIX.5; 
Kett (1966) 49 and Roth (1982) 286 and the discussion below. 
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  Xenophon himself suggests that a good general should always be able to read the 
ἷὀtὄailὅΝἷithἷὄΝtὁΝmὁὀitὁὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὄΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷΝaἴὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝὁὀἷέ111 This instantly 
forces the observation that if the mantic art was this accessible, then it is curious that there 
ὅhὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝaΝὄἷὃuiὄἷmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamiliἷὅΝὁὄΝἷvἷὀΝたうちkiすなΝthἷmὅἷlvἷὅΝatΝallέΝ 
 ώὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝiἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝἵὁulἶΝἵlaimΝliὀἷaἹἷΝtὁΝaΝpὄἷὅtiἹiὁuὅΝἸamilyΝὁἸΝたうちkiすな,ΝthἷὀΝhἷΝ
would be able to argue a strong innate talent and specialist training within the mantic family 
thatΝwὁulἶΝὀὁtΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝavailaἴlἷΝtὁΝὁthἷὄὅέΝἦhiὅΝimmἷἶiatἷlyΝpὄὁpἷllἷἶΝthἷΝὅpἷἵialiὅtΝたうちkすなΝ
into prominence and enforced the concept that for important aspects of divination a true expert 
was required. This passage of Xenophon also implies that there was a need to scrutinize the 
iὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝὁὄΝpἷὄhapὅΝthἷΝiὀtἷὀtiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなέΝ 
 In contrast to usual practice, there is an instance in Isocrates where an individual called 
Thrasyllus inherited a book of divination from the seer Polemaenetus.112 In this account 
Thrasyllus received no direct training from Polemaenetus; he learned everything that he 
ὀἷἷἶἷἶΝtὁΝaἴὁutΝthἷΝmaὀtiἵΝaὄtΝthὄὁuἹhΝἢὁlἷmaἷὀἷtuὅ’ΝἴὁὁkΝὁὀΝἶiviὀatiὁὀέ113 That such books 
existed has been confirmed, but unfortunately none have been preserved.114  
 ἦhiὅΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝἸὄὁmΝIὅὁἵὄatἷὅΝἷὀἸὁὄἵἷὅΝthἷΝἵὁὀἵἷptΝthatΝたgちkすせおΝitὅἷlἸΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝhἷὄἷἶitaὄyΝ
as a skill. Clearly by the classical period at least the only way that is mention d in the sources 
to acquire the mantic art was to learn it, whether this was through the observation of a 
pὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝたうちkすなΝiὀΝthἷΝἸiἷlἶ,ΝὁὄΝἴyΝὄἷaἶiὀἹΝaΝἴὁὁkΝὁὀΝthἷΝὅuἴjἷἵtέΝἦhἷΝimpliἵatiὁὀΝiὅΝἵlἷaὄΝ- 
thἷΝaὄtΝὁἸΝたgちkすせお was learned, not innate; the only hereditary link by the classical period was 
thatΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝたgちkすせおΝwaὅΝὁἸtἷὀΝὄἷtaiὀed within certain renowned families.  
 Even on Mount Olympus it was understood that the mantic art could be taught. In the 
Hymn to Hermes we are told that Apollo learned the art of prophecy from Zeus, th  fact that 
hἷΝwaὅΝZἷuὅ’ΝὅὁὀΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝὅuἸἸiἵiἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝχpollo to have the ability inherently even as a deity. 
                                                     
111 Xen. Anab. V:6.29. 
112 Isoc. XIX.5. See also, Kett (1966) 66-67 and Roth (1982) 282 for Polemaenetus, and Kett (1966) 49 
and Roth (1982) 286 for Thrasyllus. 
113 Isoc. XIX:5-6. 
114 For more on books on divination see Pritchett (1979a) 73; Flower (2008b) 52-53. 
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The same also applies to Hermes, as he wished to learn the art of prophecy but was not 
permitted to by Apollo and Zeus; instead he had to settle for reading omens and honey 
divination by bees as an alternative.115 The contrasting accounts of the blinding of Teiresias 
alὅὁΝὅuἹἹἷὅtΝthatΝχthἷὀaΝwaὅΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝἴἷὅtὁwΝたgちkすせお,ΝalthὁuἹhΝἷxaἵtlyΝhὁwΝὅhἷΝaἵὃuiὄἷἶΝthiὅΝ
skill in the first place is somewhat of a mystery.116 
 As it seems clear that there was no definitive process by which an individual received 
たgちkすせおΝthatΝἵaὀΝἴἷΝἶiὅcerned from the sources, we are forced to recognise that the ancient 
Greeks were content to acknowledge that there was no clear method of bestowing mantic 
ability and that they appear to have accepted all of the various means recounted in myth as 
sufficientέΝItΝwaὅΝthἷΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝthatΝwaὅΝὁἸΝmὁὄἷΝiὀtἷὄἷὅtΝtὁΝaΝpὁtἷὀtialΝἷmplὁyἷὄ,Ν
rather than the means of their acquisition of mantic abilities.  
 WithΝ ὄἷἹaὄἶὅΝ tὁΝ kἷἷpiὀἹΝ たgちkすせおΝ withiὀΝ ὅpἷἵiἸiἵΝ Ἰamiliἷὅ,Ν itΝ iὅΝ ἶὁuἴtἸulΝ thatΝ ἷaἵhΝ
individual was a direct descendant of all those that they mention in their lineage. That said, 
this does not necessarily confirm that there were no instances of the mantic art being passed 
down from father to son.117 It is likely that the passing down of the mantic art from parent to 
child was the most preferable practice, although undoubtedly this was not always possible and 
so surely it was better to protect the lineage and reputation of the mantic family by initiating 
someone else into the family rather than to allow the bloodline to perish.  
 ἦhἷὄἷΝwἷὄἷΝὁἵἵuὄὄἷὀἵἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝwὁὄlἶΝὁἸΝὅἷlἷἵtΝpὄὁἸἷὅὅiὁὀὅΝkἷἷpiὀἹΝthἷiὄΝkえぬちさΝ
withiὀΝ ἸamiliἷὅΝ aὀἶΝ thἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ ὀὁΝ ὄἷaὅὁὀΝ tὁΝ ὅuppὁὅἷΝ thatΝ thἷΝ pὄὁἸἷὅὅiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ たうちkすなΝ waὅΝ aὀyΝ
different.118 Clearly a seer would have been considered more credible if he could prove himself
tὁΝἴἷΝthἷΝὅὁὀΝὁἸΝaΝἸamὁuὅΝたうちkすなΝaὀἶΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝἷmphaὅiὅΝὁὀΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝἵὁὄὄὁἴὁὄatἷὅΝthiὅέ119  
 There is an unusual instance found in Herodotus describing the seer Deiphonus, who 
waὅΝthὁuἹhtΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝthἷΝὅὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸamὁuὅΝたうちkすなΝEuἷὀiuὅ,ΝyἷtΝώἷὄodotus admits that he 
                                                     
115 HH. IV: 470-2; 534 and 556. See also Cook (1895) 1-24. 
116 Krappe (1928) 268. 
117 Consider Megistias and his son during the battle of Thermopylae. Hdt. VII:221. 
118 Consider the Athenian families of the Eumolpidae and Kerykes, who were th  hereditary priests of 
the Eleusinian Mysteries. See Burkert (1985a) 285 for further reading on this. 
119 See Johnston (2008) 110-11. 
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had also heard that this claim was false.120 In this account Herodotus demonstrates that 
althὁuἹhΝthἷὄἷΝwἷὄἷΝὁἸtἷὀΝthἷὅἷΝἵlaimὅΝὁἸΝliὀἷaἹἷΝmaἶἷΝἴyΝたうちkiすな,ΝthἷyΝwἷὄἷΝὀὁtΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝ
always believed to be true. Certainly, as highlighted previously it seems unlikely that all 
members of the Iamidae, for instance, were direct descendants of Iamus. Whether Iamus 
himself even existed is debatable. Despite this observation, this likelihood does not confirm 
thatΝὀὁΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝὄἷlatἷἶΝἴyΝἴlὁὁἶΝtὁ another at all.  
 What can be confirmed is that the ancient Greeks were content to accept a seer who 
could trace their ancestry to a renowned mantic family: there did not necessarily have to be an 
uὀἶἷὄὅtaὀἶiὀἹΝthatΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝaΝἴlὁὁἶΝἶἷὅἵἷὀἶaὀt,ΝἴutΝcertainly he or she would have been 
better received if this could have been vἷὄiἸiἷἶΝiὀΝὅὁmἷΝwayέΝἔὁὄΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝpaὄt,ΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝ
accepted either way, and this demonstrates that the mantic art was not purely inherited or 
kept entirely within families, yet an established bloodline was useful in the fact that it proved 
an inherent ability which had already been confirmed through famous ancestry to be superior.  
 It is worth noting here that there is a clear emphasis on the lineage of Th oclymenus 
in the Odyssey, but there is no reference to the lineage of seers in the Iliad.121 It seems that 
although it is clear that this concept evolved from epic, it is highly likely that the lineage of 
Theoclymenus was a later edition to the oral tradition of the Odyssey in an attempt to highlight 
the importance of ancestry for the ancient Greeks by the classical period.122 In addition, in 
ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’ΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄΝϊἷiphὁὀuὅΝ it is clear that despite there being doubt over the 
lineage of the seer, he was still employed nonetheless, which inevitably raises the issue of how 
much emphasis the Greeks really placed in hereditary mantic ability and indeed, the ancestry 
of a seer.123 
                                                     
120 Hdt. IX:95. See also, Kett (1966) 32 and Roth (1982) 273. How and Wells (1928) II:329 suggest 
that the expression used here implies an individual who works for hire as a day labourer and infer that 
‘ἥuἵhΝὅὁὁthὅayiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝhiὄἷΝwaὅΝviἷwἷἶΝwithΝἵὁὀtἷmptέ’ΝItΝmayΝἴἷΝthatΝthἷyΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’ΝtuὄὀΝ
of phrase to have a negative connotation in this particular instance. For further discussion of this, see 
Collins (2008a) 51. 
121 As observed by Suárez (2009b) 665.  
122 See Lambert (1993) 293-318 for a comparison of Greek and Zulu sacrificial ritual where the 
ancestors feature prominently as recipients of the sacrifices. 




to a famous mantic family, it does not seem to have been the deciding factor in terms of 
ἷmplὁymἷὀtέΝ ἢἷὄhapὅΝ thἷὄἷΝ waὅΝ aΝ tἷὀἶἷὀἵyΝ tὁΝ ἷmplὁyΝ aΝ たうちkすなΝ whὁΝ ἵὁulἶΝ ἵlaimΝ ἸamὁuὅΝ
heritage, even if this might not necessarily have been true. This is evident in the 
aforementioned account of Deiphonus in Herodotus.  
 As in other occupations, such as doctors and certain priesthoods, the ancient Greeks 
appἷaὄΝ tὁΝ havἷΝ ὄἷἹaὄἶἷἶΝ ἴἷttἷὄΝ thὁὅἷΝ whὁΝ ὅἷlἷἵtivἷlyΝ ὅhaὄἷἶΝ thἷiὄΝ kえぬちさΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ ἸamilyΝ
members.124 They seem to have had a respect for tradition in that sense, which is clear when 
you consider roles such as that of the Iamidae and Clytiadae at Olympia.125 Even if it was not 
fully believed that the mantic art was a hereditary skill, this does not mean that specialist 
training from within a renowned mantic family would not have been more beneficial to a 
たうちkすなΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝὅtaὄtiὀἹΝὁutΝautὁὀὁmὁuὅlyΝaὀἶΝuὀὅuppὁὄtἷἶΝἴyΝἸἷllὁwΝὅpἷἵialiὅtὅέΝ 
 Consequently even if there was doubt over whether Deiphonus was truly the son of 
Euenius, if Deiphonus had lἷaὄὀἷἶΝhiὅΝkえぬちさΝἸὄὁmΝEuἷὀiuὅΝthἷὀΝthἷΝtὄuthΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝ
mattἷὄέΝχlὅὁ,ΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝappἷaὄΝtὁΝἴἷΝἵὁὀviὀἵἷἶΝἷithἷὄΝwayΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝϊἷiphὁὀuὅ’Ν
parentage, and even though there was doubt expressed there is still no proof to the contrary. 
 Also, we know from the instances in which the Delphic Oracle was proven false that 
when such an occasion occurred it was often believed that it was the fault of the individual 
who was caught, not the system itself, and the fact that the corrupt individual had been exposed 
was proof enough that the gods were punishing them for their deceit.126  
 Ultimately it seems that the concept of tradition was of great importance to the ancient 
Greeks, the idea of having an established position which was held by the same bloodline f r 
many generations was obviously appealing. In addition these names commanded as much 
ὄἷὅpἷἵtΝaὅΝthἷΝpὁὅitiὁὀΝthatΝthἷyΝhἷlἶ,ΝaὀἶΝthiὅΝὄἷputatiὁὀΝiὅΝwhatΝaἵἵὁmpaὀiἷἶΝὁthἷὄΝたうちkiすなΝ
from the same family when they branched out independently.  
                                                     
124 See above n.118. 
125 See Parke (1967) 174. 
126 Hdt. VI:66 for the Spartan king Cleomenes bribing the Pythia. See Hollmann (2005) 279-327 for an 
informative article exploring the manipulation of signs in Herodotus. 
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i.c). Performing たgちkすせお: 
 ἥὁΝwhatΝἷxaἵtlyΝwaὅΝaΝtὄaiὀἷἷΝたうちkすなΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀςΝἦhἷΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝaὀἶΝ
thἷΝἶἷtailὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶiviὀatὁὄyΝpὄaἵtiἵἷὅΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝpὁὄtὄayἷἶΝiὀΝmythΝaὀἶΝaΝたうちkすなΝpὁὄtὄayἷἶΝiὀΝ
our historical sources will be addressed in the next chapter. Yet what must be no ed is that 
withὁutΝ‘thἷΝἹἷὀiuὅΝὁἸΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸulΝὁppὁὄtuὀiὅm’,127 aὅΝώalliἶayΝphὄaὅἷὅΝit,ΝaΝたうちkすなΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝ
made little impression in their line of business.  
 ἑἷὄtaiὀlyΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝaΝvaὅtΝamὁuὀtΝὁἸΝὁmἷὀὅ,ΝpὁὄtἷὀtὅΝaὀἶ the 
appearance of entrails in order to interpret signs correctly. Nevertheless, the sheer 
uὀpὄἷἶiἵtaἴilityΝὁἸΝthἷὅἷΝἷvἷὀtὅΝwὁulἶΝὄἷὃuiὄἷΝaΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝὅpὁὀtaὀἷὁuὅlyΝtὁΝaΝἵἷὄtaiὀΝ
extent and this is a skill that is not inherent in all.  
 χΝ たうちkすなΝ waὅΝ required primarily to examine the occurrence, then to offer the 
elucidation, and undoubtedly there was an element of performance required. I do not mean 
thiὅΝiὀΝaΝἶὄamatiἵΝὅἷὀὅἷΝaὅΝὅuἵh,ΝmὁὄἷΝὅὁΝthatΝthἷΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝἵὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝὁpἷὀΝ
to scrutiny, as Xenophon once intimated,128 aὀἶΝὅὁΝthἷὄἷΝwaὅΝaΝὀἷἷἶΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝὄἷaἵtΝ
with pure confidence in his interpretation.  
 ώἷὀἵἷΝaΝtὄaiὀἷἷΝたうちkすなΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝὅhaὄp-witted, opportunistic 
and self-assured. The stability of his position would have rested entirely upon his own 
conviction and knowledge, and if other individuals were present who also claimed familiarity 
withΝたgちkすせお,Ν thἷὀΝhἷΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝhaἶΝ tὁΝὄἷὅpὁὀἶΝὅwiἸtlyΝaὀἶΝaἵἵuὄatἷlyΝ iὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ὄἷtaiὀΝ
employment. This characteristic waὅΝmὁὄἷΝὁἸΝaὀΝuὀὅpὁkἷὀΝὄἷὃuiὄἷmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝたうちkiすな,ΝyἷtΝalmὁὅtΝ
certainly it was an important contributing factor towards their success or failure.  Moreover 
thἷὄἷΝaὄἷΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝὁὀΝmilitaὄyΝἵampaiἹὀὅΝὁἸΝaΝἹἷὀἷὄalΝὁὄΝaΝkiὀἹΝhaviὀἹΝmὁὄἷΝthaὀΝὁὀἷΝたうちkすなΝ
to hand, most likely in case something unfortunate happened to the first one.129 This is worth 
                                                     
127 Halliday (1913) 56. 
128 Xen. Anab. V:6.29. 
129 Consider the variety of religious specialists who accompanied Alexandr the Great on campaign. 
ἠaiἶἷὀΝ (βί1γa)Ν ζ1γέΝXἷὀὁphὁὀΝ alὅὁΝ mἷὀtiὁὀὅΝ mὁὄἷΝ thaὀΝ ὁὀἷΝ たうちkすなΝ ὁὀΝ ἵampaiἹὀΝ atΝ aΝ timἷΝ iὀΝ thἷ 
Anabasis. Xen. Anab. IV:3.17; V:2.9; V:5.3. 
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kἷἷpiὀἹΝ iὀΝmiὀἶΝwhἷὀΝὅtuἶyiὀἹΝ iὀἶiviἶualΝたうちkiすな,ΝaὅΝ itΝmiἹhtΝalὅὁΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtΝaὀΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ
competition between them. 
 A possible example of this comes from the fifth century B.C. The seer Megistias was 
thἷΝたうちkすなΝaiἶiὀἹΝthἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἴattlἷΝὁἸΝἦhἷὄmὁpylaἷέΝWἷΝaὄἷΝiὀἸὁὄmἷἶΝἴyΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝ
that he sent away his son before the Persians surrounded them.130 It has been suggested by 
ἔlὁwἷὄΝthatΝεἷἹiὅtiaὅ’ΝὅὁὀΝwaὅΝin apprenticeship to his father; thus in the event of his father 
being killed or wounded he would have been able to take over the required divinatory 
practices. Naturally this was a worst case scenario, as the main purpose of their pairing would 
have been for his son (whosἷΝὀamἷΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝἶivulἹἷ)ΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝ
father. This is a suggestion which I am inclined to agree with, as we have already established 
that the mantic art was kept within each mantic family as much as possible. It se ms perfectly 
reaὅὁὀaἴlἷΝthatΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝplauὅiἴlἷΝἷxplaὀatiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝεἷἹiὅtiaὅ’ΝὅὁὀΝiὅΝthatΝhἷΝ
followed his father to the battlefield in order to learn たgちkすせお.131  
 The difficultly here is that in most instances the sources did not feel it n cessary to 
note the relationship between the principal たうちkすなΝaὀἶΝthἷΝaἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝたうちkすなΝὁὄΝたうちkiすなΝὁὀΝ
a particular campaign, especially if this was such a regular practice that itw s considered 
unworthy of mention.  
 IΝἸiὀἶΝitΝhiἹhlyΝlikἷlyΝthatΝaὀyΝたうちkiすなΝaἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝaὀ expedition were in place at 
thἷΝvἷὄyΝlἷaὅtΝtὁΝaὅὅiὅtΝthἷΝpὄimaὄyΝたうちkすなέΝἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝitΝiὅΝpἷὄἸἷἵtlyΝὅἷὀὅiἴlἷΝtὁΝiὀἸἷὄΝthatΝaὀyΝ
aἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝalὅὁΝ iὀΝappὄἷὀtiἵἷὅhipΝ tὁΝ thἷΝpὄimaὄyΝたうちkすなέΝἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷΝaὀyΝ
appὄἷὀtiἵἷΝtὁΝaΝpὄimaὄyΝたうちkすなΝwὁulἶΝalὅὁ have had to have been a member of the same mantic 
family.  
 ἦhiὅΝ iὅΝ ἴἷἵauὅἷ,Ν aὅΝ thἷὄἷΝ waὅΝ iὀἷvitaἴlyΝ ἸiἷὄἵἷΝ ἵὁmpἷtitiὁὀΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ たうちkiすなΝ ἸὁὄΝ
pὄὁmiὀἷὀἵἷ,ΝIΝἶὁuἴtΝthatΝaὀyΝたうちkすなΝἸὄὁmΝaὀὁthἷὄΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamilyΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝwilliὀἹΝtὁΝ
work in a position below another rival, irrespective of the ancestry and skill set of the primary 
                                                     
130 Hdt. VII:221. See also Kett (1966) 59-60 and Roth (1982) 279. 








myth, their acquisition of mantic ability was extraordinary and in many instances i volved 
ὅὁmἷΝὅὁὄtΝὁἸΝἶiὄἷἵtΝἶiviὀἷΝiὀtἷὄἸἷὄἷὀἵἷέΝἦhiὅΝἶiviὀἷΝἷlἷmἷὀtΝἸaἶἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝattaiὀmἷὀtΝὁἸΝたgちkすせおΝ




‘…ぬのと拙なΝh跡 ヾそ碩ちΝ晴jてになΝ厨つΝ迅ヾふそそのちてなΝたgち蘇ちgすΝそえけてにjすΝk摂 刃とぬg宋てち,ΝたうちkiほちΝけ疏 て盛hi拙なΝぬとさjたてそふけてなΝ
髄ち,Ν刃けgして拙 h跡 性ちiかとgkgΝ厨つさけおjgjしgすΝせg拙 hすgけち蒼ちgすΝヾkおjiすなΝ性とちかしのちΝせg拙 jヾそうけぬちgΝ頗iとiかのちέ’ 
‘…ἴutΝiὀΝἸaἵtΝapaὄtΝἸὄὁmΝthὁὅἷΝwhὁΝὅuἸἸἷὄἷἶΝχpὁllὁὀiaὀΝmaἶὀἷὅὅΝὀὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅὁὁthὅayἷὄὅΝiὀΝaὀtiὃuityΝ
was a prophet; they were good at exegesis of dreams, the diagnosis of the flight of birds, the scrying of 
hὁlyΝἷὀtὄailὅέέ’ 133 
 
Pausanias believed that it was only the seers of myth who received direct divine inspiration 
from Apollo and that the role of seers by the classical period was to explain dreams, to interpret 
the flight patterns of birds and to interpret entrails. This assessment certainly agrees with what 
aἵἵὁuὀtὅΝwἷΝhavἷΝὁἸΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkiすなΝiὀΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝἕὄἷἷἵἷΝἶuὄiὀἹΝthἷΝlatἷΝaὄἵhaiἵΝaὀἶΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝ
periods and this further emphasises the evolution of the role from myth, where it is clearthat 
divine intervention and direct divine inspiration were much more prevalent occurren es for 
たうちkiすな, especially when iὀΝ ἶiὄἷἵtΝ ἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝ withΝ thἷΝ たうちkiすなΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵlaὅὅiἵalΝ pἷὄiὁἶέΝ 
 That is not to say that there are no instances of divine inspiration preserved for 
                                                     
132 Consider the competition between Calchas and Mopsus to demonstrate who the best seer was. After 
losing to Mopsus, Calchas allegedly died of a broken heart. Apollod. Epit. VI:2-5. For further discussion 
of this episode, see chapter III 75. 




alὅὁΝἶiὅtiὀἹuiὅhἷὅΝhἷὄἷΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ aὀἶΝたうちkiすなΝἴyΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtiὀἹΝ thatΝἴyΝ thiὅΝ ὅtaἹἷΝ
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝwἷὄἷΝthἷΝὁὀly type of independent diviner capable of divine inspiration and that 
itΝ waὅΝ ὁὀlyΝ thἷΝ たうちkiすなΝ ὁἸΝ mythΝ whὁΝ wἷὄἷΝ iὀὅpiὄἷἶΝ ἴyΝ χpὁllὁέΝ ἦhiὅΝ aὅὅἷὅὅmἷὀtΝ willΝ ἴἷΝ
ἶiὅἵuὅὅἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἹὄἷatἷὄΝ ἶἷpthΝ whἷὀΝ wἷΝ ἶiὅἵuὅὅΝ thἷΝ ἷvὁlutiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ latἷὄΝ iὀΝ thiὅΝ
chapter.135 For the moment, let us continue in agreement with this premise. 
 Therefore, if the concept of divine inspiration had indeed dwindled by the classical 
pἷὄiὁἶ,ΝthἷὀΝἢauὅaὀiaὅ’ΝaὅὅἷὅὅmἷὀtΝhἷὄἷΝiὅΝaἵἵuὄatἷ,ΝaὀἶΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝὅkillὅΝthatΝhἷΝmἷὀtiὁὀὅΝwἷὄἷΝ
all achievable through learning. This is where the emphasis on ancestry and mantic families 
were of great importance to independent diviners in the classical period. 
 
i.d). Mantic Families: 
 There are four leading mantic families of whom we are told in the sources, the 
Iamidae, the Melampodidae, the Telliadae and the Clytiadae. Each of these families were 
named after their famous founding seer from myth and from each founder a lineage can be 
traced including many seers that appear in the ancient sources. For the existence of thes  
ἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝvaὄiaἴlἷΝὃualityΝὁἸΝὄἷmaiὀiὀἹΝtἷὅtimὁὀyέΝΝ 
 ἢiὀἶaὄ’ὅΝOlympian VI tells the story of the seer Iamus, who was the son of Apollo, in 
reasonable detail and there is mention of Melampus in Herodotus, Pausanias and 
Apollodorus,136 yet sadly for Tellias and Clytius, very little information has been preserv d. 
Nevertheless, for their descendants at least, there is some information available in the sources 
which can be scrutinised.  
 The Iamidae were a mantic family which originated from Elis and they were active at 
the Oracle of Zeus at Olympia alongside the Clytiadae.137 ἢiὀἶaὄ’ὅΝOlympian VI describes the 
                                                     
134 See chapter IV 135-136. 
135 See below 51. 
136 Apoll. Lib. I:9, II:2, III:12; Hdt. II:49, IX:34; Paus. I:43, II:18, IV:36, VIII:18; Pind. O. VI . 
137 Hdt. IX:33. 
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Iamidae as a well-established ἸamilyΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなέ138 Iamus had many famous descendants who 
were seers, including the Arcadian Callias, the Elean Teisamenos and his grandson Agias.139  
 Iamus was allegedly the son of Apollo and Evadne (daughter of Poseidon and the 
Spartan heroine Pitane), who hid the birth of Iamus as she was ashamed of her pregnancy. 
Iamus was raised by snakes and bees and when he was old enough he had the mantic art 
bestowed upon him by Apollo. The Iamidae are described as practising divination from the 
cracked skin of the burnt sacrificial victims at Olympia.140 However one of the Iamid 
descendants, Thrasybulus, invented another method of Hepatoscopy by interpreting the 
intestines of dogs.141 The Iamidae were said to have had close connections with Sparta, but 
also with Mantinea and Messene and their prophecies were expressed in detailed oracles.142 
 Melampus was the son of Amythaon and the brother of Bias, husband of Iphianassa, 
father of Mantius and grandfather of Amphiaraus. Those of his descendants that became seers 
include Polypheides, Polyidus and Theoclymenus.143 Herodotus attests that he was the founder 
of the cult of Dionysus in Greece.144 He was born in Pylos & gained his mantic ability by 
snakes licking his ears. Despite the fact that his mantic abilities were not a result of direct 
divine interference, he is treated in the sources with as much reverence as Iamus, and he 
appears to have passed on his mantic abilities to his descendants. It is perhaps worth noting 
here that in the Odyssey Theoclymenus correctly predicted the fate awaiting the suitors of 
Penelope.145 
                                                     
138 Pind. O. VI:70-71. See Flower (2008a) for an insightful article on the Iamidae and mantic families. 
139 See Kett (1966) 52, 71-73 and 20; and Roth (1982) 272, 286 and 268-269 for source references on 
each seer. 
140 Parke (1967) 184-185; Flower (2008a) 193. 
141 Paus. VI:2.5.  
142 Paus. III:11.6, III:12.8, IV:16.1, X:5.8.  
143 See Suárez (2009b) 660-668 for an assessment of the descendants of the Melampodidae. 
144 Hdt. II:49. See Caldwell (1980) 51-52 for parallels drawn between Melampus and hamanism. For 
further reading on Greek shamanism, see Burkert (1962) 35-55. 
145 Hom. Od. XX:351-ἅίέΝἶἷΝJὁὀἹΝὅuἹἹἷὅtὅΝthatΝἦhἷὁἵlymἷὀuὅ’ΝimpὁὄtaὀἵἷΝaὅΝaΝὅἷἷὄΝiὅΝplayἷἶΝἶὁwὀΝ
ἸiὄὅtlyΝἴyΝthἷΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅΝtὁΝhimΝaὅΝ‘ὅtὄaὀἹἷὄ’Ν(ηγἄ,Νηζβ,ΝXVIIμ1ἄγ,ΝXXμγἄί),ΝwhiἵhΝpἷὄhapὅΝἷxplaiὀὅΝ
why Penἷlὁpἷ,ΝἦἷlἷmaἵhuὅΝaὀἶΝthἷΝἥuitὁὄὅΝmἷἷtΝhiὅΝpὄὁphἷἵiἷὅΝwithΝὄἷlativἷΝiὀἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷέΝ‘ἡὀlyΝthἷΝ




 There is little information in the sources describing Tellias; it eems for the moment 
that he is little more than a name to us. The Telliadae were another family of seers from Elis.146 
We are told in Herodotus of his descendant Hegesistratus, who was seer to Mardonius at the 
battle of Plataea. Yet the defeat of the Persians in this battle was not due t  poor interpretation 
ὁἸΝthἷΝἷὀtὄailὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝpaὄtΝὁἸΝώἷἹἷὅiὅtὄatuὅ,ΝitΝwaὅΝεaὄἶὁὀiuὅ’ΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝἶiὅὄἷἹaὄἶΝthἷΝὁmἷὀὅΝ
that resulted in the Persian defeat (or so we are told by Herodotus).147 
 The Clytiadae were the descendants of the Greek seer Clytius, and a reference to him 
in Pausanias provides us with an idea of his lineage. 
 
‘‒iそうたヾてhてなΝけ責とΝ髄ちΝkて漕 迅たにしうてちてなΝ‒うちkすてな,Νkて漕 h跡 棲すせそ蘇な,Ν【そにkかてなΝh跡 迅そせたgかのちてなΝkて漕 迅たlすgとうてにΝ
kて漕 棲はせそえてになμΝ 厨けiけふちiすΝ h跡 k藻 迅そせたgかのちすΝ 成 【そにkかてなΝ 厨せΝ k蘇なΝ fさけえのなΝ しにけgkと摂なΝ せg拙 厨なΝ k碩ちΝ 杉そすちΝ
たik葬せさji,Νkて宋なΝ刃hiそlて宋なΝi寸ちgすΝk蘇なΝたさkと摂なΝjへちてすせてなΝliへけのち,Ν尽kiΝkて漕 迅そせたgかのちてなΝ厨ヾすjkうたiちてなΝjl塑なΝ
i菅とけgjたえちてになΝk摂ちΝlふちてちέ’ 
‘ἔὁὄΝεaὀtiὁs was a son of Melampous son of Amythaon, εaὀtiὁὅ’ὅΝὅὁὀΝwaὅΝἡiklἷὅ,ΝaὀἶΝKlytiὁὅΝwaὅΝ





detail in this account to explain how or why Clytius was the founder of a separate mantic 
family which branched off from the Melampodidae. The most sensible suggestion is that this 
occurred after his migration to Elis, away from the other members of the Melampodidae. 
Clytius lived several generations after Melampus, so it is perhaps surprising that he is known 
for successfully establishing a mantic family of seers when we do not have an origin myth 
                                                     
146 Hdt. IX:37. See Weniger (1915) 79 for a discussion on the Telliadae branch of seers. 
147 Hdt. IX:41; Kett (1966) 42-43 and Roth (1982) 276-277. See Flower (2008b) 169-170 for a brief 
discussion on this. See also chapter III 82. 
148 Paus. VI:17.6, tr. Levi. 
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detailing the acquisition of his mantic abilities. I do not doubt that at some point such a myth 
existed, it is just unfortunate that it has not been preserved.149 
 The Clytiadae were active in a professional capacity at the Oracle of Zeus at Olympia. 
Both the Iamidae and the Clytiadae held positions of prominence there and both of these roles 
were held solely by these mantic families over the course of a few centuries.150 It is not 
uncommon for positions like these to be held traditionally by one or two families, but it is 
uὀuὅualΝthatΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝthἷΝtypἷΝὁἸΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝὅpἷἵialiὅtὅΝἵhosen to hold such responsibility 
at Olympia rather than priests or other more customary temple officials.151 Li ts detailing the 
ὀamἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ たうちkiすなΝwhὁΝ hἷlἶΝ thἷὅἷΝ pὁὅitiὁὀὅΝ havἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ pὄἷὅἷὄvἷἶΝ atΝ ἡlympia,Ν aὀἶΝ thiὅΝ
provides a rare insight into these two mantic families working together in the setting of an 
oracular centre.152 
 These positions of prominence at a sanctuary are a rarity, as independent diviners 
were seldom linked solely to a particular site – usually they spent their time in a more nomadic 
capacity by travelling between city states in search of employment, yet here we have two of 
the four prominent mantic families working collectively at Olympia. The significance of this 
is that we have definitive epigraphical proof of their existence in an official capacity at this 
ὅitἷΝaὀἶΝἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthiὅΝkiὀἶΝiὅΝiὀvaluaἴlἷΝἸὁὄΝὅuἵhΝaΝtypiἵallyΝ‘uὀὁἸἸiἵial’Νὄὁlἷέ153 
  Additionally, the fact that both the Iamidae and the Clytiadae continued to maintain 
their position over such a long period of time demonstrates the reverence that their role held 
at Olympia. 154 ἑlἷaὄlyΝ thἷὄἷΝwaὅΝ aΝ ὅtὄὁὀἹΝ ὄἷἹaὄἶΝ aὀἶΝἴἷliἷἸΝ iὀΝ thἷiὄΝ kえぬちさ,ΝὁthἷὄwiὅἷΝ thἷyΝ
would not have successfully held such a prominent post for so many generations. This further 
emphasises the importance of ancestry and reputation, as it is likely that the longer b th 
                                                     
149 See Flower (2008b) 42-43 for a brief discussion on the historicity of these founding manteis. 
150 Cic. De Div. I:41.91; See also Parke (1967) 174. 
151 For an introduction to Olympia see Parke (1967) chapter VIII. For Greek priests and religious 
officials see Dignas and Trampedach eds. (2008). 
152 See Weniger (1915) 53-115 for the list of seers at Olympia. 
153 Ibid. 
154 See Schachter (2000) 292-295 for the Clytiadae and Flower (2008a) for the Iamidae. 
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families maintained their position at Olympia, the more established the tradition of their 
presence became. 
 ἡἸΝ ἵὁuὄὅἷΝ aὅΝ ὁὀlyΝ ὁὀἷΝ ὁὄΝ twὁΝ たうちkiすなΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἷaἵhΝ ἸamilyΝ ἵὁulἶΝ hὁlἶΝ aΝ pὁὅitiὁὀΝ atΝ
Olympia at any one timἷ,ΝitΝiὅΝἵἷὄtaiὀΝthatΝthἷὄἷΝwἷὄἷΝὁthἷὄΝたうちkiすなΝἸὄὁmΝwithiὀΝthἷΝtwὁΝἸamiliἷὅΝ
that had to find employment elsewhere. Individuals like Teisamenos of Elis (who unusually 
enough in Herodotus is described as a member of both the Iamid and the Clytiadae families)155 
appἷaὄΝ pὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝ たgちkすせおΝ ἷlὅἷwhἷὄἷΝ aὀἶΝ ἷaὄὀΝ thἷiὄΝ ὁwὀΝ ἸamἷΝ aὀἶΝ ὄἷὀὁwὀ,Ν ἶἷvὁiἶΝ ὁἸΝ aὀyΝ
association with oracular centres or sanctuaries. Of course the fact that Teisamenos was a 
descendant of one of these (if not both) mantic families undoubtedly helped him to gain his 
position at Sparta (although of course the oracle from Delphi no doubt held the most sway in
that respect);156 aὀἶΝ thiὅΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ἷmphaὅiὅἷὅΝ thἷΝ impὁὄtaὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ aὀἵἷὅtὄyΝ ἸὁὄΝ aΝ たうちkすなΝwhἷὀΝ
endeavouring to secure employment. 
 Teisamenos is a perἸἷἵtΝἷxamplἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝ ὄἷapiὀἹΝ thἷΝἴἷὀἷἸitὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝ laἴὁuὄ,ΝaὅΝ
uὀἶὁuἴtἷἶlyΝ aΝ talἷὀtἷἶΝ たうちkすなΝ waὅΝ iὀvaluaἴlἷ,Ν ἷὅpἷἵiallyΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἴattlἷἸiἷlἶέΝ Ν ἦhἷΝ ϊἷlphiἵΝ
Oracle guaranteed that Teisamenos would win five contests, and because of this the Spartans
were willing even to bestow Spartan citizenship upon Teisamenos and his brother so that they 
might acquire his assistance on their military campaigns.157 This account alone demonstrates 
thἷΝimpὁὄtaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝtalἷὀtἷἶΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝaΝἵityΝὅtatἷέ 
 So far we have seen how esseὀtialΝitΝwaὅΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝἴἷΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷΝaΝlὁὀἹΝ
ancestry of prominent seers, or to be associated with one of the four famous mantic families. 




                                                     
155 Hdt. IX:33; Kett (1966) 71-73 and Roth (1982) 286. How and Wells (1936) II:301 suggest that 
【そにkすうhさちΝiὅΝaΝlatἷΝaἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝaὅΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝὀὁΝὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἑlytiaἶaἷΝiὀΝἢauὅaὀiaὅΝIIIμ1βέκ,ΝwhiἵhΝthἷyΝ
believe is derived from Herodotus. 
156 Hdt. IX:35. See also Flower (2008b) 40-2. 




that the search for mention in the sources is far less fruitful. There is no known occurrence of 




no need to provide an explanation of the role. This implies that the term was in regular use by 
this period at least.  
 WἷΝkὀὁwΝὁἸΝthἷΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝἡὀὁmacritos, Amphilytos and Lasos as mentioned by 
Herodotus in the late stages of the sixth century and early fifth century B.C. assisting the 
ἢἷiὅiὅtὄatiἶὅΝaὀἶΝitΝiὅΝuὀlikἷlyΝthatΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷmΝwaὅΝthἷΝἸiὄὅtΝぬとさjたふそてけてな,ΝaὅΝὅuὄἷlyΝiἸΝthiὅΝwaὅΝ
the case then Herodotus would have made a point of highlighting it.158  
 As we have no earlier evidence to go by, it is very difficult to determine exactly when 
thἷΝtἷὄmΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwaὅΝἸiὄὅtΝἷὅtaἴliὅhἷἶέΝἡὀlyΝthatΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝwaὅΝmὁὄἷΝἵὁmmὁὀΝἴyΝthἷΝlatἷΝ
sixth century B.C. as both Onomacritos and Lasos are mentioned in Herodotus as competing 
in Athens at this time. It is highly unlikely that they were the only two, otherwise one of them 
could have found perfectly profitable business elsewhere and there would have been no need 
for them to compete with one another.159 This in turn implies that there were other 
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ pὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝ iὀΝ ἕὄἷἷἵἷΝ thὄὁuἹhὁutΝ thiὅΝ pἷὄiὁἶΝ aὀἶΝ thatΝ thἷyΝ wἷὄἷΝ ὄἷἹulaὄlyΝ
competing for positions of prominence within various city states.  
 Before we can explore in depth the significance of this role, it is essential to consider 
whatΝὃualitiἷὅΝwἷὄἷΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝpὄaἵtiὅἷΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸullyΝaὅΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝaὀἶΝhὁwΝὁὀἷΝ
                                                     
158 Hdt. I:62. See Kett (1966) 21-22 and Roth (1982) 289 for Amphilytos, and Hdt. VII:6 for 
Onomacritos and Lasos. For Onomacritos see also Kett (1966) 61-63 and Roth (1982) 291-292.  
Consider Herodotus crediting Melampus with the introduction of the cult of Dionysus to Greece (Hdt. 
II:49). Herodotus made a point of mentioning noteworthy facts about indiviudals and if one of the 
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝthatΝhἷΝmἷὀtiὁὀὅΝwaὅΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝthἷΝἸiὄὅt,ΝhἷΝwὁulἶΝἵἷὄtaiὀlyΝhavἷΝmaἶἷΝaΝ
point of mentioning it. This is demonstrated further in other parts of his work where he details the 
aὀἵἷὅtὄyΝὁἸΝiὀἶiviἶualΝたうちkiすなέΝἥἷἷΝἵhaptἷὄΝIIΝηἄ-57. 
159 Hdt. VII:6. 
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went about acquiring the necessary skills, as perhaps in turn this will revealmore about the 
past of these mysterious diviners. 
 
iiέa)έΝἐἷἵὁmiὀἹΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてな 
As our first introduction to a ぬとさjたふそてけてな is not until the classical period, the origins of these 
individuals remain somewhat of a mystery. We have no accounts from myth, nor the names 
of any founding ぬとさjたてそふけてす, and the sources recording their activities within city states do 
not provide any further information on their past. Therefore it is clear that the origins of this 
particular role cannot be approached in the same way as those of a たうちkすな. We cannot be sure 
whether the original bestowal of the skill set required to become a ぬとさjたてそふけてな originally 
held any divine aspect to it, nor whether there was any exchange of senses or saliva-like 
substances.  
 As a result of this, at present it is impossible to make any sort of direct comparison 
between the two roles where mythic origins are concerned. Instead, it seems more sensible to 
look at the role itself and the characteristics of the individuals which we are presented with, 
so that we might understand what personality traits would have been required in order to 
perform the duties of a ぬとさjたてそふけてな successfully. 
 
ii.b). Acquiring Chresmologic Abilities: 
 The distinct lack of early sources poses a clear challenge when endeavouring t  
ἶἷtἷὄmiὀἷΝwhatΝwaὅΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝὃualiἸyΝaὅΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなέΝἦὁΝἷὅtaἴliὅhΝthiὅΝpὄἷἵiὅἷlyΝ
it is necessaὄyΝtὁΝὅtaὄtΝwithΝthἷΝἷaὄliἷὅtΝὅὁuὄἵἷ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝaὅἵἷὄtaiὀΝwhatΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwaὅΝ
actually required to do. Therefore Herodotus provides a natural starting point. The earliest 
mἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἴὁὁkΝIΝὁἸΝhiὅΝHistories where Herodotus describes the 
tyὄaὀtΝἢἷiὅiὅtὄatὁὅ’ΝattἷmptὅΝ tὁΝὅἷiὐἷΝpὁwἷὄΝiὀΝχthἷὀὅέΝχmphilytὁὅΝ thἷΝχἵaὄὀaὀiaὀΝaὅὅiὅtἷἶΝ
ἢἷiὅiὅtὄatὁὅΝ iὀΝ hiὅΝ ἸiὀalΝ ἷἸἸὁὄtΝ aὀἶΝ iὀΝ ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’Ν aἵἵὁuὀtΝ hἷΝ ὅpὁὀtaὀἷὁuὅlyΝ pὄὁἶuἵἷἶΝ thiὅΝ




‘帥ととすヾkgすΝh疏 成 くふそてな,Νk摂 h跡 hかせkにてちΝ厨せヾiヾえkgjkgす, 




 This extract is particularly of interest, as Herodotus twice states that Amphilytos was 
under direct divine inspiration, and this in turn indicates that divine inspiration was an aspect 
ὁἸΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝἸὁὄΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝiὀΝthἷΝὅixthΝἵἷὀtuὄyΝἐέἑέΝatΝlἷaὅtέΝἦhἷΝὄἷaὅὁὀΝwhyΝwἷΝἵaὀΝiὀἸἷὄΝ
ἸὄὁmΝthiὅΝtἷxtΝthatΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝprophesied at this time is because if this was the only instance 
iὀΝwhiἵhΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝhaἶΝpὄὁἶuἵἷἶΝaΝὅpὁὀtaὀἷὁuὅΝὁὄaἵlἷΝthἷὀΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝwὁulἶΝἵἷὄtaiὀlyΝ
have deemed it worthy of additional emphasis; we have already acknowledged that he was 
prone to highlighting such things.161 
 What is especially significant about this passage is the fact that Amphilytos s 
ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝἴyΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝaὅΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてな,ΝaὀἶΝwhatΝiὅΝuὀuὅualΝhἷὄἷΝiὅΝthatΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝἶὁἷὅΝ
ὀὁtΝ ὁὀἵἷΝ ὄἷἸἷὄΝ tὁΝ χmphilytὁὅΝ aὅΝ aΝ たうちkすなέΝ ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝ thiὅΝ paὅὅaἹἷΝ iὅΝ ἷὅpἷἵially thought-
provoking when one considers our initial understanding of the primary role and xpectations 
ὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝiὀΝἶiὄἷἵtΝἵὁmpaὄiὅὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝpὄimaὄyΝὄὁlἷΝaὀἶΝἷxpἷἵtatiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝἶuὄiὀἹΝ
this period.162 This passage is also of great interest when it is compared directly with 
ἢauὅaὀiaὅ’ΝviἷwΝὁἸΝἶiviὀἷΝiὀὅpiὄatiὁὀΝὁὀlyΝὁἵἵuὄὄiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝmythέ163  
 It has already been asserted that the work of Herodotus inspired some aspects of th  
work of Pausanias,164 therefore surely it is unsurprising for there to be parallels. This passage 
ἶὁἷὅΝὅἷἷmΝtὁΝimplyΝthatΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝwἷὄἷΝthἷΝἷxἵἷptiὁὀΝtὁΝthἷΝὄulἷΝwhἷὄἷΝἶiviὀἷΝiὀὅpiὄatiὁὀΝ
waὅΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶέΝἢἷὄhapὅΝthiὅΝiὅΝthἷΝtὄuἷΝmἷaὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝ‘ὅiὀἹἷὄΝὁἸΝὁὄaἵlἷὅ’έ165  
                                                     
160 Hdt. I:62, tr. de Sélincourt. How and Wells (1928) I:84 suggest that ぬとijたてそふけてな here may indicate 
either the seer himself or the collector of oracles (c.f. Thuc. II:8.2). See also Asheri, Lloyd and Corcella 
(βίίἅ)Ν ‘ώἷΝ mayΝ havἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ aὀΝ χἵaὄὀanian by origin who was given Athenian citizenship by 
ἢἷiὅiὅtὄatὁὅέ’ΝἥἷἷΝalὅὁ,ΝἢὁllaὄἶΝ(1λἄη)Ν1ίκ-109 and Lavelle (1991) 317-324. 
161 See Sancisi-Weerdenburg (2000) 41-42 for a discussion of this oracular pronouncement. 
162 ἔὁὄΝmὁὄἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷὅΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝたうちkiすなΝaὀἶΝぬとさjたてそふけてす,ΝὅἷἷΝἵhaptἷὄΝIΝβ1-27. 
163 Paus. I:34.4. See 43 earlier in this chapter for the text. 
164 How and Wells (1936) II:301. 
165 Paus. I.34.4. See also chapter I 20-β1ΝἸὁὄΝaὀΝaὅὅἷὅὅmἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷΝtὄuἷΝἶἷἸiὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなέ 
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 Another striking feature of this passage is that here Amphilytos has taken on the rle 
ὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝiὀΝἴattlἷνΝhἷΝaἵἵὁmpaὀiἷἶΝἢἷiὅiὅtὄatὁὅΝὁὀΝhiὅΝἵampaiἹὀΝaὀἶΝaὅὅἷὅὅἷἶΝthἷΝὁmἷὀὅΝtὁΝ
ascertain whether or not it was propitious for Peisistratos to attack. It was only after the 
spontaneous pronouncement from Amphilytos that the tyrant attacked the Athenians while 
they were unprepared and was successful, as from the sight of Amphilytos divinely inspired 
he may well have believed the gods to be on his side and thus utilised this opportunity while 
the Athenians were distracted.166  
 We know from Herodotus that Peisistratos was a believer or at the very least someone 
whὁΝ utiliὅἷἶΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすνΝ hἷΝ ἶἷἸiὀitἷlyΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀiὅἷἶΝ thἷΝ impὁὄtaὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄὁlἷὅΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ
administration of his tyranny.167 WἷΝ ἷvἷὀΝ ὅἷἷΝ hiὅΝ ὅὁὀὅΝ utiliὅiὀἹΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ iὀΝ thἷir 
administration of Athens after his death.168 Yet Herodotus informs us that Onomacritos was 
ἷxilἷἶΝἸὁὄΝἸalὅiἸyiὀἹΝὁὄaἵlἷὅΝaὀἶΝhἷΝalὅὁΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝἡὀὁmaἵὄitὁὅ’ΝἵaὄἷἸulΝὅἷlἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝὁὄaἵlἷὅ,Ν
which supported the Persian expedition to Greece.169 This gives an overall impression of a 
manipulative character, who recognised how his collection of oracular pronouncements could 
be used to his own advantage.  
 Not only this, there is also the fact that the Peisistratids recognised and utilised that 
same purpose for Onomacritos while they were exiled at the court of king Xerxes.170 This 
undoubtedly has an effect on how we consider the Peisistratids to have viewed and employed 
divination, both during their tyranny and throughout their exile. Perhaps the most sensible 
conclusion which can be gleaned from this passage is that Peisistratos recognised that once 
Amphilytos had prophesied optimistically, his men would have been confident of victory and 
so he then chose to act at this time in order to secure the city. 
                                                     
166 See Shapiro (1990) 337-338 for a discussion of this event. 
167 Aristoph. Peace 1071; See also Shapiro (1990) 338. 
168 See Hdt. V:90 saying that Hippias was well-versed in oracles. See also, Hdt. VII:6 for Hippias, 
Hipparchos and Onomacritos. 




  Undoubtedly the men would have fought better as the oracular pronouncement 
aὅὅuὄἷἶΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅέΝWhatἷvἷὄΝthἷΝmὁtivatiὁὀ,ΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝἵlἷaὄΝὅuppὁὄtΝὁἸΝχmphilytὁὅ’ΝἵὄἷἶiἴilityΝaὅΝ
a divinely inspired individual in Herodotus and this deserves to be highlighted.  
 
ii.c). Performing the role: 
 EviἶἷὀtlyΝ itΝwaὅΝ ἷὅὅἷὀtialΝ ἸὁὄΝ aΝ ぬとさjたふそてけてなΝ tὁΝ pὁὅὅἷὅὅΝ aὀΝ ὁὄaἵulaὄΝ ἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀ,Ν aὅΝ
withὁutΝὁὀἷΝ(uὀlἷὅὅΝἶiviὀἷlyΝiὀὅpiὄἷἶ)ΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝὁἸΝlittlἷΝuὅἷέΝIἸΝἸὁὄΝὀὁwΝ
we overlook the exception of Amphilytos, it is clear that for the most part, prophetic abilities 
were not ὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝ iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ aΝ ぬとさjたふそてけてなέΝ ἔὄὁmΝ ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’Ν aἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ δaὅὁὅΝ aὀἶΝ
ἡὀὁmaἵὄitὁὅ,Ν itΝ iὅΝ appaὄἷὀtΝ thatΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ wἷὄἷΝ ὅἷlἷἵtiὀἹΝ aὀἶΝ ὄἷἵitiὀἹΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ὁὄaἵulaὄΝ
collections instead.171 These collections were usually attributed to a famous seer from myth; 
in the case of Onomacritos his collection was accredited to Musaeus.172  
 ἦhἷΝtaὅkΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwaὅΝtὁΝpὄὁἶuἵἷΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝὄἷlἷvaὀtΝὁὄaἵlἷΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅΝἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝ
and then to persuade either the individual or the masses concerned that this oracle referred to 
the current event and that it should be taken into account whilst making a decision on the best 
ἵὁuὄὅἷΝὁἸΝaἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝἴἷΝtakἷὀέΝχὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἵaὅἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝitΝwὁulἶΝὅuὄἷlyΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝaΝὄἷὃuiὄἷmἷὀtΝ
ἸὁὄΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝ tὁΝἴἷΝὁpportunistic, convincing and quick-thinking. He would certainly 
have had to know his collection well, so that when an opportunity arose he would have known 
instantly which oracle would have been best suited to the occasion. 
 IἸΝthἷΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwaὅΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝὄecite this oracle immediately, then surely this would 
have had a greater impact and would have made the oracle more convincing to its audience. 
IὀΝἸaἵt,ΝaὅΝpὄἷviὁuὅlyΝὀὁtἷἶ,ΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝiὅΝὁἸtἷὀΝtὄaὀὅlatἷἶΝaὅΝ‘ὅiὀἹἷὄΝὁἸΝὁὄaἵlἷὅ’νΝpἷὄhapὅΝ
this interpretation of the noun is indicative of the requirements of the role.173 Therefore in the 
ἵaὅἷΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてな,ΝiἸΝthἷὄἷΝwaὅΝὀὁΝὄἷὃuiὄἷmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝmaὀtiἵΝaἴility,ΝthἷὀΝhἷΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝhaἶΝ
                                                     
171 Ibid VII:6. See Fontenrose (1978) 152-153 for a treatment of the skill set and reputation of 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす and seers, which he treats as separate roles. 
172 Ibid. See Baumgarten (1998) 38-69 for further reading on mythic seers and the oracular collections 
attributed to their pronouncements. 
173 See chapter I 21-22 for a discussion of this. 
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to impress his audience with both the fame of the author of his oracular collection and by 
demonstrating his own intricate knowledge of the oracular collection instead.  
 The oracular collection would have to have been attributed to a well-known seer who 
was considered to have possessed accurate mantic abilities, as undoubtedly this would have 
affected the regard in which the collection was held. In terms of training, we have no 
kὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝ aὅΝ tὁΝ hὁwΝ aΝ ぬとさjたふそてけてなΝ ἵamἷΝ tὁΝ pὄaἵtiὅἷΝ hiὅΝ kえぬちさέΝ ἦhatΝ ὅaiἶΝ iἸΝ hiὅΝ maiὀΝ
ὄἷὃuiὄἷmἷὀtΝwaὅΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝaὀἶΝmaὄkἷtΝhiὅΝὁὄaἵlἷὅ,ΝwὁulἶΝ thἷΝἴaἵkἹὄὁuὀἶΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝ
even have been perceived as a necessary area for scrutiny by the ancient Greeks?  
 ἡὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝmaiὀΝaὄἷaὅΝὁἸΝiὀtἷὄἷὅtΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝὅtuἶyΝὁἸΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝiὅΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶΝiὅΝtὁΝ
evaluate the abilities, treatment and reception of such individuals, especially in comparis n to 
aΝたうちkすなΝwhἷὀΝἷxplὁὄiὀἹΝἴὁthΝὄὁlἷὅΝiὀΝἶἷtailέΝἦhἷΝἶiὅtiὀἵtiὁὀὅΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝthἷm,ΝwhἷὀΝhiἹhliἹhtἷἶΝ
by ancient authors, make this all the more intriguing. 
 ἦhἷΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ὄἷἵἷptiὁὀΝ whἷὄἷΝ aΝ ぬとさjたふそてけてなΝ iὅΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶΝ atΝ ἸiὄὅtΝ appἷaὄaὀἵἷΝ
seems to bἷΝaΝἸaiὄlyΝὅimplἷΝὁὀἷ,ΝwhἷὀΝyὁuΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝthἷΝwayΝthatΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝiὅΝpὄἷὅἷὀtἷἶΝ
in the ancient sources. Onomacritos was ejected from Athens after he was discovered 
ἸalὅiἸyiὀἹΝ aὀΝ ὁὄaἵlἷΝ aὀἶΝ χὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’Ν pὄἷὅἷὀtatiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ ώiἷὄὁἵlἷὅΝ iὀΝ Peace portrays 
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝiὀΝaΝvἷὄyΝὅuὅpiἵiὁuὅΝliἹhtέ174  
 ϊἷὅpitἷΝ thiὅ,Ν althὁuἹhΝ maὀyΝ ἸiἸthΝ ἵἷὀtuὄyΝ ἐέἑέΝ wὄitἷὄὅΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ
negatively, this does not necessarily confirm that all were regarded in this way, and indee  we 
kὀὁwΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅΝ aὀἶΝ ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝ thatΝ ἶἷὅpitἷΝ ‘ἵὁmmὁὀΝ ἸἷἷliὀἹ’Ν whἷὄἷΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ
were concerned, their input was still taken under consideration when a big decision needed to 
be made.  
 ἑὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝ hὁwΝ thἷΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ wἷὄἷΝ ἴlamἷἶΝ aἸtἷὄΝ thἷΝ ἸailuὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἥiἵiliaὀΝ
Expedition for their part in encouraging the Athenians to send an invasion force.175 This 
iὀὅtaὀἵἷΝ ἵlἷaὄlyΝ ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷὅΝ thatΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ haἶΝ thἷΝ pὁtἷὀtialΝ tὁΝ ὄἷaἵhΝ pὁὅitiὁὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ
                                                     
174 Aristoph. Peace 1052-111λ,Ν ἴutΝ ὁὀἷΝ haὅΝ tὁΝ ἴἷaὄΝ iὀΝ miὀἶΝ thἷΝ mὁtivatiὁὀὅΝ ἴἷhiὀἶΝ χὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’Ν
negative portrayal of the diviner. For a more detailed treatment of this, see chapter I 23-24. 
175 Thuc. VIII:1. For further discussion of this, see chapter I 24-25. See also Dillery (2005) 167-231 and 
Hornblower (2008) 750-75 for interpretations of this passage. 
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prominence and high regard within city states, as without a high level of influence we would 
not know of their involvement in certain political and military decisions in the classical period, 
as ancient writers would not have deemed it worthy of recording otherwise. 
 Perhaps as a result of the potential misgivings that some ancient Greek writ rs may 
have had as to the integrity ὁἸΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてす,Ν wἷΝ aὄἷΝ ὅtillΝ ὀὁΝ ἵlὁὅἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἸiὀἶiὀἹΝ ὁutΝ hὁwΝ aΝ
ぬとさjたふそてけてなΝἵamἷΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝthἷΝtὄaἶἷ,ΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝὁἸΝitὅΝὁmiὅὅiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅέΝχὅΝὅtatἷἶΝ




pὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝたうちkすなΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝὅamἷΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamilyΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝthἷΝkえぬちさέΝIὀΝthe case of a 
ぬとさjたふそてけてなΝthiὅΝὅἷἷmὅΝtὁΝἴἷΝἷὀtiὄἷlyΝuὀὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄy,ΝaὅΝthἷΝὁὄaἵlἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝὁὄaἵulaὄΝἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀὅΝ
could have ben iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝiὀΝaὀyΝwayΝthatΝthἷΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝἶἷἷmἷἶΝpἷὄtiὀἷὀtΝtὁΝthἷΝἵuὄὄἷὀtΝ
situation, therefore there was less need for guidance for those new to the craft. 
  IὀΝaἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝlittlἷΝἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝὅuἹἹἷὅtΝthatΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝtὄavἷllἷἶΝiὀΝpaiὄὅΝὁὄΝ
Ἱὄὁupὅ,ΝὁὄΝthatΝthἷyΝtὄaiὀἷἶΝὁὀἷΝaὀὁthἷὄΝiὀΝthἷΝkえぬちさ,ΝalthὁuἹhΝwἷΝἶὁΝhavἷΝpὄὁὁἸΝὁἸΝὅἷvἷὄalΝ
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝὁpἷὄatiὀἹΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtlyΝὁἸΝὁὀἷΝaὀὁther within the same city state, in Athens in 
particular.176  
 
ii.d). Chresmologic families: 
 Currently there is even less evidence available concerning the lineage of a 
ぬとさjたふそてけてなέΝ χtΝ pὄἷὅἷὀtΝ thἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ ὀὁthiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ὅuἹἹἷὅtΝ thatΝ iὀἶiviἶualΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ wἷὄἷΝ
assoἵiatἷἶΝwithΝ‘ἵhὄἷὅmὁlὁἹiἵ’ΝἸamiliἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝὅamἷΝwayΝthatΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷ,ΝaὀἶΝitΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝ
ὅἷἷmΝlikἷlyΝthatΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝwaὅΝpaὅὅἷἶΝἶὁwὀΝwithiὀΝaΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝἴlὁὁἶliὀἷέΝΝ 
                                                     
176 ἥἷἷΝἦhuἵέΝVIIIμ1έ1ΝἸὁὄΝhiὅΝ ὄἷἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝaὀἹἷὄΝὁἸΝ thἷΝχthἷὀiaὀὅΝ tὁwaὄἶὅΝ thἷΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝaὀἶΝ
たうちkiすなΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷiὄΝ paὄtΝ iὀΝ ἷὀἵὁuὄaἹiὀἹΝ thἷΝἶiὅaὅtὄὁuὅΝἥiἵiliaὀΝ ἷxpἷἶitiὁὀέΝἠὁtἷ,Ν thἷΝ aὀἹἷὄΝ iὅΝ aimἷἶΝatΝ
several of each type of independent diviner. 
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 ἔὄὁmΝ thἷiὄΝ ὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtatiὁὀΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝ itΝ iὅΝ ἷviἶἷὀtΝ thatΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ ὅtὁὁἶΝ aὅΝ
individuals with no emphasis on ancestry or background, and this is rare for supposedly 
tὄaἶitiὁὀalΝpὄὁἸἷὅὅiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝthiὅΝkiὀἶΝ(iἸΝwἷΝaὄἷΝtὁΝἵὁmpaὄἷΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝἶiὄἷἵtlyΝwithΝたうちkiすなΝiὀΝ
this respect).177 ἔὄὁmΝ thiὅΝ ἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝ thἷΝ ἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝ ὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝ aὄiὅἷὅέΝ IἸΝ ‘ぬとさjたふそてけてな’Ν was 
ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝtὁΝἴἷΝaΝὄἷlativἷlyΝὀἷwΝtἷὄmΝaὀἶΝaΝἵὁmplἷtἷlyΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀtΝὄὁlἷΝtὁΝthatΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝἶὁἷὅΝ
it matter that lineage does not seem to have been focused on in the same way as it as for a 
たうちkすなςΝ 
 IἸΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwaὅΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝἸὄὁm,Νἵatalogue and carry around oracular 
collections, was there any divine skill necessary other than the ability to be familiar with and 
to interpret the texts? In which case, surely there was no need to focus on heritage as the 
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝwἷὄἷΝὀὁtΝpaὅὅiὀἹΝὁὀΝa special talent, individuals were simply acquiring oracular 
collections and using them for consultations.  
 From Herodotus it is clear in the instance of Onomacritos that he did not receive divine 
inspiration of any kind, but that he selected the relevant oracle from his collection and recited 
itέΝIἸΝthiὅΝiὅΝtὄulyΝthἷΝἵaὅἷ,ΝallΝthatΝaὀΝaὅpiὄiὀἹΝぬとさjたふそてけてなΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝwaὅΝaὀΝὁὄaἵulaὄΝ
ἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝἴἷἹiὀΝpὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝaὀἶΝaΝwὁὄkiὀἹΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝὅὁΝ
that he might select a relevant oracle when the occasion demanded it.  
 A modern parallel could perhaps be drawn with a present-day tarot card reader. 
ἥimilaὄΝtὁΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてな,ΝhἷΝὁὄΝὅhἷΝwὁulἶΝὀἷἷἶΝtὁΝaἵὃuiὄἷΝtaὄὁtΝἵaὄἶὅΝaὅΝthἷiὄΝἷὃuivalἷὀtΝὁἸΝ
an oracular collection in order to pὄaἵtiὅἷΝthἷiὄΝkえぬちさέΝἦhἷyΝwὁulἶΝthἷὀΝὅἷlἷἵtΝaΝἵaὄἶΝὁὄΝἵaὄἶὅΝ
from their collection as part of a consultation and subsequently they would provide an 
interpretation on the basis of the results of the reading. In some ways the credibility of a 
modern tarot card reader is questionable and they can be treated and received in a similar way 
tὁΝthatΝὁἸΝaΝぬとさjたふそてけてなέΝ 
 Both roles may receive varying degrees of scepticism, yet they are still able to make 
a living with different levels of success, as there is still a definite beli f in their type of 
                                                     
177 See chapter I 18-28 for a comparison of ぬとさjたてそふけてす aὀἶΝたうちkiすなΝwithΝὁthἷὄΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝὅpἷἵialiὅtὅΝὁἸΝ





inspired element to their particular methods of divination, yet as we shall see over the course 
of this work, this inspired element appears to wane in divination as we reach more hist rical 
aἵἵὁuὀtὅΝὁἸΝwὁὄkiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝiὀΝthἷΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝpἷὄiὁἶέ 
 
iii). The importance of ancestry and history: 
 When examining the ancestry and the history of ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな we have 
seen over the course of this chapter that they need to be considered as individual and separate 
roles due to the clear differences in their origins and the different methods recorded in the 
sources for acquiring the kえぬちさ in each role. For たうちkiすな especially there was a clear interest 
in their ancestry and the concept that たgちkすせお was passed on within mantic families explains 
why this was of interest to potential employers, as the importance of a talented independent 
diviner has already been made clear. 
 The role of a ぬとさjたてそふけてな, does not seem to have had the same mystery surrounding 
it in terms of the acquisition of the kえぬちさ, and there is little evidence in the ancient sources to 
suggest that potential employers were particularly interested in the ancestry of ぬとさjたてそふけてす. 
As this was a relatively new type of religious specialist, there may not have been much of a 
chance for any key traditions or requirements to have been established by the time the deeds 
of ぬとさjたてそふけてす of the classical period were recorded. 
 Yet despite some clear differences both roles developed to fill a void as a more instant 
mἷaὀὅΝὁἸΝἶiviὀἷΝἵὁὀὅultatiὁὀΝaὀἶΝaὅΝὅuἵhΝἴὁthΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝaὀἶΝたうちkiすなΝwere able to maintain 
positions of prominence within city states during the classical period. The next area which 
needs further scrutiny is the evolution of the role of independent diviners from myth to the 





The Evolution of the Role 
 
 There is a natural temptation when initially approaching a study of various aspects of 
ancient Greek divination to project a modern scepticism onto our perception of how divination 
was considered and used in the ancient world. Divination was not a row of ritual hoops which 
a politician or general was required to jump through in order to gain the approval of the gods 
and the people for a specific venture or decision.178  
 We must accept that the majority of the ancient Greeks believed in divination entirely 
and that they considered divination to be an essential part of their decision making process. It 
was as much a part of their everyday life as other religious practices and superstition are for 
many people today.179 An independent diviner was the key person to consult with the 
necessary skills in ritual practices and interpretation, who was able to help enquirers by 
performing sacrifices and understanding the intricacies of the kえぬちさ. 
  
i). The role of たうちkiすなΝin myth: 
 In order to explore fully the role that independent diviners played within the ancient 
Greek world, it seems prudent to consider the transition of the role from the concept of a seer 
as depicted in myth and epic to the historical seers by the end of the classical period, so that 
we might better understand how the historical seer evolved into the individuals that we are 
presented with in the works of ancient writers.  Chronologically it is difficult to compile a 
completely comprehensive overview of the practices of seers throughout this timeframe due 
to scanty evidence in places. There is far more evidence preserved from the classical period 
than the archaic period and beyond.180 
                                                     
178 See the introduction to this thesis for a definition of divination and further eading 9-12. 
179 For a discussion on the role of independent diviners as part of the decision making process, see 14-
16 of introduction. 
180 See 7-9 of the introduction for methodology. See also Burkert (1979) for further reading. 
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  Nevertheless, it is important to scrutinise the evidence that we have as objectively as 
possible, in order to gain a better understanding of the influence of myth on historical seers. 
Seers from myth appear frequently in myth-based literature, and the accounts that we have 
detailing the part that they played in significant events provide us with a fairly detailed insight 
into their skills, status and reception.  
 It is prudent to note that when studying literature it is important to retain an awareness 
of the probable aims of the writer in his presentation of seers in his literary works. Yet in my 
view the advantages heavily outweigh the disadvantages.181 In this chapter we shall consider 
some key individuals from Greek myth whose influence, status and reputation continued to 
command reverence in the ancestry and practices of later independent diviners from the 
classical period. 
ἡὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝmὁὄἷΝἸamὁuὅΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄὅΝἸὄὁmΝἕὄἷἷkΝmythΝiὅΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝἑalἵhaὅ,Ν
who accompanied the Argives to fight in the Trojan War. We are told by Pausanis that 





to follὁwΝhimΝtὁΝἦὄὁyέ’182  
 
 The fact that this myth preserved in Pausanias informs us that 
Agamemnon needed to seek out Calchas to persuade him to join the expedition is very 
iὀἸὁὄmativἷέΝἦhiὅΝpaὅὅaἹἷΝimpliἷὅΝthatΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝὄἷputatiὁὀΝaὅΝaΝὅἷἷὄΝmaἶἷΝhimΝaΝἶἷὅiὄaἴle asset 
ἸὁὄΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝmilitaὄyΝὁpἷὄatiὁὀέ 
 From this passage it is clear that we should never underestimate the value of a tal nted
independent diviner to the leader of an army, not only in terms of their divine knowledge and 
                                                     
181 See 7-9 of introduction. See also Mikalson (1983) 9-10 and Suárez (2009b) 2 for a discussion of the 
difficulties that scholars face in this area. 
182 Paus. I:43.1, tr. Levi. 
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skills in interpretation, but also for the undeniable influence the results of these interpretations 
had on army morale. In this instance we have an independent diviner whose presence was 
greatly desired for a military expedition; this is demonstrated in the fact th t king Agamemnon 
extended an invitation to Calchas personally. This instance verifies that there was a clear need 
ἸὁὄΝatΝlἷaὅtΝὁὀἷΝὅkillἷἶΝたうちkすなΝὁὀΝaΝmilitaὄyΝἵampaiἹὀέΝ 
 The necessity for a skilled independent diviner seems not to have wavered during the 
passage of time between the accounts preserved in the ancient sources of mythic events and 
the historical events recorded from the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.; the desperation of the 
Spartans to obtain the services of the Elean seer Teisamenos supports this observation 
further.183 The need for independent diviners only seems to have dwindled a few generations 
after the death of Alexander the Great, although this transition will be discussed later in this 
section.184 For the moment let us return to the demand for and the role of an independent 
diviner in ancient Greek myth, continuing with Calchas. 
 It seems that in terms of job description, the main expectations of Calchas by the 
Greek army throughout the Trojan War were for him to interpret all varieties of omens, to 
prophesy spontaneously as required and to present his views in council when the kings met to 
deliberate strategy. There are accounts from a variety of ancient sources which describe 
Calchas performing these tasks and by carefully scrutinising these examples we can gener te 
a more detailed image of the role of an independent diviner in Greek myth.185 
 The Iliad and other texts based around the events of the Trojan War cite instances in 
which Calchas accurately identifies required conditions which must be met in order f  the 
Greeks to achieve success in various ventures.186 For example, according to Apollodorus it 
was Calchas who prophesied that Troy could not be taken without the bow and arrows of 
                                                     
183 Hdt. IX:33.  
184 See chapter V 276 For a discussion of the presence of seers in the Hellenistic period; s e also Flower 
(2008b) 126-131. 
185 Hom. Il. I:68-120, II:301-335; Apollod. Epit. III:15, V:8-11, 23; Eur. IA. 80.  
186 Apollod. Epit. III:15, 21, V:8; Lib. III.13.8; Eur. IA. 80; Hom. Il. 92-100. 
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Herakles, and Odysseus then sought these from Lemnos and brought them back in order to 
fulfil the required conditions for victory.187  
 ItΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ thatΝἑalἵhaὅΝwaὅΝἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝ tὁΝplayΝ thἷΝ ὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝ ‘pὄὁἴlἷmΝὅὁlvἷὄ’,ΝἷithἷὄΝἴyΝ
highlighting solutions to unexpected occurrences which hindered the progress of the Greek 
campaign against the Trojans, or by anticipating obstacles and overcoming them before they 
had an opportunity to affect proceedings. Apollodorus also informs us that it was Calchas who 
stated that Troy could not be taken without the help of Achilles.188  
 A point worth observing from this passage is that Apollodorus does not declare that 
Calchas prophesied,ΝἴutΝ iὀὅtἷaἶΝaἶἶὅΝ thatΝ ‘hἷΝwaὅΝὅayiὀἹΝ (そえけてちkてな)’Ν thatΝχἵhillἷὅΝwaὅΝaὀΝ
essential element of the undertaking, as he would enable the Achaeans to seize Troy.189 It is 
sensible to deduce that in this particular instance this statement from Calchas would have been 
understood by those present to be either a spontaneous prophecy or an interpretation of a 
portent: thus these were words of great importance, which is why it was so vital f r the Greeks 
to find Achilles and to encourage him to join the Achaean side. This prophecy was given 
ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ἵὄἷἶἷὀἵἷΝ ἴἷἵauὅἷΝ ἦhἷtiὅΝ ἴἷliἷvἷἶΝ ἑalἵhaὅ’Ν pὄὁὀὁuὀἵἷmἷὀtΝ aὀἶΝ aὅΝ aΝ ἵὁὀὅἷὃuἷὀἵἷΝ
disguised Achilles as a young woman to prevent the Greeks from taking him with them to 
fight against the Trojans.190  
 IὀΝἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝ tὁΝ thiὅΝ iὀὅtaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝwὁὄἶὅΝpἷὄhapὅΝὀἷἷἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἴἷΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝaὅΝ
prophetic, where the prophecy of the bow and arrows of Herakles is concerned, we are 
informed that Calchas prophesied. In this particular instance we are told by Apollodorus that 
ἑalἵhaὅΝ‘しijヾかこiす’έΝἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝχpὁllὁἶὁὄuὅΝἶὁἷὅΝuὅἷΝvἷὄἴὅΝtὁΝiὀἶiἵatἷΝaὀΝaἵtΝὁἸΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝὄathἷὄΝ
than with the sole purpose of indicating speech. Yet it seems that regardless of his choice of 
verb, the utterances of Calchas were taken seriously as prophetic expressions irrespective of 
how we are informed he spoke them.191 
                                                     
187 Apollod. Epit. V:8. 
188 Apollod. Lib. III.13.8. 
189 Ibid. 
190 For a detailed study of Calchas, see Perret (1939) 23-58. 




 The power of his words and the extent of his reputation would have meant that it was 
highly likely that any tactical suggestion made by Calchas would have been considered to 
have had prophetic meaning and divine support, and inevitably this would have had an impact 
upon army morale.  
 Another very informative passage from the Iliad is one which describ an instance 
where the god Poseidon decided to intervene on behalf of the Greek side, despite Zeus having 
declared that the gods must refrain from involving themselves in the war. In order to disguise 
his true identity, Poseidon appeared by the ships and posed as Calchas in order to motiva e
both of the Aiantes to fight with godlike strength.192 The fact that Poseidon chose to pose as 
Calchas provides confirmation of two points. Predominantly, that Calchas was clearly an 
individual in a position of the utmost authority and respect among the Greek leaders, in that 
his words would have been both heeded and adhered to, despite his primary role as a seer and 
not a military tactician.  
 Secondly, it is clear from this passage that Calchas was expected to be present on the 
battlefield, which in turn implies that Calchas played more than just an advisory role on the 
ἕὄἷἷkΝὅiἶἷΝἶuὄiὀἹΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjaὀΝWaὄέΝWaὄὄiὁὄΝたうちkiすなΝἸἷatuὄἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝaὀἵiἷὀtΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝof both 
myth and history, and it is sensible to recognise that if Calchas was present in the throes of 
battle to interpret omens, then surely it would have been necessary for him t be able to defend 
himself against approaching enemies.193  
 ἧltimatἷlyΝἑalἵhaὅ’Ν pὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝἦὄὁjaὀΝ ἵampaiἹὀΝwaὅΝ ὄἷὃuἷὅtἷἶΝmὁὄἷΝ ἸὁὄΝhiὅΝ
renowned skills in divination rather than his extensive knowledge of and instinct for milita y 
strategy. If Calchas had merely suggested that Achilles had the potential to be a useful sset 
towards the military expedition then this was simply stating the obvious, however as he 
pronounced that Troy would not fall without Achilles, this statement implies far more 
                                                     
192 Hom. Il. XIII:40-86. 
193 Pind. N. IX:24-βἅΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝχmphiaὄauὅΝaὅΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅiὀἹΝたgぬgk責ちΝしにた摂ちΝ(waὄὄiὁὄΝὅpiὄit)έΝἥἷἷΝalὅὁ,Ν
Nagy (2000) 102-103. For further reading on seers in battle, see chapter IV 136-147. 
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prophetic value and his words would have induced Agamemnon to endeavour to obtain 
χἵhillἷὅ’ΝallἷἹiaὀἵἷέ 
 Instances such as this demonstrate clearly the amount of authority that a seer 
possessed. Arguably the most significant example which emphasises the vast amount of 
influence that Calchas had upon the decision making processes of his peers (completely 
regardless of their social status), is the fact that he was able to persuad  the Greek leaders that 
χἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝἶauἹhtἷὄΝIphigenia needed to be sacrificed at Aulis to appease Artemis, so that 
the goddess would quell the unfavourable winds which prevented the departure of the Greeks 
from Aulis towards Troy. In addition, he told the Greek leaders that Troy would never be taken 
if Iphigenia lived.194  
 In the play by Euripides Iphigenia in Aulis, there is a discussion between Menelaus 
aὀἶΝ χἹamἷmὀὁὀΝ iὀΝ whiἵhΝ thἷyΝ aὄἷΝ ἶἷἴatiὀἹΝ whἷthἷὄΝ ὁὄΝ ὀὁtΝ tὁΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ χἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝ
daughter. The overall sense of this passage is that Agamemnon has no choice in the matter 
and Menelaus observes in line 518 that Agamemnon is too fearful of the power of the people, 
but in the subsequent line it becomes apparent that what Agamemnon really fears is the 
influence of the seer on the army.195 
 From this discussion in the play it is clear that the ancient Greeks were well aware of 
how much influence an independent diviner could possess, especially over the masses. The 
difficulty was that seers needed to be consulted in order to providἷΝἹu ἶaὀἵἷΝὁὀΝ thἷΝἹὁἶὅ’Ν
views towards current events, and this was an accepted feature of everyday life in the ancient 
world.  
 Hence kings, politicians and generals had no choice but to work with these individuals 
and follow their guidance regardless of how the advice impacted upon them personally. It 
must also be remembered that in most instances, these leaders believed entirely upon the 
                                                     
194 Apollod. Epit. III.21; Eur. IA. 85-105. 
195 Eur. IA. 506-540. For an exploration of human sacrifice using Iphigenia as one of three case studies, 
see Henrichs (1981) 195-235. 
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consultation process. A wariness of independent diviners does not imply a disbelief in 
divination itself.  
 It seems that whenever any sort of obstacle appeared which had to be overcome, 
Calchas was the person who was always sought out and consulted with the expectation that 
he would be able to find a solution.196 It appears that at this time the general understanding 
was that these obstacles often had a divine origin and so with his specific expertis  Calchas 
(or any other seer for that matter) would have been able to consult the gods in some way and 
glean what action was required (if any) to resolve the problem. This highlights the significance 
of independent diviners in Greek myth; without their interpretative skills those without 
knowledge of たgちkすせお would have been unable to function in everyday life, as they perceived 
the gods to be watching and influencing them through every important decision and life event. 
 We have seen that in essence the main role of an independent diviner at this time was 
either to provide a confirmation of divine assent or dissent towards certain actio s or to 
provide an explanation of a current state of affairs or omen of some sort and perhaps to offer 
a proposed solution if required. What these instances also show is that independent divin rs 
were consulted in the same way as oracular centres in the fact that they were requi d to 
provide (or at least allude to) solutions to problems. In the same way that the Pythia was 
consulted to ask Apollo how to rid a city state of a plague, drought or famine for instance,197  
so an independent diviner was consulted as a mobile method of divine communication.198 
 ἦhiὅΝiὅΝwhyΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀΝwaὅΝἸὁὄἵἷἶΝtὁΝἵὁὀἵἷἶἷΝtὁΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝaἶviἵἷΝὁὀΝhὁwΝtὁΝὄiἶΝthἷΝ
Greek army of the plague from Apollo.199 It is not as though he would have necessarily been 
able to obtain a second opinion on the matter easily, nor was the Greek army in a location
where they would have been able to consult an oracular centre readily for a solution to this 
problem. In terms of the sheer amount of time that it would have taken to travel to mainland 
                                                     
196 See Johnston (2008) 118.  
197 See Hdt. I:167, VI:151, V:82, VI:139 for a few examples of these Delphic consultations. See Dyer 
(1969) 6-11 for a discussion of instances where supplicants request d purification at Delphi. 
198 See Meyer (2002) for a further reading on decision making in ancient Gr ece. 
199 Hom. Il. I:105-190. 
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Greece and back again, this would have made the venture seem absurd and unnecessary due 
to the presence of an independent diviner in the Greek camp, who was readily av ilable for 
consultation and perfectly capable of providing a recommended course of action.200  
 In addition, although it is highly likely that other seers were present or at least in the 
vicinity at this point, it would have seemed impious for Agamemnon to express doubt at 
ἑalἵhaὅ’ΝἵapaἴilitiἷὅΝpuἴliἵly,ΝaὅΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄΝhaἶΝalὄἷaἶyΝἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷἶΝaΝpὄὁmiὀἷὀtΝhiὅtὁὄyΝὁἸΝ
accuracy and a high level of skill in his mantic abilities, thus verified by a successful track 
record of interpretations and prophecies.201  
 ἦhἷΝappἷaὅἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝχὄtἷmiὅΝἴyΝthἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝὁἸΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝἶauἹhtἷὄΝIphigenia is 
a prime example of this.202 Not only would Agamemnon have appeared irreverent by 
ἶiὅὄἷἹaὄἶiὀἹΝ ἑalἵhaὅ’Ν aὅὅἷὅὅmἷὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἵὁὄὄἷἵtΝ ἵὁuὄὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ aἵtiὁὀ,Ν ἴutΝ hἷΝ wὁulἶΝ alὅὁΝ havἷΝ
appeared to be a lesser man in front of his peers by the fact that he was avoiding adhering to 
thἷΝὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝὄἷἵὁmmἷὀἶatiὁὀὅΝἴyΝἵὁὀὅultiὀἹΝaὀὁthἷὄΝἶiviὀἷὄΝἸὁὄΝaΝὅἷἵὁὀἶΝopinion, and all would 
have been aware that this was only due to his own dissatisfaction with wha  was asked of him, 
ὄathἷὄΝ thaὀΝ aΝ ἹἷὀuiὀἷΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀΝ ὄἷἹaὄἶiὀἹΝ ἑalἵhaὅ’Ν ἵapaἴilityΝ whἷὀΝ itΝ ἵamἷΝ tὁΝ makiὀἹΝ aὀΝ
accurate interpretation of current events and a recommendation on how best to appease Apollo 
in this particular instance.  
 χltἷὄὀativἷly,ΝiἸΝthἷὄἷΝwaὅΝἶuἷΝἵauὅἷΝtὁΝἶὁuἴtΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝaἴilitiἷὅΝaὅΝaΝὅἷἷὄ,ΝthἷὀΝthiὅΝ
inevitably would have suggested that Agamemnon had sacrificed his daughter for no good 
reason. ThuὅΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀΝwaὅΝἸὁὄἵἷἶΝtὁΝaἶhἷὄἷΝtὁΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝὄἷἵὁmmἷὀἶatiὁὀὅΝaὀἶΝὄἷlἷaὅἷΝhiὅΝ
prize of Chryseis back to her father, who was a priest of Apollo. However, just because 
Agamemnon was forced to comply with what was asked of him, this does not mean that he
did so with good grace.203 
                                                     
200 See 12-14 of the introduction for the accessibility of oracular centres. 
201 The pronouncements concerning Achilles (Apollod. Lib III.13.8) and the duration of the Trojan war 
(Hom. Il. II:301-335; Apollod. Epit. III.15-17) support this. 
202 Apollod. Epit.  III.21; Eur. IA. 85-105. 




expected both to attend and to provide counsel at meetings of the kings and senior 
commanders, and to perform this role alongside his responsibilities as a religious specialist at 
public assemblies.204 The power that Calchas possessed as a medium of divine knowledge was 
ultimately more persuasive in an assembly than the opinion of a king who did not possess 
mantic abilities when it came to making important decisions.205 Agamemnon was never going 
to be in a position where it would have been to his advantage to ignore the will of the gods, 
whiἵhΝiὅΝἷmphaὅiὅἷἶΝiὀΝhiὅΝἶἷliἴἷὄatiὁὀὅΝἶuὄiὀἹΝEuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝplayΝaἴὁutΝwhἷthἷὄΝὁὄΝὀὁtΝhἷΝὅhὁulἶΝ
sacrifice his daughter.206 In addition we know that the gods did not punish lightly for this 
ὁἸἸἷὀἵἷνΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝἑaὅὅaὀἶὄa’ὅΝpuὀiὅhmἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝὄἷἸuὅiὀἹΝtὁΝaἶhἷὄἷΝtὁΝχpὁllὁ’ὅΝwillέ207  
 This does not necessarily mean that on every occasion their instructions were strictly 
adhered to. As implied above, Agamemnon was greatly angered at having to relinquish 
Chryseis to appease Apollo and he scolded Calchas for never divining good tidings, yet 
ultimately he was still forced to comply. However, after releasing his hostage Agamemnon 
then claimed Achillἷὅ’Ν pὄiὐἷΝἐὄiὅἷiὅΝ for himself in compensation for the loss of Chryseis, 
which in turn was the catalyst for the anger of Achilles and the reason for his refusal to fight 
for the Argives.  
 In essence, although the solution recommended by Calchas was effective in ending 
the plague from Apollo, in reality the resulting events meant that Agamemnon was ot truly 
punished for his offence as he still managed to keep a prize.208 It could be suggested that the 
refusal of Achilles to fight was an alternative punishment, but I do not feel hat this was of 
                                                     
204 Hom. Il. I:55-100. See Eidinow (2014) 83 for an alternative assessment of the role of Calchas. 
EiἶiὀὁwΝtὄἷatὅΝἑalἵhaὅΝaὅΝthὁuἹhΝhἷΝiὅΝmὁὄἷΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝpἷὄὅὁὀalΝたうちkすな, but the fact that he is able 
tὁΝiὀἸluἷὀἵἷΝaἸἸaiὄὅΝὁὀΝaΝmuἵhΝἹὄaὀἶἷὄΝὅἵalἷΝaὀἶΝὀὁtΝalwayὅΝatΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝiὀὅtiἹatiὁὀΝἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷὅΝ
that he must have held some form of official position serving the Greek army as a whole. 
205 See Flower (2008b) 156-159. 
206 Eur. IA. 105-110; 1260-1276. 
207 Servius. II:247. For a treatment of this episode, see, chapter II 33. For further reading on Cassandra, 
see Mazzoldi (2002) 145-154. 
208 Hom. Il. I:105-190. See Eidinow (2014) 83.  
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equal measure in comparison to a seer forcing a king to adhere reluctantly to the will of an 
angered deity.209  
 In this chapter we have explored instances from the events of the Trojan War which 
describe Calchas interpreting unusual occurrences or omens. A particularly crious choice for 
scrutiny is an omen from the very beginning of the war where the Argives wtnessed a serpent 
which fell upon and consumed a mother sparrow in her nest and her eight babies before 
suddenly turning into stone. This was immediately interpreted by Calchas to mean that the 
war would last for nine years and that Troy would fall in the tenth year.210  
 ThiὅΝ paὅὅaἹἷΝ ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷὅΝ thἷΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtativἷΝ ἵapaἴilitiἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ aΝ たうちkすなΝ ἸὄὁmΝ mythέΝ
Omens such as this could occur unexpectedly and it was the role of an independent diviner to 
respond to this immediately, as those who bore witness to the portent with o knowledge of 
たgちkすせお would undoubtedly have been unnerved until the meaning of the divine message had 
been explained. As omens were so unpredictable in their timing and nature a seer w s most 
certainly required to be resourceful in terms of producing an instant interpretation of the 
portent for those present. 
 A point from this account worth noting is that we are informed that Calchas 
prophesied (しiてヾとてヾえのち) immediately after the portent occurred.211 This could be interpreted 
in two ways, either Calchas was struck with divine inspiration upon witnessing the portent and 
so received divine assistance in his explanation of the omen, or because his interpretation of 
the portent was an implication of future events, this was automatically understood to be a 
prophecy. The latter explanation seems much more plausible, as there is little evidence in the 
sources to confirm that Calchas received divine inspiration directly from the gods.212  
 His particular kえぬちさ appears to have been one which required more of an interpretative 
element rather than an inspired one, although his contest against Mopsus indicates that h  
                                                     
209 Hom. Il. I:105-285. 
210 Hom. Il. II:301-335; Apollod. Epit. III.15-17. Eidinow (2002) 83. 
211 Hom. Il. II:301-335. 
212 See Dietrich (1990) 161-162 for a discussion of prophecy in Homer. 
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might have had more capabilities in this area than the Iliad indicates.213 Another observation 
concerning this prophecy is that it was referred to when Odysseus addressed the assembly nd 
Agamemnon directly. He explained to all those present that they should maintain their course, 
as after nine years of enduring the challenges of war he could understand full well all of their 
frustrations. That said there was no need to wait for much longer, as the prophecy of Calchas 
promised to guarantee victory in the tenth year of the war. The fact that he ended this speec  
in the following way merits further scrutiny. 
 
‘せg拙 たiかちgk疏 厨ヾ拙 ぬとふちてちΝ星lとgΝhg蒼たiちΝ 




This passage is revealing, as this speech hints at a ὅuὅpiἵiὁὀΝaὅΝtὁΝwhἷthἷὄΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝ
would be realised or not. This is a clear indication that mistrust did exist where seers were 
concerned, yet Odysseus still finished this speech with a proclamation that events were 
unfolding as Calchas had foretold, as they were all still present awaiting victory at Troy, nine 
years after that initial prophecy was made.215  
 ἦhuὅΝthἷΝimpliἵatiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅpἷἷἵhΝiὅΝthatΝἡἶyὅὅἷuὅΝhὁpἷἶΝthatΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝwὁὄἶὅΝwἷὄἷΝ
true, as after nine years at war, a tenth would have seemed trivial in comparison, especially if 
victory at Troy could be guaranteed in this time. Yet the excerpt quoted above does still 
indicate a hint of mistrust and foreboding, as if they reached the final year of the war and there 
was no victory, where would that leave the Achaean force and how would that realisation bode 
for Calchas? If his words had not come to pass, would there have been some sort of punishment 
ὁὄΝὄἷpἷὄἵuὅὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄςΝἦhiὅΝmiὅtὄuὅtΝiὅΝalὅὁΝviὅiἴlἷΝiὀΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝtiὄaἶἷΝatΝἑalἵhaὅΝ
                                                     
213 Ibid 157-174 for an overview of oracles and divine inspiration. See below 75 for the contest between 
Calchas and Mopsus. 
214 Hom. Il . II:298-300, tr. Hammond. 
215 For a discussion of scepticism and mistrust towards seers, see chapter V 184-186. 
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accusing him of never prophesising anything good for the king when he revealed that 
Agamemnon must return Chryseis to her father.216  
 It is important to note that this particular criticism does not necessarily hint that 
χἹamἷmὀὁὀΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝἴἷliἷvἷΝἑalἵhaὅ’Νpὁὄtἷὀtὅ to be accurate, it is more a complaint that he 
did not feel that the majority of these interpretations necessarily worked in his favour. It seems 
thatΝχἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝaὀἹἷὄΝὁἵἵuὄὄἷἶΝmὁὄἷΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝhἷΝwaὅΝἴἷhaviὀἹΝἴaἶlyΝlikἷΝaΝpἷtulaὀtΝkiὀἹέΝ
It does not appear that his rage at Calchas was well justified in this particular instance and as 
hiὅΝiὀὅultὅΝἶὁΝὀὁtΝὅἷἷmΝtὁΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝἵapaἴilitiἷὅΝiὀΝἶiviὀatiὁὀ,ΝitΝ iὅΝἵlἷaὄΝthatΝthἷyΝ
wἷὄἷΝmἷὄἷlyΝtὁΝvἷὀtΝthἷΝkiὀἹ’ὅΝἸὄuὅtὄatiὁὀΝaὀἶΝthatΝthἷyΝhaἶΝὀὁΝὄἷalΝἸὁuὀἶatiὁὀΝin terms of 
pὄὁviἶiὀἹΝἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝἶiὅἴἷliἷἸΝiὀΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝἵapaἴilitiἷὅΝaὅΝaΝὅἷἷὄέ Even the hint of distrust on 
thἷΝ paὄtΝ ὁἸΝ ἡἶyὅὅἷuὅΝ iὀΝ ὀὁΝ wayΝ ἷxpὄἷὅὅἷὅΝ aἴὅὁlutἷΝ ἶὁuἴtΝ aὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ aἵἵuὄaἵyΝ ὁἸΝ ἑalἵhaὅ’Ν
prophecy and it most certainly does not assert that Odysseus does not believe in divination as 
a kえぬちさ. An instance preserved in Hyginus emphasises this further. 
 Odysseus heard about an oracle (the origin of this oracle is not specified), which 
declared that Odysseus would return to Ithaca alone, twenty years after leaving for Troy. He 
took heed of this oracle and tried to avoid fulfilling his oath of arms to Menelaus by pretending 
to be insane. He yoked a horse and ox to the plough and attempted to cultivate his land. The 
trick would have worked had Telemachus not been placed in his path to prove that he was 
feigning madness.217  
 Clearly Odysseus was not willing to overlook such an ominous pronouncement and 
he was even willing to break an oath and incur the wrath of the sons of Atreus in order to avoid 
the prophecy being fulfilled, and oath-breaking was considered to be a serious act of impiety 
in the ancient world.218 Occurrences such as this reveal that despite the occasional allusion 
tὁwaὄἶὅΝἶὁuἴtΝatΝaΝὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝἵapaἴilitiἷὅ,ΝthἷΝiὀἸluἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝἶiviὀatiὁὀΝaὅΝaΝwhὁlἷΝὁὀΝthe decision-
                                                     
216 Hom. Il. I:100-20. 
217 Hyg. Fab. Lib. 95. 
218 For further reading on oaths, see Burkert (1985a) 250-254; Mikalson (1983) 31-38. See also, 
Sommerstein and Torrance (2014). 
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making process most certainly prevailed and it is evidently a prominent theme troughout the 
preserved accounts of Greek myth and epic. 
 From these passages we can see that the role of Calchas on the Greek side was a 
diverse and authoritative one. Arguably he stood equal among kings in terms of influence ev  
if he did not possess the same title, and his words were capable of affecting the morale of an 
entire army. Bremmer considers all seers in the Iliad either to be kings or to p ssess royal 
blood, yet Calchas as the son of Thestor, who was a priest of Apollo, does not seem to have 
had the same regal origins.219 There are certainly other seers in the text to support this idea, 
but there is insufficient evidence to suggest that this could be applicable across the entirety of 
seers from myth, nor does there seem to be any sort of expectation for all mythic kings to 
possess mantic abilities.220  
 There are several instances in the Iliad which confirm that Calchas was a well-
respected and authoritative member of the Greek leaders and that his predictions and 
interpretations were adhered to and actioned. His introduction in book I of the Iliad justifies 
further his position and prominence. 
 
‘随kてすΝ晴 け疏 脆なΝi菅ヾ節ちΝせgk疏 甚と疏 推こikてμΝkて宋jすΝh疏 刃ちえjkさ 
【うそぬgなΝeijkてとかhさなΝて菅のちてヾふそのちΝ星ぬ疏 甚とすjkてな, 
整なΝ染hさΝkうΝk疏 厨ふちkgΝkうΝk疏 厨jjふたiちgΝヾとふΝk疏 厨ふちkg, 
せg拙 ちおijj疏 酔けおjgk疏 迅ぬgす蒼ちΝ制そすてちΝi澄jの 
錘ちΝhす責 たgちkてjへちさち,ΝkおちΝて頗 ヾふとiΝfて宋くてなΝ迅ヾふそそのちέ’ 
‘ἦhἷὀΝthἷὄἷΝὅtὁὁἶΝupΝiὀΝthἷΝaὅsembly Calchas, 
ἦhἷὅtὁὄ’ὅΝὅὁὀ,ΝἸaὄΝthἷΝἴἷὅtΝὁἸΝauἹuὄὅ, 
who knew what is, and what will be, and what was before. 
ώἷΝhaἶΝἹuiἶἷἶΝthἷΝχἵhaiaὀὅ’ΝὅhipὅΝiὀtὁΝIliὁὅ 
                                                     
219 Bremmer (1996) 100.  
220 See Hom. Il. II:831 for Merops of Percote; II:858 for Chromis & the ornithomancer Ennomos; see 
also V:149-151 for old Eurydamas, although whether these individuals can each be considered royal is 
debatable. For a discussion of these seers failing to see either their own demise or that of their sons at 





 The key phrase in this passage is thἷΝmἷὀtiὁὀΝὁἸΝἑalἵhaὅ’ΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝ thἷΝpaὅt,Ν
present and future. From this we can infer that for the ancient Greeks it was not only essential 
for an independent diviner to have an understanding of possible outcomes, but it seems that 
there was also an expἷἵtatiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝたうちkiすなΝtὁΝἴἷΝallΝkὀὁwiὀἹ,ΝἸὁὄΝthἷmΝtὁΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅΝwiὅἶὁmΝaὀἶΝ
experience from past events, to have the scope and perception to understand the influence of 
the present, as well as possessing the ability to identify the various conseque c s which would 
result from a choice of possible actions.  
 We are very fortunate to have such details preserved describing the actions of Calchas, 
but it is important to consider other seers from myth too, in order to obtain a more 
representative view of independent diviners in myth.222 
 εἷlampuὅΝwaὅΝ thἷΝἸὁuὀἶiὀἹΝたうちkすなΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸamὁuὅΝεἷlampὁἶiἶaἷΝἴὄaὀἵhΝὁἸΝἕὄἷἷkΝ
seers. As noted in the previous chapter, Apollodorus informs us that Melampus acquired the 
mantic art by having his ears licked by snakes, thus enabling him to understand animals.223 As 
animals and birds were considered to be the messengers of the gods, his capabilities in th s 
aὄἷaΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝεἷlampuὅΝἹὄἷatΝὄἷὀὁwὀΝaὅΝaΝtalἷὀtἷἶΝたうちkすなέΝ 
 A notable story documenting his mantic ability is provided by Apollodorus, in which 
εἷlampuὅ’Ν ἴὄὁther Bias asked his brother for help in acquiring the oxen of Phylacus. 
Melampus agreed to help but informed his brother that he would only acquire the oxen after 
serving a year in prison for attempting to steal them. This all happened as predicted and after 
nearly a year in prison Melampus overheard the worms above him discussing how little f the 
beam remained intact in the ceiling, therefore he requested to be moved to another cell. Shortly 
after Melampus was moved the ceiling collapsed and Phylacus released him out of sheer 
amaὐἷmἷὀtΝatΝhiὅΝたgちkすせおέ224  
                                                     
221 Hom. Il. I.68, tr. Hammond. 
222 For further reading on the portrayal of Calchas in Homeric epic, see Trampedach (2008) 207-214. 
223 Apollod. Lib. I:9.11. See also, chapter II 44. 
224 Ibid. I:9.12-13. 
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 Phylacus then asked Melampus to help him to discern why his son was impotent, 
which Melampus agreed to do, in exchange for the oxen. Melampus then sacrificed two bulls 
and after cutting them up he summoned the birds. The arrival of a vulture informed him of the 
ὄἷaὅὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἢhylaἵuὅ’Ν ὅὁὀ’ὅΝ impὁtἷὀἵἷΝ aὀἶΝ whatΝ aἵtiὁὀΝ waὅΝ ὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝ iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἵuὄἷΝ hiὅΝ
ailment. Melampus then released the vulture and after acting upon its instruct ons, he healed 
ἢhylaἵuὅ’ΝὅὁὀΝaὀἶΝὁἴtained the oxen for his brother Bias.225 This is an informative passage, as 
it details what skills Melampus possessed in terms of mantic ability, and this in turn provides 
details of the mantic capabilities of the たうちkiすなΝfrom myth.   
 Initially we are told by Apollodorus that Melampus was capable of prophesising, as 
he successfully predicted his imprisonment and acquisition of the oxen after a year. Secondly, 
we know that he can communicate with animals and birds, as seen in his interactions with the
worms and the vulture. Finally, we are also informed in this account that he perform d animal 
sacrifices. It seems that there is less mention of animal sacrifice for the purposes of divination 
in accounts of mythic events in contrast to historical works. The implication is that the practice 
of animal sacrifice where divination is concerned may well have been introduced much later 
thaὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝmἷthὁἶὅΝὁἸΝἶiviὀatiὁὀΝuὅἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝmythέ226 
 Melampus became king of a portion of Argos alongside his brother Bias, after curing 
the women of Argos from a madness induced by Dionysus. The fact that Melampus was able 
to acquire a portion of a kingdom demonstrates the resourceful nature of talented independent 
diviners in the fact that they were able to negotiate vast rewards for their services.227 
 Amphiaraus was a descendent of Melampus and is chiefly known for both his role as 
a hunter of the Calydonian boar and for his position as one of the Argonauts who accompanied 
                                                     
225 Apollod. Lib.  I:11-13. See also, Suárez (2009b) 658-667 for a treatment of Melampodidae ancestry. 
For an introduction to the Melampodid, see Löffler (1963). See also chapter II 44-46. 
226 See Kirk (1981) 41-90; Burkert (1983) 1-12 and Ullucci (2011) 57-7 for further reading on animal 
sacrifice. 
227 See Bremmer (1993) 154-155 for a discussion of seer-kings. See Hdt. IX:33 for Teisamenos of Elis 
as an example of a historical seer who was able to obtain Spartan citizenship for himself and his brother 
in exchange for his mantiἵΝἷxpἷὄtiὅἷέΝἦhuὅΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝalὅὁΝἸullyΝἵapaἴlἷΝὁἸΝὀἷἹὁtiatiὀἹΝὄiἵhΝ
rewards for their services, just like their mythic counterparts. See also Flower (2008b) 197-206 for more 
on Teisamenos. See also, below 79-80. 
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Jason in search of the famous Golden Fleece.228 He was also ruler for a time in Argos and he 
iὅΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝὁuὄΝἷxamplἷὅΝἸὄὁmΝmythΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝwhὁΝwaὅΝἴὁthΝaΝkiὀἹΝaὀἶΝaΝwaὄὄiὁὄέΝώἷΝἸamὁuὅlyΝ
joined the expedition of the Seven against Thebes but was swallowed by the earth after he was 
overtaken by his pursuing enemy Periclymenus and he was made immortal by Zeus.229 H  was 
then worshipped as a hero across Greece and the spot where he was said to have disappeared 
became a shrine to him.230  
 Amphiaraus is a useful example of an independent diviner from myth to explore 
because of his high social standing as a monarch but also for his mantic and military talents. 
There is not a lot of reference to him in employment as a seer; because of this we are forced 
to rely upon the descriptions in the sources attesting his mantic abilities and his descent from 
Melampus, which as we know were generally accepted by the ancient Greeks to confirm his 
たgちkすせお.231 
 Theoclymenus was an independent diviner who appears in the Odyssey, and he 
accompanied Telemachus back from his journey to Pylos where he had hoped to learn the fate 
of his missing father Odysseus. We are told in the Odyssey that Theoclymenus practi ed 
ornithomancy and we know that he also predicted the return of Odysseus and prophesied to 
the suitors of their imminent deaths.232  
 Bremmer is not convinced of the historicity of Theoclymenus and suggests that he 
was invented by Homer as a companion for Telemachus whilst he searched for his father.233 
Yet this a curious observation considering the historicity of all of the characters in the Odyssey 
could be called into question if one so wished. 
                                                     
228 Apollod. I:8.2, IX:16. 
229 Apollod. III:6.8. 
230 Hdt. VIII:134. See also, Nilsson (1932) 115. 
231 Paus. II:13.7 for an account of how Amphiaraus acquired his mantic ability. See Soph. OC. 1310-
1γ1ηΝἸὁὄΝaΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝχmphiaὄauὅ’ΝὅkillὅΝaὅΝἴὁthΝaΝwaὄὄiὁὄΝaὀἶΝaΝたうちkすなέΝἥἷἷΝalὅὁΝχἷὅἵhέΝSeven. See 
VaὀΝ‘tΝWὁutΝ(βίίἄ)Ν1-1κΝἸὁὄΝaΝἶiὅἵuὅὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝχmphiaὄauὅ’ΝpὄὁphἷἵyΝiὀΝἢiὀἶέΝP. VIII:44-55. See also 
Nagy (2000) 97-118 for an exploration of epic vision in Pind. P. VIII and Aesch. Seven. 
232 Hom. Od. XV:223-264. 
233 Bremmer (1996) 98. See Levine (1983) 1-7, who believes that the ppearance of Theoclymenus and 
his prophecies are pivotal to the plot of the Odyssey. 
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 χὀὁthἷὄΝ lἷaἶiὀἹΝ ὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtativἷΝ ὁἸΝ iὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝ ἶiviὀἷὄὅΝ iὀΝ mythΝ waὅΝ thἷΝ たうちkすなΝ
Teiresias. He was a blind seer,234 and is one of the most famous seers from Greek myth, and 
as such hἷΝwaὅΝ thἷΝὅἷἷὄΝὁἸΝἵhὁiἵἷΝ tὁΝappἷaὄΝiὀΝ thἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝ ‘wiὅἷΝaἶviὅὁὄ’Ν iὀΝἕὄἷἷkΝ tὄaἹἷἶyΝ
written in the classical period in particular. Teiresias had the gift of divine sight and he was 
able to observe signs, most notably the behaviour of birds, in order to gauge the opinion of the 
gods towards the main events within each play that he featured in, and inevitably these 
predictions held some sort of tragic consequences for the main protagonists.235 
 Teiresias is primarily known as the resident seer of the Cadmeans of Thebes and he 
lived from the time of Cadmus, right up until just after Thebes was sacked by the Epigonoi. 
This was said to have been seven generations.236 Presumably his long life was due to the direct 
divine bestowal ὁἸΝhiὅΝたgちkすせお, but only a few seers of myth were known to have lived for an 
abnormal length of time.237 
 Manto was the daughter of Teiresias and she was also believed to have possessed the 
maὀtiἵΝaὄtνΝthiὅΝiὅΝἵlἷaὄΝἸὄὁmΝhἷὄΝὀamἷέΝἡviἶΝὄἷἸἷὄὅΝtὁΝhἷὄΝaὅΝ‘pὄaἷὅἵiaΝεaὀtὁ’,ΝaὀἶΝὅhἷΝiὅΝliὅtἷἶΝ
in Hygiὀuὅ’Ν Fabulae as an augur.238 As there are few details of her life preserved in the 
sources, it is difficult to confirm whether she was a practising seer, yet she remains a character 
of great interest, as female independent diviners were nowhere near as common as male.239 
We first hear of Manto as she was carried to Delphi as a prisoner after the Thebans were 
conquered by the Epigonoi.240  
 There is little to suggest how she obtained her abilities or what methods of divination 
she practised, although her birth right as the daughter of Teiresias was most likely enough to 
assure her contemporaries of her talents. We also know that she was a priestess of Apollo at 
                                                     
234 For a discussion of how Teiresias acquired his mantic abilities, see chapter II 34-35. For more on 
blindness in Greek myth, see Buxton (1980) 22-37. 
235 See García Gual (1975) 107-132 and Ugolini (1991) 9-36 for an exploration of the character and 
representation of Teiresias. See also Roisman (2003) 1-20 for Teiresias in both Soph. OT. and Sen. Oed. 
236 See Roberts (2005) 758 s.v Teiresias. 
237 See García Gual (1975) 115-1ἄΝἸὁὄΝaΝἶiὅἵuὅὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝἦἷiὄἷὅiaὅ’ΝlὁὀἹΝliἸἷέΝἥἷἷΝalὅὁΝἢὁllaὄἶΝ(1λἄη)Ν1ίλ-
110 for a discussion of shamans in ancient Greece who lived for long periods of time. 
238 Ov. Met. VI:157; Hyg. Fab. 128. 
239 See Hupfloher (2005) 77-91; Flower (2008b) 211-212 and Johnston (2008) 81. 
240 Paus. IX:10.3. See also Raphals (2013) 103. 
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his oracle in Thebes and that after her capture by the Epigonoi, she then became a priestess of 
Apollo at Delphi.241 There is also reference to her later playing a leading role in the founding 
of his oracle at Clarus. It seems that she spent some time accompanying her father as he 
travelled around Greece, but she is mostly portrayed as working at oracular centres in service 
to Apollo.242 In fact, some myths even suggest that Apollo sired her son Mopsus, although 
there is also the alternative option, which is that his father was Rhacius.243  
 Mopsus was believed to be the founder of Mallos in Asia Minor, 244  where he 
established an oracle, and this existed well into the time of Strabo.245 
  ἦhἷΝpὄὁmiὀἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝεὁpὅuὅΝaὅΝaΝたうちkすなΝiὅΝattἷὅtἷἶΝiὀΝpἷὄhapὅΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝἸamὁuὅΝἕὄἷἷkΝ
myth concerning him, where he defeated Calchas in a contest to see who the wisest diviner 
was. CalchaὅΝἶiἷἶΝaἸtἷὄwaὄἶὅΝaὅΝitΝhaἶΝἴἷἷὀΝἸὁὄἷtὁlἶΝthatΝhἷΝwὁulἶΝἶiἷΝaἸtἷὄΝhἷΝmἷtΝaΝたうちkすなΝ
wiser than himself. 246 How precisely Mopsus acquired his ability has not been recorded, but 
as we know the concept of him being the son of Apollo would have been an insufficient d v ne 
ἵὁὀὀἷἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝἹuaὄaὀtἷἷΝhiὅΝたgちkすせおέ247 As for his methods of practising divination, this contest 
informs us that Mopsus made inspired pronouncements, as he predicted correctly how many 
figs were on a fig tree, and how many piglets a pregnant sow would bear, as this was required 
ὁἸΝhimΝiὀΝthἷΝたgちkすせおΝἵὁὀtἷὅtΝaἹaiὀὅtΝἑalἵhaὅέ248 
 χὅΝwἷΝhavἷΝὅἷἷὀΝwhἷὄἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝmythΝaὄἷΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶ,ΝἶuἷΝtὁΝaὄἹuaἴlyΝmὁὄἷΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝ
of direct divine involvement, for example the blinding of Teiresias by one of the Olympian 
gods or the possible siring of Mopsus by Apollo, we encounter independent diviners whose 
ἵapaἴilitiἷὅΝiὀἵluἶἷΝἶiviὀἷΝpὄὁὀὁuὀἵἷmἷὀtὅΝaὅΝaΝὄἷὅultΝὁἸΝὅὁmἷΝἸὁὄmΝὁἸΝたgちkすせおΝbestowal. In 
aἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝthatΝthἷΝἷxpἷἵtatiὁὀὅΝaὀἶΝὄἷὃuiὄἷmἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝmyths varied.  
                                                     
241 See Flower (2008b) 211-212. Flower suggests that Manto and her sister Daphne were the earliest 
mortal women to be prophetesses at Delphi. See also, Lyons (1998) 227-237. 
242 Ibid. See also Bouché-Leclercq (1880) II:150. 
243 Paus. VII:3.2. See also Metzler (1990) 246; 248. 
244 Paus. VII:3.2. For more on the foundation of this colony and others by Mopsus, see Metzler (1990) 
140-143. 
245 Strab. XIV:5.16; Plut. de def. Orac. 45; Conon. Narrat. 6. 
246 Apollod. Epit. VI:2-5. See also Perrett (1939) 23-58. 
247 ἔὁὄΝthἷΝaἵὃuiὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝたgちkすせお,ΝὅἷἷΝἵhaptἷὄΝIIΝγβ-40. 
248 See Strab. XIV:1.27 or another account in Apollod. Epit. VI:2-5. For an assessment of this contest 
see Lange (2007) 475-477. 
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 Some seers, such as Calchas and Teiresias, maintained employment in association 
with certain families or key historical events, yet some other seers were able to work in perhaps 
a more self-interested capacity where they lived out their lives ὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝ thἷiὄΝ たgちkすせおΝ iὀΝ
exchange for personal gains; Melampus acquiring a kingdom for himself is a prime
example.249  
 ἦhiὅΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝmἷaὀΝthatΝthὁὅἷΝたうちkiすなΝwhὁΝὄἷapἷἶΝthἷΝἴἷὀἷἸitὅΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝkえぬちさΝwἷὄἷΝ
ἵὁὄὄuptέΝ ItΝ iὅΝ mἷὄἷlyΝ ἷviἶἷὀtΝ thatΝ ὅὁmἷΝ たうちkiすなΝ ἸὄὁmΝ myth recognised the importance of 
たgちkすせおΝtὁΝὁthἷὄὅ,ΝthἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝthἷyΝwἷὄἷΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝὀἷἹὁtiatἷΝὅuἴὅtaὀtialΝὄἷwaὄἶὅΝiὀΝἷxἵhaὀἹἷΝἸὁὄΝ
their services.  
 ItΝὅἷἷmὅΝthatΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝiὀΝmythΝwaὅΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝpaὄtΝaΝwiἶἷ-ranging one. 
The divinatory requirements involved more of an inspired element, although even that was 
not necessarily essential, as we do not have instances of divine inspiration for every たうちkすなΝ
ἸὄὁmΝmythέΝIὀΝaἶἶitiὁὀ,ΝwἷΝhavἷΝὁἵἵaὅiὁὀὅΝiὀΝmythΝwhἷὄἷΝたうちkiすなΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝaὀΝaὅὅὁὄtmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ
roles, whether they were kings, warriors or wise advisors, or even an amalgamation of ll of 
these.250 It is necessary to remember this when exploring the independent diviners of the 
classical period, in order to assess how the role and expectations of seers changed over the 
centuries.  
 
ii). Transitional period: 
 The main difficulty with attempting any kind of diachronic exploration of seers from 
myth to the end of classical period is that inevitably there will be gapsin our knowledge of 
certain time periods, as due to the long passage of time between then and now there are few 
preserved ancient sources from certain eras of civilisation.  
 Naturally the time period encompassing the aptly named Dark Age is not particularly 
forthcoming and our sources for independent diviners in myth are from sources after this time, 
                                                     
249 Apollod. Lib.  I:11-13. 
250 Ibid for Melampus as a king and a warrior. See Soph. OC. 1310-1315 for Amphiaraus as a warrior. 
See Eur. Ba., Phoe.; Soph. Ant., OT, Pind. Isth. 7, Nem. 1; Hom. Od. for Teiresias as a wise advisor. 
See Hom, Il. for Calchas in that role. See also Johnston (2008) 109-125. 
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yet the events to which they are referring happened beforehand, mostly during the peak of 
Mycenaean civilisation.251  
 To our knowledge the myths from this time are reasonably well documented, but what 
of the duration between the events of myth and the first written records of historical events?252 
For historical independent diviners Herodotus is inevitably our most valuable cont mporary 
source for the late archaic and early classical periods, and indeed it is from his work that our 
kὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝὅtἷmὅέΝ 
 It is also from the Histories that we have learned much on the uses and ritual practices 
of historical independent diviners and the roles that they held within city states, on military 
campaigns and where the foundation of colonies was concerned. As we know from examining 
the ancient sources, it was most certainly not a requirement to include independent divin rs, 
divinatory practices or even oracles, omens and dreams in ancient works. The fact t at ny 
ancient writers chose to preserve these instances is invaluable to us.253 
 When it comes to the earlier history of the Greek city states, the earliest historical seer 
mentioned in Herodotus is Amphilytos, who aided the Athenian tyrant Peisistratos in his final 
and most successful attempt to install himself as tyrant in Athens. Amphilytos was present at 
the battle of Pallene and he made the spontaneous oracular pronouncement about thἷΝ‘tuὀὀyΝ
Ἰiὅh’έ254 As previously noted, an area of interest here is that Herodotus refer to Amphilytos as 
aΝ ぬとさjたふそてけてな,Ν yἷtΝ hiὅΝ aἵtiὁὀὅΝ aὄἷΝ mὁὄἷΝ ὅimilaὄΝ tὁΝ thὁὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ aΝ たうちkすな, as he accompanied 
Peisistratos into battle.255 
 A much later source detailing events of the archaic period is Pausanias. In his chapter 
on Messene he recounts the events of the First and Second Messenian wars and the parts 
played by independent diviners in his historical account. In the First Messenian war (743-724 
                                                     
251 See Nilsson (1932) 1-31 for an assessment of how to date Greek mytholog . 
252 See Thomas (1989) for an overview of oral tradition and the written record in classical Athens. 
253 Thucydides especially is criticised for his omissions where religious influences and divination were 
concerned. See Jordan (1986) 119-147 and Hornblower (1992) 169-197.  
254 Hdt. I:62. For a discussion of this oracle and the role it played in establishing Pe sistratos in Athens, 
see Sancisi-Weerdenburg (2000) 41-42. See also chapter II 50-52.
255 For more on the differences between ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな, see chapter I 21-27. For further 
information on independent diviners in battle, see chapter IV 136-148. 
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B.C.), Pausanias records two seers in service to the Messenians, Epeboleus and Ophioneus.256 
Both seers were against the ascension of Aristomenes to the Messenian throne on account of 
his blood-guilt for murdering his daughter.257  
 In terms of たgちkすせお Epeboleus is only described as helping to interpret a Delphic 
oracle regarding human sacrifice.258 Ophioneus is of more interest as he is another blind seer, 
who once temporarily gained and then lost his sight again due to a headache, in accordance 
with the fulfilment of a Delphic oracle.259 In addition, Pausanias informs us that he was able 
to prophesise by finding out all about the lives of those around him, then maki g predictions 
about their future. As a method of divination this appears to be little more than informed guess 
work, but it does still fit the model of an intuitive blind man.260  
 During the Second Messenian War (685-668 B.C.) Pausanias provides us with the 
ὀamἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄὅΝwhὁΝwἷὄἷΝὁὀΝἷaἵhΝὅiἶἷΝἶuὄiὀἹΝthἷΝἴattlἷΝὁἸΝἐὁaὄ’ὅ Grove. 
Hekas was on the Spartan side261 and Theoklos of the Iamidae was on the Messenian side. 262 
He mentions both seers offering sacrifice and adds that their presence inspired the men on
each side to join in battle.263 We are informed later that Hekas interprets a propitious omen in 
the form of a lightning flash and Pausanias credits him with a military s rategy which enabled 
the Spartans to defeat the Messenians and conquer the garrison of Eira.264 Theokles also 
interprets an oracle predicting the defeat of the Messenians and so goes to his death in the 
same battle.265 
 During the archaic period it seems that we have more instances of independent 
diviners in battle than in any other role. From Pausanias it appears to have been believed that 
during this time seers were not inspired, but that they were able to perform sac ifices and 
                                                     
256 See Kett (1966) 37-38 and Roth (1982) 274 for Epeboleus, and Kett (1966) 64-65 and Roth (1982) 
280 for Ophioneus. 
257 Paus. IV:10.5. 
258 Ibid. IV.9.5-8. 
259 Ibid. IV.13.3. See Eidinow (2014) 87 for mention of this account. 
260 Ibid. IV.10.6. See also Buxton (1980) 28 and Eidinow (2014) 87. 
261 See Kett (1966) 35-36 and Roth (1982) 276. 
262 See Kett (1966) 45-6 and Roth (1982) 285. 
263 Paus. IV:16.1. 
264 Ibid. IV:21.7-8s. 
265 Ibid. IV:20.1-3, 21.1-3, 5, 10-12. See also, Foster (2010) 41.n.  and Eidinow (2014) 87.  
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interpret omens.266 However, the example of Amphilytos from Herodotus credits the 
ぬとさjたてそふけてな with producing a spontaneous prophecy, therefore it seems that there might be 
some residual influence of divine intervention for independent diviners of the archaic period, 
just as in myth.  
 
iii). Classical period: 
 There is far more evidence detailing the role and requirements of independent diviners 
in the classical period than in the centuries beforehand. Therefore it seems sensible to approach 
this section by scrutinising a selection of prominent independent diviners initially, then to look 
at the partnerships which were established between certain renowned statesmen and ilitary 
minds of the classical period. This will then be followed by a study of the role of independent 
diviners within the city state and finally an assessment of the importance of seers during the 
founding of a colony. 
 As we know from Herodotus,267 the Greek seer Teisamenos was sought out by the 
Spartans, who wished to employ him after the Delphic Oracle pronounced that he would win 
five contests. They understood that the oracle referred to military contests rather th n athletics 
(whiἵhΝ haἶΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ἦἷiὅamἷὀὁὅ’Ν iὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὁὄaἵlἷ),Ν aὀἶΝ ὅὁΝ thἷyΝ appὄὁaἵhἷἶΝ
Teisamenos and invited him to join their army.  
 Teisamenos recognised that the Spartans needed him greatly and because of this he 
was able to negotiate Spartan citizenship not only for himself, but for his brother Hegias. The 
oracle was fulfilled by Spartan victories at the battles of Plataea,268 Tegea, Dipaea, a battle 
during the Third Messenian War and at Tanagra.269 
                                                     
266 Ibid. I.34.4. For a treatment of this passage, see chapter II 43. 
267 Hdt. IX :33-35. See How & Wells (1936) 303 for a discussion of this bestowal. 
268 For discussion of a dedicatory inscription IG VIIμΝ1ἄἅίΝἵὁὀἸiὄmiὀἹΝἦἷiὅamἷὀὁὅ’ΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝatΝἢlataia,Ν
see Pritchett (1979b) 146, 150-151. 
269 Ibid. Paus. III:11.6-8. See also Flower (2008b) 40-42; Weniger (1915) 72-73. For further sources 
information on Teisamenos, see Kett (1966) 71-73 and Roth (1982) 286. 
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  The reward of Spartan citizenship was not bestowed lightly. This demonstrates the 
value of credible independent diviners to an army during the classical period and this particular 
event tells us a lot about the significance of seers to the Spartans especially.  
 δikἷΝἑalἵhaὅ,ΝthiὅΝiὅΝaὀΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝaΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkすなΝwhὁΝwaὅΝpἷὄὅὁὀallyΝὅἷlἷἵtἷἶΝἴyΝ
a city state to assist in a military campaign, the difference here being that in t is instance 
Teisamenos was employed because an oracle by a prestigious and revered oracular centre 
pronounced that he held a unique mantic and military advantage.270 The pronouncement from 
ϊἷlphiΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὀἹΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅΝiὀΝἦἷiὅamἷὀὁὅ’ΝmilitaὄyΝἷxplὁitὅΝplaἵἷἶΝhimΝiὀΝaΝὄaὄἷΝaὀἶΝἸὁὄtuὀatἷΝ
position as an independent diviner.  
 εὁὅtΝたうちkiすな,Νlike Calchas, were mainly employed on the basis of the success of their 
own reputation and ancestry. In the case of Teisamenos, we are not even told that he practised 
as a seer before the Spartans entreated him to join them. This makes Teisamenos a rather 
unuὅualΝἷxamplἷΝἸὄὁmΝhiὅtὁὄyΝwhἷὀΝἵὁmpaὄἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝmὁὄἷΝ‘typiἵal’ΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝhiὅΝtimἷέ271  
 A point to observe here is that Teisamenos also managed to obtain citizenship for his 
brother, whom as far as we are aware did not even practise as a seer like his brot er 
Teisamenos. For the Spartans to be prepared to bestow citizenship upon an individual who did 
ὀὁtΝἷvἷὀΝἵὁὀtὄiἴutἷΝtὁΝἥpaὄta’ὅΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅΝaὅΝaΝmilitaὄyΝpὁwἷὄ,ΝἷmphaὅiὅἷὅΝἷvἷὀΝἸuὄthἷὄΝthἷΝὀἷἷἶΝ
for a talented seer on military campaigns.  
 That said, as HerodotuὅΝ iὅΝ ἸὄuὅtὄatiὀἹlyΝ ὃuiἷtΝ ὁὀΝ thiὅΝ Ἰὄὁὀt,Ν pἷὄhapὅΝ ἦἷiὅamἷὀὁὅ’Ν
brother played more of a role in these battles than we have been made aware, thus earning his 
place as a Spartan citizen alongside his brother. However, this is unlikely in my opinion, as 
Herodotus was a writer who enjoyed highlighting the deeds of great men and if he had made 
the effort to include an account of the feats of Teisamenos in this instance, then surely it would 
have made sense to feature his brother more prominently, if his mention was truly deserved in 
                                                     
270 For a comparison of Calchas and Teisamenos see Foster (2010) 41-44. 
271 Despite not knowing whether he practised as a seer, we are informed of his mantic heritage in Hdt. 
IX:33. Undoubtedly his famous ancestry would have also increased the desire of the Spartans to employ 
him. See also chapter II 48. 
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some capacity other than as another recipient of Spartan citizenship and as the brother of a 
famous seer.272 
 Moreover, once Spartan citizenship had been bestowed it seems that it counted not 
only for Teisamenos and Hegias, but also for their descendants. Hence we are also informed 
of Agias, the grandson of Teisamenos, who was in service as a seer to the Spartan general 
Lysander in the late fifth century B.C. Pausanias informs us that his interpretations played a 
pivotal role in the battle of Aigospotamoi and we are also informed that a statue of him with 
Lysander was dedicated at Delphi to commemorate the Spartan victory over the Athenians.273 
ἠὁΝἶὁuἴtΝχἹiaὅ’ΝaὀἵἷὅtὄyΝaὅΝthἷΝἹὄaὀἶὅὁὀΝὁἸΝἦἷiὅamἷὀὁὅΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝmaἶἷΝhimΝaΝpὄἷἸἷὄὄἷἶΝ
choice as an accompanying independent diviner on this campaign and his close link with the 
Spartans, presumably as he was also a Spartan citizen, would have ensured his selection.274  
 Awarding citizenship to an independent diviner has been seen before this particular 
instance. The first record of this type of reward is found in Herodotus, where Amphilytos is 
referred to as a native, despite us also being informed that he was Acarnanian. This implies 
that he had Athenian citizenship bestowed upon him by Peisistratos.275 
 Another seer who was awarded citizenship in 394/3 B.C., this time in Athens, was the 
seer Sthorys of Thasos.276 This was presented to him as a reward for his services during a 
naval battle, presumably Cnidus.277 Osborne asserts in his commentary that this particular 
decree awarded citizenship not only to Sthorys, but also to his descendants. He also explains 
that citizenship was awarded here on account of prophetic services rendered by Sthorys during 
a naval battle.278  
                                                     
272 For a discussion of this episode, see Foster (2010) 35.  
273 See Paus. III:11.5, X:9.7. See also Weniger (1915) 73-74. 
274 The fact that Xenophon was also given Spartan citizenship helps us to understa  the bestowal of 
citizenship upon Teisamenos further. It is sensible to conclude that Agias was also  Spartan citizen as 
we know that once Xenophon himself was settled in Sparta his children wer educated in the agoge, 
just as if they were Spartans of true birth. I see no reason why the descendents of Teisamenos were not 
treated in the same vein. See Diog. Lae. II:54. 
275 Hdt. I:62. For more on Amphilytos, see chapter II 50-52. 
276 See Kett (1966) 67-69 and Roth (1982) 283. 
277 Osborne (1970) 151-174. See also Bremmer (1996) 108 and Flower (2008b) 103. 
278 Osborne (1970) 160, 162. See 163-164 for a discussion on the probability of that naval battle being 
the battle of Cnidus. See also 165-167 for a discussion of Sthorys in employment as a seer to Conon, 
after potentially having been selected by the Athenians. 
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 The reward of citizenship was certainly a generous gift for an independent diviner to 
receive, especially where Spartan citizenship was concerned, as it was so rarely bestowed 
upon others. Then again, if an independent diviner and their descendants then chose to remain 
in that city and continued to practise たgちkすせお, then undoubtedly the city state itself would also 
benefit, as it would have talented independent diviners ready at their disposal, pre umably 
with an obligation of loyalty to the city state which presented them with citizenship.  
Therefore, the bestowal of citizenship must have been a mutually beneficial agreement. 
 ἤἷtuὄὀiὀἹΝtὁΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝpἷὄiὁἶ,ΝaὀὁthἷὄΝたうちkすなΝwhὁΝwaὅΝiὀΝ
employment at the same time as Teisamenos was the Elean Hegesistratos. In contrast to 
Teisamenos we are told that Hegesistratos was a seer who was persecuted by the Spartans for 
reasons not entirely clear; therefore, he was searching for employment in Greece with a view 
to eluding capture at all costs.  
 Bearing this in mind it is unsurprising to read in Herodotus that he accepted 
employment on the Persian side during the Persian wars and that he worked as an independent 
diviner in service to Mardonius.279 Putting patriotism (or a lack thereof) aside, it is sensible to 
conclude that Hegesistratos was purely attempting to find employment on an opposite side to 
the Spartans, and as at this particular point in time the majority of the Greek city states were 
either subdued by the Persians or on the Spartan side against them, I would imagine that he 
would have had little choice in the matter – although Herodotus does inform us that he too 
was rewarded richly for his services.280  
 
iv). Partnerships: 
 There was certainly a demand for talented seers in the classical period and in Athens 
especially there are instances which record partnerships between prominent citiz s and 
independent diviners. Whether these seers were initially selected by the assembly to work for
                                                     




these individuals is unclear, but it seems that once an effective working partnership was 
discovered, the pairing was often maintained for future military campaigns.281  
 One of the most famous partnerships to consider is that of the Athenian politician 
Nicias and the seer Stilbides.282 We are informed by Plutarch that the recent loss of Stilbides 
contributed towaὄἶὅΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝἶἷlayΝiὀΝἥyὄaἵuὅἷΝaὀἶΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝaἸtἷὄΝthἷΝ
lunar eclipse during the Sicilian expedition.283  
 ἥtilἴiἶἷὅ,ΝaὅΝitΝὅἷἷmὅ,ΝuὅἷἶΝtὁΝallayΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝἸἷaὄὅΝὁἸΝὅuἵhΝthiὀἹὅΝaὀἶΝpὄἷvἷὀtἷἶΝhimΝ
from overreacting to omens. Thucydides even writes that he considered Nicias to have been 
addicted to divination.284  Unfortunately, in terms of their partnership, there is little evidence 
detailing when Stilbides and Nicias were first paired together, but the impression we gain from 
Plutarch at least, is that Nicias felt the loss of this independent diviner very much, and t at he 
had relied upon him heavily whilst they were working together. 
 This pairing does not necessarily mean that Stilbides worked exclusively in the 
employ of Nicias. In Athens in the classical period we are aware of independent diviners who 
were not only employed to provide divinatory assistance to private individuals, but were also 
hired by the state and assigned to particular enterprises, whether these enterpris s we e 
military expeditions or the founding of colonies.285 
 ἠiἵiaὅ’Ν ἹὄἷatἷὅtΝ pὁlitiἵalΝ ὄivalΝ χlἵiἴiaἶἷὅΝ iὅΝ alὅὁΝ ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝ tὁΝ havἷΝ utiliὅἷἶΝ
independent diviners, albeit arguably for more manipulative purposes.286 We are informed by 
both Thucydides and Plutarch that Alcibiades was known to have been a very ambitious 
statesman, and it was he who successfully persuaded the Athenians that they should launch an 
expedition to conquer Sicily in the first place.287 Plutarch informs us that it was Alcibiades 
                                                     
281 See also Flower (2008b) 176-183. 
282 See Kett (1966) 70-71 and Roth (1982) 283. 
283 Plut. Nic. 23; Thuc. VII:50.4. For an overview of the impact of religion on the Sicilian Expedition, 
see Powell (1979) 15-31. 
284 Plut. NicέΝζνΝβγέΝἦhuἵέΝVIIμηίέζέΝItΝiὅΝappaὄἷὀtΝiὀΝthἷΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝthatΝmὁὅtΝἸἷltΝthatΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝὄἷaἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝ
the eclipse was overlyΝpiὁuὅΝaὀἶΝthatΝὁὀlyΝaΝἸἷwΝἶayὅ’ΝἶἷlayΝwithΝthἷΝappὄὁpὄiatἷΝὄitualΝὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹὅΝwὁulἶΝ
have sufficed. See Flower (2008b) 117. For further discussion of the eclipse, see chapter V 175-176. 
285 See Bremmer (1993) 158; Mikalson (1983) 48; Flower (2008b) 122-123. 
286 Plut. Nic. 13. See Flower (2008b) 177 and below for a discussion of this. 
287 Plut. Alc. 17; Thuc. VI:15.2-3. 
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who was responsible for hiring the ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな who made the pronouncements 
in favour of the expedition, and that an envoy was sent to the oracle of Zeus Ammon at Siwa,
which brought favourable news. Plutarch also suggests that the envoys suppressed any 
negative pronouncements, for fear of damaging the expedition with ill-omened words.288 
Flower considers both statesmen to have used seers privately in order to support their 
arguments for or against the Sicilian expedition. 
 
‘ἦhuὅΝἴὁthΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝἴἷliἷvἷὄΝiὀΝtὄaἶitiὁὀalΝὄἷliἹiὁὀΝ(ἠiἵiaὅ) and for the skeptic (Alcibiades), the testimony 
of oracles and religious experts was important ammunition in making their respective cases to the 
χthἷὀiaὀΝpἷὁplἷέ’289 
 
I feel that this interpretation of both statesmen is too sceptical. It is clear that Nicias was a very 
pious man, his use of oracles and independent diviners was for his own comfort, and I would 
not assume that he utilised these things purely for his own agenda. If there were omens for 
interpretation, Nicias would have highlighted them regardless of the implications for himself. 
This is evident in his decision to remain encamped after the lunar eclipse, at the peril of his 
own life and army. I am sure that Nicias would have been aware of the benefits of presenting 
oracular pronouncements to support a case, but that does not mean that this was his motivation 
for doing so. 
 Where Alcibiades is concerned, it is understood that he was an ambitious man and 
perhaps this blinded him where the Sicilian expedition was concerned, but I do not believe 
that this made him a complete sceptic of divination. We are already aware from Plutarch that 
Alcibiades made use of seers privately.290 If the man was truly such a sceptic, would he have 
utilised independent diviners in this capacity or should one argue that this too was f r show? 
ἡὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝaimὅΝὁἸΝἔlὁwἷὄ’ὅΝwὁὄkΝ‘iὅΝtὁΝὄἷtὄiἷvἷΝthἷΝimaἹἷΝaὀἶΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtatiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄ’,291 
                                                     
288 Plut. Nic. 13. 
289 Flower (2008b) 177. For a brief discussion on the piety of Nicias and the impiety of Alcibiades, see 
Motte (2002) 491. 
290 Plut. Nic. 13. Bremmer (1993) 157. 
291 Flower (2008b) 3.  
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yet by suggesting that Nicias and Alcibiades used divination for manipulative purposes, he 
does not do the long established reputation of independent diviners justice. This presents the 
independent diviners utilised by both statesmen as potentially corrupt and easily manipulated 
themselves, if they were willing to present potentially inaccurate oracles and interpretations 
solely in favour of or against the expedition.  
 I find it far more likely that due to there already existing an Athenian predisposition 
towards conquering Sicily,292 those in favour of the expedition were so focused on this aim 
that they overlooked any signs to the contrary, and this too is suggested by Plutarch.293 As 
Bowden states: 
 
‘ἦhἷΝ ὀἷἷἶΝ tὁΝ ἵὁὀἵiliatἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶὅ,Ν aὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἶaὀἹἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ iἹὀὁὄiὀἹΝ thἷm,Ν miἹhtΝ lἷaἶΝ
communities to act in ways that went aἹaiὀὅtΝthἷiὄΝimmἷἶiatἷΝiὀtἷὄἷὅtὅέ’294 
 
There are countless instances in the ancient sources of both individuals and groups, armies 
and city states believing that they understood the will of the gods, but in their a tempt to follow 
thiὅΝiἶἷaΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’Νwill,ΝthἷyΝiὀἷvitaἴlyΝὅἷalἷἶΝthἷiὄΝὁwὀΝἸatἷ,ΝὁἸtἷὀΝiὀΝthἷΝὁppὁὅitἷΝway to 
what they had initially envisaged for their future and often despite several warnings along the 
way.295 Partnerships between prominent figures and independent diviners were in most cases 
beneficial for both parties where divination was concerned, and as previously mentioned it 
could well have been the loss of Stilbides which caused the tragedy experienced by Nicias and 
his Athenian force in Sicily. 
 We know that by the 2nd century B.C. in Athens there was an annual position for a 
mantis to serve the board of Athenian generals.296 Precisely when this position was first 
established officially is unclear, but its existence is unsurprising, as these partn rships are 
                                                     
292 Thuc. VI:15.2-3. 
293 Plut. Nic. 13. For more on the Sicilian expedition see Powell (1979) 15-31 and Hornblower (2011) 
147-159; 168-178. 
294 Bowden (2005) 5. 
295 See Lattimore (1939) 24-35. 
296 See Flower (2008b) 122. 
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evident even from myth through to the time of Alexander the Great, and in Athens especially. 
Consider the relationship between the Athenian tyrant Hipparchos and the ぬとさjたてそふけてな 
Onomacritros, although it was Hipparchos who ejected Onomacritos from Athens on account 
of his corruption.297  
 The interest of the Peisistratids in oracular pronouncements is well attested,298 
thἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝitΝiὅΝὅἷὀὅiἴlἷΝtὁΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝthἷiὄΝἸὄiἷὀἶὅhipΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝiὀἸluἷὀἵἷἶΝἴyΝἡὀὁmaἵὄitὁὅ’Ν
knowledge of oracular collections to a certain extent, as these oracles would most certainly 
have been of interest to Hipparchos. In fact, after the ejection of the Peisistratids, we know 
that Hippias utilised Onomacritos and his collection to influence Darius I and to convince him 
that it was propitious for him to invade Greece.299 Therefore in the end, even the evidence 
suggesting that Onomacritos falsified an oracle was insufficient to deter the Peisistratids from 
rekindling their relationship with the independent diviner and utilising his skills. As we are 





Therefore it is surprising that Hippias required the services of Onomacritos at all, but as we 
are made aware by Xenophon,301 it was not uncommon for someone versed in some aspects 
of divination to require the services of a professional too. Indeed, Peisistrato, who was known 
as Bakis, still used the seer Amphilytos at the battle of Pallene.302 Unfortunately Herodotus 
does not tell us anything further about Amphilytos, but I would imagine that he was richly 
                                                     
297 Hdt. VII:6. See also Sancisi-Weerdenburg (2000) 72-73. 
298 See also Shapiro (1990) 335-45. 
299 Hdt. VII:6. See also chapter IV 160-161. 
300 Hdt. V:93, tr. de Sélincourt. 
301 Xen. Anab. V:6.29. 
302 Hdt. I:62. See also Shapiro (1990) 338. 
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rewarded for his services and that Peisistratos kept him in employment once he was 
established as tyrant of Athens.303  
 Between 466-457 B.C. the seer Theainetos worked with the Athenian general 
Tolmides.304 We are also informed in Thucydides that during the siege of Plataea in the 
Archidamian war there was another seer called Theainetos, who was the son of Tolmides.305 
Flower suggests that this Theainetos could have been the grandson of the original and that he 
named his son Tolmides as a result of his friendship with the Athenian general.306 Knowing 
the ancient Greek tendency to reuse names of familial significance, this is a suggestion which 
I am inclined to agree with. It is clear that often a lasting bond developed between ind pendent 
diviners and their employers. 
 The use of seers privately was not just restricted to the city of Athens. The Corinthian 
Timoleon is known to have used seers; the たうちkすな Orthagoras assisted him in overthrowing 
his brother when he had installed himself as tyrant of Corinth.307 We are also informed by 
Plutarch that the campaign which Timoleon was leading to free Sicily from the tyranny of 
Dionysius II was littered with omens. These omens were interpreted by the seers pres nt as 
ἴἷiὀἹΝἵὁὀἸiὄmatiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’ΝἵlἷaὄΝἸavὁur towards his cause and this motivated Timoleon's 
fleet and the Corinthians further in continuing with their expedition.308  
 This account informs us that independent diviners were also employed to accompany 
military expeditions in Corinth. Unfortunately, neither Diodorus nor Plutarch inform us as to 
whether they were employed by the Corinthians or by the individual commander – in this 
instance, Timoleon. From the presentation of Timoleon in Plutarch, I would be inclined to 
consider the former most likely, as Timoleon spent twenty years shying away from the 
                                                     
303 For a discussion of Amphilytos and this pronouncement, see chapter II  50-52. 
304 Paus. I:27.5. See Garland (1990) 85. 
305 See Kett (1966) 43-44 and Roth (1982) 284. 
306 Flower (2008b) 177. 
307 Plut. Tim. 4. See also Kett (1966) 64 and Roth (1982) 280. 
308 Plut. Tim. 9. 12; Diod. Sic. XVI:66.3-4. 
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Corinthian public, therefore it does not seem like he would have had much use for seers in his 
private life.309 
 The way that the ancient Greeks remembered the Spartan king Leonidas and the 
たうちkすな Megistias the Acarnanian of the Melampodidae after the battle of Thermopylae 
demonstrates the significance of seers in battle. We are told by Herodotus that Megistias 
interpreted the impending death of the Spartan force on the next day, but that he remained 
with Leonidas until the end, despite the fact that he was relieved of his position and permitted 
to leave. Instead, he sent away his son and died with the Spartan army.310  
 The epitaph set up to commemorate their deaths is recorded in Herodotus. In his 
account, Herodotus credits the epitaph to the poet Simonides and informs us that Megistias 
and the poet were guest friends.311 In the inscription Megistias is the only individual named 
alongside Leonidas, thus reinforcing his importance and elevating his status to equal that of a
Spartan king for his contributions in that battle.312  
   Another famous partnership was between Alexander the Great and Aristander of 
Telmessus, and their relationship is one of the best documented. Aristander was not the only 
seer in employment for Alexander,313  but he is the most frequently mentioned, and he was the 
closest たうちkすな to Alexander up until 327 B.C., where he performed any mantic duties expected 
ὁἸΝhimΝἶuὄiὀἹΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝἷxpἷἶitiὁὀΝaἵὄὁὅὅΝEἹyptΝaὀἶΝχὅia,ΝwhἷthἷὄΝthatΝἴἷΝthἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝ
of bird omens, new phenomena or by performing the customary sacrifices required on a long 
expedition.314 His disappearance after 327 B.C. is somewhat of a mystery. The most common 
conclusion is that he died soon after the death of Cleitus.315 
                                                     
309 Plut. Tim. 1-8. 
310 Hdt. VII:219-220. 
311 Hdt. VII:228. See also chapter II 42-43. 
312 For further discussion on this, see Dillery (2005) 205 and Foster (2010) 42. 
313 As can be seen in Plut. Alex. 26 where a number of independent diviners were on hand to interpret 
bird omens witnessed at the founding of Alexandria. 
314 Plut. Alex.; Arr.; See Robinson Jr. (1929) 195-197 for an assessment of the sources used by later 
wὄitἷὄὅΝtὁΝὄἷἵὁuὀtΝχὄiὅtaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝliἸἷΝwhilὅtΝhἷΝwaὅΝiὀΝὅἷὄviἵἷΝtὁΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄέ 
315 Flower (2008b) 178-181. 
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 Aristander is presented as a very skilled たうちkすな, who was able to perform any 
divinatory duty expertly. He was able to interpret unusual omens swiftly and soothingly, much 
to the reassurance of Alexander and his men.316 Even after his disappearance, it seems that 
Alexander relied heavily upon different varieties of seers and soothsayers, and two other 
たうちkiすな are also named in the sources as providing mantic services to Alexander during his 
campaign.317 It seems that despite his divine status from Siwa as the official son of Zeus,
Alexander was still in great need of frequent divine reassurance. Flower compares the impact 
ὁἸΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝχὄiὅtaὀἶἷὄΝtὁΝthἷΝἷviἶἷὀtΝvὁiἶΝlἷἸtΝ iὀΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝliἸἷΝ(ἸὄὁmΝaΝἶiviὀatiὁὀΝ
perspective at the very least,) after the loss of Stilbides.318 
 It is clear that partnerships between independent diviners and their employers wer  
rewarding and mutually beneficial arrangements. The employer received reassurance from a 
skilled seer and the seer received rich rewards and benefits in exchange for th ir accurate 
services. We have seen how effective partnerships worked between independent diviners and 
their employers in the classical period. Now we shall explore the role of seers wh n they were 
employed to work solely for the city state, more specifically Athens, as this is where the 
majority of our evidence originates from. 
 
v). Independent diviners within the city state: 
 Four notable independent diviners who managed to acquire positions of prominence 
in Athens during the fifth century B.C. were Sthorys, Diopeithes, Hierocles and Lampon.319 
From the sources we know that they established for themselves positions of significance 
within the Athenian political hierarchy alongside their divinatory practices. In addition, we 
                                                     
316 Plut. Alex. 2, 14, 25, 31, 33, 50-52. See chapter IV 113 and 117 for a discussion of Aristander 
interpreting bird omens. See below 102-103 for his role in the founding of Alexandria. 
317 For Cleomantis performing sacrifices with Aristander for the benefit of Cleitus, see Plut. Alex. 50; 
Kett (1966) 54 and Roth (1982) 273. The other seer, named Demophon, accompanied Ptolemy to the 
temple of Serapis when Alexander was suffering from his deadly illness. Arr. VII:26.2; Kett (1966) 32-
33 and Roth (1982) 273-274. See also Flower (2008)b 180. 
318 Flower (2008b) 181. Plut. Nic. 23; Thuc. VII:50.4. 
319 See Kett (1966) 67-69 and Roth (1982) 283 for Sthorys, Kett (1966) 33-35 and Roth (1982) 290-
291 for Diopeithes, Kett (1966) 50-51 and Roth (1982) 277 for Hierocl s and Kett (1966) 54-57 and 
Roth (1982) 278 for Lampon. 
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know that from these positions they enjoyed privileges only available to the most prominent 
Athenian citizens. Diopeithes, Sthorys, Lampon and Hierocles were all given free meals in the 
Prytaneion, one of the most important honours to be bestowed upon an Athenian citizen.320 As 
previously observed, Sthorys was not even a native Athenian citizen, therefore in his case the 
honour is even more notable.321 
 Diopeithes is a rather confusing independent diviner to distinguish. Primarily, there 
was potentially more than one prominent Diopeithes in the classical period in employment as 
a religious specialist in divination. In his dissertation compiling all seers, Kett considers there 
to have been two Diopeithes and treats them both separately, although he does admit the 
possibility of there having been only one seer and that Diopeithes left Athens and was 
employed at Sparta by the start of the fourth century B.C. Roth, in contrast, treats them as the 
same.322  
 ἦhἷΝἶἷἴatἷΝaὄiὅἷὅΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝwἷΝaὄἷΝiὀἸὁὄmἷἶΝiὀΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝLife of Pericles that a certain 
Diopeithes brought in a law before the start of the Peloponnesian war, which was intended to 
punish impious citizens.323 Flower doubts the authenticity of this decree, but admits that it is 
still useful in that it shows that ぬとさjたてそふけてす were still capable of having influence in Athenian 
politics.324 I agree that confirming the historicity of the decree itself is not a requirement for 
this particular study, as it is still capable of showing us how independent divi ers were 
perceived and what their capabilities and influence were at least considered to have been in 
Athens at this time.325 This same Diopeithes is also suggested to have been consulted by Nicias 
on occasion.326 
 The other occurrence of the name Diopeithes is found in Xenophon, where an 
independent diviner of that name was employed in Sparta after the Peloponnesian war. At that 
                                                     
320 See Oliver (1952a) 11-15 and (1954) 171:23ff. 
321 Flower (2008b) 123 and Olsen (1998) 277. See above 81. 
322 Kett (1966) 33-35 and Roth (1982) 290-291. For a discussion of Diopeithes, see Connor (1963) 115-
118, who treats both Diopeithes as the same man. 
323 Plut. Per. 32. For a discussion of this decree, see Bremmer (1996) 106. 
324 Flower (2008b) 124. 
325 See Connor (1963) 115-11ἄΝἸὁὄΝaὀΝaὅὅἷὅὅmἷὀtΝὁἸΝϊiὁpἷithἷὅ’ΝpὁlitiἵalΝallἷἹiaὀἵἷὅέ 
326 Aristoph. Kn. 1085 and scholion. See Connor (1963) 116. 
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time there was a debate in Sparta as to the legitimacy of the heir to the Spartan throne 
Leotychides. On the death of his father Agis, the brother of the king, Agesilaus, also contested 
for the throne, claiming that Leotychides was in fact the son of the Athenian Alcibiades, who 
haἶΝὅpἷὀtΝὅὁmἷΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἷxilἷΝἸὄὁmΝχthἷὀὅΝliviὀἹΝiὀΝἥpaὄtaΝaὀἶΝwaὅΝallἷἹἷἶΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἶἶἷἶΝχἹiὅ’Ν
wife.327 In this account Diopeithἷὅ,Ν aΝ ‘たうそgΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてなΝ 刃ちおと’,Ν ἵitἷἶΝ aὀΝ ὁὄaἵlἷΝ ἸὄὁmΝ aὀΝ
oracular collection which warned Sparta to beware of a lame kingship.328  Diopeithes used 
this oracle with the intention of discrediting Agesilaus, as he was lame, but the Spartan general 
Lysander suggested that the oracle was in fact referring to something far less obvious, a lame 
kiὀἹὅhipΝ ἵauὅἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ pὁllutiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ώἷὄakliἶΝ ἴlὁὁἶliὀἷΝ aὅΝ aΝ ὄἷὅultΝ ὁἸΝ δἷὁtyἵhiἶἷὅ’Ν
illegitimacy. The result of this was that the state chose Agesilaus to be king.329 The question 
here is whether this Diopeithes was the same man as the one living in Athensa  the start of 
the Peloponnesian war.  
 Connor cites entries in the Souda and the scholion to Aristophanes Knights, which 
suggest that Diopeithes left Athens on account of failing to uphold a law which he himself 
was responsible for establishing.330 If this is the case, it does provide a link which explains the 
presence of Diopeithes in both Athens and later Sparta, and as a result it does allow the 
conclusion that this was the same man.331  
 Another point worth observing here is that Diopeithes is only referred to as a 
ぬとさjたてそふけてな in the sources.332 Therefore, perhaps the oracle concerning the lame kingship 
came from his own oracular collection, although due to this particular oracle being cit d earlier 
in Spartan history, I find this idea unlikely.333 Regardless of his precise status as an 
independent diviner, we have seen from his activity in Athens that Diopeithes was able to 
                                                     
327 Plut. Alc. 23. 
328 Xen. Hell. III:3.3. 
329 Ibid. 
330 Connor (1963) 116-117. 
331 See Bowden (2003) 268-269, who agrees that it is more likely that there was only one Diopeithes, 
but he does not consider Diopeithes to have been a religious specialist primarily.  
332 Flower (2008b) 124. 
333 ItΝiὅΝἸaὄΝmὁὄἷΝlikἷlyΝthatΝthἷΝὁὄaἵlἷΝἵamἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅ’ΝὁwὀΝἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝὁὄaἵlἷὅέΝἔὁὄΝἸuὄthἷὄΝ
discussion on this and oracular collections, see chapter I 28-30. 
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wield considerable political influence in Athens.334 Therefore, we know it was possible for 
independent diviners to perform other roles in addition to using their たgちkすせお for the good of 
the city state. 
 Lampon was another independent diviner who reached a position of influence in 
Athens. His achievements must have been notable, in order for him to receive the reward of 
dining privileges. We know that he was an associate of Pericles, and Plutarch in his Life of 
Pericles pὄὁviἶἷὅΝaὀΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝwἷΝaὄἷΝtὁlἶΝthatΝiὀΝἢἷὄiἵlἷὅ’ΝyὁuthΝδampὁὀΝἵὁmpἷtἷἶΝ
with the philosopher Anaxagoras to provide an interpretation of the sacrifice of a ram’s head 
with an abnormality. Anaxagoras was proven correct immediately in the fact th t he 
demonstrated by dissecting the creature that there was an anatomical distortion in its 
appearance, but Lampon's prediction of Pericles' greatness was also proven later to be correct, 
as Pericles rose to become one of the most renowned Athenian statesmen of the fifth century 
B.C.335 
 Lampon seems to have held a variety of different responsibilities throughout his 
career, but it appears that he was always understood to be a たうちkすな primarily.336 Lampon was 
sent as a group of ten men to lead the founding expedition to Thurii.337 He was a signatory on 
the Peace of Nicias; 338 surely a privilege not available to an unimportant man, and his 
relationship with Pericles would certainly have helped him to ascend to prominence within 
Athens.339 
 Hierocles was an independent diviner who lived around the same time as Lampon. He 
was sent to assist in the resettling of Oreus after the Euboean revolt was quelled in 446/445 
B.C.340 Whether he was known primarily as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな or a たうちkすな has been discussed 
previously,341  but irrespective of his precise status as a diviner, it seems that the servic s which 
                                                     
334 For the reception of Diopeithes, see chapter V 179-80. 
335 Plut. Per. 6. See also Oliver (1952a) 15 and Bloch (1963) 38. 
336 For an opposing view of this, see Malkin (1987) 99. 
337 For a detailed discussion of the Thurii foundation, see Ehrenberg (1948) 49-170. 
338 Thuc. V:19 and V:24. 
339 For a discussion of the reception of Lampon, see chapter V 169-170. 
340 Bowden (2003) 226-7. 
341 See chapter I 23-24. 
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he provided to the Athenians were enough to merit the reward of dining privileges in the
Prytaneion.342  Diopeithes, Lampon and Hierocles are all named and ridiculed to a certain 
extent in the plays of Aristophanes: presumably this would not have happened if they had been 
mἷὀΝὁἸΝiὀὅiἹὀiἸiἵaὀἵἷέΝIἸΝὀὁthiὀἹΝἷlὅἷ,Νχὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝχthἷὀiaὀΝauἶiἷὀἵἷΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝ
to know who these individuals were in order to find his plays and the puns within them 
humorous.343  
 For the purposes of this chapter, arguably the most intriguing aspect of their roles 
within Athens were that both Lampon and Hierocles played prominent roles in the Athenian 
colonisation process. The act of founding a colony was of great importance in classical Greece 
and the procedure for doing so correctly is thought to have evolved from the colonisation age 
during the archaic period if not beforehand, where Corinth and Athens were the leading city 
states in establishing colonies to populate the coasts of Asia Minor, Sicily and Italy.344  
 The religious element of the colonisation process was essential, as it wasvery 
important for the gods to be in favour of the establishment of a colony. The colonists and 
mother-city wanted the gods to look favourably upon the new settlement and to help it to 
develop and flourish. The Delphic Oracle played a prominent role in this process, but once the 
founding party had departed for their new home, aΝ たうちkすなΝ waὅΝ ὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝ tὁΝ ὁvἷὄὅἷἷΝ thἷΝ
prescribed religious rites and to interpret omens as necessary throughout the colonisati n 
process.345 
 
vi). The role of independent diviners in colonisation: 
The colonisation process was one of great importance to the ancient Greeks; it was 
the transition between mother-city and daughter-city, where those laying the foundations of a 
new colony were establishing themselves independently in a new region.346 The Greek 
                                                     
342 For a discussion of the reception of Hierocles, see chapter I 23-24. 
343 For a discussion of Diopeithes and Lampon in the plays of Aristophanes, see Hose (1940) 92-3. 
344 For an overview of religion in colonisation, see Malkin (1987). For a general introduction to 
colonisation, Gwynn (1918) 88-123 remains an informative source. Se  also, Boardman (1999). 
345 For an introduction to religion in colonisation, see Malkin (1987). 
346 For more information on this time see Boardman (1999). 
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colonisation period of the eighth and seventh centuries B.C. was a time of mass-Hellenic 
expansion across the ancient world, but we know that the ancient Greeks were still found ng 
colonies into the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.347  
There were many motivations for the founding of a colony; overpopulation, religious, 
economic and political incentives, to name but a few. The reasons behind founding a colony 
often varied within each city state and the procedure was different again if a mil tary force 
was away on campaign and decided to found a city.348  
 Divination was an essential aspect of colonisation, and most city statesand oikists 
were reluctant to embark upon their foundation journey without divine approval from an 
oracular centre. Herodotus provides us with an instance where this did not occur and the 
expedition was a failure.349 No doubt events such as this would have deterred city states from 
embarking upon what was considered an impious enterprise and this would have encouraged 
them to consult an oracle beforehand whenever possible.  
 There are several instances in the sources which inform us that the oracle of Apoll  
at Delphi was the most commonly consulted oracular centre at the outset, when a colo ising 
venture was being considered by a city state.350 Yet what of the religious requirements once 
initial divine consent had been received? I have previously addressed the impracticalities of 
                                                     
347 Fortunately, Thucydides and Xenophon especially found it pertinent to record such things, which 
we shall explore in detail in this section. In addition, Aristophanes’ΝplayΝThe Birds is based upon the 
founding of a colony.  
348 For a discussion of motives for founding a colony, see Gwynn (1918) 88-98 and Dougherty (1993b) 
178-180. For instances of colonisation on military campaigns, see Xen. Anab. V:6.15-32 and below 
100-101 for Xenophon wishing to found a colony. See also Plut. Per. 26; Arr. III:1.5 and below 102-
103 for the foundation of Alexandria in Egypt by Alexander the Great. See also Thuc. III:92.4 for the 
founding of Heraclea in Trachis, a colony established by the Spartans arguably for the sole purpose of 
gaining a religious and military advantage over the Athenians during the Peloponnesian war. For a 
discussion of this, see Gwynn (1918) 102; Hornblower (2011) 162-168. 
349 Hdt V:42-48 for Dorieus leaving Sparta to found a colony without initially observing the appropriate 
divinatory practices. This is also discussed briefly by Diod. IV:23.3. See also Malkin (1987) 104-106 
for a discussion of the refoundation of Messene by Epaminondas det ile  in Paus. IV:26-27, where it 
seems that the Delphic oracle was not consulted, yet it seems that the new colony was established 
successfully. See also below 103-105. 
350 See Apollod. Lib. II:7.6; Hdt. IV:151-159, V:43; Paus. X:10.6-8; Strab. VI:1-3 provide insta ces of 
Delphi being consulted before a colony was founded. Manto also left Delphi to settle in Claros in 
accordance with an oracle (Paus. VII:3.2). For an exploration of the role of Delphi in the colonisation 
process, see Pease (1917) 1-20 and Forrest (1957) 160-175. 
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consulting an oracular centre regularly.351 These same problems would have been further 
compounded by the distance of a colony from an oracular centre, especially in those istanc s 
where the colonists were settling in another country. Thus it is clearthat colonisation was 
another aspect of Greek life which required the expertise of an independent diviner.  
 The role of independent diviners in colonisation varies from myth to his ry, therefore 
iὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝtὄἷatΝthiὅΝὅἷἵtiὁὀΝὅἷὀὅiἴlyΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝpὄuἶἷὀtΝtὁΝἴὄiἷἸlyΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝ
of myth in the founding of colonies. There is not much evidence to suggest that seers were 
always involved in the colonisation process in Greek myth, yet the Greek seer Mopsus, who 
famously defeated Calchas in a divination competition is credited with founding some 
colonies in Asia Minor.352 Mopsus is associated with the founding of Aspendos and Phaselis 
in Pamphylia, after which he travelled into Cilicia and founded Mopsouhestia and Mallos, he 
was also accompanied in these foundation excursions by the seer Amphilochos.353 These 
foundations were said to have occurred a year before the fall of Troy.  
 Mopsus is also credited with founding the sanctuary of Apollo at Claros with his 
mother Manto.354 What is fascinating where Mopsus is concerned is that there is confirmation 
of his existence from Hittite and Cuneiform epigraphic evidence. Barnett detailed this 
discovery in his 1953 article and demonstrates how these inscriptions link Mopsus to their
foundation.355 As with the ancestry of たうちkiすな, the presence of this evidence indicates clearly 
the need for a colony to have a strong association with its oikist.356 
 From the accounts which we have describing colonisation in the fifth and fourth 
ἵἷὀtuὄiἷὅΝἐέἑέΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝἷmplὁyἷἶ by the city state or oikist concerned to 
accompany the colonisation party and to handle the specific sacrifices required in this
process.357 The precise procedure of this appointment is unknown, and instances which we 
                                                     
351 See 2, and 12-14 of introduction. 
352 Apollod. Epit. VI:2-5. See also above, 75 and Dillery (2005) 176-178. 
353 See Burkert (1992) 52-53; Baldriga (1994) 35-71 and Boardman (1999) 36. 
354 Paus. VII:3.2.; See also Barnett (1953) 142. 
355 Ibid. 140-143. 
356 For more on the significance of the oikist, see Malkin (1987) 17-91. 
357 See Jacoby (1949) 184. 
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have from Athens where たうちkiすな were in the employ of politicians and generals to serve a 
divinatory purpose contain varied circumstances: therefore there is a lot ofambiguity 
surrounding the specifics of this. Pritchett provides a coherent summary of our knowledge 





It is a shame that there is not more evidence on this, but at least despite not being fully aware 
of the specific procedure, we can confirm that independent diviners were employed for the
purposes of accompanying colonisation expeditions in the classical period. It is fortunate that 
accounts have been preserved detailing a variety of colony foundations, which we can use to 
learn more about the role of independent diviners throughout this process. 
 The decision to send a colony to Thurii in 444/3 B.C.359 originated with the Athenians. 
According to Diodorus, the people of Sybaris appealed to both the Athenians and the Spartans, 
requesting assistance in their repatriation and for colonists to join them. The Athenians 
consented and invited colonists from other Greek city states to participate.360 The foundation 
of Thurii initially appears to have had a Pan-Hellenic purpose, with the simple idea of assisting 
the people of Sybaris and providing an opportunity for individuals within Greek city states to 
participate in a new enterprise, but there are the motives behind the Athenian leadership of 
this expἷἶitiὁὀΝtὁΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄ,ΝaὀἶΝἢἷὄiἵlἷὅ’ΝἶἷἸiὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝἢaὀ-Hellenism would most likely have 
included Athenian imperialism and expansion in the West.361  
                                                     
358 Pritchett (1979a) III:63.  
359 See Ehrenberg (1948) 150 for a discussion of the correct date for th f undation. 
360 Diod. Sic. XII:10.3-ἄέΝἦhiὅΝiὅΝaὄἹuaἴlyΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅ’Νmὁὅt famous omissions. Gomme (1945) 
I:369 suggests that Thucydides had written notes on it, but did not manage to include details of it in the 
final work, which in my opinion seems to be a rather unconvincing explanation. Therefore, our main 
source for this is Diod. Sic. XII:9-11 and details of the civil strife to later occur at Thurri are preserved 
in Aristot. Pol. V:1307a. 
361 See Gwynn (1918) 101-102; Ehrenberg (1948) 150, and more recently Hornblower (2011) 59 for 
further reading on this. 
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 The account in Diodorus of the colonisation of Thurii is one of the more detailed 
examples available to us from the classical period.362 It was a carefully prepared venture, 
primarily orchestrated by the Athenians, with notable names involved in the process; 
Herodotus himself is on the list of settlers. The Athenians had high hopes for the colony, yet 
within a decade there were disputes over which Greek state held the claim of mother-city over 
the settlement and who was to be considered the oikist. The result was that Thurii appealed to 
Delphi and had Apollo named as their official oikist, and subsequently cut their ties with 
Athens.363  
 Due to this dispute between Athens and Thurii we see a new term appear in 
χὄiὅὁtphaὀἷὅ’Ν Clouds, Thouriomanteis.364 From the definition found in the Souda, 
Thouriomanteis were said to be the independent diviners who were sent to Thurii with the 
ὁὄiἹiὀalΝἵὁlὁὀy,ΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝたうちkiすなΝwhὁΝhaἶΝἵὁmἷΝἸὄὁmΝἦhuὄiiέ365 According to Diodorus the 
たうちkすなΝ mὁὅtΝ aἵtivἷlyΝ iὀvὁlvἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἵὁlὁὀiὅatiὁὀΝ pὄὁἵἷὅὅΝ waὅΝ thἷΝ χthἷὀiaὀΝ δampὁὀ,366 
Plutarch even refers to him as the sole oikist of the enterprise, but he is the only source to do 
so.367  
 From his mention in the sources Lampon appears to have been a leading political 
figure in Athens. Thucydides informs us that he was one of the first signatories of the Peace 
of Nikias and the Athenian-Spartan alliance in 421 B.C.368 and this also informs us that 
although he may have played a prominent founding role at Thurii, he still returned to Athens 
rather than remain there, although the reasons behind this and the precise date of his return are 
unknown.369  
                                                     
362 Diod. Sic. XII:9-11. 
363 Ibid. Malkin (1987) 97-101. 
364 Aristoph. Cl. 331-332. See also Hose (1940) 92-3. 
365 For discussions of Thouriomanteis, see Ehrenberg (1948) 164 and M lkin (1987) 98-99. 
366 Diod. Sic. XII:10.4. 
367 Plut. Praec. Ger. Reip. 812d; Ehrenberg (1948) 163-164. 
368 ἦhuἵέΝVμ1λΝ aὀἶΝVμβζέΝἥἷἷΝεalkiὀΝ (1λκἅ)Νλλ,ΝwhὁΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄὅΝδampὁὀΝ tὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝ ‘aΝpὁlitiἵiaὀΝ
whὁὅἷΝὅpἷἵialtyΝwaὅΝmattἷὄὅΝὁἸΝὄἷliἹiὁὀ’,ΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝwayΝaὄὁuὀἶέΝIΝὅἷἷΝὀὁΝὄἷaὅὁὀΝaὅΝtὁΝwhyΝ
Lampon could not be treated as both, but if forced to distinguish I would consider Lampon to have been 
an independent diviner above all other roles, due to his talents in this area.  
369 Graham (1971) 37. 
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 Lampon is an example of an independent diviner who was able to perform his 
divinatory practices alongside fulfilling other roles within a Greek city state. He is certainly 
the most curious independent diviner of the classical period, as he is referred to by such an 
unusual range of terms.370 Not only was he considered to be an independent diviner, but also 
it seems that he was familiar with the workings of the Eleusinian mysteries, although he was 
not known to be a member.371  
 The requirements of Lampon during the colonisation of Thurii are not preserved in 




Ehrenberg considers Lampon to have been in charge of Delphi’ὅΝὄὁlἷΝiὀΝthἷΝἵὁlὁὀiὅatiὁὀΝatΝ
Thurii, although it is plain that if this had been the case, there would have been a conflict of 
interests, as Lampon would have been chiefly concerned with upholding the concept of 
Athenian imperialism, as expected by Pericles, for the duration of the expedition. It was not 
possible for him to maintain the interests of both parties.373 I find it far more likely that 
Lampon was appointed by the Athenian assembly, rather than by Delphi, and that he was sent 
to Delphi on behalf of Athens to receive permission to participate in the colonisation process 
and to ask for the foundation oracle.374  
  It is clear that Lampon was an independent diviner who was able to function 
successfully within a city state performing other roles in addition to the divinatory practices 
expected of him. The reason why I consider Lampon to be a seer above all else is because he 
is frequently referred to as one in a variety of sources.375 Because of this, I find it highly 
                                                     
370 See Malkin (1987) 98-99. 
371 Aristot. Rhet. III:18.1. 
372 Ehrenberg (1948) 164. 
373 ἔὁὄΝaΝἶiὅἵuὅὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝδampὁὀ’ὅΝὄἷliἹiὁus qualifications to participate in the colonisation at Thurii, see 
Ehrenberg (1948) 164-165. 
374 Diod. Sic. XII:10.5-6. See Bowden (2003) 266 for evidence of independent diviners being employed 
by the Athenian Boule. See also Pease (1917) 1-20 for a discussion on the different attested formats of 
foundation oracles. 
375 See chapter I 22. 
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unlikely that he was solely a statesman with an impressive knowledge of divinatory practices, 
as if this was the case, such as it was for individuals like Xenophon, 376 then he would be 
referred to as such in the sources. 
 Due to the importance of divination in the classical period, I find it very unlikely that 
any ancient writer who considered himself to be some form of a historian would have referred 
to an individual as an independent diviner if they did not consider them to be one, as this 
would be considered both inaccurate and potentially impious. We know that seers were 
ridiculed, this is evident in Aristophanes and other playwrights, but they were still mocked in 
most instances as a result of performing the divinatory role expected of them, not solely for 
possessing knowledge of たgちkすせお.377 
 Hierocles is another example of a religious specialist who received comic scrutny in the 
works of Aristophanes.378 We are already aware that he was an independent diviner who 
played an active divinatory role in Athens during the fifth century B.C. Other than 
Aristophanes, the other contemporary evidence that we have for Hierocles comes fr the 
‘ἑhalἵiὅ’Νἶἷἵὄἷἷ, 379  which informs us that Hierocles and three others were expected to carry 
ὁutΝ thἷΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝ ‘ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ὁὄaἵlἷὅΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ Euἴὁἷa’έ380 Unfortunately it is difficult to 
determine which specific collection of oracles the inscription is referring to; whether the 
oracles concerning Euboea belonged to a state collection of oracles in Athens, or a collection 
belonging solely to Hierocles is unclear.381  
 For the purposes of this chapter the most significant observation is that Hierocles was 
instructed to perform sacrifices as specified in a collection of oracles. This is worth noting for 
three reasons: primarily, this inscription details a ぬとさjたてそふけてな being asked to perform 
divinatory rites as instructed by the Athenian Boule. Thus confirming that independent 
                                                     
376 ἔὁὄΝaΝἶiὅἵuὅὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝXἷὀὁphὁὀ’ὅΝἶiviὀatὁὄyΝaἴilitiἷὅ,ΝὅἷἷΝἵhaptἷὄΝIVΝ1ηκ-159. 
377 For example, Hierocles is mocked in Aristoph. Peace 1039-1110 for meddling in the sacrifices, even 
though it was the expectation for a たうちkすな to oversee if not perform them himself. See also Oliver 
(1952a) 10-14; Smith (1989) 140-158; Bowden (2003) 266-267; and Dillery (2005) 194-195. 
378 Ibid. See chapter I 23-24 for the reception of Hierocles. 
379 IG i3 40. For a discussion of the correct date of the Chalcis decree, see Mattingly (1976) 39-40. 
380 Bowden (2003) 266:48ff. 
381 For more on oracular collections, see chapter I 28-30.  
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diviners were employed to perform divinatory practices as necessary for city states, that the 
Boule was responsible for deciding upon which independent diviner would be hired to perform 
these rites, and that certain events occurred in which oracular collections had to be consulted 
before ritual practices could be performed, in order to provide some sort of solution or 
consolation.382 
 Secondly, it is intriguing that sacrifices were performed after consulting an oracular 
collection first, as the implication here is that there was not necessarily a standardised 
sacrificial procedure to follow, or in this instance of a founding of a colony at least. 
Alternatively, it is likely that the sacrificial procedure was dependent upon the oracular 
response, as both different circumstances and different oracles might have required alternative 
forms of sacrifice.383 
  Finally, an inscription instructing Hierocles to consult an oracular collecti n supports the 
premise that he was more of a ぬとさjたてそふけてな than a たうちkすな.384 
 From these two occurrences from the fifth century B.C., a clear picture has emerged, 
demonstrating that from a divinatory perspective independent diviners were essential features 
of the colonisation process. This is emphasised even further when we look at colonies which 
were established without the expected consultation at Delphi. Despite the fact that the or cular 
consultation did not occur, the oikist was still required to fulfil all re igious aspects of the 
foundation to the standard expected, and this was where an independent diviner was necessry.  
 Xenophon provides us with a detailed account of the preliminary stages of establishing a 
colony when on military campaign in the Anabasis.385  Whilst leading the ten thousand Greek 
mercenaries back to Greece after their defeat at the Battle of Cunaxa, Xenophon decided that 
it might be beneficial to Greece to found a city in Pontus. Without consulting his men he then 
                                                     
382 For a discussion of the Chalcis decree, see Mattingly (1976) 39-40 and Bowden (2003) 266-267. See 
also Bowden (2005) 4-5 and Malkin (1987) 112 for an assessment of the ancient Greek need to 
conciliate the gods using divination. 
383 For a recent discussion of the history of scholarship on sacrifice and ritual, see Naiden (2013a) 388-
427. 
384 See Flower (2008b) 60-62 for an alternative interpretation. For a full treatment of this, see chapter I 
24. 




determine whether the gods approved of the chosen site and he received a confirmatory 
response. However, Silanus wished to return to Greece rather than found a colony, therefore 
he reported this to the army and caused trouble among those who did not wish to settle in 
Pontus. As a result, an assembly was called and Xenophon was forced to abandon the idea.386 
 This episode is particularly informative, as it has contributed to our knowledge of the 
colonisation process. An important initial observation here is that once Xenophon decided that 
it was worth exploring the possibility of founding a colony, his first action was to send for 
Silanus the たうちkすな, even though it is clear from the way that events unfolded that it would have 
been more beneficial for Xenophon to have kept this initial enquiry to himself by performing 
the preliminary sacrifice alone. We know that he was most certainly capable of doing so.387 
Flower suggests that Xenophon asked Silanus to perform the sacrifice due to a lack of 
confidence in his own ability,388 ἴutΝIΝamΝmὁὄἷΝiὀἵliὀἷἶΝtὁΝaἹὄἷἷΝwithΝεalkiὀ’ὅΝviἷwΝὁὀΝthἷΝ
importance of たgちkすせお in colonisation.  
 
‘Religion expressed through mantike was a means of allaying such inevitable fears. At the same time, 
it would also contribute to the authority and leadership of the oikist.’389 
 
Considering the above, I believe that instead of feeling incapable of performing the 
preliminary sacrifice, instead Xenophon needed a たうちkすな both to demonstrate officially the 
approval of the gods towards the enterprise and to cement his own position as the initial 
founder and oikist for when he presented his colonisation intentions to the Greek mercenary 
force. Therefore, if accepting this premise, the implication of this episode is that in order to 
start the colonisation process properly, in the absence of sending an enquiry to an oracular 
                                                     
386 For a treatment of this incident, see Malkin (1987) 102-104 and Flower (2008b) 193-194. For further 
reading on Silanus, see Kett (1966) 69-70 and Roth (1982) 282. See also Raphals (2013) 253-254. 
387 See Xen. Anab. VI:1.23-25 for Xenophon performing his own sacrifice. 
388 Flower (2008b) 193-194. 
389 Malkin (1987) 92. 
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centre, a たうちkすな was required to initiate communication with the gods and obtain their approval 
of the enterprise. 
 It seems from this account that the initial enquiry was sufficient to begin the colonisation 
process officially. This explains the anger of the mercenaries towards Xenophon, alt ugh it 
should be noted that his response to the mercenaries was that he believed the sacrific  to be 
merely an initial enquiry as to whether to it would be propitious to found a colony and thus 
discuss the idea, rather than to begin the process of founding a colony formally. The reaction 
of the mercenaries to this initial sacrifice demonstrates the importance of sacrifice in the 
colonisation process, as it implies that a preliminary step towards the foundation of a col ny 
had been taken.390 However, Xenophon was no stranger to correct divinatory procedure, and 
it seems that he knew enough to ensure that the enterprise could either have been proceeded 
with or abandoned, depending upon how the mercenary force received the idea, without any 
impious repercussions. 
 This instance illustrates clearly the flexibility required of a histor cal たうちkすな. The main 
role of Silenus on this campaign was to provide interpretations of omens and to perform 
sacrifices, but as this was primarily a military expedition, the main expectation of Silanus was 
surely to perform these mantic responsibilities in a military capacity. This instance of a 
colonisation enquiry demonstrates how unpredictable the role of a たうちkすな was, and how 
たgちkすせお was required for a wide range of occurrences, both within and outside of city states. 
 We are informed by Plutarch that Alexander the Great decided to found the city of
Alexandria on the instigation of a dream.391 IὀΝχὄὄiaὀ’ὅΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝwἷΝaὄἷΝtὁlἶΝthatΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄΝ
found the geographical position excellent for founding a colony, which is also confirmed in 
Plutarch.392 Alexander marked the outline for the city himself and was then reassured of the 
success of the foundation by a significant bird omen, which the independent diviners present 
                                                     
390 For further discussion on this, see Malkin (1987) 103. 
391 Plut. Alex. 26. For more information on dream interpretation, see chapter IV 129-135. 
392 Arr. III:1.5; Plut. Alex. 26. 
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interpreted as meaning that Alexandria would developing into a thriving city, which would 
feed men from many nations.393  
 There are debates about whether Alexander consulted the Oracle of Zeus Ammon at 
Siwa before founding Alexandria, but there does not seem to be enough evidence to suggest 
that this was the case. The chronology points towards Alexander visiting Siwa after he laid 
the foundations for the city.394 Thus it seems clear that this was another instance where たうちkiすな 
were required to oversee the religious requirements of the foundation of a city in order to 
ensure divine approval in the absence of a preliminary enquiry made at an oracular centre. 
 Another instance where this occurred during the classical period is the re-foundation 
of Messene in 369 B.C. This was instigated by Epaminondas and the Boeotians a few years 
after the Spartan defeat at Leuktra in 371 B.C. The reason for and details of the re-foundation 
are recorded in significant detail in Pausanias.395 Epaminondas was already aiming to resettle 
the Messenians after their successful revolt from the Spartans, but he was struggling to locate 
a suitable site.  
 He was then instructed to resettle the Messenians by an old man in a vision. He was 
told that it was now suitable to find a site for the Messenians because the wrath of the Dioscuri 
against them had ceased. The location of the new site was then revealed to the Theban general 
Epiteles in a dream, who passed directions to the site on to Epaminondas.396  In this instance 
there was an obvious motivation for the Messenians to wish to found a colony and clear 
evidence of divine assistance in finding a location, which did not come from an racular centre 
directly.397 
 The reasons for failing to consult Delphi concerning this particular foundation re 
unknown. Perhaps by the fourth century consultations at oracular centres were unnecessary 
                                                     
393 For more on this omen and its interpretation see Malkin (1989) 107-109. For an overview of the 
ancient city of Alexandria, see Bell (1927) 171-184. 
394 See Welles (1962) 271-298; Malkin (1987) 107-109 and Flower (2008b) 187 for further discussion 
on this. 
395 Paus. IV:26-27. See also Malkin (1987) 104-107. 
396 Paus. IV:26.6-7. 
397 Malkin (1987) 104. 
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when it came to initial colonisation enquiries, or this may not have been regular practice for 
the Boeotians. They do not seem to have led many foundation expeditions in comparison to 
the Athenians and Corinthians in particular. Regardless of the reasons, circumventing Delphi 
did not mean that the expected divinatory practices could be overlooked.  
 Pausanias tells us that Epaminondas was heavily drawn to the oracles of Bakis, 
although whether he had his own oracular collection is unknown. It is fortunate that Pausanias 
was able to cite a specific oracle of Bakis, pertaining to Messenian freedom after the fall of 
Sparta. 
 
‘せg拙 kふkiΝh碩 ぇヾうとkさなΝた跡ちΝ刃ヾ疏 刃けそg摂ちΝ甚ちしてなΝ性そi宋kgす, 
‒ijjおちさΝh疏 g誠kすなΝて菅せおjikgすΝ随たgkgΝヾうちkgέ’ 
‘When the strong-coloured flower of Sparta will wither, 
Messene will be peopled once again and for alwaysέ’398 
 
Epaminondas then found a spot that he deemed to be the most suitable for the foundation and 
thἷὀΝaὅkἷἶΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝtὁΝiὀὃuiὄἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝwhἷthἷὄΝthiὅΝwaὅΝaΝἸavὁuὄaἴlἷΝlὁἵatiὁὀΝ
on which to found a new city. Once he had received affirmation from the sacrifices, 
Epaminondas arranged for the foundations to be laid.399  
Pausanias then provides a detailed account of the ritual procedures of the first few days of a 
foundation.400 
 
‘斉なΝ h跡 厨けiけふちiすΝ k責 ヾうちkgΝ 厨ちΝ 逗kてかた荘,Ν k摂 厨ちki漕しiち—頗iとi宋gΝ け責とΝ ヾgとi宋ぬてちΝ て頗 迅とせうhiな—g盛k摂なΝ た跡ちΝ
水ヾgたすちほちhgなΝせg拙 て頗 eさくg宋てすΝ〉すてちへj荘 せg拙 迅ヾふそそのちすΝ帥しにてちΝ瀬jたさちか荘 k摂ちΝちてたすこふたiちてちΝkとふヾてち,Ν迅とけi宋てすΝ
h跡 k訴 kiΝ据と糎 k訴 迅とけiか糎 せg拙 ｠iたiか荘 〉すか,Ν‒ijjおちすてすΝh跡 〉すかΝkiΝ瀬しのたうk糎 せg拙 〉すてjせてへとてすな,Νて頗 hえΝjlすjすちΝ
頗iとi宋なΝ しig宋なΝ kg宋なΝ ‒iけうそgすなΝ せg拙 【gへせのちすέΝ 厨ヾiせgそて漕ちkてΝ h跡 厨ちΝ せてすち藻 せg拙 瑞とのうなΝ jlすjすちΝ 厨ヾgちおせiすちΝ
jにちてかせてにな,Ν‒ijjおちさちΝた跡ちΝk碩ちΝぉとすふヾgΝたうそすjkg,Ν厨ヾ拙 kgへk素 h跡 《製とにkてちΝせg拙 迅lgとえgΝkiΝせg拙 kて設なΝヾg宋hgな,Ν
                                                     
398 Paus. IV:27.4-5, tr. Levi. 
399 Paus. IV:27.5; Pease (1917) 5 n.4. 
400 Paus. IV:26.6-7. 
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ヾgと責 h跡 数とgせそiすh蒼ちΝ【とijlふちkさちΝkiΝせg拙 ]澄ヾにkてちμΝヾそiかjkさΝh跡 せg拙 ヾgと責 ヾうちkのちΝ刃ちうせそさjすなΝ 厨けかちikてΝ
迅とすjkてたえちてになέ’  
‘When everything was ready then the Arkadians produced victims, and Epaminondas and his Thebans 
sacrificed to Dionysos and Ismenian Apollo in their traditional style, and the Argives to Hera of Argos 
and Nemean Zeus, the Messenians to Zeus of Ithome and the Dioskouroi, and their priests to the Great 
Goddess and to Kaukon. Then they called out together to the divine heroes to return and live with them, 
paὄtiἵulaὄlyΝ tὁΝ ἦὄiὁpaὅ’ὅΝ ἶauἹhtἷὄΝ εἷὅὅἷὀἷ,Ν aὀἶΝ EuὄytὁὅΝ aὀἶΝ χphaὄἷuὅΝ aὀἶΝ thἷiὄΝ ἵhilἶὄἷὀ,Ν aὀἶΝ tὁΝ
Kresphontes and Aipytos of the children of Herakles. But the greatest and most universal cry was to 
χὄiὅtὁmἷὀἷὅέ’401 
 
In the above passage Pausanias informs us that the members of each city state pre ent 
sacrificed to various deities in the accustomed manner, thus confirming that each city state 
sacrificed to a different deity or different form of the same deity, e.g. the Argives to Nemean 
Zeus and the Messenians to Zeus of Ithome. This confirms that at the very least this practice 
occurred when founding a colony. In addition, this passage demonstrates that there was an 
expected method of sacrifice that was typical of this stage of the foundatio  of a colony. Thus 
confirming that there was an established procedure by the fourth century at least.402 
 This passage has also verified the presence of たうちkiすな and we can see from the 
examples that we have already explored from the classical period that divination w s an 
expected and essential aspect of the procedure for founding a colony. Independent diviners 
were most certainly required to ensure the accurate implementation of divinatory procedures 
and to bridge the gap between the mortal and divine realms. 
 Malkin compares the preliminary role of historical independent diviners in 
colonisation as similar to that of their role in battle.403 Arguably the most important task for a 
たうちkすなΝthὄὁuἹhὁutΝthiὅΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅΝwaὅΝtὁΝpὄὁviἶἷΝἵὁὀὅtaὀtΝὄἷaὅὅuὄaὀἵἷΝthatΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝἸavὁuὄἷἶΝthἷΝ
decision to found a colony, whether that be through performing sacrifices, interpreting omens 
                                                     
401 Paus. IV:27.6, tr. Levi.   
402 Ibid. See also Burkert (1983) 1-12. 
403 Malkin (1987) 92. 
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or by consulting oracular collἷἵtiὁὀὅέΝἡὀἵἷΝἷmplὁyἷἶΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝthἷΝpὄἷlimiὀaὄyΝ
sacrifices which were often implemented in the mother-ἵityΝ aὀἶΝ thἷὀΝ thἷΝ たうちkすなΝ wὁulἶΝ
sacrifice again once the site had been chosen; these rites were necessary to provide affirmation 
and to allay concerns.404 
 In terms of the role of an independent diviner in colonisation, it is clear that in Athens 
at least during the fifth century B.C. there was a requirement for a religious official to be 
involved in the foundation of any colony, working directly for the oikist. It seems likely that 
the same independent diviner was required for the entire process, i.e. to perform the initial 
sacrifice in the mother-city, to then depart with the oikist and to complete the sacrifices 
required at the other end once the location of the colony had been determined.405 
 ἥὁΝwhatΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὀἵἷΝthἷΝἵὁlὁὀyΝhaἶΝἴἷἷὀΝἷὅtaἴliὅhἷἶςΝItΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝὅἷἷmΝthatΝthἷὄἷΝ
was a requirement for them to stay. Hierocles and Lampon returned from their colonies to 
Athens at some point, as it is clear that they utilised their dining privileges in the Prytaneion, 
and we know that Lampon especially had an active political career in Athens after 
participating in the foundation of Thurii.406 Therefore it can be concluded that the role of 
independent diviners in colonisation was only for the foundation of a colony and perhaps for 
an agreed period of time once the city had been formally established. One can natur lly assume 
that after this other officials would have been elected to oversee the religious running of the 
city and that subsequently aΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝἸὄἷἷΝtὁΝἵὁὀtiὀuἷΝὁὀΝtὁΝthἷiὄΝὀἷxtΝἷmplὁymἷὀt or to 
return to the city state. 
 
vii). Changes in the role between myth and the classical period: 
 There is a definite distinction between what was expected of historical independent 
diviners in comparison to their epic predecessors. This is perhaps due to a gradual change in 
what mantic ability actually consisted of. Divine inspiration features far more in sources 
                                                     
404 See IG I3 46 for a decree concerning the sacrifice for favourable omens conducted in the mother-
city. See also Graham (1971) 228 and Malkin (1987) 109-111.  
405 See Oliver (1952a) 10-17. 




able to determine the will of the gods through the interpretation of entrails, deams and omens; 
in contrast to this there are only a handful of instances in the sources in which historical 
たうちkiすなΝὅpὁkἷΝunder direct divine influence.407  In agreement with this contrast, the 
iὀἶiviἶualΝ たうちkiすなΝ whὁΝ aὄἷΝ mἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἷpiἵΝ litἷὄatuὄἷ, such as Calchas, do not read 
entrails.408 This particular kえぬちさ evolved gradually to become a regular method of たgちkすせお 
and was introduced from the Middle East.409 
 The most evident change in the role of independent diviners in myth when compared 
with those of the classical period is that aspects of the process of their employment differed 
within city states. These circumstances changed as a result of the evolution of democracy in 
ancient Greece. In addition, as たgちkすせお became more achievable through learning, 
independent diviners were no longer required to be of the highest social status themselves.410 
 Mythic seers were most often working in the employment of a king or hero, such as 
Calchas in the service of Agamemnon, but with the rise of democracy the proc ss of 
employing independent diviners evolved, as seers were no longer solely hired by individuals 
or employed for years in the continued service of kings and tyrants. 
 This is not to say that independent diviners were not employed by individuals during 
the classical period, we know that this was the case, but the evolution of the city state resulted 
in the employment of seers through assemblies either for consultation within the city state or 
for when they were assigned to join expeditions, both military and for the founding of 
colonies.411 
 
                                                     
407 See the next chapter for a treatment of the different methods of divination practised by independent 
diviners. For inspired divination, see Bonnechere (2010a) 153-15 . 
408 ἔὁὄΝaΝἶiὅἵuὅὅiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀtatiὁὀΝὁἸΝἑalἵhaὅ’Νたgちkすせお in Homer, see Hanson (2013) 1-20. 
409 For the origins of extispicy and hepatoscopy, see Burkert (1992) 46-53 and Flower (2008b) 27 and 
44. See chapter IV 136-148 for a full treatment of these divinatory methods. 
410410 Naturally those members of mantic families such a Melampodidae could still claim royal descent, 
and the independent diviners newer to the field were still well educated individuals, but we do not have 
the same picture of seers that we are presented with in epic literature. See Burk rt (1985b) 117 and 
Bremmer (1996) 105. 
411 See above 100. 
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 Where the foundation of colonies is concerned, by the classical period there was a far 
more regimented procedure, within which independent diviners featured heavily as overseers 
of divine communciation, once initial permission to found a colony had been sought and 
granted. As Malkin states:  
 
‘The responsibility for divination, as we have seen, belonged to the oikist, but the performance of the 
actual rites were probably delegated by him to his mantis.’412 
 
This shared responsibility echoes what has already been discussed in the introduction to this 
thesis. The idea of independent diviners and divination assisting in making important 
decisions is a well-established concept in our understanding of the role of ind pendent diviners 
in the ancient Greek world, and the role of a seer during the founding of a colony support  this 
further.413 
 It is also clear that excellent benefits were awarded to successful seers and the 
instances which we have seen so far from both myth and the classical period demonstrate that 
for the most part the independent diviners that we are informed of in the sources lived 
ἵὁmἸὁὄtaἴlἷΝaὀἶΝaἸἸluἷὀtΝlivἷὅέΝἐὁwἶἷὀ’ὅΝviἷwΝὁὀΝthἷΝimpὁὄtaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄὅΝiὀΝ
Athens at least during the classical period is as follows: 
 
‘ἥὁὁthὅayἷὄὅΝaὀἶΝὁὄaἵlἷ-interpreters were sometimes given public honours by the city of Athens. They 
were not marginal members of Athenian political life, courted by the credulous; rather, they took part 
iὀΝἶἷἴatἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝaὅὅἷmἴly,ΝaὀἶΝthἷyΝwἷὄἷΝliὅtἷὀἷἶΝtὁΝwithΝὄἷὅpἷἵtΝaὅΝἷxpἷὄtὅΝiὀΝthἷiὄΝὅuἴjἷἵtέ’414 
 
 In conclusion, we can see from the examples explored in this chapter that both the 
role and the expectations of independent diviners augmented throughout the fifth and ourth 
                                                     
412 Malkin (1987) 112. 
413 This concept where the founding of a colony is concerned is further endo sed by Garland (2014) 47. 
414 Bowden (2005) 150. 
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centuries, but the concept of divine inspiration dwindled as Greek civilisation thrived. As 
writing flourished, so did written records of divination, which made the kえぬちさ more available 
to amateurs.415  Despite this, it seems that there was still ample demand for independent 
diviners in the classical period and any negative treatment of seers does not seem o have 
affected their employment prospects drastically when compared to the accounts that we have 
recording seers of myth.416 Divination itself was still very much sought-after, and although the 
methods of divine communication began to vary towards the end of the classical period, 
religious specialists were still required to provide interpretations. 
 It seems that the role of independent diviners in the archaic period was similar if not 
the same as independent diviners in the classical period and it is highly likely that this is due 
to later writers recording these events and detailing the actions of seers as they would expect 
them to behave in terms of methods of divination, just like the independent diviners of their 
time. This will be treated in more detail in the next chapter, as each method of divination 
requires careful scrutiny. 
  
  
                                                     
415 See chapter I 28-30 for further discussion on written oracles. 
416 For the reception of seers, see chapter V, for the decline of independent diviners, see the conclusion 




Receiving and interpreting the message 
 
 From what we have seen so far of the need for and the role of independent diviners 
during the classical period, it is clear that they were an essential resource for both individuals 
and city states to consult whenever an important decision needed to be made, as they were the
facilitators of divine communication. The outcomes of these actions were affected heavilyby 
the results and interpretations of divination, as they dictated the course of action which the 
enquirer should take. Consequently, the aptitude of an independent diviner was of the utmost 
importance, as the decisions which they were consulted about were considered to have been 
of great significance.417 
 On a military campaign especially it was essential for an independent diviner to b  
accurate. Primarily and more obviously, because if that particular specialist was mist ken in 
their interpretation this would have resulted most likely in defeat of the army and perhaps 
death for the seer in question! Moreover, if an independent diviner made correct predi ions 
and performed well during service this would no doubt have boded well in terms of continuing 
ὁὄΝ ὅἷἵuὄiὀἹΝ ἸutuὄἷΝ ἷmplὁymἷὀtΝ aὀἶΝ ἹaiὀiὀἹΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ ὄἷὀὁwὀέΝ χΝ たうちkすなΝ waὅΝ ἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝ tὁΝ
accompany an army for the duration of a military campaign, as there was a requiremnt to 
performΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝὄἷἹulaὄlyΝἴὁthΝὁὀΝaὀἶΝὁἸἸΝthἷΝἴattlἷἸiἷlἶ,ΝaὅΝwἷllΝaὅΝaΝὀἷἷἶΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝ
interpret any unexpected omens which might occur along the way.418  
 But what of the methods of divination used by independent diviners in order to obtain
this knowledge? The various methods which they used will be explored in detail throughout 
this chapter with examples of their application taken from the ancient literatur , in order to 
understand further how divine communication was enabled and interpreted by independent 
diviners. This will help us to place seers within their correct context more accurately, as one 
                                                     
417 For more on the contribution of independent diviners to the decision maki g process, see 14-16 of 
the introduction. 
418 For further reading on religious scruples, particularly in ancient warfare, see also Goodman and 
Holladay (1986) 151-171. 
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cannot hope to understand their purpose without first exploring the methods of divination th  





was believed to consist of for an independent diviner of the classical period. What did an 
employer expect an independent diviner to be able to do?420 Ornithomancy, cledonomancy, 
ὁὀἷiὄὁmaὀἵyΝaὀἶΝἷxtiὅpiἵyΝwἷὄἷΝthἷΝmaiὀΝmἷthὁἶὅΝὁἸΝἶiviὀatiὁὀΝutiliὅἷἶΝἴyΝaΝたうちkすなΝiὀΝthἷΝ
classical period. Below is a treatment of how each method of divination was practised. 
 
i). Ornithomancy: 
 Two studies on birds in ancient Greece remain invaluable to this area of scholar hip. 
The work of Pollard421 and Thompson422 highlights the many breeds of birds which we are 
presented with in the ancient texts and examines the role that early ornitholgy played in 
everyday life in ancient Greece.423 
 Ornithomancy is the study of bird divination, in which the movements and behaviour 
of birds is scrutinised and interpreted.424 It has a long history of practice in ancient Greece and 
the interpretation of avian omens (augury) was also adopted and developed further by t  
Romans.425 ἦhἷΝἴἷliἷἸΝthatΝἴiὄἶὅΝwἷὄἷΝthἷΝmἷὅὅἷὀἹἷὄὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’ΝἶiviὀἷΝwillΝiὅΝtὄaἵἷaἴlἷΝἴaἵkΝ
to myth and Homer especially often describes instances in which the gods sent messages to 
mortals using birds as agents.426 For example, in Book VIII of the Iliad, Zeus sent an eagle 
                                                     
419 See 12-14 of the introduction to this thesis for a treatment of belief and the need to communicate in 
ancient Greece. 
420 For a treatment of the etymology of たgちkすせお, see chapter I 19 and Flower (2008b) 84. 
421 (1977). 
422 (1936). 
423 More recent works treating ornithomancy include Bloch (1984) 19-22; Dillon (1996) 99-121; Collins 
(2002) 17-41 and Johansson (2012). 
424 See Roth (1982) 91-98 for an informative introduction to ornithomancy. 
425 For more on Roman augury, see Bouché-Leclercq (1879) I:136. 
426 Roth (1982) 89 records twelve instances. 
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clutching a fawn in its talons to the Greeks, which the bird dropped by the altar of Zeus before 
the Greek force to encourage them to engage fiercely in battle.427  
 The basic premise of Greek ornithomancy is that for the most part, any aerial activity 
involving movements on or to the right-hand side of the observer was considered propitious, 
whilst any opposite occurrence involving the left-hand side was considered to be less 
fortunate. There are several examples of these left-side, right-side bird omens in Homer 
especially.428 In Book X of the Iliad Odysseus observed a heron on his right-hand side, which 
had been sent to him by Athene to reassure him of the success of that particular endeavour.429 
  In contrast to this there is an instance in Book XII of the Iliad of an unpropitious bird 
omen, in which the Trojan force observed an eagle fighting with a snake in its talons on their 
left-hand side. This was a recognisable message from Zeus, which spelled disaster for the 
Trojan force.430 These omens were usually clear signals which were sent directly from the 
gods to inform those present of whether their undertaking would be successful or not. Another 
example from the Iliad is when Zeus sent an eagle to Priam in response to his prayer for 
ὄἷaὅὅuὄaὀἵἷ,Ν tὁΝ ἷὀἵὁuὄaἹἷΝ himΝ tὁΝ ἵὁὀtiὀuἷΝ ὁὀΝ hiὅΝ miὅὅiὁὀΝ tὁΝ ὄἷtὄiἷvἷΝ ώἷἵtὁὄ’ὅΝ ἴὁἶyΝ ἸὄὁmΝ
Achilles. The eagle appeared on the right-hand side and darted across the city, providing 
comfort and conformation to those present and to Priam himself that he would be safe and 
well-received by Achilles.431  
 Written records of bird omens are by no means restricted to Homer and epic. Many 
ancient sources felt it necessary to preserve instances of how ornithomancy affected the course 
of historical events and the lives of famous individuals. In Diodorus Siculus we are given an 
account of the Third Sacred War, within which we are informed that Philomelus and the 
                                                     
427 Hom. Il. VIII:245-53. 
428 See also Hom. Il. XIII:821-25 for an eagle on the right-hand side of the Greek force and Hom. Od. 
XV:525-35; XX:235-250 for other examples. See Aesch. Per. 200-212 for an eagle consumed by a 
falcon on its way to the altar of Apollo. See Xen. Anab. VI:5.1-3 for Arexion the Parrhasian spotting 
an eagle in a fortuitous position after receiving favourable results from a sacrifice. See Xen. Cyrop. 
II.1-3 for an eagle appearing on the right-hand side when Cyrus entered Persia. In this particular work 
it is both interesting and important that Xenophon felt it necessary to include a bird omen here, as this 
is a pseudo-historical account. 
429 Hom. Il. X:270-300. See below 116 for further discussion of this omen. 
430 Hom. Il. X:265-85; XII:200-10. These particular instances will be scrutinised in more detail below. 
431 Hom. Il. XXIV:299-325.  
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Phocians observed an eagle preying on the pigeons within the temple precincts of the Delphic 
Oracle, just after Philomelus had consulted the Pythia. This was interpreted by hose present 
to indicate that Philomelus and the Phocians would control the affairs at Delphi, consequently 
this positive omen along with the response from the Pythia were perceived by the Phocians to 
further endorse their decision to seize the oracular centre.432  
 Plutarch is another author who placed emphasis on ornithomancy in his works. In his 
Life of Alexander there is the instance where a variety of birds ἶἷὅἵἷὀἶἷἶΝwhilὅtΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ
men were outlining the foundations of Alexandria with barley meal and the birds consumed 
every crumb. Alexander was most perturbed by the portent, but he was assured by the seers 
present that this was a good omen, as it meant that the city would be a place to nurture a variety 
of men from all nations.433  
 Another bird omen from this particular life occurred during battle, where Aristander 
the seer observed an eagle flying above the head of Alexander and moving swiftly in the 
direἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἷὀἷmyΝliὀἷὅέΝχὄiὅtaὀἶἷὄΝἷὀὅuὄἷἶΝthatΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝὄaὀkὅΝwἷὄἷΝmaἶἷΝawaὄἷΝὁἸΝ
this positive sign and with heightened courage they successfully routed their opposition.434  
 Before the battle of Salamis, Plutarch informs us in his Life of Themistokles that he 
knew of a story which stated that while Themistokles was speaking to rouse the Greek forces 
to fight the Persians at Salamis, in order to settle the debate suggesting that they withdraw 
from Salamis to defend the Isthmus, the Greek force observed an owl, which was flying 
through the fleet from the right-haὀἶΝὅiἶἷΝaὀἶΝthἷὀΝaliἹhtἷἶΝupὁὀΝthἷΝὄiἹἹiὀἹΝὁἸΝἦhἷmiὅtὁklἷὅ’Ν
ship. On observing the omen those present were persuaded by both the portent and 
ἦhἷmiὅtὁklἷὅ’ΝwὁὄἶὅΝaὀἶΝὅὁΝthἷyΝὄἷtuὄὀἷἶΝtὁΝthἷiὄΝὅhips to prepare for battle.435  
 It seems clear from this particular account that those present were persuaded not just 
by the fact that the bird flew from the right-hand side across the fleet (which we understand 
                                                     
432 Diod. Sic. XVI:27.2. For further discussion of this incident, see Hornblower (2011) 275-277. 
433 Arr. III:1.5; Plut. Alex. 26. See also chapter III 102-103 and Malkin (1989) 107-109 for a discussion 
of this omen in relation to the founding of Alexandria. 
434 Plut. Alex. 33. 
435 Plut. Them. 12. See Collins (2002) 40 for further discussion on this passage. 
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to have been a fortunate omen), but it must also be emphasised that the observers would have 
noted that the breed of bird was an owl. Accordingly, this was a clear sign that Athene was on 
the side of her patron city in this particular debate and it was no possible to ignore such an 
obvious omen.  
 From these instances and others, it is evident from the preservation of divine portets 
in historical and literary accounts from or concerning the classical period that ornithomancy 
remained an important aspect of divination and one can conclude that omens of this variety 
must have influenced the decision making process of the ancient Greeks quite signif cantly.436  
 A further elaboration on the interpretations of ornithomancy is explained in Pollard, 
who describes sixth century B.C. evidence from Ephesus that is believed to be a fragmented 
record of interpretations of bird omens. The text states:  
 
‘Line of flight from right to left. If the bird disappeared from sight the omen is favourable; but if it 
raised its left wing and then soared and disappeared the omen is ill. Line of flight rom left to right. If 
it disappeared on a straight course it is an ill omen; but if it raised its right wing and then soared and 
disappeared the omen is good.’437   
 
 This fragment places clear emphasis on the importance of cohesive interpretations of 
bird omens. In addition, it confirms that for the ancient Greeks at least, most actions 
originating from the right-hand side were considered fortunate, in contrast to any movements 
originating from the left-hand side, which were deemed inauspicious. This is a very useful 
piece of evidence as there is little written record preserved on the specifics of the interpretative 
process of ornithomancy and few details available of the various possible interpretations, 
which were gleaned from avian behaviour.438  
                                                     
436 For a treatment of decision making in ancient Greece, see Meyer (2002) and 14-16 of the introduction 
to this thesis. 
437 Pollard (1977) 121. For a more recent discussion of this passage, see also Collins (2008a) 28-29. 
438 See Plat. Laws 4.717a-ἴ,ΝwhἷὄἷΝἢlatὁΝὄἷἸἷὄὅΝtὁΝthἷΝ‘Evἷὀ’ΝaὀἶΝ‘δἷἸt’ΝὅiἶἷὅΝaὅΝaὅὅiἹὀἷἶΝhὁὀὁuὄὅΝtὁΝthἷΝ
gods of the underworld, rather than the Olympians, as these were deemed far l ss fortunate in 
comparison to thἷiὄΝ‘ἡἶἶ’ΝaὀἶΝ‘ἤiἹht’ΝἵὁuὀtἷὄpaὄtὅέΝἔὁὄΝἴὁὁkὅΝὁὀΝἶiviὀatiὁὀ,ΝὅἷἷΝἔlὁwἷὄΝ(βίίκἴ)Νηβ-
53; Pritchett (1979a) III:73. 
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 Another important aspect of ornithomancy which required interpretation was a need 
to recognise the type of bird which appeared, as this also needed to be taken into considerati . 
The eagle was associated with Zeus, the owl with Athene and the swan and falcon with Apollo, 
and this association aided the observer if they were attempting to discern which deity was 
sending them a message.439  
 As many of these associations appear to have been common knowledge, it was not 
always necessary for Homer to name the deity involved on each occasion that a bird omen 
was observed, as the breed of bird itself was a sufficient indicator. However, it was not solely 
thἷὅἷΝἴὄἷἷἶὅΝὁἸΝἴiὄἶΝwhiἵhΝappἷaὄἷἶΝaὅΝaἹἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝἷaἵhΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝἶiviὀἷΝwillέΝχὀΝἷxamplἷΝὁἸΝthiὅΝiὅΝ




ぃgそそ責なΝ迅しさちgかさμΝkて拙 h疏 て盛せΝ澄hてちΝ性lしgそたて宋jす 
ちへせkgΝhす疏 性とlちgかさち,Ν刃そそ責 せそうけつgちkてなΝ甚せてにjgちέ 
ぬg宋とiΝh跡 k藻 星とちすし疏 棲hにjiへな,Ν遂と塑kてΝh疏 迅しおち素έ’ 
‘χὀἶΝἢallaὅΝχthἷὀἷΝὅἷὀtΝthἷmΝaΝhἷὄὁὀΝὁὀΝthἷΝὄiἹhtΝἵlὁὅἷΝtὁΝthἷΝpathέΝἦhἷiὄΝἷyἷὅΝἵould not see it in the 
darkness of the night, but they heard its cry. Odysseus was delighted at the omen of the bird, and 
pὄayἷἶΝtὁΝχthἷὀἷέ’440 
 
 It was clear to Odysseus, purely from the favourable position of the bird on the right-
hand side of his path, that the message was from a supporter of his cause, and it was sensible 
for him to discern from this that the deity responsible was his patron goddess Athene, as he 
had just spoken to her in prayer for protection whilst on his night time excursion. 
 It is evident from this and other occasions that independent diviners were not always
required to interpret bird omens. Bird omens would have been so commonplace that it would
                                                     
439 Pollard (1977) 16. 
440 Hom. Il. X:270-300, tr. Hammond. 
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have been difficult for enquirers to find an independent diviner to provide an interpretation on 
every occasion that a bird omen was witnessed.  
 Therefore, interpreting ornithomancy was not solely restricted to an independent 
diviner. An important example of this occurs in the Odyssey when an eagle appeared, flying 
by on the right, with a white goose in its talons from the yard. Helen of Troy interpreted this 
omen to signify that Odysseus too would return from afar and take vengeance upon the suitors 
in his home.441 This analysis was accepted by those present without challenge and so it is 
appaὄἷὀtΝἸὄὁmΝthiὅΝpaὅὅaἹἷΝthatΝitΝwaὅΝpἷὄἸἷἵtlyΝaἵἵἷptaἴlἷΝἸὁὄΝthὁὅἷΝwithὁutΝたgちkすせおΝtὁΝiὀἸἷὄΝ
their own conclusions from bird omens, and perhaps more interestingly, this passage lso 
ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷὅΝthatΝthiὅΝaἵἵἷptaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝ‘laymaὀΝpὄaἵtiἵἷ’ΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝὅὁlἷlyΝὄἷὅtὄicted to men.442 
 A difficulty which army commanders undoubtedly faced with ornithomancy as a 
kえぬちさΝwaὅΝthatΝἶuἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἸὄἷὃuἷὀἵyΝὁἸΝἴiὄἶΝὁmἷὀὅ,ΝitΝwaὅΝhiἹhlyΝlikἷlyΝthatΝmaὀyΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅὁlἶiἷὄὅΝ
possessed some sort of understanding of how to interpret them. Therefore, it is without doubt 
that there would have been instances where someone or several individuals in the main body 
of the army would have recognised a bad omen and inevitably this would have affectd morale 
and performance on military campaigns.  
 A Homeric example of this is found in Book XII of the Iliad when an eagle flew over 
the left-hand side of the Trojan force carrying a large snake in its talons. The struggling snake 
then attacked its captor and the eagle dropped it in the midst of the Trojan ranks. This was a 
clear sign to the Trojans that their venture against the Achaeans was doomed to fail, and this 
was recognised by both the Trojan force and the soothsayer Polydamos. Sure enough the 
Trojans enjoyed brief success driving the Achaeans back to their ships, but they were 
eventually routed and pursued back to Troy.443  
                                                     
441 Hom. Od. XVI:160-175. See Dietrich (1990) 161 for a discussion of this omen. 
442 It appears that Helen was merely providing an interpretation of an obvious omen, but the fact that 
her interpretation was accepted by those present was informative. There were female たうちkiすな in the 
ancient world, but they were more of a rarity. See Graf (1984) 245-54; Hupfloher (2005) 77-91 and 
Flower (2008b) 211-239 for further reading. 
443 Hom. Il . XII:200-230. See also, Johansson (2012) 107-115 for a detailed analysis of this portent. 
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 Undoubtedly the realisation that the gods were not in support of their venture would 
have had a negative impact upon the morale of the Trojan force and their performance in battl
against the Achaeans would most certainly have been affected by this. Therefore, if Hector
was unwilling to take heed of the omen in terms of tactics, he would still have been forced to 
acknowledge its effect on the Trojan force and so he would have needed to motivate the 
soldiers in some way in order to combat the negative effect of the inauspicious omen on th  
morale of the army. This is where an alternative, more positive interpretation should have been 
suggested by Hector or Polydamos, as this could have made a significant difference to the 
ἦὄὁjaὀὅ’ΝpἷὄἸὁὄmaὀἵἷΝiὀΝἴattlἷέ444  
 χὀΝὁppὁὅitἷΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthiὅΝhaὅΝalὄἷaἶyΝἴἷἷὀΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝiὀΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝLife of Alexander 
and in that particular account it is clear that the sight of the eagle swooping twards the enemy 
ἵhἷἷὄἷἶΝ χlἷxaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝ ἸὁὄἵἷΝ aὀἶΝ ἸillἷἶΝ thἷmΝ withΝ ἵὁuὄaἹἷΝ tὁΝ ὅuἵἵἷἷἶΝ iὀΝ ἴattlἷέΝ ἠatuὄallyΝ
Aristander must have been well aware of the merits of a good omen and took great pains to 
ensure that knowledge of its existence had spread amongst the Macedonian force before they 
engaged the enemy.445 This passage confirms clearly that ornithomancy was a very important 
factor to consider during a military campaign because of its effect on army morale. 
 χὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝBirds is a comedy which provides us with a useful insight into ancient 
Greek opinions and perceptions of birds. The fact that Aristophanes was able to describe so 
many different varieties of bird and assign to them funny attributes which reflect the behaviour 
of each species demonstrates that Athenian knowledge (at the very least) of birds was quite 
thorough.446  
 It appears that it was common knowledge in the ancient Greek world that the 
migration patterns of birds were indicative of changes in season and weather. In addition, it 
also seems to have been understood that birds had a deeper sensitivity than humans when it 
                                                     
444 Aristander of Telmessus was renowned for his talents in interpreting any variety of omen and he was 
able to turn omens which had clear negative meanings into successful positive interpretations. This 
saved army morale on numerous occasions whilst Alexander was on campaign in Asia. Flower (2008b) 
179-180. 
445 Plut. Alex. 33. Flower (2008b) 180. 
446 Aristoph. Birds 227-305. 
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came to impending weather changes.447 This means that birds were already observed and 
identified by the ancient Greeks before ornithomancy is even taken into consideration, even 
more so in the case of those individuals with maritime or agricultural professions. As a result 
ὁἸΝthiὅΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝitΝmayΝwἷllΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝἵὁmmὁὀΝpὄaἵtiἵἷΝἸὁὄΝiὀἶiviἶualὅΝwithὁutΝたgちkすせおΝ
to interpret bird behaviour, but this was not always with divination in mind. In addition, this 
ἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝmἷaὀΝthatΝwhἷὀΝitΝἵamἷΝtὁΝὁὄὀithὁmaὀἵy,ΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝatΝallέΝ 
 A historical instance preserved in Xenophon supports this. There is an occasion in the 
Anabasis in which Xenophon recalled observing a screaming eagle sitting on his right-hand 
ὅiἶἷΝwhἷὀΝhἷΝwaὅΝὁὀΝhiὅΝwayΝtὁΝEphἷὅuὅΝtὁΝmἷἷtΝἑyὄuὅέΝἦhἷΝたうちkすなΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝthiὅΝ
omen as advising him not to seek the command of the army of the Ten Thousand, even if 
offered it. Xenophon accepted the interpretation provided by thἷΝ たうちkすなΝ aὀἶΝ pἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝ aΝ
sacrifice to thank the god for presenting him with this advice. As the bearer of the omen was 
an eagle it seems sensible to discern that Xenophon would have concluded that Zeus was the 
deity responsible for sending the omen to him.448  
 The fact that in this passage it seems that Xenophon was unable to interpret the 
mἷaὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthiὅΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝὁmἷὀΝhimὅἷlἸΝἷmphaὅiὅἷὅΝthἷΝimpὁὄtaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝhaviὀἹΝaΝたうちkすなΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝ
on such occasions, especially as we know that Xenophon considered himself to be a man fairly 
wἷllΝaἵὃuaiὀtἷἶΝwithΝmattἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἶiviὀatiὁὀ,ΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝthatΝhἷΝmiἹhtΝὀὁtΝὄἷlyΝὅὁlἷlyΝupὁὀΝaΝたうちkすなΝ
for all decisions.449 Therefore, this instance clearly demonstrates that a working knowledge of 
divination was not always sufficient, as without a たうちkすなΝὁὀἷΝwaὅΝillΝἷὃuippἷἶΝtὁΝtaἵklἷΝallΝ
unexpected omens which might occur during an expedition. If nothing else, the presence of 
an independent diviner would have provided the reassurance that the omen had been 
interpreted correctly. 
  Ornithomancy was a demanding form of divination in the fact that the sudden 
appearance, flight patterns and behavioural habits of any particular species of bird c uld not 
                                                     
447 The work of Streby et al. proves a scientific link, which is perfectly applicable to birds in the ancient 
Greek world. Streby et al. (2015) 98-102. 
448 Xen. Anab. VI:1.23-25. See also, Collins (2002) 40-41. 
449 Xen. Anab. V:6.29. 
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be predicted remotely. An omen of this kind could occur at any time, in any place, and an
independent diviner was expected to recognise all species of bird and to be able to interpret 
bird behaviour instantly. This would have required some substantial training. 
 ἦhἷὄἷΝiὅΝaὀΝ iὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹΝpaὅὅaἹἷΝ iὀΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’ΝAntigone in which the seer Teiresias 
describes to Creon the bad omen and the resulting unpropitious sacrifice that he witnessed. 
ἢuttiὀἹΝaὅiἶἷΝthἷΝὁmἷὀΝitὅἷlἸΝaὀἶΝἦἷiὄἷὅiaὅ’ΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝmὁmἷὀt,ΝthἷΝvitalΝiὀἸὁὄmatiὁὀΝ
from this passage is that Teiresias observed this omen from a seat where he observes the sign  
and flights of birds: 
 




This is significant information, because it suggests that more locally based independent 
diviners may well have had designated locations from which they were able to identify, 
observe and interpret the behaviour of birds. This seems logical because undoubtedly at some 
pὁiὀtΝ whilὅtΝ lἷaὄὀiὀἹΝ hὁwΝ tὁΝ pὄaἵtiὅἷΝ thἷΝ kえぬちさΝ itΝ wὁulἶΝ havἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄyΝ Ἰor an 
independent diviner to learn how to recognise species of birds both visually and aurally.  
 In order to do this successfully, a seer would have needed somewhere secluded to 
observe birds in their natural habitat, in order to study them undisturbed. As there is so little 
evidence preserved in this area, any mention found in the ancient sources which might indicate
that this was truly the case is invaluable.  
 The knowledge that we have obtained from the sources about the art of ornithomancy 
provides an important insight into this method of divination. The main difficulty that we face 
is that when it comes to the literary works detailing events attributed to Greek myth, there is 
little way of knowing whether these avian omens truly occurred or whether they wer  post-
                                                     
450 Soph. Ant. 999-1000, tr. Watling. 
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eventum or creative additions, as the author might have wished to add more of a divine element
to the course of events in order to demonstrate divine opinion of the behaviour of the
protagonist.  
 Then again, even if there is a debate over the authenticity of a recorded omen, the 
information contained within the sources about the actual process of observation and 
interpretation still provides a useful glimpse into how ornithomancy was practised, or at least 
how it was considered to have been practised by the author, and it is perfectly sensible to 
presume that these practices in literature would have had at the very least some ba is in fact. 
Therefore, it seems to be a waste of time to get too embroiled in debates over the authenticity 
of oracles and portents; instead we should focus on what these examples reveal to us about
ancient Greek beliefs and attitudes.451 
 When it comes to scrutinising the works of the fifth century B.C. dramatists it is 
sensible to consider that they might have used their knowledge of historical seers as a 
foundation when developing the character traits of their seers from myth. Is the Teiresias of 
EuὄipiἶἷὅΝaὀἶΝἥὁphὁἵlἷὅΝmὁἶἷllἷἶΝὁὀΝaΝἸiἸthΝἵἷὀtuὄyΝἐέἑέΝたうちkすなΝὁὄΝiὅΝhἷΝἶἷvἷlὁpἷἶΝὅὁlἷlyΝ
ἸὄὁmΝthἷΝauthὁὄὅ’ΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝὅἷἷὄὅ from myth preserved in oral tradition?  
 This is an important question, as Teiresias is portrayed as a strong character, who 
informs those present of what he knows exactly and often without any kind of formal 
consultation (in contrast to the practices of aΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkすな)έΝIὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝhὁwΝhiὅΝἵhaὄaἵtἷὄΝ
is presented in the texts, he is portrayed to have little or no regard for authoity and perhaps 
there are parallels between this behaviour and the personality traits of h storical independent 
diviners.452 
 I have previously discussed the general evolution of independent diviners and the 
ἷxpἷἵtatiὁὀὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ἷὀὃuiὄἷὄΝ withΝ ὄἷἹaὄἶὅΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἵapaἴilitiἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ たうちkiすなΝ ὁἸΝ mythΝ iὀΝ
                                                     
451 See Henrichs (2003a) 207-266 and (2003b) 38-58 for further reading on recording religion and 
oracles. See also, Baumgarten (1998) 15–69. 
452 His argument with Creon demonstrates clearly that he is not afraid to speak his mind to kings. Soph. 
Antigone (988-1091). See Ugolini (1991) 18 for a discussion of this passage. Teiresias features in the 
following ancient works: Eur. Ba.; Eur. Phoen.; Pind. I.; Pind. N.; Soph. Ant.; Soph. OT For further 
reading on Teiresias, see Brisson (1988). 
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comparison to their historical counterparts.453 Yet for the purposes of ornithomancy especially, 
this is worth exploring further.  
 ἢὄimaὄily,Ν itΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ ἵlἷaὄΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ὁuὄΝ kὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝ ὁἸΝ たうちkiすなΝ ἸὄὁmΝ mythΝ thatΝ thἷyΝ
possessed a closer link to the gods. This is due to the fact that their mantic abilities were 
connected more directly with the gods as many of them had their abilities bestowed on them 
directly by one deity or another, rather than by inheriting the ability or acquiring it by some 
ὁthἷὄΝmἷaὀὅ,ΝὅuἵhΝaὅΝὅimplyΝlἷaὄὀiὀἹΝthἷΝkえぬちさέ454 In addition, later messages for historical 
たうちkiすなΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ Ἱods appear to have been sent through more varied agents, which then 
required complex interpretation, such as sacrificial entrails with abnormalities.455  
 ἔuὄthἷὄmὁὄἷ,Ν thἷΝ aἵὃuiὅitiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ たgちkすせおΝ ἸὁὄΝ hiὅtὁὄiἵalΝ たうちkiすなΝ waὅΝ ἸaὄΝ lἷὅὅΝ
extraordinary in comparison tὁΝ thἷΝ たうちkiすなΝ ὁἸΝ mythΝ aὀἶΝ ἷpiἵέΝ χΝ ἵlἷaὄΝ ἷxamplἷΝ ὁἸΝ thἷὅἷΝ
differences can be seen in ornithomancy. Famous seers from myth were credited with 
understanding birdsong; they did more than just recognise the bird by its call and interpret 
from its movements, they were understood to possess the ability to receive the message from 
that particular deity directly through the media of birdsong.  
 The great seer Melampus (founding seer of the Melampodidae branch of seers) was 
said to have been able to understand bird song after having his ears licked by snakes.456 We 
ἶὁΝὀὁtΝὁἸtἷὀΝhἷaὄΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝwithΝthἷὅἷΝaἶvaὀἵἷἶΝaἴilitiἷὅΝiὀΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝtἷxtὅέΝἦhἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝ
the classical period appear to have interpreted omens based solely upon the flight pattern, 
behaviour and breed of the birds that they witnessed, although they might have recognised the 
type of bird by its call.  
 Another area for consideration is whether there was a consensus in bird interpretations 
between the rival mantic families, as surely some consistency in the possible interpreta ions 
available would have been important. This is something which is difficult to determine for 
                                                     
453 See chapter III of this thesis. 
454 ἔὁὄΝmὁὄἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝaἵὃuiὅitiὁὀΝὁἸΝたgちkすせお,ΝὅἷἷΝἵhaptἷὄΝIIΝγβ-40. 
455 Consider Kimon encountering a liver without a lobe in a sacrifice which predicted his death. Plut. 
Kim. 18. For further discussion of this, see below 132-4. 
456 Apollod. Lib. I:9.12.For a discussion of this and the link between saliva and prophecy, see chapter 
II 33-34, see also Johnston (2008) 111. 
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certain, as without any surviving texts detailing precise interpretations which were applicable 
at the time to bird behaviour, our progress in settling this matter is hindered substantially.  
 As in other forms of divination, it is clear that there were consequences for those
ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶΝiἸΝthἷΝἶiviὀἷΝὅiἹὀὅΝwἷὄἷΝiἹὀὁὄἷἶέΝIὀΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝLife of Nicias we find that before the 
Athenians sailed to conquer Sicily in 415 B.C. news reached Athens from Delphi to inform 
them that ravens had damaged a Palladium statue which the Athenians had donated to Delphi 
after the Persian wars. This was interpreted by the Delphians as a bad omen for th  Sicilian 
Expedition, but the Athenians did not take heed and it later transpired that the expedition was 
a costly failure.457  
 From preserved examples such as this which warn of the risks of ignoring omens, it 
seems clear that these avian omens played a strong part in the decision making process of the 
ancient Greeks - the earlier mention of Xenophon en route to Ephesus demonstrates this 
plainly.458 Recorded instances like this with the Athenians, where the decision was made in 
spite of a negative bird omen to perform a certain action, which inevitably produced a negative 
result, such as events of the Sicilian Expedition, demonstrate that even if there wer 
individuals or city states willing to ignore avian portents when making a decision, they would 
certainly learn their lesson for future decisions through the negative subsequent events that 
would follow such a rash decision.459 Ornithomancy was clearly a well-respected method of 
divination and it was essential for a たうちkすなΝtὁΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅΝthiὅΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtativἷΝὅkill,ΝaὅΝaΝἶἷtailἷἶΝ
knowledge of this subject was deemed invaluable. 
 What I find most gripping about the subject of ornithomancy is that the intuition of 
birds and other animals remains a subject which is still of interest to scholars today from a 
variety of disciplines. Despite the fact that the practice of ornithomancy has not fully survived 
                                                     
457 Plut. Nic. 13. For more on omens concerning the Sicilian Expedition, see Nilsson (1972) 34-135. 
458 See 118. 
459 εikalὅὁὀΝ (βίίβ)Ν1λἄμΝ ‘ἥiὀἵἷΝallΝὁὄacles, omens, manteis and dreams will prove true, those who 
ignore, forget, misinterpret, or reject them are, as in tragedy, from that moment marked for destruction 
aὀἶΝὅuἸἸἷὄiὀἹέ’ΝAlthough this statement refers to the work of Herodotus, I believe it is w dely applicable 
across classical literature. 
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(in the ancient Greek form at least), the concept of birds demonstrating an awareness of 
impending weather changes or disasters is well documented and relatively well established. 
 In January 2015 an article was published in Current Biology, which highlighted the 
recent work of Streby et al., who were studying the migration patterns of five golden-winged 
warblers (Vermivora chrysoptera). These scientists were surprised when wit in just a few days 
of returning to their nesting territories from their spring migration, the five warblers fled to 
the Gulf of Mexico, some 700 kilometres away. The southern and central United States was 
then hit by a severe weather system, which spawned 84 documented tornadoes, causing 35 
human fatalities and costing over 1 billion US dollars in property damage.460 
 This recent instance demonstrates clearly that we still have a lot to learn about the 
intuition of birds and that in many ways the ancient Greeks were right to pay such close 
attention to their behaviour.    
 
ii). Cledonomancy: 
 The sheer unpredictability of divine outcomes was undoubtedly an element of what 
made divination an appealing process. This unpredictable aspect was evidently a part of what 
made the Greeks believe that these various types of divination were genuine methods of 
communication with the gods; it was the process of communicating with the divin  as far as 
they were concerned and chance was not considered to be a factor. 
 As a result of this piety, great care was taken to prepare and carry out any required 
ritual precisely, yet something which we would now perceive as portentously insignificant 
such as an unexpected coughing fit or a sneeze was interpreted in ancient Greece as an omen, 
and these interruptions to ritual practices potentially affected the outcome of a sacrifice or 
subsequent decisions.461 
 χὀΝiὀἸὁὄmativἷΝἷxamplἷΝὁἸΝὅuἵhΝaΝὅἵἷὀaὄiὁΝiὅΝἸὁuὀἶΝiὀΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝLife of Themistokles. 
Whilst preparing for the battle of Salamis, Themistokles was interrupted mid-sacrifice by the 
                                                     
460 Streby et al. (2015) 98-102. 
461 For an introduction to pollution and purification, see Parker (1983). 
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presentation of three prisoners of war, who he was informed were the nephews of the Persian 
king Xerxes. At this point the seer Euphrantides, who we can only presume was present at the 
time to conduct k責 頗iと責 (the pre-ἴattlἷΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷ)Ν ὁὀΝ ἦhἷmiὅtὁklἷὅ’Ν ἴἷhalἸ,Ν ὅpὁkἷΝ ὁutΝ aὀἶΝ
requested that the youths be consecrated then sacrificed to Dionysus Carnivorous, for thi  
action would guarantee victory for the Greeks in the forthcoming battle. He was induced to 
speak in this way because at the very moment when the youths were presented to Themistkles 
a large flame shot up from the sacrificial victim and someone present sneezed on th  right-
hand side.462  
 These two simultaneous portents were interpreted by the seer to mean that if a human 
sacrifice was performed, victory would be certain. Plutarch informs us that despite 
ἦhἷmiὅtὁklἷὅ’ΝὅhὁἵkΝaὀἶΝaἴhorrence on hearing the advice, there was no choice but to appease 
the deity by performing the sacrifice as recommended by the seer, as Euphrantides had already 
persuaded those present that his advice was sound.463 This instance is particularly informative 
as the account of the event is so detailed. From this text we are now aware that a pre-naval 
battle sacrifice was performed, that the shooting of flames from the sacrifici l victim was 
interpreted as an omen and that if a sneeze occurred on the right-hand side it was interpreted 
as an affirmative portent.464  
 The most striking aspect of this passage is the description of a historical human 
sacrifice. Human sacrifices are not considered to have been common practice in Greek 
religion, but instances such as this confirm that there were occasions where they did occur and 
that these incidents were not restricted purely to times of myth nor solely implemented by 
‘lἷὅὅΝἵiviliὅἷἶ’ΝἵityΝὅtatἷὅέΝἦhἷΝἸaἵtΝthatΝἢlutaὄἵhΝὄἷἵὁὄἶὅΝἦhἷmiὅtὁklἷὅ’ΝἶiὅἹuὅtΝatΝthἷΝἵὁὀἵἷptΝ
and explains that the masses were persuaded only as a result of the stress of th ir current 
                                                     
462 For Euphrantides, see Kett (1966) 41-42 and Roth (1982) 275. 
463 Plut. Them. 13. 
464 For an introduction to Greek sacrifice, see Kirk (1981) 41-90; Burkert (1983); Durand (1986); 
Detienne and Vernant (1989); Hughes (1991); Burkert (2001); Ekroth (2007) 387-469; Bremmer (2010) 
133-144; Wright Knust and Varhelyi (2011) notably the articles by Ullucci 57-7  and Rives 187-202; 
Faraone and Naiden (2012); Naiden (2013b) and Jameson (2014) 98-126. The right-hand side as a 
positive sign is relatively unsurprising here as it matches the logic of ornithmancy. 
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circumstances in wartime. He attempts to reassure the reader that the ancient Greeks did not 
usually behave in this manner and the resulting impression is that this event was an anom ly.465  
 Irrespective of this, the fact of the matter is that the resulting events occurred due to 
the manifestation of these particular omens at this specific point in time and this emphasises 
the importance of omens during the events of the classical period and the influence that th y 
had on the outcome of historical events.     
 All omens were unpredictable and this tested the resourceful nature of independent 
diviners, as they were expected to interpret any ominous incident immediately after it had 
occurred, just as with ornithomancy. This type of divination is particularly f scinating, as 
possible interpretations of chance occurrences were likely to have been far more varied than 
in the other methods of divination which feature in this chapter, as it seems that there was no 
limit as to what kind of everyday occurrences were interpreted as omens.  
 However, the one factor that it seems can be applied to cledonomancy is the idea that 
as with ornithomancy, the direction of the origin of the portent was of great importance when 
it came to interpretation. From the example above it is clear that the same left-side, right-side 
concept was applicable, i.e. occurrences involving the right-hand side were considered very 
fortunate, whilst occurrences to the left-hand side were in some interpretations more likely to
be considered unpropitious.466  
 In Diogenes Laertius we are told that Diogenes the Cynic once threatened to make a
man tremble by sneezing to his left-hand side, the understanding is that this was deemed to be 
some sort of threat because of the unlucky connotations following such an action.467 In 
ἑiἵἷὄὁ’ὅΝDe Divinatione we are informed that for the Romans, occurrences observed on the 
left-hand side were considered lucky, in contrast to the beliefs of the ancient Greeks, which 
were the opposite.468 
                                                     
465 For a treatment of this particular occasion, see Henrichs (1981) 195-235 and Hughes (1991) 111-
115. 
466 See Catul. 45:8-9 and 17-19 for sneezes in both directions. See also, Pease (1911) 433. 
467 Diog. Laer. VI:2.48. 
468 Cic. De Div. II.43 and Catul. 45:8-18. 
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 ἦhἷὄἷΝiὅΝaὀΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷΝiὀΝώὁmἷὄ’ὅΝOdyssey in which Telemachus sneezed immediately 
after Penelope predicted ruin and violence for the suitors at the hands of the returned 
Odysseus. Thus the sneeze was interpreted by her and accepted by those present to seal the 
fate of the suitors, as the sneeze indicated that the gods agreed with her forecast f future 
events.469 In this particular instance the location of Telemachus in relation to Penelope is not 
highlighted and so it is possible that the direction of the sneeze did not necessarily factor into 
this interpretation; the timing of the sneeze was enough of an affirmation of what had just been 
said.  
 Similarly, there is an account in Xenophon in which he addressed the men and said: 
  
‘j設ちΝkて宋なΝしiて宋なΝヾてそそg拙 酔た宋ちΝせg拙 せgそg拙 厨そヾかhiなΝi菅j拙 jのkさとかgなέ’ 
‘ἦhἷὀ,ΝwithΝthἷΝhἷlpΝὁἸΝhἷavἷὀ,ΝwἷΝhavἷΝmaὀyΝἹlὁὄiὁuὅΝhὁpἷὅΝὁἸΝὅaἸἷtyέ’ 
 
Whereupon someone sneezed, and this omen was accepted by all those present to mean that 
the gods were in accordance with their actions. Thus they offered a sacrifice in thanks for the 
reassurance.470 These instances demonstrate clearly that to the ancient Greeks sneezes were 
believed to have been divinely induced actions that needed to be interpreted as messages sent 
from the gods to confirm divine feelings towards the current deliberation.  
 From these instances it is apparent that independent diviners were not always required 
tὁΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝ thἷὅἷΝ ὁἵἵuὄὄἷὀἵἷὅέΝ IὀΝ ἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝ Life of Themistokles itΝ waὅΝ thἷΝ たうちkすなΝ
Euphrantides who interpreted the omens and made the radical suggestion for subsequent 
action. In the other accounts of ominous sneezes the interpretation was much more 
straightforward. It seems that the most common interpretation was a simple affirmation or 
negation of what had been said at the exact time before the sneeze occurred.  
 This was interpreted by whoever was present and this was usually understood by all 
to mean the same thing, such as with Xenophon and his troops, and those with Penelope when 
                                                     
469 Hom. Od. XVII:540-550. 
470 Xen. Anab. III:2.8-10, tr. Warner. See also, Pease (1911) 437. 
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Telemachus sneezed. It seems that the implications of sneezing as an omen were not restricted 
to historical accounts and that direction was not necessarily always the deciding factor when 
it came to interpretation.471 Yet it is clear from the sources that sneezes were not the only 
occurrences which were observed and considered carefully during everyday life in ancient 
Greece.  
 
iii). Meteorological and geological portents: 
 Another facet of the natural world which contained an aspect of mystery for the 
ancient Greeks was the various weather phenomena that were characteristic of the Greek 
climate and the temperamental surrounding seas. The belief among many was that the gods 
were responsible for such occurrences and so if a well-timed roll of thunder happened at the 
same time as someone had finished speaking then it was perceived to be an omen. 
 Alternatively, iἸΝ thἷΝwἷathἷὄΝwaὅΝ pὄἷvἷὀtiὀἹΝ aΝ paὄtiἵulaὄΝ aἵtiὁὀΝ thἷὀΝ aΝ たうちkすなΝwaὅΝ
required to investigate the possible causes of the bad weather, as the gods were accountable 
for such things. Arguably the most famous example of this is when the Greek fleet was unable 
to depart from Aulis at the commencement of the Trojan invasion. Whilst awaiting departure 
from Aulis the Greeks went hunting and killed a white doe which was sacred to Artemis. The 
goddess then sent strong winds to prevent the Greek fleet from departing on their expedition 
in retaliation and so the Greek leaders then turned to the seer Calchas to determine the cause 
of their misfortune and to discover how they might best resolve the problem. 
  χὅΝ wἷΝ kὀὁwΝ thἷΝ ὄἷὅultΝ waὅΝ thἷΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ χἹamἷmὀὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶauἹhtἷὄΝ IphiἹἷὀiaΝ tὁΝ
appease the goddess; another example of a human sacrifice in Greek legend.472 In fact this 
sacrifice held such significance to the ancient Greeks that the Spartan king Agesilaos decided 
to travel to Aulis to replicate the sacrifice with animal victims before embarking to Ephesus 
                                                     
471 For an informative study of sneezing, see Pease (1911) 429-443. 
472 Eur. IA. 80. See also Henrichs (1981) 195-235. For further discussion of this incident for Agesilaos, 
see Hornblower (2011) 26-27. 
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in a campaign against Persian oppression of Greek cities on the Aegean. It is clear that he felt 
that divine support from the goddess Artemis would bring him success.  
 Unfortunately for Agesilaos the Boeotarchs refused to grant permission for the 
sacrifice and interrupted the ritual, which angered Agesilaos greatly. Despite the fact that there 
was no weather occurrence here which needed to be quelled, it is still interesti g that Agesilaos 
wished to repeat history by embarking towards Asia Minor in a similar fashion to 
Agamemnon.473 
 In terms of meteorological and geological occurrences, we are fortunate that the 
ancient sources recorded accounts of these unusual events. A more mysterious example is 
found in Herodotus when Xerxes led the Persian invasion to Greece. A contingent was sent 
off to subdue the oracle at Delphi and to bring its treasures to Xerxes. The Delphians consulted 
the oracle when they learned of the approaching force, as they wished to protect the sanctuary. 
ἦhἷΝἹὁἶ’ὅΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝwaὅΝthatΝhἷΝἵὁulἶΝpὄὁtἷἵtΝwhatΝwaὅΝhiὅΝaὀἶΝthatΝthἷΝϊἷlphiaὀὅΝὅhὁulἶΝἶὁΝ
nothing but protect themselves.  
 The account in Herodotus informs us that when the Persians drew near they were 
struck by thunderbolts and two peaks which had broken off from Mount Parnassus came 
rushing down the mountain and enveloped the enemy. Some survivors from the Persian force 
also said that two great warriors, who were far larger than men pursued and cut down their 
comrades. Thus the Delphians believed that Apollo had protected his temple. 474 
 Thucydides is a source who is not particularly well known for his inclusion of omens 
and portents, yet we have a very interesting account from him in which the Spartan king Agis 
II turned back from an invasion of Attica on account of several earthquakes.475 This instance 
demonstrates clearly the piety of the Spartans especially, as omens such as these were taken 
very seriously. It was completely acceptable to abandon a military campaign if it was deemed 
                                                     
473 Xen. Hell. III:4.3. See also Hughes (1991) 110. 
474 Hdt. VIII:35-38. 
475 Thuc. III.89; Xenophon also records this earthquake. Hell. III.2.22- 4. See Pownall (1998) 264-265 
for a discussion of this occurrence. 
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that the gods were not in favour of the expedition. Divine approval was pivotal if a general or 
a king expected to succeed in his endeavour.  
 In this particular instance Thucydides also tells us of other natural occurrences at this 
time which he believed were caused by the earthquake. He describes two tidal aves occurring 
at Euboea and Atalanta and further earth tremors.476 What is especially interesting in this 
instance is the fact that Thucydides was able to recognise the correlation be ween the 
earthquakes and tidal movements and this demonstrates that the view among the ancient 
Greeks was not necessarily always one which blindly accredited all actions to the g ds without 
a consideration for science.  
  
iv). Oneiromancy: 
 Dreams played a very important role in ancient Greek divination. Unusual dreams 
were given special attention and scrutiny, as some dreams were believed to carry messages 
from the gods.477 χΝたうちkすなΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝtὁΝἴἷΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝἶὄἷamὅΝiὀΝὁὄἶἷὄΝtὁΝpaὅὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝἶiviὀἷΝ
message to the dreamer, but as with ornithomancy and cledonomancy it was an aspect of 
divination that could be interpreted by anyone to a certain extent without the specific presence 
ὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなέΝχὀΝἷxamplἷΝὁἸΝ thiὅΝhaὅΝἴἷἷὀΝpὄἷὅἷὄvἷἶΝ iὀΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀiὀἹΝ thἷΝχthἷὀiaὀΝ
tyrant Hippias. 
  Before the Persian force landed at Marathon he had a dream in which he slept with 
his mother. His initial thought was that the dream foretold that he would ret rn from exile and 
grow old in Athens. Yet on landing at Marathon and on disembarking from the ship Hippias 
was seized by a violent sneezing fit and lost one of his teeth in the proc ss. He searched 
everywhere in the sand for his tooth but to no avail. He realised in this moment that he had 
                                                     
476 Thuc. III.89. 
477 For an overview of dreams in ancient Greece, see Lewis (1976); Hanson (1980) 1394-1427; van 
Lieshout (1981); Miller (1990) 401-404; Athanassiadi (1993) 15-30; Vinagre (1996) 257-282; Noegel 
(2002) 167-182 and Näf (2004). 
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incorrectly interpreted the dream and that the part of Greece that he owned had been in his 
tooth, which was now lost forever.478  
 This interpretation was realised in the later defeat of the Persians by the Athenians at 
Marathon; Hippias died in Persia with his dream of returning to Athens ruined. I  this instance, 
Hippias interpreted the dream himself without a specialist present, but i  must be noted that he 
was incorrect in his initial interpretation, despite his interest in divination and renowned 
knowledge of oracles.479 
 An account which provides an example of an individual who was not a specialist in 
oneiromancy, but who correctly interpreted his own dream is found in Xenophon. In Book IV 
of the Anabasis, the Greek mercenary army was stuck for a day and a night next to a river, 
which was difficult enough to cross in itself, but there was also the added complication of an 
enemy force at their rear, which was waiting to fall upon them when they att mpted to 
negotiate safe passage.  
 That night, Xenophon dreamt that he was bound with fetters, but they released him of 
their own accord and he was able to move as he pleased. Recognising the good omen, he 
revealed his dream and the favourable interpretation to Cheirisophus and on the next day when 
k責 jlうけすgΝ(ἴlὁὁἶ-letting ritual) revealed that it was favourable for them to cross the river, they 
performed a libation in thanks.480 From this account we can see clearly the influence of dream 
interpretation on historical events. 
 χὀὁthἷὄΝἶὄἷamΝὄἷἵὁὄἶἷἶΝiὀΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝἵamἷΝtὁΝώippiaὅ’ΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝώippaὄἵhὁὅ,ΝwhὁΝwaὅΝ
murdered in the Panathenaea procession on the next day after relaying his dream to the dream 
interpreters. The dream itself involved a tall and handsome man stood over Hipparchos and 
he said:  
 
                                                     
478 Hdt. VI:107. See Näf (2004) 46 for a discussion of this dream. 
479 Note that the Peisistratids are described in Herodotus as attended by various types of diviners, or if 
not accompanied by one at least recognising the importance of the interpretation of signs. See Hdt. I:62, 
V:62 and VI:66. See also Shapiro (1990) 335-345. For a treatment of this episode, see Bonner (1906) 
235-238. 








 What is interesting about this account in Herodotus is that we are not given any further 
information about whether the dream interpreters gave an explanation of the dream to 
Hipparchos before he was killed or whether he had just told them about the dream in passing 
before the procession and they were due to tell him what the dream meant afterwards.  
 The preservation of the story in Herodotus and the fact that Hipparchos was murdered 
on the next day demonstrates very clearly what the dream was supposed to mean, we are told 
ἴyΝ ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝ thatΝ ώippaὄἵhὁὅΝ ‘putΝ thἷΝ ἶὄἷamΝ ἸὄὁmΝ hiὅΝ miὀἶ’Ν aὀἶΝ ἵὁὀtiὀuἷἶΝ ὁὀΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ
procession.  
 IὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝώippaὄἵhὁὅ’ΝἴaἵkἹὄὁuὀἶΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝἸὄὁmΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝthatΝthἷΝjὁiὀtΝtyὄaὀὀyΝ
held by Hipparchos and Hippias was nowhere near as successful as the tyranny had been under 
their father Peisistratos, Hipparchos was known to have been a cruel individual and perhaps 
this is why he was told that no one is above punishment in his dream, to warn him that he 
would soon enough be suffering the consequences of his actions.482  
 A disappointing omission from this account is that we do not know if there were any 
ἵὁὀὅἷὃuἷὀἵἷὅΝἸὁὄΝ thἷΝἶὄἷamΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷὄὅΝupὁὀΝhἷaὄiὀἹΝὁἸΝhiὅΝἴὄὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷmiὅἷΝaἸtἷὄΝhἷΝhaἶΝ
relayed the dream to them. We do know that Hippias punished several leading fam lies in 
χthἷὀὅΝaἸtἷὄΝhiὅΝἴὄὁthἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷathΝaὀἶΝthat he was forced to punish harshly in order to maintain 
his position as tyrant in the city. Whether from this we are meant to assume that the dream 
interpreters made up a group of the individuals punished is unclear, but it is a logic l 
conclusion to reach nonetheless.483 
                                                     
481 Hdt. V:56, tr. de Sélincourt. 
482 For more information on the murder of Hipparchos, see Fornara (1968) 400-424. 
483 Hdt. V:62. See also, Fornara (1968) 400-424. 
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 There is also an account preserved in Diodorus that describes the Athenian generl 
Thrasybulus having a dream just before the Battle of Arginusae, which was interpreted by the 
たうちkすなΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝtὁΝpὄἷἶiἵtΝthἷΝἶἷathΝὁἸΝὅἷvἷὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹἷὀἷὄalὅέΝThe generals decided to not let 
word of this pass to the army and so only shared with them the news of propitious omens for 
victory. Despite successfully defeating the Spartans in the naval battle which ensued, the 
generals were put to death by the vote of the Athenian assembly for neglecting to retrieve the 
Athenian dead and wounded from the sea because of a storm which occurred just after the 
battle.  
 The fact that the Athenian generals decided to hide the interpretation of the dream 
from the army demonstrates that they recognised the negative effect that the dream would 
have had on morale, and this further emphasises the fact that dreams were obviously held in 
high regard as a method of divination in Athens at this time at least.484 
 This is evident again in the fact that in 422 B.C. Aristophanes opened his play Wasps 
with two slaves discussing their dreams and the possible significance of them as a prediction 
of future events. The fact that Aristophanes felt it worth including such a discussion in one of 
his plays, especially considering the social status of the characters involved in the discussion, 
demonstrates the importance of dream interpretation in everyday life in Athens during the fifth 
century B.C. especially.485 
 Half a century previously, the Athenian general Kimon had a dream before embarking 
on campaign to Cyprus and Egypt. He dreamt that a bitch was calling to him with both a 
human voice and the bark of a dog and it said: 
 
‘jki宋ぬiμΝlかそてなΝけ責とΝ帥j素 せg拙 厨たて拙 せg拙 厨たて宋なΝjせにそうせijjすちέ’ 
‘ἕὁΝyὁuὄΝwayμΝIΝὅhallΝἸiὀἶΝyὁuΝaΝἸὄiἷὀἶΝἴὁthΝtὁΝmἷΝaὀἶΝmyΝpuppiἷὅέ’486 
                                                     
484 Diod Sic. XIII:97.6. Flower (2008b) 167-169. 
485 Aristoph. Wasps. 1-53. 




 Kimon consulted his friend Astyphilos of Posidonia, who was a seer, and he 
iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝ thἷΝ ἶὄἷamΝ tὁΝ pὁὄtἷὀἶΝ Kimὁὀ’ὅΝ ἶἷathέ487 Regardless of this warning and an 
inauspicious sacrifice (which will be explored in detail in the next section), Kimon continued 
on with his campaign and died in Cyprus. This account provides us with an insight into te 
process of dream interpretation, as the interpretive process of this particular dream was 
iὀἵluἶἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝἵhaptἷὄέΝἢlutaὄἵhΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝχὅtyphilὁὅ’ΝaὀalyὅiὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶὄἷamΝiὀΝthiὅΝwayμΝ 
 
‘せへのちΝ刃ちしとほヾ荘,Νヾと摂なΝ整ちΝ精そgせki宋,ΝヾてそえたすてなμΝヾてそiたか荘 h疏 て盛せΝ甚ちΝkすなΝた塑そそてちΝ錐 kiそiにkおjgなΝlかそてなΝ




 Oneiromancy was similar to cledonomancy and ornithomancy in the fact that non-
specialists attempted to interpret either their own dreams or the dreams of their companions 
without neἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝpὁὅὅἷὅὅiὀἹΝたgちkすせおΝὁὄΝἴἷiὀἹΝaΝὄἷἵὁἹὀiὅἷἶΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝὅpἷἵialiὅtΝὁὄΝὅἷἷὄέΝἦhiὅΝ
implies that a basic understanding of dream interpretation might have been more common in 
ancient Greece than is usually acknowledged.  
 Perhaps as with ornithomancy there were certain interpretations that were considered 
tὁΝἴἷΝmὁὄἷΝὁἴviὁuὅΝaὀἶΝὅὁΝwἷὄἷΝἷaὅilyΝuὀἶἷὄὅtὁὁἶΝἴyΝthἷΝvaὅtΝmajὁὄityΝὁἸΝ‘ἷvἷὄyἶay’ΝἕὄἷἷkὅέΝ
However, as with ornithomancy, there would have been common instances in which a layman 
could not have interpreted a dream themselves and so it was on occasions such as this where 
an independent diviner was required. 
 Arguably for important officials such as Kimon, it was even more essential for them 
to have the services and interpretative knowledge of a specialist たうちkすなΝtὁΝhaὀἶ,ΝaὅΝἶὄἷamὅΝ
                                                     
487 For Astyphilos, see Kett (1966) 30-31 and Roth (1982) 271. 
488 Plut. Kim. 18 tr. Scott-Kilvert 161-2. See also Burkert (1992) 50. 
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especially were understood to have had a sense of foreboding for future events attached o 
them.  
 It can certainly be argued that in the accounts of dreams that we have preserved in 
sources such as Herodotus and Plutarch, the dreams always anticipate a life changing event in 
thἷΝἶὄἷamἷὄ’ὅΝliἸἷ,ΝalthὁuἹhΝitΝiὅΝὁἸtἷὀΝthἷΝἵaὅἷΝthatΝthἷΝἶὄἷamΝiὅΝἷithἷὄΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝiὀἵὁὄὄἷἵtlyΝ
or ignored so that the protagonist continues irrevocably towards their fate.489 
 The art of dream interpretation waὅΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝἵὁmpliἵatἷἶΝaὅpἷἵtΝὁἸΝthἷΝkえぬちさΝἸὁὄΝaΝ
seer. This is due to the fact that the subconscious can imagine the most unusual things. It 
wὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝvἷὄyΝἶiἸἸiἵultΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝtὄyΝtὁΝpὄἷ-ἷmptΝthἷΝἵὁὀtἷὀtΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝἷὀὃuiὄἷὄὅ’Ν
dreams. Even if a catalogue of dream interpretations did exist during the classical period490 
aὀἶΝwaὅΝavailaἴlἷΝtὁΝἴἷΝutiliὅἷἶΝἴyΝたうちkiすな,ΝitΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝimpὁὅὅiἴlἷΝἸὁὄΝὅuἵhΝaΝἶὁἵumἷὀtΝ
to catalogue every possible concept and the likely interpretations that could have been 
applicable to each individual enquirer.  
 In addition, I imagine that it would have been very difficult for such a document to 
havἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ ὄἷaἶilyΝ aἵἵἷὅὅiἴlἷΝ ἸὁὄΝ ἵὁὀὅultatiὁὀΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ laὄἹἷΝ ὀumἴἷὄΝ ὁἸΝ たうちkiすなΝ iὀΝ ὁpἷὄatiὁὀΝ
during the classical period. This is why in my opinion dream interpretation was one of the 
haὄἶἷὅtΝaὄἷaὅΝὁἸΝἶiviὀatiὁὀΝtaὅkἷἶΝtὁΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝaὅΝὀὁtΝὁὀlyΝwὁulἶΝitΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝἶiἸἸiἵultΝἸὁὄΝthἷὄἷΝ
to be cohesion across independent diviners in terms of possible explanations, but at the same 
time the interpretive process itself would have most certainly involved a large amount of 
impὄὁviὅatiὁὀΝaὀἶΝiὀἹἷὀuityέΝχtΝlἷaὅtΝwithΝὁὄὀithὁmaὀἵyΝἸὁὄΝἷxamplἷ,ΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝ
observe and learn each particular species of bird and the usual interpretations that were 
associated with specific behaviours, sounds or lines of flight.  
 Similarly from the examples that we have of cledonomancy in the sources, it seems 
that any unusual occurrence could have been interpreted as an omen, but it does notse m that 
aΝたうちkすなΝwas expected to provide much detail in their interpretation of these manifestation . 
                                                     
489 See Lattimore (1939) 24-35 for the wise advisor in Herodotus. 
490 The surviving work of Artemidorus on dreams from the third century A.D. provides an insight into 
the topic but was compiled much later than the time period treated in this study. See also Lewis (1976) 
53-74 and Näf (2004) for further reading. 
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Whereas where dreams were concerned, the likelihood was that they were alluding to 
ὅὁmἷthiὀἹΝὅpἷἵiἸiἵΝiὀΝthἷΝἷὀὃuiὄἷὄ’ὅΝliἸἷΝthatΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝtὁΝἴἷΝhiἹhliἹhtἷἶΝaὀἶΝἷxplὁὄἷἶ,Νwhich is 
why the gods were sending a message to the enquirer. From the sources it is clear hat dreams 
wἷὄἷΝὁἸtἷὀΝaΝwaὄὀiὀἹΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὄἷἵipiἷὀtΝaὀἶΝthἷΝὅkillὅΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝἴἷΝutiliὅἷἶΝtὁΝhἷlpΝ
discover the meaning before the event concerned actually happened.491 
 The interpretation of dreams remains a largely inexplicable topic which is of interest 
to many cultures today and yet we are still nowhere near unravelling precise meanings for 
dreams (if they are meant to be found) in a manner that is universally accepted. Thus far very 
little has been discovered as to which interpretations were understood for certain dreams in an 
ancient Greek context, as little evidence remains in this particular area. Cledonomancy and 
oneiromancy are the two methods of divination in ancient Greece, in my view, that have he 
most mystery surrounding them in terms of interpretation and unless further evidence is 
discovered, these precise interpretations and their application in different contexts will remain 
unknown. 
 
v). Divine inspiration 
 Plato informs us that the Greeks derived the word for prophecy (たgちkすせお) from the 
noun (mania) beginning the association between prophecy and madness.492 Thi  view is 
generally accepted by both ancient and modern scholars, as clearly the ancient Greeks 
acknowledged this connection.493 The descriptions of the divine frenzy of the Pythia at Delphi 
are a testimony to this view, as the god Apollo was understood to inhabit the goddess so that 
she was able to pass on his divine responses to those who sought him out at Delphi with 
enquiries.494  
 ώiὅtὁὄiἵallyΝthἷΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtatiὁὀΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝiὅΝὀὁtΝὁὀἷΝὁἸΝiὀἶiviἶualὅΝwhὁὅἷΝmaiὀΝaὄἷaΝ
of expertise originated from direct divine inspiration and prophecy. The vast majority of 
                                                     
491 See above for the warning dreams received by Hippias, Hipparchos and Kimon. 
492 Plat. Phaed. 244c; Cicero de Div I:1. See Ballériaux 35-43 and Flower (2008b) 84. 
493 See Burkert (1985a) 112 and, more recently, Nissinen (2010) 341-342. 




occasions preserved in Homeric works of legend and Greek mythology rather than historical 
accounts of independent diviners. Rather the main image presented of historical independent 
diviners projects more an idea of religious specialists whose role in relation to the divine was 
more of an interpretative one rather than playing the role of a vessel to th  g ds.495 This notion 
is also supported by Pausanias in Book I of his Description of Greece.496  
 From this excerpt it is clear that Pausanias believed that divine inspiration for seers 
was a skill of the past. The only evidence of an exception to this statement from the classical 
pἷὄiὁἶΝ iὅΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ iὀΝ ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ,Ν whἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてなΝ χmphilytὁὅΝ made the spontaneous 
‘tuὀὀyΝἸiὅh’Νpὄὁphἷἵyέ497 Other than this exception, there is little to suggest that spontaneous 
prophesying was part of an independent diviner’s repertoire by the classical period. 
 In terms of the divine inspiration in mythology, one of the first individuals to spring 
to mind is the ill-fated CassaὀἶὄaέΝἑaὅὅaὀἶὄaΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝἵlaὅὅἷἶΝaὅΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝἴutΝὅhἷΝ
was an individual who had received the gift of prophecy directly from the gods, whether that 




 Extispicy is the practice of examining animal entrails in order to predict future events. 
The animal, usually a goat, sheep or an ox, was sacrificed as part of a ritualduring which a 
たうちkすなΝ wὁulἶΝ ἷxamiὀἷΝ thἷΝ ἷὀtὄailὅ,Ν lὁὁkiὀἹΝ ἵaὄἷἸullyΝ Ἰὁὄ unusual occurrences such as 
discolouration, scarring, or tumours.  
 The liver was the most commonly and closely examined organ of an animal, as it was 
considered to be both the seat of emotions and closest to the gods.499 The art of examining the 
                                                     
495 Nock (1972) II:539. See chapter III for the evolution of the role of a mantis from myth through to 
the end of the classical period. 
496 Paus. I:34.4. See chapter II 43 for a discussion of this passage. See also Callan (1985) 125-140. 
497 Hdt. I:62. For an analysis of this passage, see chapter II 50-52. See also Nilsson (1972) 131. 
498 For further reading, see Neblung (1997). 
499 Plat. Tim. 71a-e. 
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liver specifically was known as Hepatoscopy.500 In this section extispicy will be explored in 
the context of its application during military campaigns along with the role of extispicy in 
other areas of ancient Greek life, such within city states. 
 There were two types ὁἸΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝwhiἵhΝwἷὄἷΝἷmplὁyἷἶΝἴyΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὀΝaΝmilitaὄyΝ
ἵampaiἹὀΝaὀἶΝthἷὅἷΝwἷὄἷΝkὀὁwὀΝaὅΝk責 頗iと責 aὀἶΝk責 jlうけすgέΝk責 頗iと責 involved a lengthier and 
mὁὄἷΝἶἷtailἷἶΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵialΝ ὄitual,ΝwhiἵhΝutiliὅἷἶΝmὁὅtΝὁἸΝ thἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵialΝviἵtim’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝpaὄtὅΝatΝ
various intἷὄvalὅ,ΝwhἷὄἷaὅΝk責 jlうけすgΝappἷaὄΝ tὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝmὁὄἷΝaἴὁutΝὅimplἷΝἴlὁὁἶ-letting 
rather than an examination of the organs.  
 ItΝwaὅΝἵὁmmὁὀΝἸὁὄΝk責 頗iと責 to be performed in the following scenarios: at home before 
departure on a military campaign, before crossing borders, at the campsite before departure to 
thἷΝὀἷxtΝἶἷὅtiὀatiὁὀΝaὀἶΝatΝἵampὅitἷΝὁὀΝthἷΝἶayΝὁἸΝἴattlἷέΝk責 jlうけすgΝὁὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhaὀἶ,ΝwaὅΝ
performed at crossings of expanses of water, such as rivers or seas and on the battle-line when 
direct conflict was imminent.  
 This was a method of divination in which it is clear that it was preferabl  for an expert 
to administer the ritual sacrifice, yet it was not so restrictive a practice that the sacrifice could 
not be performed in the absence of a specialist. Extispicy was an area of divination i  which 
thὁὅἷΝwithὁutΝたgちkすせおΝἹὄaἶuallyΝἴἷἹaὀΝtὁΝἹaiὀΝmὁὄἷΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝaἴὁutΝwhatΝthἷΝappἷaὄaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝ
certain entrails meant and what they should look for when examining a sacrificial victim in 
order to interpret the entrails themselves, and this seems to have developed throughout the 
course of the classical period. 
 
vi.a). k責 頗iと責: 
 k責 頗iと責 were the most common form of animal sacrifice and it was the practice of 
choice in the majority of divinatory circumstances when it was necessary for an independent 
diviner to consult the godsέΝ ἦhἷΝ pὄὁἵἷἶuὄἷΝ ἷὀtailἷἶΝ thἷΝ たうちkすなΝ ὅlauἹhtἷὄiὀἹΝ aὀΝ aὀimalΝ
designated for this particular ritual purpose and examining the condition of its entrails. When 
                                                     




a more specific answer was the required, the liver was paid special attention, as it was believed 
to have been linked more closely with divination than the other organs. The appearance of the 
jヾそうけぬちg (inner organs) was of the utmost interest, along with the reaction of the rgans when 
placed upon the sacrificial fire.501 
 
Procedure: 
 k責 頗iと責 seemed to follὁwΝaΝmὁὄἷΝὅtaὀἶaὄἶiὅἷἶΝὄitualΝpὄὁἵἷἶuὄἷΝἵὁmpaὄἷἶΝtὁΝk責 jlうけすgΝ
as there was usually an altar for the victim, an examination of entrails, a sacred fire and the 
cooking and consumption of the victim as part of a feast. The process was a lot more time 
consuminἹΝthaὀΝk責 jlうけすgΝaὀἶΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝthatΝitΝwaὅΝmὁὄἷΝimpὁὄtaὀtΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝthἷΝἵὁὀὅultatiὁὀΝ
carefully and precisely rather than rush and risk marring the ritual in some way. Obtaining an 
auspicious response was of the utmost importance. 
 We have several examples iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝ ὁἸΝ k責 頗iと責 being performed in the 
aforementioned scenarios. An instance from Xenophon describes all of the generals who were 
ὁὀΝ ἵampaiἹὀΝ iὀΝ χὅiaΝ εiὀὁὄΝ ὁἸἸἷὄiὀἹΝ k責 頗iと責 at daybreak.502 We know that the Spartans 
especially were meticulous in their adherence to ritual on deciding to go to war, although e 
kiὀἹΝwaὅΝthἷΝὁvἷὄὅἷἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄitualΝἵὁὀὅultatiὁὀΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝaΝたうちkすなέ 
 There was an initial sacrifice upon making a decision to go to war; once this was 
auspicious the sacred fire would be carried to the border and another sacrifice would be 
performed there before the Spartan army was permitted to continue. Any subsequent acrifices 
were performed before dawn, to ensure that the events of the following day were auspicious 
and to ensure that the Spartan force had divine approval to proceed.503 
 
On Campaign: 
                                                     
501 Pritchett (1979a) III:73-8 provides a useful introduction to the subject. 
502 See Xen. Anab. IV:3.9. 
503 Xen. Const. Lac. XIII.2-5. For more on Spartan procedure, see Burkert (1983) 66-67; Jameson 
(1991) 200-212 and Rawlings (2007) 188. 
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 Xἷὀὁphὁὀ’ὅΝ Anabasis contains a wealth of examples of the ritual behaviour of a 
travelling army.504 There is an instance in which the Greek force was stuck in Thrace with 
dwindling supplies because the sacrifices would not permit the army to move on from their 
camp. The fact that the army remained in position until the sacrifices were auspicious 
demonstrates the influence that these rituals had on the military process.  
 In this particular instance, Xenophon and his men needed desperately to decamp in 
order to search for food but the sacrifices would not allow it. As a result, another commander 
took a small force to find supplies in a neighbouring village without divine assent and he 
expedition was set upon by an enemy force. Xenophon swiftly sacrificed for permission to 
intervene and upon receiving consent rushed to their aid. This event would have emphasised 
to the troops the importance of divine approval towards their enterprise, as the consequences 
for ignoring such rituals were very clear in this particular instance.505  
 A noteworthy point from this passage is that Xenophon was initially sacrificing with 
a view to setting out from camp and refurnishing the army with provisions. After a ew days 
of continual negative responses, Xenophon amended his question to specify the intention 
purely to obtain more provisions, rather than the army set out entirely, as this was the more 
pressing request of the two.  
 Presumably Xenophon wanted to ensure that the gods were not simply objecting to 
their departure from that particular site rather than not wishing the Gre k force to obtain 
important provisions. The fact the Greeks were additionally concerned because they were 
running so low on supplies that they were lacking in sacrificial victims, demonstrates the 
strong influence that the will of the gods had upon the decision making process. Xenophon 
refused to set out with the army without obtaining the correct divine consent to do so.  
 Even after hearing that those who had gone inauspiciously in search of provisions had 
fallen under attack, he still refrained from rushing to their assistance until he had performed a 
                                                     
504 See Xen. Anab. V:2.9; VI:1.31 for a selection of examples. 
505 Xen. Anab. VI:4.9-5.7. For a discussion of the religious requirements for setting out for war, see 
Rawlings (2007) 187-190. 
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sacrifice beforehand to gain permission to intervene. This emphasises the importance of such 
ritual practices and the fact that Xenophon adhered to them so strictly, even when his soldiers 
were in grave danger and very far from home, demonstrates clearly how well established these 
religious practices were during the classical period.  
 
Interpretation:  
 ἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝ aἵἵὁuὀtΝ ἶἷtailiὀἹΝ thἷΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ pἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝ ἴyΝ Kimὁὀ’ὅΝ ὅἷἷὄΝ χὅtyphilὁὅΝ
before his expedition to Cyprus is a very important passage because it provides us with an 
instance in sacrifice in which the abnormality observed in the entrails was o apparent that the 
meaning of the omen was entirely clear, and this did not bode well for the general.  
 While Astyphilos was cutting up the sacrificial victim, swarms of ants carried the 
congealing blood to Kimon in stages and placed the blood by his foot without him noticing. 
He became aware of their actions just as he was presented with the liver of th  sacrificial 
victim, which was missing a lobe. This was a very clear ominous message from the gods, as 
it was widely understood that a sacrificial victim without a lobe was one of the most ill-fated 
omens that a general could be presented with.506  
 This instance is very informative because it details that the entrails of the sacrificial 
victim were definitely scrutinised by an independent diviner. This also demonstrates the 
importance of seers during this period, as following his experience of a portentous dream 
Kimon immediately consulted Astyphilos for guidance, whereupon the seer performed the 
sacrifice to Dionysus after interpreting the dream and this highlights the importance of a 
specialist seer both as an interpreter and as a performer of ritual sacrifices. Clearly Kimon felt 
thatΝaΝὅpἷἵialiὅtΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝiὀΝthiὅΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷΝaὀἶΝἢlutaὄἵhΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝhiἹhliἹhtΝ
aὀΝattἷmptΝὁὀΝKimὁὀ’ὅΝpaὄtΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpret the message of the dream himself.507 Therefore the 
ὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtΝἶiviὀἷὄὅΝaὅΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷὄὅΝὁἸΝk責 頗iと責 is clear.508 
                                                     
506 Plut. Kim. 18. See Collins (2008b) 319-345 for a thorough treatmnt of hepatoscopy. 
507 Ibid. See above 132-134 for a discussion of the dream interpretation. 
508 ἔὁὄΝἸuὄthἷὄΝὄἷaἶiὀἹΝὁὀΝk責 頗iと責, see Lonis (1979) 95-115; Vernant (1989) 176-181; Flower (2008b) 





 k責 jlうけすgΝ wἷὄἷΝ aΝ ἸὁὄmΝ ὁἸΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ which was observed mainly on two separate 
occasions during a military campaign. The maiὀΝ iὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝ ἶuὄiὀἹΝ whiἵhΝ k責 jlうけすg were 
required to be performed were whenever the army came upon an expanse of water which it 
ὀἷἷἶἷἶΝtὁΝἵὄὁὅὅΝaὀἶΝk責 jlうけすg were also observed by an army when immediate battle was 
imminent.  
 As a ritual it seems that there was less of a procedure to follow compared to the 
pὄaἵtiἵἷὅΝὁἸΝk責 頗iと責. The emphasis here was on the blood-letting itself rather than examining 
the corpse of the animal and so there was no feast or cooking of the meat to give a share to the 
gods. It strikes me that this ritual was more for asking a question of thegods and to receive a 
direct answer than anything else. Appeasement does not seem to have factored here in the 
ὅamἷΝwayΝthatΝitΝἶiἶΝἸὁὄΝk責 頗iと責.  
 It has also been suggested that the dying movements of the animal were analys d 
along with the flow of blood pouring from the dying animal. Consider the sprinkling of the 
sacrificial goat with water at Delphi. This was an essential practice which had to be performed 
before the enquirer could proceed with an oracular consultation. The goat was sprinkled with 
water and the observers awaited a shudder to demonstrate that the goat was happy to be 
ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷἶΝaὀἶΝthἷΝἹὁἶΝwaὅΝamἷὀaἴlἷΝtὁwaὄἶὅΝthἷΝἶay’ὅΝἵὁὀὅultatiὁὀὅΝἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹέ509 
 
On the battlefield: 
 k責 jlうけすgΝiὀvὁlvἷἶΝthἷΝkilliὀἹΝὁἸΝaΝyὁuὀἹΝἹὁatΝthἷΝἴattlἷἸiἷlἶΝἴyΝὅlittiὀἹΝitὅΝthὄὁatέΝk責 
jlうけすg were performed only before imminent battle and in the case of the Greek city states 
this was a ritual observed by both opposing sides. Neither phalanx would advance until an
appὄὁpὄiatἷΝὁmἷὀΝwaὅΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝiὀΝk責 jlうけすgΝἴyΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝpὄἷὅἷὀtέ510  
                                                     
509 Plut. Mor. 438:51έΝἔὁὄΝaὀΝiὀtὄὁἶuἵtiὁὀΝtὁΝk責 jlうけすg,ΝthἷΝwὁὄkΝὁἸΝἥtἷὀἹἷlΝ(1κλἄ)Νζἅκ-480 is still very 
informative. For something more recent, see Jameson (1991) 197-227. 
510 See Xen. Const. Lac. XIII:8; Plut. Lyk. 22; Xen. HellέΝ IVμβέβίΝἸὁὄΝἷxamplἷὅΝὁἸΝk責 jlうけすgΝἴἷiὀἹΝ
performed when the enemy was close enough to see.  
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 IὀΝἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝtὁΝthἷΝἵaὄἷΝtakἷὀΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝk責 頗iと責, the pressure of time before a battle 
mἷaὀtΝthatΝk責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝaΝὅwiἸtΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝἸὁἵuὅΝwaὅΝὁὀΝthἷΝἴlὁὁἶ-letting; after the 
killing the entrails were scrutinised along with perhaps the dying moveents of the animal. It 
does not seem that anything was done with the carcass of the animal, in contrast to the feast 
thatΝwaὅΝἵuὅtὁmaὄyΝaἸtἷὄΝpἷὄἸὁὄmiὀἹΝk責 頗iと責. It seems instead that the carcass remained where 
it lay after the sacrifice was performed as battle immediately ensued. Thus it is clear that the 
preservation of the carcass was hardly a pressing matter at that particular point in time.
 ἡὀἵἷΝk責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝpὄὁὀὁuὀἵἷἶ as favourable in battle the army would advance on 
their enemy, singing the battle paian to avert evil. If they were successful in battle, the army 
would erect a battlefield trophy to honour their victory and they would offer a sacrifice of 
thanks to the gods for their victory.  
 There are instances which have been preserved in the sources where we know that 
ἴattlἷΝἷὀὅuἷἶΝwithὁutΝthἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵuὅtὁmaὄyΝjlうけすg,Νhὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝaὅΝwἷΝὅhallΝὅἷἷΝitΝ
seems that the result of the battle was rarely in favour of the side that had not performed the 
customary sacrifices.  
 Whether this was purely because in those particular situations the side who failed to 
perform the sacrifices were caught unawares in a surprise attack, it is clear that there was some 
kind of a military disadvantage along with a psychological element in that the soldiers would 
no doubt be aware that they were fighting without divine consent; therefore, this would 
inevitably have affected their performance in battle. Alternatively, there might have been a 
conscious decision on the part of the general not to perform the customary sacrifice for some 
other reason and this still generated that same psychological effect on the morale of the 
soldiers and in turn their performance in battle. 
 Thucydides provides us with an account during the Peloponnesian war in which 
Brasidas attacked the Athenians when he spotted them in a vulnerable position at Amphipolis 




 This is an unusual account, as it is generally understood that no Greek side woul  
engage another until the appropriate sacrifices had been performed, yet here we have a 
preserved account where the opposite ὁἵἵuὄὄἷἶέΝἦhἷΝὄἷaὅὁὀiὀἹΝἴἷhiὀἶΝἐὄaὅiἶaὅ’ΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝ
attack the Athenians is highlighted in Thucydides.  
 The Athenian general Cleon had advanced on Amphipolis with a force from Athens 
to subdue the city as it was in revolt from the Delian League. The people of Amphipolis ad 
appealed to the Peloponnesian League for assistance and so Brasidas had also journeyed to 
Amphipolis with a Spartan force and had men already stationed inside the city.  
 The Athenian force outnumbered the Spartans and so Cleon felt that his force was at 
a natural advantage and so proceeded towards Amphipolis without waiting for the 
reinforcements that he had recently sent for. Brasidas took advantage of a vulner ble moment 
when Cleon had turned his troops away from the city to return to camp, thus revealing their 
unprotected flank. He did this as he did not expect anyone from inside the city to challenge 
them. This underestimation of Spartan tactics resulted in a surprise attack on he Athenians by 
Brasidas which successfully routed the Athenian troops; this saved Amphipolis and resulted 
iὀΝἑlἷὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷathέΝἐὄaὅiἶaὅΝwaὅΝalὅὁΝmὁὄtallyΝwὁuὀἶἷἶΝiὀΝthἷΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅ,ΝἴutΝhἷΝwaὅΝiὀἸὁὄmἷἶΝὁἸΝ
the Spartan victory before he passed away.  
 The explanation in Thucydides gives the impression that the behaviour of Brasidas to 
charge the Athenians was not dishonourable, although it was certainly out of character for the 
opposing side to not draw up to face the invading army. Instead the reader is given the 
impression that Cleon was at fault for miscalculating Spartan movements and perhaps the f ct 
that he was unable to perform the customary jlうけすgΝἵὁὀtὄiἴutἷἶΝtὁΝ thἷΝpaὀiἵΝaὀἶΝἶiὅὁὄἶἷὄΝ
which ensued amongst the Athenian troops, This along with the fact that they were not 
properly positioned for battle would have contributed strongly to their defeat.511 
 
At river crossings: 
                                                     
511 Thuc. V:7.1-11.2. 
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 ἦhἷΝἴattlἷἸiἷlἶΝ k責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝὁἸΝἹὄἷatΝ impὁὄtaὀἵἷΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ aὀἵiἷὀtΝἕὄἷἷkὅ,Ν ἴutΝ thἷΝ
impὁὄtaὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ k責 jlうけすgΝ whἷὀΝ itΝ ἵamἷΝ tὁΝ ἵὄὁὅὅiὀἹΝ aὀΝ ἷxpaὀὅἷΝ ὁἸΝ watἷὄΝ ὅhὁulἶΝ ὀὁtΝ ἴἷΝ
overlooked or belittled as a rἷὅultΝὁἸΝthiὅΝἷmphaὅiὅέΝk責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝatΝthἷΝἵὄὁὅὅiὀἹΝ
of rivers and seas (and occasionally for crossing boundaries too), and the requird rit al for 
ἵὄὁὅὅiὀἹΝaΝὄivἷὄΝwaὅΝthatΝthἷΝviἵtim’ὅΝthὄὁatΝwaὅΝἵutΝiὀΝthἷΝὅamἷΝwayΝaὅΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝaΝἴattlἷ,ΝἴutΝiὀ 
this instance the blood was permitted to flow from the victim into the watr that the army 
wished the cross, and the manner in which the blood flowed into the water s carefully 
observed.  
 There is a famous example of Kleomenes having to abandon the crossing of the river 
EὄaὅiὀuὅΝiὀtὁΝχὄἹivἷΝtἷὄὄitὁὄyΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝk責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝὀὁtΝpὄὁpitiὁuὅέΝIὀΝthἷΝἷὀἶΝKlἷὁmἷὀἷὅΝ
praised the river for defending its countrymen. He then took his army towards the coast and 
they landed at another point in Argive territory after travelling by ship.512  
 This passage is especially interesting because although Kleomenes respected the 
message of the sacrifice in the fact that he obeyed the divine message and decided not to cross 
the river, he still managed to achieve his aim to move into Argive territory by 
circumnavigating the river, whereas other (arguably more pious) kings and generals would 
have interpreted the results of the sacrifice to mean that they should abandon the campaign 
altogether and return home.  
 Consider this in comparison to an abandoned border crossing into Argive territory 
cited in Thucydides. The Spartans intended to invade Argive territory but had to abandon the 
campaign because the sacrifices for crossing the border were inauspicious. The fact t at the 
Spartan force was forced to desist from their plan to invade Argive territory on account of the 
sacrifices demonstrates the importance of heeding the divine message. From their reaction to 
this response and the portrayal of Kleomenes in Herodotus, it seems far more likely that this 
waὅΝthἷΝἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝἴἷhaviὁuὄΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝthἷΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝὁἸΝKlἷὁmἷὀἷὅ’ΝaἵtiὁὀὅΝiὀΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅέ513 
                                                     
512 Hdt. VI:76. See also, Jameson (2014) 104. 
513 Thuc. V:116; Hdt. VI:76. 
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 We have previously explored an instance from the Anabasis of a difficult r ver 
crossing in which Xenophon interpreted a dream about fetters to mean that the force would be 
aἴlἷΝ tὁΝ ἵὄὁὅὅΝ thἷΝ ὄivἷὄέΝἦhἷΝmἷaὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἶὄἷamΝwaὅΝ ὄἷaliὅἷἶΝwhἷὀΝἴὁthΝk責 頗iと責 aὀἶΝ k責 
jlうけすgΝpὄὁvἷἶΝἸavὁuὄaἴlἷΝthἷΝὀἷxtΝmὁὄὀiὀἹέΝWἷΝἵaὀΝὅἷἷΝthatΝXἷὀὁphὁὀΝiὅΝaὀΝiὀvaluaἴlἷΝὅὁuὄἵἷΝ
when it comes to extispicy as he was one of the few authors who endeavoured to emphasise 
when sacrifices were performed in his works.514   
 IὀΝthiὅΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷΝhἷΝἶἷtailὅΝthἷΝpὄiἷὅtὅΝpἷὄἸὁὄmiὀἹΝk責 jlうけすgΝwhilἷΝthἷΝaὄmyΝpὄἷpaὄἷἶΝ
to cross the river.515 This is an especially interesting account as it explains that despite 
Xenophon having a dream that he believed to be indicative of a successful river crossing, the 
aὄmyΝὅtillΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝἵὄὁὅὅΝthἷΝὄivἷὄΝἴaὅἷἶΝὁὀΝthἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝὁἸΝthatΝἶὄἷamΝalὁὀἷ,Νk責 頗iと責 and 
k責 jlうけすgΝhaἶΝtὁΝἴἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝὅἷpaὄatἷlyΝaὀἶΝaἵἵἷptἷἶΝaὅΝἸavὁurable before the army was 
able to decamp and attempt the river crossing.  
 This requirement could not be condensed into one all-encompassing sacrifice, as the 
nature of the two separate enquiries was that they merited a sacrifice each to enable th  rmy 
to progress onwards. Therefore, k責 頗iと責 wἷὄἷΝ ὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄyΝ iὀΝ ὁὄἶἷὄΝ tὁΝ paἵkΝ upΝ ἵampΝ aὀἶΝ k責 
jlうけすgΝhaἶΝtὁΝἴἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝὅὁΝthatΝthἷΝἸὁὄἵἷΝἵὁulἶΝἵὄὁὅὅΝthἷΝὄivἷὄΝὅaἸἷlyέΝ 
 This instance provides the reader with a detailed insight into the essential ritual 
practices of the ancient Greeks whilst on military campaign. What is very revealing in this 
passage is that even with an enemy force pursuing them, these sacrifices had to be completed 
before any other action could be taken. We know from other similar situations in the A abasis 
that Xenophon was not prepared to continue onwards without receiving the appropriate divine 
assent to do so.516 ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝitΝwaὅΝἷvἷὀΝmὁὄἷΝaἶvaὀtaἹἷὁuὅΝthatΝthἷΝἶὄἷam,Νk責 頗iと責 aὀἶΝk責 
jlうけすgΝ wἷὄἷΝ allΝ immἷἶiatἷlyΝ Ἰavὁuὄaἴlἷ,Ν aὅΝ thiὅΝ wὁulἶΝ uὀἶὁuἴtἷἶlyΝ havἷΝ ὅavἷἶΝ livἷὅΝ aὀἶΝ
                                                     
514 χὅΝεikalὅὁὀΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅμΝ ‘ώἷ was simply, as Diogenes Laertius (II.56) characterized him centuries 
latἷὄ,Ν“piὁuὅ,ΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷ-loving and able to interpὄἷtΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵialΝviἵtimὅ”έ’Ν(βί1ί) 11-12. 
515 Xen. Anab. VI:3.3-20, see also 130 of this chapter for more information on the dream interpretation 
aspect of this passage. 




avoiding injuries and fatalities within the Greek force, as they were able to depart from camp 
and cross the river swiftly thanks to the auspicious sacrifices.  
 From instances such as this it is evident that sacrifices appear very much to have been 
either a blessing or a curse on occasion, due to their impact on the course of events. Yet there 
is no evidence to suggest that individuals ever considered overlooking these procedures 
entirely in order to save time and lives during a campaign, bar the instance we are provid d 
with in Xenophon where the army was stranded with dwindling supplies.517  
 These ritual procedures were customary and to ignore them would have led to 
accusations of impiety or unfortunate consequences. It was considered very disrespectful to 
the gods not to ask for their favour at such a pivotal time and it was considered that the s fety 
of the army would have been jeopardised if a general had chosen to be impious by neglecting 
to perform the expected rituals. 
 WhἷὄἷΝ thἷΝ ὄivἷὄΝ ἵὄὁὅὅiὀἹΝ k責 jlうけすgΝ iὅΝ ἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶ,Ν ἢὄitἵhἷttΝ ὁἴὅἷὄvἷὅΝ thἷΝ paὄallἷlὅΝ
between the blood-lἷttiὀἹΝὁἸΝk責 jlうけすgΝaὀἶΝthἷΝἸlὁwΝὁἸΝwatἷὄΝiὀΝὄivἷὄὅέΝχὅΝiὀΝthἷΝἴattlἷΝliὀἷΝk責 
jlうけすg,Ν whἷὄἷΝ thἷὄἷΝ iὅΝ aΝ paὄallἷlΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ thἷΝ aὀimalΝ ἴlὁὁἶΝ ἸὄὁmΝ thἷΝ ἴlὁὁἶ-letting as an 
acknowledgement of what was undoubtedly going to occur on the battlefield, perhaps in the 
ἵaὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄivἷὄΝἵὄὁὅὅiὀἹΝk責 jlうけすgΝthἷὄἷΝwaὅΝaΝἵἷὄtaiὀΝὄἷἵὁἹὀitiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝmiὅἸὁὄtuὀἷὅΝwhiἵhΝ
might occur during a river crossing.518 It might be that the blood of the animal was shed in the 
hope that this would appease the gods and protect the soldiers embarking across the river. 
 ἦhἷὄἷΝhaὅΝἴἷἷὀΝaΝὅuἹἹἷὅtiὁὀΝ thatΝk責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝ tὁΝappἷaὅἷΝἕἷΝwithΝthἷΝ
blood of the victim rather than the blood of the combatants, and this notion might help to 
explain the practice.519 
 IὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝwhἷὄἷΝk責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶ,ΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝthἷΝἴlὁὁἶΝ
flowing from the victim was the main aspect of the ritual that was of interest. The colour, flow, 
                                                     
517 Ibid. Consider the omen of the lunar eclipse forcing the Athenians to delay their retreat during the 
Sicilian Expedition, which resulted in such a catastrophic defeat. See 24 of introduction. 
518 Pritchett (1979a) III:83-87. 
519 Ibid. 86. See also Harrison (1980) 65. 
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clotting speed, direction and consistency of the blood would have all been items for 
consideration when searching for a divine message.520 
 T責 jlうけすgΝwaὅΝmὁὅtΝἵἷὄtaiὀlyΝaΝἴὄiἷἸΝὄitual,ΝyἷtΝitΝwaὅΝaὀΝἷὅὅἷὀtialΝὁὀἷΝὀὁὀἷthἷlἷὅὅΝ
and these instances demonstrate the importance placed upon both forms of extispicy in a 
variety of contexts by the ancient Greeks. In addition, this chapter highlights further the 
importance of extispicy in comparison to other forms of divination. Arguably in terms of ritual 
practice, extispicy was most certainly the most prominent form of divination used by the 
ancient Greeks. 
 
vii). Deities for dedication: 
 It is unclear from what evidence we have of sacrifices being performed before battle, 
departure and crossings whether there was an intended reἵipiἷὀtΝἸὁὄΝk責 頗iと責 aὀἶΝk責 jlうけすgέΝ
The obvious choices would be Zeus, Ares or Athena, but there is little evidence available to 
clarify whether this was the expected custom or not when performing sacrifices, especially on 
a military campaign.  
 Another very feasible option would be to consider that the recipient of military 
sacrifices may well have varied depending upon the geographical location of the army, such 
as the decision of the Spartan army to pray to Hera at the battle of Plataea because there was 
a sanctuary dedicated to the goddess near to where the army was drawn up for battle. In 
ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’Ν aἵἵὁuὀtΝ wἷΝ aὄἷΝ tὁlἶΝ thatΝ aἸtἷὄΝ ἢauὅaὀiaὅΝ pὄayἷἶΝ tὁΝ thἷΝ ἹὁἶἶἷὅὅΝ thἷΝ ὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝ
immediately became favourable for them to engage in battle.521 
 ἦhἷΝuὅἷΝὁἸΝ k責 jlうけすgΝatΝ ὄivἷὄΝ ἵὄὁὅὅiὀἹὅΝ tὁΝ appἷaὅἷΝ aὀΝuὀὀamἷἶΝ (ὅὁΝwἷΝaὄἷΝ lἷἶΝ tὁΝ
believe) river deity does definitely have its parallels with the unnamed deity which the pre-
ἴattlἷΝk責 jlうけすgΝmayΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝhὁpiὀἹΝtὁΝappἷaὅἷέΝItΝiὅΝὄathἷὄΝuὀuὅualΝthatΝὀἷithἷὄ Athena nor 
Ares are mentioned at this critical point, and so we are forced to accept that we ve no 
examples in the sources of this occurring. It seems to have been that there was either an 
                                                     
520 See Stengel (1896) 478-480 and Flower (2008b) 159-165. 
521 Hdt. IX:61-2. See Jameson (2014) 109-110 for a treatment of this battle. 
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unnamed deity (perhaps a long kept tradition) who was appeased, or that the subject deity was 
in fact so well known that it was not worth mentioning in the sources.  
 That said, the theory that it was Ge who was being appeased does seem quite feasible, 
aὀἶΝthἷΝἸaἵtΝthatΝthἷΝὅamἷΝk責 jlうけすgΝὄitualΝwaὅΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝwhἷὄἷΝthἷΝappἷaὅἷmἷὀtΝὁf the river 
deity was concerned strikes a very interesting parallel. However, without further evid nce in 
the sources to clarify this, this mystery is a difficult one to solve.522 
 
viii). Divination as building morale: 
 It is arguably tempting for modern scholars to approach the topic of divination from 
a sceptical angle. The view that generals and politicians did not share the same pious beliefs 
as their troops, but were aware of the importance of divine assent to boost morale and to enable 
them to pursue their own personal agendas for both their own benefit and (in theory) t 
benefit of the city state, is not an old one. Consider Cyrus the Younger encouraging Xenophon 
tὁΝ iὀἸὁὄmΝ thἷΝ tὄὁὁpὅΝ thatΝἴὁthΝk責 頗iと責 aὀἶΝ k責 jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝ ἸavὁuὄaἴlἷΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ thἷΝἴattlἷΝὁἸΝ
Cunaxa. At this point it was crucial for Cyrus to have his army determin d and focused, and 
the best way to do this was to tell them that the gods favoured their side.523  
 From the many examples cited above it is clear that divination in Ancient Grece 
played a very important role in the decision making process of everyday life and the role of 
independent diviners in city states while founding colonies and on the battlefield was pivot l, 
as they provided guidance and intuition in difficult situations that were most certainly not 
typical of everyday life.  
 The important point here is that it is clear that たうちkiすな possessed a real flexibility when 
itΝἵamἷΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtiὀἹΝἶiviὀἷΝὅiἹὀὅΝaὀἶΝthiὅΝiὀtuitiὁὀΝaὅΝaΝpaὄtΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝkえぬちさ enabled them to 
pὄὁviἶἷΝἶiviὀἷΝἹuiἶaὀἵἷΝἸὁὄΝlἷaἶἷὄὅΝἸaἵiὀἹΝἶiἸἸiἵultΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀὅ,ΝὅuἵhΝaὅΝ‘iὅΝitΝauὅpiἵiὁuὅΝtὁΝἹὁΝtὁΝ
waὄς’Ν ὁὄΝ ‘ὅhallΝ IΝ ἷὀἹaἹἷΝ iὀΝ ἴattlἷΝ tὁἶayς’Ν ItΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ ἵlἷaὄΝ thatΝ withὁutΝ たうちkiすなΝ tὁΝ pὄὁviἶἷΝ
guidance on such matters it would have been very difficult for the ancient Greeks of the 
                                                     
522 For a recent discussion of this, see Jameson (2014) 104-106. See also, Lonis (1979) 109-110. 
523 Xen. Anab. I:8.15. See also Flower (2008b) 159-65. 
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classical period especially to progress far at all with any important decision, as their extreme 
piety resulted in a need for divine reassurance before making any significant life choice. 
Undoubtedly there were a few individuals in positions of influence who on occasion 
manipulated these requirements to their benefit, the Spartan king Kleomenes, for example.524 
Although these instances appear to have been in the minority, with those corrupt individuals 
usually being punished in the end for their impiety.525 
 ‒うちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝuὅἷἸulΝἵὁὀὅultaὀtὅΝtὁΝhavἷΝὁὀΝaΝmilitaὄyΝἵampaiἹὀΝἸὁὄΝmaὀyΝὄἷaὅὁὀὅέΝ
Primarily, the simple fact that a specialist in divination was accompanying an expedition 
helped to appease any dissent amongst the troops. Secondly, because a general or a king was 
ἸaὄΝmὁὄἷΝlikἷlyΝtὁΝἵhὁὁὅἷΝaὀΝἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵἷἶΝmilitaὄyΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝaἵἵὁmpaὀyΝthἷmΝὁὀΝἷxpἷἶitiὁὀ,Ν
not only for their skills in interpretation but also because of their battle experience. 
Indisputably they would have been useful for planning military strategies.526 We know that 
Alexander on occasion consulted solely with his seers rather than his generals.527 Good morale 
depended upὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὅὁlἶiἷὄὅ’Ν aὅὅuὄaὀἵἷs that the generals acted in accordance with the 
sacrifices.  
 
‘錐ちΝh跡 h碩 せg拙 kうkkiすちΝけち蒼jすちΝ厨ヾすjkうたiちふちΝki せg拙 hにちうたiちてちΝヾgとgjせiにうこiすちΝ斉なΝ壬ちΝヾそえてちΝ帥ぬてすiちΝk蒼ちΝ
ヾてそiたかのち,Νヾと摂なΝh跡 kてへkてすなΝせ刃せi宋ちてΝそうくのjすちΝi菅なΝk碩ちΝけちほたさち,Ν斉なΝて製k疏 壬ちΝi菅せ訴 て製k疏 甚ちiにΝしi蒼ちΝて製kiΝヾgと責 
k責 頗iと責 酔けおjgすk疏 壬ちΝ厨ヾ拙 ヾてそiたかてにな,ΝヾうちkgΝkg漕kgΝヾすしgちのkえとてになΝk藻 甚とぬてちkすΝkて設なΝ刃とぬてたえちてになΝヾてすi宋έ’ 
‘IἸΝthἷyΝὄecognize that he is an expert tactician as well, who knows how to deploy them so that they can 
get the better of the enemy, and if they also come to realize that he is not going to lead them against the 
enemy carelessly, or without having solicited the godὅ’ΝἹὁὁἶwill,ΝὁὄΝwhἷὀΝ thἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵialΝὁmἷὀὅΝaὄἷΝ
uὀἸavὁuὄaἴlἷ,ΝthiὅΝallΝhἷlpὅΝtὁΝmakἷΝthἷΝmἷὀΝiὀΝaΝἵὁmmaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝuὀitΝmὁὄἷΝὄἷaἶyΝtὁΝὁἴἷyΝhiὅΝὁὄἶἷὄὅέ’528 
 
                                                     
524 Hdt. VI:66.1-3. See below for a discussion of the bribery of the Pythia at Delphi. 
525 For more on corruption and bribery, see chapter V 184-186. 
526 Consider the role of Hekas in the invasion of Eira. Paus. IV:21.7-8. See also chapter III 77-78. 
527 For further discussion of this, see Flower (2008b) 179-180. 
528 Xen. Cav. VI:6. tr. Waterfield 81. 
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 Onasander states in his Strategicus that a general should always invite his officer to 
examiὀἷΝk責 頗iと責 so that they can pass on the news of an auspicious sacrifice to the soldiers. 
He observes that a favourable sacrifice can reassure a whole army and placate any individuals 
who might possess private misgivings. 529 
 As noted previously, it was very common for the average soldier to have a working 
knowledge of ornithomancy, cledonomancy and oneiromancy, and it seems clear that the 
ancient Greeks were very attentive when it came to observing omens and other portents. 
 Thus in agreement with Xenophon and Onasander, it was very important that the army 
trusted in the pious nature of their general, as they would then be reassured that he would not 
lead them into danger without divine approval nor potentially manipulate or ign e omens and 
sacrifices.   
 When generals made the decision to invite other officials or even the soldiers in their 
army to witness the sacrifices, these were acts that helped to solidify the loyalty of troops to 
thἷiὄΝἹἷὀἷὄalέΝώὁwἷvἷὄ,ΝlἷtΝuὅΝὀὁtΝἸὁὄἹἷtΝthatΝthἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝwas not purely for the 
benefit of the troops.  
 WἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝthἷΝvaὅtΝmajὁὄityΝὁἸΝἹἷὀἷὄalὅΝὀἷἷἶἷἶΝthἷΝaἶviἵἷΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝtὁΝhἷlpΝthἷmΝ
to make difficult decisions, as their skills were clearly required when it came to interpreting 
the divine messages from the ἹὁἶὅέΝἑὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝὄἷmaiὀΝatΝἵampΝpἷὄἸὁὄmiὀἹΝ
sacrifices after the lunar eclipse during the Sicilian Expedition.530 Granted it did not turn out 
to be the best decision for the army but it demonstrated that his own piety was influenced by 
the aἶviἵἷΝaὀἶΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝjuὅtΝthἷΝὅamἷΝaὅΝaὀΝavἷὄaἹἷΝὅὁlἶiἷὄέΝItΝiὅΝἸaὄΝmὁὄἷΝlikἷlyΝ
that military commanders had the exact same religious scruples as the everyday individual 
Greek, but unfortunately on their heads rested the important decisions of military strategy, and 
ὁὀΝὁἵἵaὅiὁὀΝthἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝmayΝhavἷΝhiὀἶἷὄἷἶΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝhἷlpἷἶΝthἷΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝ
makiὀἹΝpὄὁἵἷὅὅΝiὀΝthiὅΝaὄἷaέΝἦhatΝὅaiἶΝiἸΝἴὁthΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝaὀἶΝthἷΝἹἷὀἷὄalΝἴἷliἷvἷἶΝthatΝthἷiὄΝ
                                                     
529 Onas. Strat. X:26. 
530 Plut. Nic. 23-24; Thuc. VII:50.4. 
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decision was based on the will of the gods, then even if the results were not as they would 
have hoped, then this would have been divine will.531  
 Consider the role of Thrasybulos in the overthrow of Thirty Tyrants at Athens. He 
kὀἷwΝthatΝ thἷΝたうちkすなΝhaἶΝpὄἷἶiἵtἷἶΝviἵtὁὄyΝ iἸΝ thἷΝἴulkΝὁἸΝ thἷΝἸὁὄἵἷΝwaited until one of the 
number had died before attacking the enemy en masse. He believed the words of the seer to 
be true and so thrust himself forward into the enemy first, where he was killed, and arguably 
his sacrifice ensured victory for his troops, as they were then motivated not only to win in 
order to honour his memory, but arguably more importantly they fought harder to win in 
aἵἵὁὄἶaὀἵἷΝwithΝthἷΝpὄἷἶiἵtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkすな,ΝὁὀἵἷΝἦhὄaὅyἴulὁὅΝhaἶΝἸallἷὀέ532  
 
ix). The presence of たうちkiすな: 
 Let us not forget thatΝitΝwaὅΝpἷὄἸἷἵtlyΝἵὁmmὁὀΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝpaὄtiἵipatἷΝiὀΝἴattlἷ,ΝaὀἶΝ
ὁἸtἷὀΝ たうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝ haὄἶἷὀἷἶΝ vἷtἷὄaὀὅέΝ ἑὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝἦἷiὅamἷὀὁὅΝ aὀἶΝ hiὅΝ ἸivἷΝ viἵtὁὄiἷὅΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷΝ
Spartans.533 ἥὁΝwhyΝaὄἷΝたうちkiすなΝὀὁtΝalwayὅΝmἷὀtiὁὀἷἶΝaὅΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝatΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅςΝXἷὀὁphὁὀΝiὅΝ
an author who provides us with an insight into their involvement in these rituals, but often 
they are barely mentioned in the sources at all.  
 ἡὀἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝmὁὄἷΝἶἷtailἷἶΝaὀἶΝὄaὄἷΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝἶἷtailiὀἹΝthἷΝiὀvὁlvἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝiὀΝ
sacrifices is found in Thucydides. During the Athenian invasion of Sicily we are told of an 
iὀὅtaὀἵἷΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝbrought out the customary victims and performed the necessary 
sacrifice. Once this was completed and (presumably) the positive affirmation was i terpreted, 
the order was given for the infantry to charge. 
  
‘せg拙 ヾ と蒼kてちΝた跡ちΝg盛k蒼ちΝ逗せgkえとのちΝて摺 kiΝそすしてくふそてすΝせg拙 jliちhてち蘇kgすΝせg拙 kてつふkgすΝヾ とてにたうぬてちkてΝせg拙 kとてヾ責なΝ
て摺gなΝ i菅せ摂なΝ ねすそて設なΝ 刃そそおそのちΝ 厨ヾてかてにちμΝ 帥ヾiすkgΝ h跡 たうちkiすなΝ kiΝ jlうけすgΝ ヾとてへliとてちΝ k責 ちてたすこふたiちgΝ せg拙 
jgそヾすけせkg拙 つへちてhてちΝ厨ヾほkとにちてち kて宋なΝ成ヾそかkgすなέ’ 
                                                     
531 See Goodman and Holladay (1986) 151-171. 
532 Xen. Hell. II:4.17-20. 
533 Hdt. IX:33. 
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‘ἔiὄὅtΝthἷΝὅtὁὀἷ-throwers, slingers, and archers on both sides engaged each other in front of the main 
lines of battle, with now one party and now another having the advantage, as is normal with these light 
troops. Then soothsayers brought forward the usual victims for acrifice and trumpeters sounded the 
ἵhaὄἹἷΝtὁΝthἷΝhὁplitἷὅέ’534 
  
 What is worth highlighting in this passage is that this combat between opposing forces 
ὁἵἵuὄὄἷἶΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ k責 jlうけすgΝ wἷὄἷΝ pἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶέΝ ἦhiὅΝ ἵὁὀἸiὄmὅΝ thatΝ ὅmallΝ ὅkiὄmishes were 
pἷὄmittἷἶΝ tὁΝ ὁἵἵuὄΝ ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝ aὄmiἷὅΝ ἴἷἸὁὄἷΝ thἷΝ ‘tὄὁὁpὅΝ pὄὁpἷὄ’Ν ἷὀἹaἹἷἶΝ ὁὀἷΝ aὀὁthἷὄέΝ ἦhiὅΝ
paὅὅaἹἷΝiὅΝimpὁὄtaὀtΝtὁΝthἷΝὅtuἶyΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝἸὁὄΝtwὁΝὄἷaὅὁὀὅέΝἢὄimaὄily,ΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝthiὅΝpaὅὅaἹἷΝ
aἵtuallyΝ ἵὁὀἸiὄmὅΝ thἷΝ pὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ たうちkiすなΝ ὁὀΝ thἷΝ ἴattlἷἸiἷlἶΝ pἷὄforming the necessary 
functions, although note that there is still insufficient information to tell us whether the たうちkiすな 
performed the sacrifices personally or whether they had assistants. Neverthelss is passage 






apprenticeship to thἷΝ pὄimaὄyΝ たうちkすな,Ν aὀἶΝ ὅὁΝ aἹaiὀΝ itΝ wὁulἶΝ ἴἷΝ hiἹhlyΝ likἷlyΝ thatΝ thἷΝ
aἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝὅamἷΝmaὀtiἵΝἸamilyΝaὅΝthἷΝpὄimaὄyΝたうちkすな,ΝaὅΝthἷΝpὄimaὄyΝ
たうちkすなΝwὁulἶΝὀὁtΝjuὅtΝὅhaὄἷΝhiὅΝmaὀtiἵΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝwithΝaὀyΝὅἷἷὄΝὁὄΝὁthἷὄΝiὀἶiviἶualέΝΝ 
 Xἷὀὁphὁὀ’ὅΝ level of detail where recording divination is concerned has proven 
iὀvaluaἴlἷέΝἦhἷΝἸaἵtΝthatΝhἷΝiὀἸὁὄmὅΝuὅΝthatΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅiἴlἷΝἸὁὄΝpἷὄἸὁὄmiὀἹΝaΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ
was called Arexion the Arcadian and he then continues to explain that Silanus the Ambraciot 
                                                     
534 Thuc. VI:69.1-2, tr. Warner. 
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had stolen away and abandoned the Greek force by this point is an important insight into the
ancient Greek seer on campaign.535  
 The fact that Silanus abandoned the force is curious, yet this in itself is followed by 
the additional news that he was easily replaced by Arexion the Arcadian. This provides the 
reader with an understanding that a Greek army needed to travel with multiple seers, to ensure 
that there was one to hand in the absence of another. The likelihood was that Silanus was the 
main seer of choice to perform rituals right up until his abandonment of the Greek fo ce, as is 
demonstrated by his presence in other areas of the Anabasis,536 then after his departure Arexion 
was brought to the forefront to take over in his stead.  
 Whether the two seers would have worked closely together up until that point is 
uὀἵlἷaὄ,ΝἴutΝthiὅΝἸuὄthἷὄΝhiἹhliἹhtὅΝthἷΝimpὁὄtaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὀΝἵampaiἹὀ,ΝaὅΝaΝἵὁmmaὀἶἷὄΝ
would not wish to find himself without one. This is even more crucial in the circumstances of 
the Anabasis, as the Greek force was so far away from home in Asia Minor; it s doubtful that 
a Greek seer was an easy commodity to come by in such a location. 
 ἦhἷΝ ἸaἵtΝ thatΝ wἷΝ aὄἷΝ alὅὁΝ tὁlἶΝ iὀΝ ἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝ Life of Themistokles that the seer 
EuphὄaὀtiἶἷὅΝwaὅΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝatΝk責 頗iと責 sacrifice before the battle of Salamis demonstrates the 
importance of seers, as Plutarch felt it necessary to record the name of the seer assigned to 
Themistokles during that battle.  
 We know that seers were often sent on campaign with commanders; whether they 
were selected by the city state after they had made a decision to gather a force or whether the 
ὅἷἷὄΝwaὅΝthἷΝpἷὄὅὁὀalΝたうちkすなΝὁἸΝthatΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝἹἷὀἷὄalΝiὅΝὀὁtΝalwayὅΝἵlἷaὄέΝἢaiὄiὀἹὅΝὁἸΝἹἷὀἷὄalὅΝ
with trusted seers were not uncommon, Nicias and StilἴiἶἷὅΝwὁὄkἷἶΝtὁἹἷthἷὄΝuὀtilΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝ
death shortly before the Sicilian Expedition and Plutarch especially endeavours to provide us 
withΝthἷΝὀamἷὅΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝwὁὄkiὀἹΝἵlὁὅἷlyΝwithΝthἷὅἷΝhiὅtὁὄiἵΝἵhaὄaἵtἷὄὅέ537  
                                                     
535 Xen. Anab. IV:3.8-9. See Kett (1966) 24-25 for Arexion and 69-70 for Silanus. For further discussion 
ὁἸΝἥilaὀuὅ’Νἵhaὄaἵtἷὄ,ΝὅἷἷΝἤaphalὅΝ(βί1γ)Νβηγ-254. 
536 Xen. Anab. I:7.18; V:6.18. 
537 For more discussions of partnerships between generals and seers, se  chapter III 82-89. See also, 
Flower (2008b) 176-183. 
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 What is important here is that from these accounts preserving the names of 
independent diviners ἵὁὀἶuἵtiὀἹΝthἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝwἷΝὀὁwΝkὀὁwΝthatΝthiὅΝwaὅΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝ
on campaign. Therefore, it is clear that just because an author does not feel the n d to mention 
all who were present at a sacrifice, that ἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝmἷaὀΝthatΝwἷΝὅhὁulἶΝaὅὅumἷΝthatΝaΝたうちkすなΝ
was not present at most if not all of the sacrifices that we are informed of in historical accounts 
of military campaigns. If an author informs us that a general performed a sacrifice, the 
likelihood is that a seer was also present performing that sacrifice on behalf of t e general and 
interpreting the message from the gods in the entrails, to ensure that an accur te interpretation 
was received. 
 
x). Demand characteristics: 
 What is evident from thἷΝὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝiὅΝthatΝたうちkiすなΝaἵὃuiὄἷἶΝthἷiὄΝkえぬちさΝiὀἶἷpἷὀἶἷὀtly of 




part of an expedition to found a colony.538  
 ἧὀἶὁuἴtἷἶlyΝ thἷΝaὄtΝὁἸΝたgちkすせおΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝuὀiἸὁὄmέΝ ItΝ iὅΝhiἹhlyΝuὀlikἷlyΝ thatΝたうちkiすなΝ
ὅhaὄἷἶΝ thἷΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝ thἷiὄΝ kえぬちさΝwithΝὁthἷὄΝたうちkiすなΝ ἸὄὁmΝ ὄivalΝmaὀtiἵΝ ἸamiliἷὅΝ aὀἶΝ ὅὁΝ
inevitably different interpretations of various omens and occurrences in the entrails would 
have developed over time due to individual elucidation. This would surely have had some sort 
ὁἸΝὄipplἷΝἷἸἸἷἵtΝiὀΝtἷὄmὅΝὁἸΝὁὀἷΝたうちkすなΝpaὅὅiὀἹΝἶὁwὀΝtὁΝaὀὁthἷὄΝたうちkすなΝὅliἹhtΝvaὄiatiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝwhatΝ
they had originally learnt, and it would be very unlikely that these changes to an interpretation 
would be remotely cohesive. 
 That said there is little evidence in the sources to suggest that there was such a drastic 
shift in information sharing within mantic families that caused polar opposite interpretations 
                                                     
538 For more on colonisation, see chapter III.  
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to arise. Xenophon was able tὁΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝalὁὀἹὅiἶἷΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝiὀΝὅἷὄviἵἷΝtὁΝhimΝaὀἶΝ
his army and he does not describe an instance in which a disagreement of interpretation 
ὁἵἵuὄὄἷἶΝamὁὀἹὅtΝthἷΝthὁὅἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝὁὄΝwithΝhimΝpἷὄὅὁὀallyΝiὀΝἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝtὁΝthἷΝたうちkiすな,ΝalthὁuἹhΝ
arguablyΝthiὅΝwὁulἶΝὀὁtΝὁἵἵuὄΝaὀywayΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝwὁὄkiὀἹΝtὁἹἷthἷὄΝwὁulἶΝmὁὅtΝlikἷlyΝ
have come from the same mantic family.  
 In addition, if Xenophon or others learned their knowledge from working with the 
same family of seers, then it is also likely that they observed the same possible interpretations 
and so there was never an occasion when a disagreement would have arisen from the results 
of a sacrifice or an interpretation of omens.  
 For the most part, it seems that there was a consistent agreement in the interprtation 
of sacrifices, in the fact that if a basic understanding of sacrificial interpretations was common 
knowledge, then this at least would be universal. That said it would be naive to conclude that 
aΝἶiὅaἹὄἷἷmἷὀtΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝたうちkiすなΝhaὅΝὀἷvἷὄΝὁἵἵuὄὄἷἶΝwhἷὄἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝwaὅΝἵὁὀἵἷὄὀἷἶ: the 
issue that we have is that at present there are no instances preserved in the sources to testify 
to this. 
 It is important to consider what sort of impact an occurrence like this would have had 
on campaign. It is likely that a variance in interpretation would have meant thatΝὁὀἷΝたうちkすなΝ
had misinterpreted the message. It was not possible for there to be two opposite meanings 
apparent in omens or entrails and so whoever had misinterpreted the message was at fault as 
an individual.  
 As previously observed, it would have been the individual who was fallible in his 
interpretation of the message, the validity of the message itself was never qu stioned. Hence 
whiἵhἷvἷὄΝὁutἵὁmἷΝἷvἷὀtuallyΝaὄὁὅἷΝwὁulἶΝpὄὁvἷΝὁὀἷΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝiὀἵὁὄὄἷἵtέΝἦhuὅΝthἷΝ
issue of conflicting messages would be resolved, and the likelihood would then be that the 




 Whatever the method used to obtain the information, we know that divination was 
pivotal to the Greek city states during the classical period and the need for a talented seer is 
evident in many accounts of historical events from the ancient Greek world. 
 
xi). Receiving and interpreting the message: 
 There is a noticeable difference in methods of divination when comparing both 
mythiἵalΝ aὀἶΝ hiὅtὁὄiἵalΝ たうちkiすなέΝ IὀΝmythΝ thἷὄἷΝ ὅἷἷmὅΝ tὁΝ havἷΝἴἷἷὀΝmὁὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ aὀΝ ἷlἷmἷὀtΝὁἸΝ
communication between either the deities directly or their messengers, i.e. animals, and 
たうちkiすなέΝSome seers from myth understood divine messages from listening to bird song, like 
Melampus and Teiresias.539  
 χὀὁthἷὄΝ aὄἷaΝ ὁἸΝ たgちkすせおΝ thatΝ ὀἷἷἶὅΝ tὁΝ ἴἷΝ ἷxplὁὄἷἶΝ ἸuὄthἷὄΝ iὅΝ thἷΝ ὁἵἵuὄὄἷὀἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ
divination by divine inspiration (or natural divination as Cicero refers to it), and under this 
category he allocates dreams and frenzy. These two categories of divination have been 
grouped together because they are both types of inspired divination. Granted, in most instances 
these types of divination both required interpretation of some kind, but the message itself was 
sent to the enquirer or vessel by the gods directly rather than via other media first, such as a 
weather occurrence or the behaviour of a particular bird. Mantic frenzy is a very interesting 
method of divination as it does not seem to have visited many individuals in the same way 
that anyone can have a dream.  
 We know from the sources that individuals capable of mantic frenzy were most 
frequently already in the service of the gods in one way or another, whether that was in a 
priestly capacity at a temple or an oracular centre or as an independent diviner, although 
instances of historical independent diviners experiencing mantic frenzy are few and far 
between.  
 When approaching the topic of divine inspiration and mantic frenzy often the first 
example to spring to mind is that of the Pythia at Delphi. Her role as the vessel of Apollo has 
                                                     
539 For further information on Melampus see also Johnston (2008) 109-125. For Teiresias, see Ugolini 
(1991) 9-36. For further reading on Teiresias, see Brisson (1988). 
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resulted in many depictions of a crazed woman rocking upon a tripod and uttering gibberish, 
which was then translated by the other religious officials present and reworded into a coherent 
oracular response in hexameter verse for the enquirer. Debates over how accurate a portrayal 
this really is have remained a common feature of modern scholarship.540  
 Divine inspiration does not necessarily imply that the individual was inhabited y the 
god: the understanding seems to have been more that the god physically endeavoured to 
ἵὁὀὀἷἵtΝwithΝthἷΝἷὀὃuiὄἷὄΝἶiὄἷἵtlyΝἴyΝἵὁmmuὀiἵatiὀἹΝwithiὀΝthatΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝiὀἶiviἶual’ὅΝmiὀἶνΝ
whether that was in the form of sending a dream while they slept or by providing them with a 
waking vision of some kind. 
 ItΝ iὅΝ iὀἶiἵatἷἶΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝ thatΝ ὅὁmἷΝ たうちkiすなΝ ὁἸΝ mythΝ wἷὄἷΝ aἴlἷΝ tὁΝ ὅἷἷΝ ὁὄΝ hἷaὄΝ
something divine that those present could not, and that this divine message was then repeated 
ὁὄΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝaὅΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝtὁΝthἷΝiὀtἷὀἶἷἶΝὄἷἵipiἷὀtΝtὁΝἵὁὀvἷyΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’Νwill,Νbut it must be 
emphasised that in most instances this was not considered to be mantic frenzy and so not 
necessarily inspired divination. Instead, it was understood that these specialists were closer to 
the gods and so were able to observe and understand messages that were not always apparent 
to the everyday Greek.541 
 IὀΝἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝ tὁΝthiὅ,ΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝthἷΝἸiἸthΝἵἷὀtuὄyΝὄἷliἷἶΝupὁὀΝὁmἷὀὅ,ΝpὁὄtἷὀtὅΝaὀἶΝ
entrails to convey the will of the gods. There was no element of direct communication present; 
iὀὅtἷaἶΝitΝwaὅΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝtὁΝἷithἷὄΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷΝὁὄΝἸiὀἶΝthἷΝmἷὅὅaἹἷΝwherever it was veiled 
in the entrails or in the surrounding environment and to interpret the message into a 
recommendation for the enquirer.  
 In terms of divination by signs, we know that the ability to recognise omens when 
they occurred was clearly crucialΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝaὀἶΝὁἸΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝthἷΝaἴilityΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝthἷὅἷΝὁmἷὀὅΝ
was essential. As discussed in chapter II we know that the mantic art was considered in some 
                                                     
540 See Fontenrose (1978) 196-227, Parke & Wormell (1956) I and Price (1985) 128-154. 
541 Consider Teiresias observing the flight and behaviour of birds and presenting his observations to 
Creon in Soph. Ant. 999-1000. See also above 119. 
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ways to be innate, that a member of a famous mantic family possessed some sort of natural 
ability which predisposed them towards this sort of divine work.542  
 We know that within mantic families the trade secrets as such were passed on from 
teacher to student and so remained both exclusive and mysterious in many ways to the average 
individual. That saiἶΝ wἷΝ alὅὁΝ kὀὁwΝ thatΝ ὅὁmἷΝ mὁὄἷΝ ‘ὅtaὀἶaὄἶ’Ν ἶiviὀἷΝ ὁἵἵuὄὄἷὀἵἷὅΝ wἷὄἷΝ
frequent enough for their interpretation to be known by others who were not officially 
pὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝたうちkiすな,ΝἸὁὄΝἷxamplἷ,ΝKimὁὀΝaὀἶΝthἷΝmiὅὅiὀἹΝlὁἴἷέ543  
 This is evident in the treatment of divination in the ancient sources and the accounts 
that we have of instances where good or bad omens were readily recognised en masse by tho e 
present and interpreted and acknowledged, and these instances may have occurred when a 
たうちkすなΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝalwayὅΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝpὄἷὅἷὀtέ 
 One rather sceptical implication in the sources is the passage in the Anabasis where 
Xenophon states that there was a need for a general to possess a basic knowledge at least of
the mantic art so that if occasion demanded it he could either perform his own sacrifice or bear 
witὀἷὅὅΝtὁΝthὁὅἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝἴyΝaΝたうちkすなΝwithΝaΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷaἴlἷΝἷyἷέ544 As Dover notes: 
 
‘ἦhἷΝἹἷὀeral must go to his experts, the seers, and when he has listened to their interpretation he must 
decide whether to trust them and act on their advice, risking disaster if th y turn out to be mistaken, or 
to defy and overrule them, trusting in his own judgement and risking punishment from gods and men if 
thἷΝὅἷἷὄὅΝpὄὁvἷΝtὁΝhavἷΝuὀἶἷὄὅtὁὁἶΝthἷΝἶiviὀἷΝiὀtἷὀtiὁὀΝἵὁὄὄἷἵtlyέ’ 545 
 
Perhaps if the enquirer was hoping to embark upon a more hazardous form of action than that
appὄὁvἷἶΝὁἸΝἴyΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ,ΝaὀἶΝiὀΝtuὄὀΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝthἷὀΝthἷὄἷΝwὁulἶΝpἷὄhapὅΝἴἷΝaὀΝὁppὁὄtuὀityΝἸὁὄΝ
thἷΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝthἷΝὁmἷὀὅΝaὅΝuὀἸavὁuὄaἴlἷΝtὁwaὄἶὅΝaΝpaὄtiἵulaὄ course of action, and if 
                                                     
542 See chapter II 44-8. 
543 Plut. Kim. 18. See above 132-133 for previous discussion of this pas age. 
544 Xen. Anab. V:6.29. See Raphals (2013) 252-255 for further discussion of Xenophon and consulting 
seers. 
545 Dover (1972) 64. See introduction 14-6 for a discussion on independent diviners aiding the decision 





clearly this was the divine will of the gods.546  
 However, iἸΝ thἷΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝたgちkすせおΝwaὅΝἴἷἵὁmiὀἹΝmὁὄἷΝaἵἵἷὅὅiἴlἷΝἴyΝ thἷΝ ἸiἸthΝ
century B.C. then this would have been a lot harder to achieve, especially (as highlighted 




underlying meaning of this passage is more that Xenophon felt that it was important f  a 
general to have a working knowledge of sacrificial interpretations so that he mig t be able to 
pἷὄἸὁὄmΝthἷΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄyΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝiὀΝthἷΝaἴὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなέΝ 
 ἦhuὅΝἷὀὅuὄiὀἹΝthatΝiἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὄΝthἷΝὅtaὀἶaὄἶΝaἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝkillἷἶΝὁὀΝ
campaign the army would then still be able to continue on their expedition, as the general 
ἵὁulἶΝἵὁὀtiὀuἷΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝthἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝuὀtilΝaὀὁthἷὄΝたうちkすなΝἵὁulἶΝἴἷΝὅὁuὄἵἷἶΝtὁΝὄἷplaἵἷΝthἷΝ
no longer present predecessors. 
 If there was some sort of impious activity occurring in terms of divinatio  and the 
ἵὁὄὄuptἷἶΝたうちkすなΝἵὁὀtiὀuἷἶΝtὁΝmiὅiὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝthἷΝἶiviὀἷΝὅiἹὀὅ,ΝthἷὀΝthἷΝimpὄἷὅὅiὁὀΝἹivἷὀΝiὀΝthἷΝ
ancient sources is that their corruption would be revealed and that they would eventually be 
held responsible and punished for their actions.  
 A key example of this which would undoubtedly have caused a scandal at the time 
was the discovery that the Spartan king Kleomenes had bribed the Pythia at Delphi to state 
that Demaratus was not of the true Heraklid bloodline. This resulted in Demaratus being forced 
into exile from Sparta and losing his position as king. The corruption at Delphi was eventually 
discovered and the Pythia in turn lost her position as result of this.548 What is interesting from 
this account is that this discovery merely disgraced the Pythia concerned for being susceptible 
                                                     
546 Consider how Silanus was not entirely trustworthy. See Raphals (2013) 53-254. 
547 Bowden (2005) 5 notes that anyone was capable of learning the principles of reading livers. 
548 Hdt. VI:66.1-3. See also Hollmann (2005) 283. 
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to corruption.  It does not seem that the scandal affected the popularity and use of the Delphic 
oracle remotely. This demonstrates that in this particular instance it was the fraudulent 
individual who was deemed to be at fault and not the system of divination itself.  
 Faith in divination was not shaken at all, because whenever an instance of corruption 
was discovered, it seems more that the understanding was that the fact that these individuals 
were discovered as dishonest proves that the gods were unwilling to accept corrution in their 
religious practicἷὅ,ΝaὀἶΝὅὁΝthἷΝὅhamἷΝὁἸΝἶiὅἵὁvἷὄyΝaὀἶΝthἷΝlὁὅὅΝὁἸΝὁὀἷ’ὅΝpὄὁmiὀἷὀtΝὄἷliἹiὁuὅΝ
status was often punishment enough for the offence of corruption.549  
 If an individual was found to be dishonest, this did not cause the accusers to question 
whether the process of divination was constantly fabricated in the same way: they just 
understood that the corrupt individual had neglected to use their natural skills and had instead 
fabricated a response or interpretation for their own personal gain.  
 ἑὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝ thἷΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてなΝ ἡὀὁmaἵὄitὁὅ,Ν whὁΝ wἷΝ aὄἷΝ iὀἸὁὄmἷἶΝ iὀΝ ώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝ waὅΝ
caught forging an oracle to suggest that the island of Lesbos would be swallowed by the sea. 
As he was publicly disgraced for this, no doubt his rival Lasos of Hermione was responsible 
for besmirching his name after catching him in the act of falsifying the oracle; Onomacritos 
was then exiled from Athens.550  
 What is noteworthy from this account in Herodotus is that Onomacritos fled to Persia 
after he was driven from Athens by the Peisistratids, but once they too had been ejected from 
Athens, they went to Persia and after reconciling began working with Onomactritos to turn 
the thoughts of Darius I towards invading Athens.551  
 It seems that the Peisistratids ejected Onomacritos when it suited them or perhaps 
when public opinion forced them to do so, but once they found themselves in a weakened 
position, they abandoned their religious scruples and worked withΝthἷΝぬとさjたてそふけてなΝὅὁΝthatΝ
they might return to Athens. 
                                                     
549 See Eidinow (2014) 84-85 for examples of greed from たうちkiすな. 
550 See Hdt. VII:6. 
551 Hdt. VII:6.4-5. See also Sancisi-Weerdenburg (2000) 72-73. 
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  This account is quite striking in the fact that it informs us that Hippias at least was not 
the most scrupulous of individuals, or else he would not have worked again with someone like 
Onomacritos, who according to Herodotus had been proven to be a corrupt religious 
specialist.552  
 ἦhἷΝὁthἷὄΝaὄἷaΝὁἸΝἶiἸἸiἵultyΝἸὁὄΝaΝたうちkすな,ΝwhiἵhΝiὅΝpἷὄhapὅΝὁvἷὄlὁὁkἷἶ,ΝiὅΝwhatΝaΝたうちkすなΝ
should do if presented with continually bad responses. Undoubtedly there would be a larg
amὁuὀtΝὁἸΝpὄἷὅὅuὄἷΝupὁὀΝaΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝaΝmἷὅὅaἹἷΝἸavὁuὄaἴlyΝtὁΝἷὀaἴlἷΝthἷΝaὄmyΝἷithἷὄ 
to move on or to engage in battle. If this did not occur then surely this would put not only the 
Ἱἷὀἷὄal,ΝἴutΝalὅὁΝthἷΝたうちkすな,ΝiὀΝaΝvἷὄyΝἶiἸἸiἵultΝpὁὅitiὁn.  
 WὁulἶΝaΝたうちkすなΝἴἷΝtἷmptἷἶΝiἸΝὀὁtΝὁἴὅἷὄvἷἶΝἴyΝὁὀἷΝwithΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝたgちkすせおΝtὁΝἹivἷΝ
an incorrect interpretation, if they believed that this would save the life of a starving army, for 
example? It must have been very difficult to continue to provide an answer which as not 
desired, especially to a large number of worried individuals.  
 That said we know from other instances (such as that of the inauspicious border 
sacrifices that prevented a Spartan force from crossing into Argive territory during the 
Peloponnesian war)553 that generals and kings were willing to end campaigns and disband 
armies as a result of an unpropitious sacrifice, if the impious alternative could portend disaster 
for the force.  
 The will of the gods was paramount when it came to a military expedition and it was 
considered to be suicide for a general to continue with his campaign if the sacrifices spelt 
disaster. Yet for certain scenarios this may have not been feasible, as for Xenophon in the 
Anabasis where they were running out of provisions but the sacrifices would not permit th m 
to pack up camp and move on.554  
 ἕiviὀἹΝupΝaltὁἹἷthἷὄΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝaὀΝὁptiὁὀΝhἷὄἷ,ΝaὅΝitΝwaὅΝthἷΝἹἷὀἷὄalὅ’ΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅiἴilityΝtὁΝ
ensure that the mercenary army made it back to Greece, and so the Greek army was forced to 
                                                     
552 See chapter III 136 for the attitude of the Peisistratids towards divination. See also Sh piro (1990) 
335-345. 
553 Thuc. V:116. 
554 Xen. Anab. VI:4.9-5.7. 
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remain and continue sacrificing until the sacrifices were propitious. Perhaps it is experience 
of situations where falsification or misinterpretation of the entrails occurred that warranted 
Xenophon to emphasise the importance of a general understanding mὁὄἷΝaἴὁutΝたgちkすせおέΝ 
 Irrespective of the difficulty that it may present, we may take it tha he majority of 
pious generals would rather have heard a correct interpretation than one that pr sen ed dangers 
of its own for ignoring divine will.  
  In 349. B.C. Phokion was sent out to Euboia with a small force from Athens to subdue 
thἷΝtyὄaὀtὅΝiὀΝὅuppὁὄtΝὁἸΝἢhilipέΝWἷΝaὄἷΝtὁlἶΝiὀΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝthatΝhἷΝἶἷlayἷἶΝἷὀἹaἹiὀἹΝthἷΝ
ἷὀἷmyΝwhilἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmiὀἹΝk責 jlうけすg,ΝἴutΝitΝiὅΝuὀἵlἷaὄΝaὅΝtὁΝwhἷthἷὄΝthiὅΝwaὅΝἴἷἵauὅἷΝthe omens 
were inauspicious or because he wished to draw the enemy nearer. This is an interesting 
paὅὅaἹἷΝaὅΝἢlutaὄἵhΝὄἷἸἷὄὅΝtὁΝthἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝk責 jlうけすgΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝἴattlἷ,ΝἴutΝἶὁἷὅΝὀὁtΝmἷὀtiὁὀΝ
thἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなέ 555   
 In my opinion this does not mean thatΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝthἷΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷ,Ν
aὅΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝthἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὀΝmilitaὄyΝἵampaiἹὀΝwaὅΝἷὅὅἷὀtialέΝ ItΝὅἷἷmὅΝἸaὄΝ
mὁὄἷΝlikἷlyΝthatΝἢlutaὄἵhΝἶiἶΝὀὁtΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝkὀὁwΝthἷΝὀamἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝaἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝたうちkすなΝὁὀΝ
this campaign, and ὅὁΝiὀὅtἷaἶΝhἷΝἶἷἵiἶἷἶΝὀὁtΝtὁΝiὀἵluἶἷΝmἷὀtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkすなέΝ Either that 
ὁὄΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄilyΝaΝὄἷὀὁwὀἷἶΝmaὀ,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝἵaὅἷΝἢlutaὄἵhΝwὁulἶΝpἷὄhapὅΝhavἷΝ
found him unworthy of mention, as we know how Plutarch enjoyed to record the feats of great 
mἷὀέΝIἸΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝἶἷἵiἶἷἶlyΝuὀkὀὁwὀΝthἷὀΝpἷὄhapὅΝhiὅΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝhἷὄἷΝwaὅΝὀὁtΝἶἷἷmἷἶΝὁἸΝ
particular interest or relevance to the historical account of events. 
 There are two main details in this account that I feel should be highlighted, firstly the 
fact thatΝἢhὁkiὁὀΝtὁὁkΝἹὄἷatΝἷἸἸὁὄtΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝk責 jlうけすg,ΝἷvἷὀΝthὁuἹhΝthἷΝἷὀἷmyΝwἷὄἷΝpἷὄhapὅΝ
ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝtὁΝἴἷΝtὁὁΝἵlὁὅἷΝἸὁὄΝἵὁmἸὁὄtέΝἠὁtΝὁὀlyΝἶiἶΝhἷΝἷὀὅuὄἷΝthatΝhἷΝpἷὄἸὁὄmἷἶΝk責 jlうけすg,Ν
he also took time and great care with the sacrificial process.  
 
 
                                                     
555 Plut. Phok. 13. See also Jameson (2014) 109. 
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 Now, as Plutarch has stated, this could have been for one of two purposes: either he 
wished to draw the enemy even closer, or he could not obtain the affirmative sacrifice that he 
needed in order to engage the enemy. Irrespective of the objective, it is interestinἹΝthatΝk責 
jlうけすgΝwἷὄἷΝthἷΝaἵtivityΝthatΝtὁὁkΝpὄἷἵἷἶἷὀἵἷΝiὀΝthiὅΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝὅituatiὁὀέΝItΝiὅΝvἷὄyΝἵlἷaὄΝiὀΝthἷΝ
ὅὁuὄἵἷὅΝthatΝaΝὄitualΝpὄaἵtiἵἷΝὅuἵhΝaὅΝthἷΝὀἷἷἶΝtὁΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝk責 jlうけすgΝἴἷἸὁὄἷΝimmiὀἷὀtΝἴattlἷΝ
was of the utmost importance on the ancient Greek battlefield and so an advancing army would 
understand this to be the typical behaviour of an enemy Greek force. 
 χὀὁthἷὄΝiὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹΝἸἷatuὄἷΝὁἸΝthiὅΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝiὅΝthἷΝἸaἵtΝthatΝἢhὁkiὁὀ’ὅΝaἵἵὁmpaὀyiὀἹΝ
general Plutarchos ἶἷἵiἶἷἶΝ tὁΝ iἹὀὁὄἷΝ ἢhὁkiὁὀ’ὅΝ ἷὀἶἷavὁuὄὅΝ withΝ k責 jlうけすgΝ aὀἶΝ jumpἷἶΝ
forward to attack the enemy without the official divine assent (not to mention the agreement 
ὁἸΝἢhὁkiὁὀ,ΝaἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἢlutaὄἵh)ΝaὀἶΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝἸὄὁmΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝthatΝhἷΝwaὅΝlatἷὄΝ
punished for this. Plutarch informs us that his main motivation for action this was that he d 
miὅiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝἢhὁkiὁὀ’ὅΝἶἷlayΝἸὁὄΝἵὁwaὄἶiἵἷ,ΝἴutΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝὅuὄpὄiὅiὀἹΝthatΝhἷΝwὁulἶΝὀὁtΝhave 
understood the need to wait for divine approval before engaging in battle, unless he had 
ἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝk責 jlうけすgΝtὁΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀ already completed by this juncture.  
 This chapter has provided us with a clear understanding of what methods of divination 
were available to independent diviners from myth through to the end of the classical period. 
The next chapter will explore the treatment and depiction of seers in the ancient sources, so 
that we might better understand the social standing and reception of independent diviners at 





Reception of The Role 
 
 One of the biggest challenges with scrutinising independent diviners within a city state 
is how difficult it is to put together a clear idea of how they were perceived and treated. It is 
problematic to achieve this successfully, as we are solely reliant upon the surviving e idence 
and there are clear difficulties with interpreting written sources and trying to i fer from them 
what precisely public opinion would have been at this time from these accounts.556  
 That said, any mention of independent diviners in the sources must be treasured, no 
matter how minor, as each mention contributes towards building a valuable perspective on 
how these individuals were perceived and treated, and this in turn can help us to better 
uὀἶἷὄὅtaὀἶΝthἷmΝaὅΝpὄὁἸἷὅὅiὁὀalΝpὄaἵtitiὁὀἷὄὅΝὁἸΝthἷiὄΝkえぬちさέΝχtΝlἷaὅtΝiὀΝthiὅΝὄἷὅpἷἵt,ΝwἷΝὅhὁulἶΝ
be thankful for the written evidence which has been preserved and for the fact that (for the 
most part) it is so readily available for consultation and scrutiny.  
 Before progressing further down this particular avenue of enquiry it is worth 
attempting to clarify ancient Greek attitudes towards divination during this period specially, 
as it is clear that popular opinion would have impacted upon independent diviners as 
specialists in this area. It is important to try to understand the outlook of the ancient Greeks 
on this subject as well, before attempting to delve any further into their understanding of how 
divination was practised and their thoughts on the individual specialists behind the たgちkすせお. 
 
i). Recording divination – Greek attitudes: 
 The simplest, and yet most important observation, which cannot be emphasised 
enough when it comes to exploring accounts of divination in the ancient sources, is the fact  
 
                                                     
556 For more on the difficulty of using ancient writers, see 7-9 of the introduction. The introduction to 




that the vast majority of contemporary authors of ancient Greece (more notably for the 
purposes of this study those of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.) felt the need at some point 
in their works to record oracles or portents, which foretold the outcomes of key historical 
events.  
 This is perhaps an observation which is purely stating the obvious, but in my opinion 
this is still worth highlighting as it emphasises the importance of divination in Greek society. 
Even Thucydides, who some consider took little interest in divination, still felt it necessary in 
certain instances to record details of sacrifices performed, such as the interpretations of the 
たうちkiすな who accompanied Nicias during the Sicilian Expedition, although this will be treated 
in greater detail later in this chapter.557  
 Herodotus is a particularly useful author when it comes to the subject of divination, 
as he cites instances in which aspects of divination or oracles themselves are manipulated by 
corrupt individuals.558 That said his work is a clear example of a Greek author who favoured 
divination, because even with his knowledge of forgeries and corruption he still believed in 
the fundamental systems of divination and prophecy as they stood at the time.559
 Another interesting point worth noting is that there are instances in some sources 
(Xenophon in particular) where there was a tendency to state that a sacrifice was offered, 
without specifying whether an independent diviner was present or not. This is an in ight in 
itself as to how seers were perceived at the time.560 Clearly many authors found it unnecessary 
to point out the presence of a religious specialist, as it seems to have been accepted standard 
practice that such an individual was most certainly required.  
 When searching for examples of the effect of ancient Greek religious belief upon the 
people we do not need to look far. The effect of divine occurrences upon those who witnessed 
them is evident in many accounts of fifth and fourth century B.C. events. One clear exampl  
                                                     
557 Plut. Nic. 12; Thuc. VI:12.2-19.1. See Herman (1989) 83-93. 
558 Hdt. VI:66 and VII:6 for instances of corrupt individuals involved in d vination. See also 184-186. 
559 Hdt. VIII:77 where Herodotus defends the oracles of Bakis. 
560 Hdt. VII:134.2, IX: 19.2; Thuc. V:54.2, 55.3, 116.1; Xen. Anab. III:5.18, IV:3.9, IV:6.23, IV:6.27, 
IV:8.25-6, V:1.1, V:3.9, V:3.13 to cite but a few instances. 
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is from Xenophon where we have the clear omen of a sneeze recorded.561 The sneeze was 
understood to be a clear sign from the gods and had to be treated as such. The fact that all 
reacted in such a way proves how important divination was to the ancient Greeks: looking for 
signs was a part of everyday life as it was essential for messages from the gods to be witnessed 
and interpreted. 
  This is also an interesting example of a clear omen which did not require the 
interpretation of an independent diviner. It seems that their presence was required for th  more 
complex instances which were more open to interpretation and difficult to discern. 
 There is also an instance in the Iliad when Odysseus witnessed a heron sent by Athene 
which crossed his path on the right and although it was dark this was indicated to him by its 
cry to show that the goddess was in favour of his undertaking.562 This was instantly recognised 
as a good omen by Odysseus without the need of an independent diviner. As discussed in 
chapter IV a bird flying by on your right hand side was understood to be a fortunate omen: 
this seems to have been common knowledge as demonstrated by its mention in several texts.563 
 What is fortunate about the sources which we have describing fifth and fourth century 
B.C. events is that even the structure of their works can be very informative, as they can 
provide us with an insight into how important they, as authors, deemed divination and its role 
in Greek society, alongside the clear opportunity to examine the opinions presented in the 
texts of independent diviners and their たgちkすせお. This is even more important for the 
contemporary sources, as they can give us a far more accurate idea as to what Greek attitudes 
might have been at the time. The amount of attention paid to divination in their works can be 
revealing in itself. 
 Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Euripides, Xenophon and Plato are especially informative 
sources. Aristophanes is a particularly informative source for the classical period, as we know 
                                                     
561 Xen. Anab. III:2.9, For the Roman understanding of sneezing as an ome , see Catullus. No. 45. 8-9, 
17-19. See also chapter IV 123-127. 
562 Hom. Il. X:254. 
563 Pollard (1977) 121. 
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that his comedies were successful in Athens at the time and his jokes about independent 
diviners must have been well received, as he mocks them in more than one play.564  
 ἥὁphὁἵlἷὅ’Ν tragedies are very informative in the fact that they send a very clear 
message to the audience that it is foolish for a king or general to ridicule a seer, a  in all 
instances this does not bode well for them. Oedipus is a prime example of this and Creo  is 
punished for not heeding the advice of the seer Teiresias when he should have done.565 
 It is evident that all mortals should be aware that it is crucial to heed the gods and the 
mἷὅὅaἹἷὅΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝἴyΝὅἷἷὄὅΝaὄἷΝthἷΝὁὀlyΝwayΝtὁΝἹauἹἷΝἶiviὀἷΝwillέΝχἷὅἵhyluὅ’ΝPersians is a 
fascinating play as it is based on historical events rather than myth. It is set in the Persian court 
where all are anticipating news of Xerxes on his campaign in Greece.  
 The messenger arrives with devastating news of a Persian defeat by the unified 
ώἷllἷὀiἵΝἸὁὄἵἷΝaὀἶΝthἷΝplayΝἵlimaxἷὅΝiὀΝXἷὄxἷὅ’ΝaὄὄivalΝἴaἵkΝatΝἵὁuὄtΝiὀΝὄaἹὅ,ΝἵὁmplἷtἷlyΝὄuiὀἷἶΝ
ἴyΝhiὅΝaὄmy’ὅΝἶἷὅtὄuἵtiὁὀέΝIὀΝthiὅΝplayΝwἷΝhavἷΝaἵἵὁuὀtὅΝὁἸΝἶὄἷamὅΝaὀἶΝὁmἷὀὅΝἵlἷaὄlyΝὅἷὀἶiὀἹΝ
a message to the characters thatΝXἷὄxἷὅ’ΝἵampaiἹὀΝwὁulἶΝἴἷΝunsuccessful, but the participants 
on the Persian side are blind to these signs in their lust for conquest and victory.566  
 Often in the texts we find that signs possess a true meaning which is hidden from the 
enquirer until it is too late, and this is a common formula utilised by ancient Greeksources in 
their accounts of events. They especially feature frequently in Herodotus to demonstrate that 
there were souls who were inescapably doomed, as they were unable to observe and interpret 
the signs correctly in order to avoid their fate.567  
 That said, in these particular accounts of Herodotus it is very rarely the seer who 
chooses the incorrect action. The situation is usually one of three possibilities. Eith r, there is 
no seer present and so the enquirer is forced to either make his own interpretation or base his 
                                                     
564 For a discussion of Diopeithes and Lampon in the plays of Aristophanes, see Hose (1940) 92-3. 
565 Soph. OT.; Ant. 988-1110. See García Gual (1975) 107-132 and Ugolini (1991) 9-36 for an 
exploration of the character and representation of Teiresias. See also Roisman (2003) 1-20 for Teiresias 
in both Soph. OT. and Sen. Oed.   
566 ἔὁὄΝχtὁὅὅa’ὅΝἶὄἷamΝὅἷἷΝχἷὅἵhέΝPer. 176-1λη,ΝἸὁὄΝXἷὄxἷὅ’ΝaὄὄivalΝiὀΝὄaἹὅΝὅἷἷΝχἷὅἵhέΝPer. 909.  
567 Croesus in Herodotus is a classic example after he incorrectly interpreted an oracular esponse from 
Delphi. See Hdt. I:75-83. See also, Lattimore (1939) 24-35. 
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interpretation on the advice of other non-specialists,568 or the enquirer has a certain action or 
path suggested by a seer and chooses to ignore the advice given.569  
 The final scenario is where the seer and in some instances also the enquirer go 
willingly to their fate, but this is not exactly the same as it is not purely an instance in which 
something has been misinterpreted. The signs are correct and have predicted death or 
destruction in some shape or form, and this prognosis has been accepted by the seer and the 
enquirer.570 There are of course exceptions to this concept.  
 WἷΝ kὀὁwΝ ἸὄὁmΝ Xἷὀὁphὁὀ’ὅΝ Anabasis of the time when he was stranded with 
dwindling supplies because the sacrifices were not propitious towards striking camp. This 
created a terrible conflict of interest as if k責 頗iと責 continued to suggest that it was unwise to 
depart from camp then the Greek force was very likely to starve; then again, if the omens were 
ignored after being correctly interpreted as unfavourable this had consequences of its own.  
 WἷΝ kὀὁwΝ ἸὄὁmΝ Xἷὀὁphὁὀ’ὅΝ aἵἵὁuὀtΝ thatΝ whἷὀΝ aΝ paὄtyΝ ἶἷἵiἶἷἶΝ tὁΝ iἹὀὁὄἷΝ thἷΝ ἴaἶΝ
omens and depart from camp in search of food they were ambushed by the enemy and trapped 
away from camp. This of course generated a dilemma as Xenophon could not assist the group 
without disobeying those same omens and so he continued to sacrifice requesting permission 
to help the group and was fortunate enough to eventually receive propitious omens. He then 
rescued his colleagues and returned to camp.571  
 What is interesting from this passage is that there does not appear to be a limit to the 
number of sacrifices that one can perform in a day and so surely depending upon resources 
(i.e. does one have a bountiful supply of animals to offer?) one could be tempted to sacrifice 
perpetually until one receives the desired response. I am guessing that lack ofresources 
prevented this from occurring alongside the issue that not every situation produced an endless
window of opportunity to wait for the desired outcome.  
                                                     
568 Ibid. 
569 ἑὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝώἷἹἷὅiὅtὄatὁὅΝiἹὀὁὄiὀἹΝk責 頗iと責. See Hdt IX:41. 
570 Leonidas and Megistias are a prime example of this. See Hdt. VII:219-220. 
571 Xen. Anab. VI:4.9-5.7. For a discussion of the religious requirements for setting out for war, see 
Rawlings (2007) 187-190. 
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 As detailed previously k責 頗iと責 were often performed on the day of or not long before 
battle, whilst k責 jlうけすg were performed immediately before battle was due to commence. If 
the sacrifices were unfavourable at either of these junctures, it is very likely that on the vast 
majority of occasions there was hardly ample opportunity to query an unpropitious sacrifice 
and question the gods again.  
 
ii). The presentation and reception of independent diviners: 
 ‒うちkiすな appear to have been received within the Greek city state with respect and 
reverence. Evidence from inscriptions in instances where a たうちkすな has been killed in battle 
shows the name of the たうちkすな to be near the top of the casualty list along with the expedition 
commanders; additionally, there are several instances where statues of seers wer erect d. 
Lysander dedicated a statue of himself and his seer Agias to Delphi to mark his victory at 
Aigospotamoi, in addition there was also a statue of Agias erected in the marketplace at 
Sparta.572 
 The fact that たうちkiすな were sought out as an essential addition to a military campaign 
or group of colonists demonstrates their importance in those areas of Greek life especially. In 
the absence of an official method of consultation in the form of an oracula centre such as 
Delphi, a たうちkすな and his or her skills in divination was the next best alternative and a far more 
accessible resource. This is due to the fact that a たうちkすな was present on campaign or travelling 
in order to interpret portents as and when they occurred.  
 We know from the sources of certain たうちkiすな who were able to earn fortune and high 
status for their services because of their good reputation; often this was also relted to their 
link to one of the famous mantic families. Lampon is a prime example of a successful たうちkすな; 
he was invited to dine in the Prytaneion, he was sent as one of the leading members of a colony 
to Thurii and he was a close friend of Perikles.  
                                                     
572 Paus. X:9.7; III:11.5. For Agias, see Kett (1966) 20 and Roth (1982) 268-269. 
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 Some of his influence was of no doubt because of his role as a prominent politician in 
Athens, yet he was clearly well known for his skills in divination also.573 The fact that Lampon 
appeared in a play by Aristophanes as a character and the fact that he was ridiculed by 
Aristophanes demonstrates that he was a well-known public figure in Athens. The same is 
applicable to the seer Hierocles, as his prominence seems to almost guarantee the lik lihood 
of ridicule at the hands of Aristophanes.574  
 It seems clear that Aristophanes would have chosen leading members of state t mock
as it would be received better by the audience if they were laughing at a privileged aristocrat 
from a higher class, especially if they had some sort of preliminary knowledge of the ridiculed 
iὀἶiviἶualΝiὀΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀέΝἡἸΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝwhatΝiὅΝὀὁtἷwὁὄthyΝἸὄὁmΝχὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝἵὁmἷἶiἷὅΝiὅΝthat on 
occasion independent diviners are referred to as both ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな and it is 
ἴἷἵauὅἷΝὁἸΝthiὅΝthatΝχὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝwὁὄkΝiὅΝὁἸtἷὀΝὅἵὄutiὀiὅἷἶΝaὅΝpaὄtΝὁἸΝthἷΝἶἷἴatἷΝaὅΝtὁΝwhἷthἷὄΝ
the roles of ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな were synonymous.575 The plays of Aristophanes are very 
useful when attempting to get an idἷaΝὁἸΝthἷΝ‘pὁpulaὄΝmὁὁἶ’Ν iὀΝχthἷὀὅΝἶuὄiὀἹΝ thiὅΝpἷὄiὁἶέΝ
ἑὁmmἷὀtὅΝmaἶἷΝἴyΝχὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝἵhaὄaἵtἷὄὅΝaὄἷΝὁἸtἷὀΝὃuitἷΝὄἷvἷaliὀἹέΝ 
 For example, iὀΝχὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝBirds, the term Thuriomanteis first appears. This word 
has been interpreted to refer to those たうちkiすな who accompanied the mixed colony of Athenians 
and other Greek states to Thurii, one of whom was Lampon. During the Peloponnesian War 
the colony revolted from Athens and was no longer considered to be an Athenian colony.  
 It seems from what accounts we have in the sources that this was a topic of sadness 
in Athens: perhaps the fact that Aristophanes criticises these Thuriomanteis implies that in 
some respects they may well have been culpable in some way or another.  
 Euripides was another author who seems to have been rather suspicious of seer . At 
least this opinion seems to be rather prevalent in his works. It is unsurprising if Euripides was 
rather sceptical of seers and perhaps even divination. We know from other contemporaries 
                                                     
573 See Flower (2008b) 123-4. 
574 Aristoph. Birds. 332;532b; Peace 1084-5.  
575 For further information on the history of this debate and for a new perspective, see chapter I 21-27.  
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that he was an individual with rather strange views. Aristophanes goes so far as to include him 
as a character in his play The Frogs in which he demonstrates all sorts of unfamiliar religious 
beliefs, including not believing in the standard pantheon of the Olympian gods.  
 I am sure that this was an unusual portrayal ὁἸΝEuὄipiἶἷὅ’ΝἵhaὄaἵtἷὄΝὁὀΝ thἷΝpaὄtΝὁἸΝ
Aristophanes, but it still gives us an insight into how he was perceived as an individual and 
this can give us some assistance when considering how seriously certain phrases about seers 
in his works would have been received by his audiences. 
 Another contrary example to the reverence usually afforded to たうちkiすな is found in 
Plato.  It seems clear from this passage that he considered たうちkiすな to be manipulative and 
greedy. 
 
‘刃けへとkgすΝh跡 せg拙 たうちkiすなΝ 厨ヾ拙 ヾそてにjかのちΝしへとgなΝ 菅ふちkiなΝヾiかしてにjすちΝ斉なΝ帥jkすΝヾgと責 jlかjすΝhへちgたすなΝ 厨せΝしi蒼ちΝ
ヾてとすこてたえちさΝしにjかgすなΝ kiΝせg拙 厨ヾ荘hg宋な,Ν i澄kiΝ kすΝ 刃hかせさたうΝ kてにΝ けえけてちiちΝg盛kて漕 錐 ヾとてけふちのち,Ν 刃せi宋jしgすΝたiし疏 
酔hてち蒼ちΝkiΝせg拙 逗てとk蒼ち,Ν厨うちΝkえΝkすちgΝ厨ぬしと摂ちΝヾ さた蘇ちgすΝ厨しえそ素,Νたik責 jたすせと蒼ちΝhgヾgち蒼ちΝ成たてかのなΝhかせgすてちΝ刃hかせ荘 
くそうねiすΝ厨ヾgけのけg宋なΝkすjすちΝせg拙 せgkghえjたてすな,Νkて設なΝしiてへな,Ν席なΝlgjすち,ΝヾiかしてちkえなΝjlすjすちΝ精ヾさとiki宋ち’ 
‘aὀἶΝἴἷἹἹiὀἹΝpὄiἷὅtὅΝaὀἶΝὅὁὁthὅayἷὄὅΝἹὁΝtὁΝὄiἵhΝmἷὀ'ὅΝἶὁὁὄὅΝaὀἶΝmakἷΝthἷmΝἴἷliἷvἷΝthatΝthἷyΝἴyΝmἷaὀὅΝ
of sacrifices and incantations have accumulated a treasure of power from the gods that can expiate and 
cure with pleasurable festivals any misdeed of a man or his ancestors, and that if a man wishes to harm 
an enemy, at slight cost he will be enabled to injure just and unjust alike, since they are masters of spells 
and enchantments hatΝἵὁὀὅtὄaiὀΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅΝtὁΝὅἷὄvἷΝthἷiὄΝἷὀἶέ’576 
 
 This opinion expressed by Plato appears to have been the view of a minority, although 
it has been observed that Thucydides was an author who did not pay much attention to 
independent diviners and divination, and this is evident in his frequent omissions where the 
role of independent diviners is concerned during the Peloponnesian War.   
 Where the more famous Athenian strategoi of the fifth century B.C. are concerned, 
we know for certain that the majority of them had independent diviners eitherd rectly in their 
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service or working actively in their inner circle and that their interpretations of divine 
occurrences were pivotal in the decision making process.577 Xenophon was scolded by 
Socrates for the way he approached the Delphic Oracle when he was debating joining the 
10,000 mercenaries in Asia Minor because of how he formatted his question to ask Apollo:  
 
‘厨そし節ちΝh疏 成 をiちてl蒼ちΝ厨ヾおとikてΝk摂ちΝ迅ヾふそそのΝkかちすΝ壬ちΝしi蒼ちΝしへのちΝせg拙 i盛ぬふたiちてなΝせうそそすjkgΝせg拙 甚とすjkgΝ帥そしてすΝ
k碩ちΝ成h摂ちΝ錘ちΝ厨ヾすちてi宋 せg拙 せgそ蒼なΝヾとうつgなΝjのしiかさέΝせg拙 刃ちi宋そiちΝg盛k藻 成 迅ヾふそそのちΝしiて宋なΝて世なΝ帥hiすΝしへiすちέ’ 
‘XἷὀὁphὁὀΝwἷὀtΝthἷὄἷΝaὀἶΝaὅkἷἶΝχpὁllὁΝthἷΝἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝὃuἷὅtiὁὀμΝ‘ἦὁΝwhatΝἕὁἶΝὅhallΝIΝpὄayΝaὀἶΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷΝ
in order that I may best and most honourably go on the journey I have in mind, and return home safe 
aὀἶΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸulς’578 
 
 Socrates informed Xenophon that what he should have asked the god was whether it 
was auspicious to join the campaign in the first place as the way he put the q estion to the god 
demonstrated that he had already made his own decision and forced the god to accede.  To 
our knowledge these sorts of leading questions were not standard practice, and it is surprising 
that Xenophon was willing to approach the oracle in such a way considering how pious he 
appears in his works. The fact that he is one of our best sources for his recording of sacrifices 
and religious rites it seems odd that he would consider meddling with the system. 
 As far as we are able to interpret, it seems clear that the ancient Greeks considered 
their relationship with the gods to be mutually beneficial, the mortals worshiped the deities 
and honoured them through prayer, ritual and sacrifice and in return the deities rewarded those 
who they favoured with divine messages. The challenge for mortals was whether they 
possessed the ability to recognise and interpret these signs.  
 One theme which is constant throughout historical accounts is that of divine 
retribution upon those who either disregard the omens or avoid the process of a consulation 
entirely. It is for this reason that in the vast majority of cases when interpretations are made 
                                                     
577 Nicias and Stilbides are the first pair to spring to mind in this instance. See chapter III 82-89. 
578 Xen. Anab. III:1.6, tr. Warner. 
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of a divine message the general or king will follow the advice of the independent diviner 
without question.  
 
ii.a). The Sicilian Expedition: 
 The Sicilian Expedition was arguably one of the most revealing events of the fifth 
century in terms of demonstrating Greek attitudes to divination. The Atnian general Nicias 
was well known for his piety and his たうちkすな Stilbides accompanied him on excursions and 
advised him on all matters. Thucydides and Plutarch inform us that the Athenians were drawn 
to the idea of conquering Sicily initially by the ambition of Alcibiades, but also by the plethora 
of seers and oracles which emerged at the time promising success to the Athenian Expedition. 
We know that Nicias was not in favour of the expedition, but that he was employed t  lead 
thἷΝἸὁὄἵἷΝalὁὀἹὅiἶἷΝχlἵiἴiaἶἷὅΝaὅΝthἷΝχthἷὀiaὀὅΝtὄuὅtἷἶΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝἵautiὁuὅΝὀatuὄἷΝtὁΝtἷmpἷὄΝthἷΝ
ambitious nature of Alcibiades.579 
 The expedition was one of the most unsuccessful and unfortunate events in Athenian 
history. Of an initial force sent of roughly sixty to seventy thousand men, very few returned 
to Athens. There is a pivotal moment in the campaign which was a turning point for Athenian 
disaster and that was the decision of Nicias to remain camped in Syracuse for a full lun r cycle 
in the aftermath of a lunar eclipse.580 This decision gave the Syracusans the opportunity to 
blockade the harbour and prevent the Athenians from escaping. Now in this situation there are 
two main individuals who can be blamed for this decision, firstly, Nicias as the individual who 
held the final decision in his lap.  
 Certainly he could take the advice of the たうちkすな under consideration, but it was by no 
means expected that a general should always heed the words of a たうちkすな as gospel; it was their 
job to take the interpretation of a たうちkすな under consideration and to make an informed decision 
on the best course of action. That said, arguably the たうちkすな was responsible for providing such 
aὀΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝiὀΝthἷΝἸiὄὅtΝplaἵἷέΝἦhἷΝἶiἸἸiἵultyΝwithΝthiὅΝὅituatiὁὀΝwaὅΝthatΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝtὄuὅtἷἶΝ
                                                     
579 Plut. Nic. 12; Thuc. VI:12.2-19.1. 
580 See 24-25 of the introduction to this thesis. 
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たうちkすな Stilbides had died a few months previously, and so he would have been relying on a 
new たうちkすな to help him to interpret this overwhelming omen.  
 χἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝ tὁΝ ἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅ’Ν aἵἵὁuὀtΝ itΝ waὅΝ thἷΝ jὁἴΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ ὅἷἷὄΝ tὁΝ ἶἷtἷὄmiὀἷΝ thἷΝ
pὄἷὅἵὄiἴἷἶΝaἵtiὁὀΝiὀΝὄἷὅpὁὀὅἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἷἵlipὅἷ,ΝἴutΝaἵἵὁὄἶiὀἹΝtὁΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝitΝwaὅΝἠiἵiaὅΝ
who requested that the withdrawal from Sicily be postponed for so long.581 Plutarch in his 
aἵἵὁuὀtΝὅtatἷὅΝthatΝiὀΝχutὁἵlἷiἶἷὅ’ΝExergesis it is written that the required period of reaction 
necessary after a solar or lunar event was three days, not three weeks. He also adds that the 
Atthidographer and seer Philochorus states that the correct interpretation of the eclipse was 
thatΝitΝwaὅΝiὀΝἸaἵtΝἸavὁuὄaἴlἷΝtὁΝἸuἹitivἷὅΝ‘for deeds done in fear are in need of concealment, 
whereas light is an enemy to such deedsέ’582  
 Flower suggests that Autocleides and Philochorus were able to comment so freely due 
to the fact that they had the gift of hindsight (as they were writing in the third century B.C.); 
in addition, he adds that it is likely that they felt a need to justify the validity of divination as 
a source of knowledge by explaining where Nicias and his seer went wrong in their 
interpretation.583 
 ϊiὁἶὁὄuὅΝplaἵἷὅΝthἷΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝἸὁὄΝὄἷmaiὀiὀἹΝatΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝἸἷἷt,ΝyἷtΝhiὅΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝwaὅΝὅtillΝ
made on the advice of the soothsayers.584 In my view it is more important to go by ἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅ’Ν
account as much as possible as he is the contemporary source. What is difficult when looking 
at these historical events is that scholars of the subject (as Flower previously observed) have 
the gift of hindsight; we know how these decisions impacted upon the outcome of events.  
 It is important when evaluating this decision that we only consider the current facts at 
the time which would have affected the decision making process. Now clearly the Athenians 
wished to withdraw as the campaign was evidently unsuccessful, but undoubtedly there would 
have been some reluctance to take this course of action due to the reaction that would be 
waiting for the Athenian force upon their return to Athens. 
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582 Plut. Nic. 23. 
583 Flower (2008b) 116-117. 
584 Diod. Sic. XIII:12.6. 
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  Thucydides implies that Nicias was well aware that he was likely to be pros cuted 
and even exiled or executed for such an unsuccessful expedition, especially as so many 
Athenian resources were used and wasted in the endeavour.585 No doubt this attitude would 
have spread among the troops who wished to return home victorious.  
 Certainly their situation was not the most positive, but at this stage i  was not severely 
dangerous and so, in my view, it does not appear that it would have appeared that dangerous 
to the Athenians if they postponed their withdrawal, especially when confronted with such a 
vivid omen. Stephen and Fatoohi (2001) have examined the eclipse and can give us an idea of 
what it would have looked like to the Athenian force. 
 
‘This would start at 8.15pm (about 1.5 hours after sunset) and end towards midnight (11.40pm). Totality 
would last for about 45 minutes (between 9.35 and 10.20pm) and during that time the sky would be 
considerably darkened. Following the characteristic pattern of total lunar eclipses, the Moon would 
probably turn blood red in colour, or may possibly have even disappeared from sight for a whileέ’586 
 
 Flower (2008b) also highlights a partial lunar eclipse which would have occurred in 
the early spring of the same year (4th March 413 B.C.), which would have been visible from 
Syracuse. Surely two lunar portents in the space of six months would have caused much alar 
and debate amongst the Athenian troops and their generals. From this lunar omen the decision 
was made to stay and scholars of the Sicilian Expedition see this as the decision which sealed 
the fate of the Athenian force.587 Even if the seer did recommend a longer wait, the final 
decision lay with Nicias and ultimately the responsibility sat with him too for the events which 
occurred as a result of this decision.  
 Arguably one of the more interesting outcomes of the failed Sicilian Expedition was 
the change in attitude to independent diviners as a result of their predictions and interpretations 
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envisaging Athenian success in Sicily. That infamous passage of Thucydides in which he 
ἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝthἷΝaὀἹἷὄΝὁἸΝthἷΝχthἷὀiaὀὅΝtὁwaὄἶὅΝ‘the ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな and all those who 
by the influence of religion had at the time inspired them with the belief that they would 
conquer Sicily’Ν ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷὅΝ aΝ ἵlἷaὄΝ ἵhaὀἹἷΝ iὀΝ χthἷὀiaὀΝ attituἶἷὅΝ tὁwaὄἶs independent 
diviners as a result of these events.588  
 Even if this was not a permanent shift, it demonstrates that arguably for the first time 
(according to Thucydides at least), we have here an instance of an entire city state questioning 
the たgちkすせお or at least the motivations of certain independent diviners. So much so that some 
credit this moment as the pivotal time in which the prominence of independent diviners in the 
city state begins to wane.589  
 Flower disagrees as there are several seers whom we know of who operated in Greece 
during the hellenistic period, and there is even evidence on an inscription (dated 2nd c ntury 
ἐέἑέ)ΝwhiἵhΝἵitἷὅΝaὀΝὁἸἸiἵialΝpὁὅitiὁὀΝwhiἵhΝἷvὁlvἷἶΝiὀΝχthἷὀὅΝἵallἷἶΝthἷΝ‘ὁἸἸiἵialΝὅἷἷὄΝtὁΝthἷΝ
ἴὁaὄἶΝὁἸΝἹἷὀἷὄalὅ’έ 590   
 This clearly demonstrates that independent diviners still maintained their prominence 
within a city state. It is far more likely that Athenian anger at the failure of the Sicilian 
expedition was aimed solely at the independent diviners involved and questioned their own 
capabilities rather than losing faith in the entire art of divination itself. 
 Thucydides is a very intriguing source when it comes to the study of divination, 
mainly because he did not seem to place the same amount of emphasis on the art as other 
ancient writers. Take Herodotus for example: it appears in his work that he believes v ry 
firmly in divination. The fact that he takes time to refer to oracles from oracular collections 
demonstrates that he places some belief in their predictions.591 Thucydides, on the other hand, 
implies that divination needs to be contemplated very carefully as part of a military decision, 
but not necessarily as an overriding factor.  
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‘ἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅΝ impliἷὅΝ thatΝ itΝ waὅΝ iὀΝ ἠiἵiaὅ’ὅΝ pὁwἷὄ,Ν haἶΝ hἷΝ ἴἷἷὀΝ lἷὅὅΝ ὅuὅἵἷptiἴlἷΝ tὁΝ Divination, to 
overrule thἷΝὅἷὀtimἷὀtὅΝὁἸΝhiὅΝtὄὁὁpὅΝaὀἶΝthἷΝὄἷἵὁmmἷὀἶatiὁὀΝὁἸΝhiὅΝὅἷἷὄὅέ’592   
 
 Despite the opinion of some scholars that Thucydides did not have much interest in 
divination, it is not apparent in this account that he was of that inclination. He does not blame 
the practice of divination for the decision to postpone withdrawal fromSicily, but instead 
looks to the seers’ interpretation ὁἸΝthἷΝὅiἹὀΝaὀἶΝἠiἵiaὅ’ΝἸiὀalΝἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝtὁΝὄἷmaiὀΝἸὁὄΝὅuἵhΝaΝ
long duration. At no point does he suggest that the lunar eclipse should have been ignored. 
 χὀὁthἷὄΝ iὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹΝἷpiὅὁἶἷ,Ν ὄἷἵὁὄἶἷἶΝ iὀΝἢlutaὄἵh’ὅΝ liἸἷΝὁἸΝϊiὁὀ, describes another 
lunar eclipse which occurred when Dion was about to set off from Zacynthus to Syracuse to 
eject the tyrant Dionysius II. This caused much concern amongst the soldiers but was 
iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝpὁὅitivἷlyΝἴyΝϊiὁὀ’ὅΝὅἷἷὄΝεiltaὅΝaὅΝὅiἹὀiἸyiὀἹΝthatΝϊiὁὀΝwὁulἶΝὅuἵἵἷὅὅἸullyΝputΝaὀΝ
end to the tyranny. It may well be that in this particular instance there was a clear alternative 
interpretation to this eclipse in comparison to that which occurred in 413 B.C., but it is also 
very likely that Miltas had in mind the events of the failed Sicilian Expedition and strategically 
chose to ensure that there was no delay in proceedings.593  
 From a military perspective it would have been important to get to Sicily as soon as 
physically possible to ensure that Dionysius II did not have much time to prepare his 
defences.594 It also happened that we have record of several omens occurring for Dionysius II 
iὀΝaἶvaὀἵἷΝὁἸΝϊiὁὀ’ὅΝaὄὄivalέ595  
 What is interesting in historical accounts from this period is that many source choose 
to make note of occurrences that might well have signified future events if they had been 
interpreted correctly at the time. Often the immediate view on reading these accounts is to 
assume that these are post-eventum insertions both to make the account of events more 
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iὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹΝ aὀἶΝ alὅὁΝ tὁΝ ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷΝ thἷΝ Ἱὁἶὅ’Ν iὀvὁlvἷmἷὀtΝ iὀΝ whatΝ tὄaὀὅpiὄἷἶΝ (apaὄtΝ ἸὄὁmΝ
incidents such as the mutilation of the Herms - as there does not seem to be any doubt that this 
occurred before the departure of the Sicilian Expedition).  
 It seems more important to me to consider the fact that the ancient sources felt the
need to record such potentially coincidental occurrences in order to demonstrate why events 
unfolded as they did. Irrespective of whether these omens are genuine or not it is clear that the 
sources felt a need to emphasise divine involvement. Another example of this is an omen 
which was observed at Delphi before the Sicilian Expedition, when ravens descended and 
defecated upon a statue of Athene. This was another clear bad sign which was disregarded by 
the Athenians before their departure.596 
 
b). Independent Diviners as Politicians: 
 Diopeithes was an Athenian ぬとさjたてそふけてな active in fifth century B.C. Athens. Flower 
treats him solely as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな.597 Plutarch suggests that Diopeithes tried to impose a 
decree against impiety shortly before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war.598 This 
demonstrates clearly that it was perfectly acceptable for an independent diviner to play a 
political role (in Athens at least) alongside his religious practices. Lampon and Hierocles are 
also examples of independent diviners who achieved high status in Athens at this time; bo h 
men played leading roles in the foundation of Athenian colonies and were rewarded for their 
contributions to Athenian political life.  
 A Diopeithes also appears thirty years later at the turn of the 4th c ntury B.C. in Sparta 
and he is actively involved in the debate concerning who should succeed the recently deceased 
King Agis. The usual custom in Sparta was that the eldest son should automatically su ceed 
his father, but in this instance the younger brother of King Agis, Agesilaos, claimed that he 
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was the worthy successor. This was due to ὄumὁuὄὅΝthatΝthἷΝKiὀἹ’ὅΝὅὁὀΝδἷὁtyἵhiἶἷὅΝwaὅΝiὀΝ
fact a bastard.599  
 Diopeithes appeared in the account on the side of Leotychides. He referred to an oracle 
whiἵhΝwaὄὀἷἶΝthἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅΝtὁΝ‘beware of a lame kingship’. This oracle was an apt choice in 
support of δἷὁtyἵhiἶἷὅ’ΝἴiἶΝἶuἷΝtὁΝthἷΝἸaἵtΝthatΝχἹἷὅilaὁὅΝwaὅΝiὀΝἸaἵtΝἶἷἸὁὄmἷἶΝiὀΝὁὀἷΝlἷἹΝaὀἶΝ
this interpretation of the oracle appeared to have settled the matter until Lysander intervened. 
Lysander was an ambitious Spartan general who felt that having Agesilaos as King would be 
mὁὄἷΝaἶvaὀtaἹἷὁuὅΝtὁΝhimΝthaὀΝ iἸΝδἷὁtyἵhiἶἷὅΝὅuἵἵἷἷἶἷἶέΝδyὅaὀἶἷὄΝ thἷὀΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝ‘lame 
kingship.’ΝtὁΝὄἷἸἷὄΝtὁΝaΝkiὀἹὅhipΝἵὄipplἷἶΝἴyΝimpuὄἷΝἴlὁὁἶ,ΝiέἷέΝὀὁtΝthἷΝtὄuἷΝἴlὁὁἶΝὁἸΝώἷὄaklἷὅέΝ
δyὅaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝwὁὀΝὁvἷὄΝthἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅΝaὀἶΝχἹἷsilaos was proclaimed King.600 
 There have been many debates about whether this Diopeithes is the same as the 
Athenian politician cum ぬとさjたてそふけてな thirty years earlier.601 Despite the fact that there may 
be clear chronological issues, it is not entirely unfeasible for this to be the case. We know that 
seers travelled often in search of work and due to this it would be unsurprising to see an 
independent diviner appear in a multitude of locations.  
 That said, it does look unusual to a modern observer to see that if these Diopeithes ar  
truly the same man and Diopeithes in the past played an active role in Athenian politics, is  
not unexpected that the Spartans would welcome him into such an intimate decision making 
process, even if he was a religious specialist?  
 I think the answer here is that despite the clear temptation to be suspicio  and 
mistrustful it is essential to consider this from the perspective of the Spartans. Ultimately the 
Spartans were pious people above all else and if an independent diviner presented them with 
an oracle pertinent to their dilemma, they would have accepted it without question or mistrust. 
The oracle represented the view of the gods in this debate and evidently it presented a warning 
                                                     
599 Plut. Alc. 23. Plutarch suggests that Alcibiades slept with King χἹiὅ’ΝwiἸἷΝwhilὅtΝiὀΝἷxilἷΝiὀΝἥpaὄtaΝ
and cites this as the main reason as to why he had to leave Sparta and flee to Persia. 
600 Plut. Lys. 22 and Ages. 3. 
601 For a treatment of this, see chapter III 90-91. 
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to the Spartans to consider their choice of king very carefully. The key pressure with 
ambiguous oracles such as this is that a correct interpretation of the message is paramount.  
 One could argue that the Spartans did in fact choose incorrectly, not only by the fact 
that Agesilaos was physically lame, as indicated by Diopeithes, but in the reality that under 
χἹἷὅilaὁὅ’Ν lἷaἶἷὄὅhipΝ thἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅΝ ὅuἸἸἷὄἷἶΝ aΝ ἵὄippliὀἹΝ ἶἷἸἷatΝ atΝ thἷΝἴattlἷΝ ὁἸΝδἷuktὄaΝ aὀἶΝ
Sparta struggled to regain her prominence as a leading Greek city state, so much sthat when 
Philip of Macedon conquered Greece he paid the Spartans no heed as serious opposition.602 
That said we will never know for certain what sort of king Leotychides would have m de, or 
whether Sparta would have flourished under his leadership. 
 Irrespective of this, the significance of this episode is that minus the hereditary 
element which has been discussed previously,603 it is clear that for the Spartans at least, the 
previous employers of a seer were not of importance; it seems that the loyalties of an 
independent diviner were not of critical concern in all situations. As Spartan eagerness to 
employ the seer Teisamenos demonstrates, the most important aspect of an independent 
diviner was his mantic ability and clearly in this account Diopeithes was deemed a worthy 
religiὁuὅΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtativἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’Νwillέ604 
 
iii ). The relationship between seers and their employers: 
 The rapport between a たうちkすな and his employer was of great importance and this is 
evident in the sources of both history and myth. An employer needed to have a talented 
religious specialist to hand in order to successfully complete whatever task was ahead of them: 
without this assistance there would have undoubtedly been additional pressure and fear that
the enterprise would fail entirely without divine assent.  
 ἑalἵhaὅΝwaὅΝἵὄuἵialΝtὁΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkὅΝiὀΝἶἷtἷὄmiὀiὀἹΝthἷΝἵauὅἷΝὁἸΝχpὁllὁ’ὅΝplaἹuἷΝjuὅtΝaὅΝ
Stilbides was indispensable to Nicias. Despite the fact that seers were in a s nse obedient to 
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those who had hired them, in the way that an employee is (in theory) respectful to their 
employer, there is in addition an element of control evident on the part of the たうちkiすな.  
 Clearly a たうちkすな required employment and as a result of this was reliant upon an 
employer to hire and pay him. That said, there was obviously a need for a talented たうちkすな as a 
religious specialist, otherwise he would not have been employed in the first place. The role of 
a seer was to interpret messages from the gods and advise a general or king as to the best way 
tὁΝaἵhiἷvἷΝthἷiὄΝἶἷὅiὄἷἶΝaimὅΝwithΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’ΝappὄὁvalέΝ 
 A seer represented a divine view of a certain situation and as such was keeping an eye 
on the actions of a king or general. The general or king usually chose his own seer and often 
these sorts of partnerships endured for long periods of time, often for more than one campaign 
or life event.  
Once a good working relationship had been established, it would have been sensible 
for the king or general to maintain this and retain the たうちkすな in employment if it seemed 
pὄὁpitiὁuὅΝtὁΝἶὁΝὅὁέΝἠiἵiaὅΝaὀἶΝhiὅΝὅἷἷὄΝἥtilἴiἶἷὅΝaὄἷΝaὀΝἷxamplἷΝὁἸΝaΝἸamὁuὅΝ‘paiὄiὀἹ’ΝὁἸΝὅἷἷὄΝ
and general.  
 Additionally, Alexander the Great and Aristander of Telmessus worked together very 
ἵlὁὅἷlyΝuὀtilΝχὄiὅtaὀἶἷὄ’ὅΝἶἷathΝaὀἶΝwἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄΝkἷptΝmaὀyΝὅἷἷὄὅΝἵlὁὅἷΝἴyΝhimΝaὅΝ
advisors on his campaign. It was very important that the king or general trusted the skill of his 
たうちkすな, but we know from Xenophon that this was not always possible and so it was prudent 
for a king or general to have knowledge of basic divinatory interpretations. 
 On the battlefield especially the interpretation of the たうちkすな was made during a life or 
death situation. Hegesistratos of the Telliadae was the たうちkすな who interpreted the entrails for 
Mardonius at the battle of Plataea; the incorrect decision to engage when the entrails indicated 
defensive action proved fatal to the Persian side.605  The correct interpretation of entrails by a 
たうちkすな, along with a smart decision on the part of the general as a result of the たうちkすな’Ν
interpretation, was essential to the survival of an army.  
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 Now arguably the たうちkすな had no reason to misinterpret the signs unless by accident or 
divine will, as often this would prove fatal for him too. That said it was important for the 
general or king to keep the たうちkすな happy, so that this could be achieved and harmonious work 
ἵὁulἶΝἷὀὅuἷέΝXἷὀὁphὁὀ’ὅΝAnabasis presents a clear example of an instance in which the たうちkすな 
is dissatisfied and so causes trouble within the ranks of the army in order t  achieve his aims.606  
 Ultimately both employer and たうちkすな needed one another to complete a successful 
expedition. Even if each individual had their own agenda it was essential for both parties to 
realise that it was in their best interests to remain on good terms, so that their ims might stand 
a greater chance of becoming realised. The difficulty with this approach is that it gives the 
impression that there is a constant power struggle between an employer and a たうちkすな, and this 
was not always necessarily the case.  
 It also implies that a たうちkすな was willing to hold his abilities over an employer to ensure 
that the course of employment ran as the たうちkすな would have hoped, and this in itself implies 
that the たうちkすな ἶiἶΝὀὁtΝἴἷliἷvἷΝiὀΝhiὅΝὁwὀΝkえぬちさέΝEithἷὄΝthatΝὁὄΝhἷΝhaἶΝthἷΝhuἴὄiὅΝtὁΝἴἷliἷvἷΝthatΝ
he would be able to influence the result of his enquiry to his own benefit. This to me seems 
like too critical an approach, it is essential when examining ancient civilisations to try to 
observe events from the perspective of the local population as much as possible.  
 There are some individuals of particular interest during this period who may well not 
have needed a seer especially but chose to do so. Xenophon has already been highlighted for 
possessing this ability, but we have not considered other important individuals who were also 
required to perform important religious functions. The Spartan kings, for example, were 
required to perform sacrifices, such as k責 jlうけすg border crossings when leaving Sparta on 
military campaigns.  
 The difficulty that we have in the few sources that we have discussing such things is 
that as many sources often did not feel the need to mention the presence of たうちkiすな, it is 
difficult to know for certain whether the Spartan king was responsible for overseeing the 
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sacrifice, or whether he physically performed it in person, or even whether a たうちkすな oversaw 
the sacrifice, but credit for its interpretation was given to the king. 
 In depictions of the performance of sacrifice on Greek art, pottery and friezes, we are 
often presented with a youth performing the physical sacrifice under the observation and 
guidance of the seer. What is interesting about these images is that they are a strong indicator 
that the hypothesis of apprentices accompanying independent diviners on campaign is highly
likely to be true.  
 ἔὁὄΝ ἷxamplἷ,Ν ἠiἵiaὅ’ὅΝ ὅἷἷὄΝ aὀἶΝ ἵὁmpaὀiὁὀΝ ἥtilἴiἶἷὅΝ ἶiἷἶΝ whilὅtΝ ὁὀΝ ἷxpἷἶitiὁὀΝ iὀΝ
Sicily, but when the lunar eclipse occurred there were other seers present to provide an 
interpretation: now either these were additional employees required for the event of the lead 
seer perishing during the expedition or they were in fact apprentices of his art and developing 
their own skills in the area of たgちkすせお. Perhaps that is why the interpretation of the lunar 
eclipse is so hotly contested: if an inexperienced たうちkすな was required to interpret the omen it 
may well have caused him to make a decision very different to what his predecessor would 
have recommended due to his own inexperience. That said if set specifications of possible 
interpretations to particular omens did exist, then any たうちkすな would have come to the same 
conclusion. 
 From the many different mythic and historical accounts which we have in the sources 
there are instances which describe the relationship between seer and employer. The Iliad is 
very informative in this respect. In Book I of the text Agamemnon speaks to Calchas in ire 
after Calchas suggested the return of Chryses as a solution to appease Apollo and end the 
plague upon the Achaeans.  
 
‘ἢὄὁphἷtΝὁἸΝἷvil,ΝὀἷvἷὄΝyἷtΝhavἷΝyὁuΝὅpὁkἷὀΝtὁΝmἷΝaΝplἷaὅaὀtΝthing; ever is evil dear to your heart to 
pὄὁphἷὅy,ΝἴutΝaΝwὁὄἶΝὁἸΝἹὁὁἶΝyὁuΝhavἷΝὀἷvἷὄΝyἷtΝὅpὁkἷὀ,ΝὀὁὄΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝtὁΝpaὅὅέ’607  
 
                                                     




to her father.  
 This is a very interesting passage, as it demonstrates that the relationship between a 
seer and employer was certainly capable of becoming tempestuous. Even though Agamemnon 
was king among kings, he still could not afford to ignore the will of the gods as communicated 
by Calchas.  
  
iv). Corruption in seers: 
 For a たうちkすな reputation was everything, there was pressure to perform well not just in
sight of completing the initial task at hand, but a たうちkすな would need to consider his next post. 
If he was successful in his interpretation this would be another achievement to take with him 
to his next appointment. So there was a pressure that was not alleviated purely by v rifying 
ὁὀἷ’ὅΝ liὀἷaἹἷμ it was necessary to prove that these skills could be put to good use, as any 
mistake could destroy that reputation in an instant. 
 The role of a たうちkすな was not an easy one; the position was treated with scrutiny, not 
because the art itself was questionable but because the individual was fallible. Occasionally 
there are instances in the sources in which the integrity of the たうちkすな was called into question; 
either through an issue of potential bribery or some other means of corruption.  
 It is not unlikely that in some instances the たうちkすな would have an alternative agenda, 
either through pressure to read the entrails in a certain way or because the actual response was 
not the desired sign and so it was ignored. We have instances in the sources not only of たうちkiすな 
ignoring or misreading the signs, but also of kings, heroes or generals ignoring the advice of 
the たうちkすな.608 In both instances there were usually consequences to be suffered for this 
oversight. 
 One of the more famous instances of corruption in seers is found in Herodotus: that 
of the ぬとさjたてそふけてな Onomacritos. (N.B.) According to Herodotus,609 Onomacritos was a 
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renowned ぬとさjたてそふけてな during the tyranny of the Athenian Peisistratos. He held a proud place 
iὀΝἢἷiὅiὅtὄatὁὅ’ΝἵὁuὄtΝaὅΝaΝὅpἷakἷὄΝaὀἶΝἵὁllἷἵtὁὄΝὁἸΝὁὄaἵlἷὅΝaὀἶΝhἷΝmaὀaἹἷἶΝ tὁΝmaiὀtaiὀΝhiὅΝ
prominence after the death of Peisistratos and the accession of his two sons t  p wer, Hippias 
and Hipparchos.  
 This position was maintained until a rival of his, Lasos of Hermione, all gedly 
discovered him fabricating an oracle which predicted that the island of Lesbos was going to 
collapse into the sea. This accusation was believed to be true and resulted in Onomacritos 
being ejected from Athens. The account of these events in Herodotus is very useful to us in 
many different respects.  
 Firstly, it provides us with our first instances of ぬとさjたてそふけてす; the term does not appear 
in the sources before Herodotus. It also describes not only one, but two ぬとさjたてそふけてす practising 
in Athens at any one time. Now, by all accounts it seems to me to be perfectly logical that 
there would be more than one seer in employment in Athens at this time and that inevitably 
they would be in competition with one another.  
 Because of this competition it is nigh impossible to ascertain for sure whether 
Onomacritos was truly fabricating oracles or not, as Lasos may well have been trying to 
ἷlimiὀatἷΝhiὅΝἵὁmpἷtitiὁὀΝaὀἶΝtakἷΝἡὀὁmaἵὄitὁὅ’Νplaἵe of favour at the court of the tyrants. 
We will never know for sure, but it is still an interesting passage nonetheless. We know from 
Herodotus that ぬとさjたてそふけてす carried with them collections of oracles credited to famous seers 
of myth such as Musaeus and Bacis. Presumably these were written on clay tablets and moved 
from place to place with the seer. 
  What I would especially like to know from this account is how exactly Lasos 
discovered Onomacritos forging an oracle and how did he prove that it was false? I both 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす were working with their oracular collection preserved on clay tablets, was it that 
Lasos stumbled upon Onomacritos in the process of forging an oracle upon a tablet? Other 
authors610 have suggested that Lasos and Onomacritos competed by having a verbal 
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competition of oracular recital, partly I think to translate ぬとさjたてそふけてな as literally as possible 
(speaker/singer of oracles): does this interpretation then mean that Lasos was able to best 
Onomacritos in some sort of verbal debate and somehow embarrass Onomacritos and damage 
his credibility in the process?  
 It is a fascinating discussion to which it is doubtful we will ever truly know the answer. 
In my opinion, if Onomacritos had managed to hold a position of high favour with the 
Peisistratids for such a long duration of time, surely Lasos would have to have found some 
pretty damning evidence against him in order to get him exiled from Athens entirely as 
punishment for his deceit? 
 
v). Historic Seers: 
 It seems that from the many representations of seers presented to us in the sources it 
is quite difficult to recreate the image of a 'typical' seer and to my mind this is because a 
'typical' seer did not necessarily exist. Naturally when asked to picture a Greek seer one is 
most likely to go for an older man, who performs sacrifices to appease kings, leaders and 
people, usually on a campaign of some kind, but this type of seer is only one of his many 
facets. From the evidence that we have it seems clear that Greek seers existed at all l vels of 
society and they were most likely to be from a range of backgrounds.  
 We know from accounts of fifth and fourth century seers that the seers who held these 
positions of prominence and status within city states or allied to certain individuals were for 
the most part from aristocratic families themselves, who often had their own long heritage of 
seercraft, but this was not necessarily universal. We know from Isocrates of Polydamas, who 
learned the art of seercraft from a book of seercraft, left to him by an old seer who had died. 
He was still a practising seer without having experienced the 'specialist tutor hip' which made 
the name of many individual seers and their mantic families.  
 So, what of the appearance of a seer? Aristophanes’ΝPeace tells us that they may have 
worn a crown of laurel, as seen in his depiction of Hierocles. Among other seers, M gi tias is 
described by Herodotus as a warrior and a member of Leonidas' army, who remained at 
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Thermopylae and died with his comrades, despite foreseeing their deaths on the previous day. 
Unfortunately, the historical prose accounts of the fifth and fourth centuries spare little time 
describing the physical appearance of seers, and so in order to answer this query we n ed to 
explore the literary evidence available.  
 I know that to some extent you have to recognise that the literary evidence will possess 
some additional creative flair, but at the same time the author would still have to describe 
physical qualities or attributes for seers which were recognisable to th audience and clearly 
associated with them. Teiresias, although a seer of myth, is described in the works of 
Aeschylus and Sophocles, and is depicted as quite elderly. 
 Again in myth there are discrepancies. It seems that there are two main depictions of 
seers presented in the literary and historical works of the fifth and fourth centuries, almost like 
two sides of a coin. On the one hand, you have a strong and fearless warrior たうちkすな, like 
Amphiaraus, who is capable of both interpreting messages from the gods but also in some 
circumstances leading armies or groups of men into battle, or alternatively faithfully joining 
their leader's cause until the end.  
 Or on the other hand, we have the depictions of the sage man, often old, who has 
helpers to assist in his sacrificial rituals and who in some instances can spontaneously 
prophesise (in myth at least) in order to bring an obnoxious leader back down to earth.  
 In the latter instance, you are given the impression of a more nomadic, travelling s er, 
but one whose renown precedes him at all destinations. He is not necessarily summoned, but 
appears as required for the role that he plays in the myth and this is where the sage-type 
depiction differs to historical account. The impression that we are given of hist rical seers is 
that they are employed for specific divinatory purposes, although Thucydides and Herodotus 
do provide us with instances within the city state in which seers or oracle-mongers are present 
in state affairs (mainly within Athens) in which they offer oracles and/or inte pretations to 
existing oracular messages.  
 Whether they have been hired or invited for that specific purpose is unclear: although 
from Thucydides 8.1.1. it is quite indicative that the Athenians were angry at those seers who 
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had sung of Athenian success at Sicily, the passage does not necessarily seem to indicate that 
they were requested to publicly comment on the success of the enterprise.  
 This depiction of historic seers commenting en masse on city affairs in public also 
seems to be indicated in Herodotus in the instance of interpreting the wooden wall oracle, and 
also in Aristophanes’ΝPeace: unfortunately, in these accounts there is little depiction of the 
physical appearance of these seers. Although personally I find it very unlikely that they were 
in regular practice of working together en masse, it is much more plausible that they were 
aware of the public decisions required and wished to gain further employment, renown or both 
by having their interpretations heard and adhered to.  
 Interestingly in most of these moments of public revelations the course of action
recommended by the independent diviners is often either disregarded entirely, or it is adhered 
to and backfires to the extent that it damages the reputation of the independent diviners. 
Whether this is the purpose of each author is unclear: in the case of Aristophanes and 
Thucydides, one could argue that this might be a mechanism to further damange the reputation 
of seers at this time, but for Herodotus at least I do not feel that his opinon of seers could be 
easily argued as negative as they feature so frequently throughout his work. 
 In terms of warrior たうちkiすな it seems clear that their role cannot have been just to serve 
as a religious specialist. In instances where k責 頗iと責 and k責 jlうけすg were performed before 
battle we do not hear of the role of the seer being complete until the next engagement or 
departure of camp. I would imagine that a seer was required to engage in battle along with his 
peers/countrymen, and epigraphic evidence of seers appearing frequently on battle casualty 
lists would certainly support this. That said, the fact that they feature frequently on casualty 
lists might also indicate that not all seers were particularly good soldiers.  
 Aristander of Telmessus, however, was Alexander's seer for many years and survived 
frequent battles whilst he accompanied Alexander on his quest to conquer the known world. 
 
vi). The representation of seers in ancient Greek art: 
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 Greek art is another insightful source when it comes to contributing to our 
understanding of ancient Greek attitudes towards both mythical and historical independent 
diviners. The fact that depictions of ancient Greek seers have survived can be informative in 
itself. First and most obvious is the fact that some ancient Greek artists deemed seers worthy 
of depiction and this demonstrates clearly that the parts that they played in the events of the 
past were of great interest to the ancient Greeks.  
 Secondly, these depictions can be very informative when it comes to how the artists 
have chosen to represent seers. Areas of scrutiny that provide clear information would be how 
seers were clothed, what their age and gender was, is it clear that they re particular famous 
seers from Greek myth or historical events, or has the artist chosen to represent seers in 
general. Naturally without written information these interpretations are conjecture, but certain 
sensible suggestions may well be far closer to the truth than one might originally consider. 
 Another very useful aspect of depictions of seers in ancient Greek art that can be 
explored is what the actions the represented seers are actually in the process of completing. 
Are they depicted performing sacrifices or interpreting the flights of birds, perhaps they are 
experiencing divine inspiration or actually engaging with a deity. From these representations 
we can glean two things: initially we can gain a sense of what these ritual practices actually 
entailed, and from this we can learn more about these different processes of divination. 
Alternatively, as we have no way of knowing whether the artist was ever a witness to these 
ritual practices, we can gain an informative insight into how these ritual processes might have 
been perceived by ancient Greek artists. This in turn provides us with some very useful 
material when considering the reception of seers in ancient Greece. 
 A really insightful and emotive representation of an ancient Greek seer is th depiction 
of Iamus that survives on the east pediment of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia. The pediment 
sculpture illustrates the moment leading up to the race between Pelops and Oinomaos. The 
two racers are positioned close to the apex of the pediment, with Zeus positioned between 




 The seer Iamus is positioned on the right-hand side of the pediment. He is arranged in 
a seated position and his head and body are turned towards the discussion at the centre of th  
pediment.  His expression is one of deep concern and it appears that he is looking, not at the 
main protagonists in the centre of the pediment, but in actuality he is looking beyond that. 
Perhaps he has witnessed a portent of what is to come in the race (the death of Oinomaos). 
 This representation of Iamus is very revealing. It shows us a seer potentially 
experiencing a moment of divine inspiration by glimpsing future events. His hand is raised to 
his face to echo the concern etched across his expression. He is not clothed on his top half and 
the sculpture has depicted him with an aged body. He has some form of clothing wrapped 
around him from the waist downwards; whether this was the usual attire of Greek seers is 
unclear. I would imagine that this was chosen to demonstrate both his status and age i  this 
particular depiction. 
 It is interesting to consider whether the positioning of the seer in this image was to 
make his status at the time clear. As he is seated near the right-hand corner of the image, it 
would imply that he held a position of little importance at the court of Oinomaos. Personally 
I prefer to interpret this scene another way. If Iamus had indeed seen a vision of what events 
were to come, perhaps his positioning represents more how little impact Iamus would have 
been able to have in stopping future events from unfolding as they did.  
 He is positioned after the horses, which implies that the start of the race was most 
certainly imminent. It seems sensible to imagine that the sculptor wanted the depiction to 
demonstrate the pivotal moment of the story as clearly as possible and this particular choice 
of representation does so clearly. 
  
vii)έΝExamplἷὅΝὁἸΝpὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝゅとさjたてそふけてす: 
 Onomacritos is mentioned in Herodotus611 as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな in service to the 
Peisistratid family both in Athens and while they lived in exile in the Persian court. Herodotus 
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informs us that he assisted Peisistratos first but he then fell out of favour with his sons Hippias 
and Hipparchos and so he was expelled from Athens for reasons already discussed. Herodotus 
refers to Onomacritos as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな aὀἶΝaὄὄaὀἹἷὄΝ(hすgしえkさな) of oracles.  
 The turbulent period of the fifth century B.C. especially seems to be where the niche 
for ぬとさjたてそふけてす has come from. These individuals often travelled across Greece assisting 
where they found strife and unrest by advising the best course as suggested by their collections 
in response to portents from the gods themselves or to certain omens which were apparent at 
that particular time. It seems that for the most part they were accepted. For example, 
Onomacritos, Amphilytos and Lasos were well received by the Peisistratids, although perhaps 
this was a short lived favouritism for ぬとさjたてそふけてす in the late sixth century B.C.612  
 Sources from the fifth century B.C. such as Aristophanes and Herodotus present 
ぬとさjたてそふけてす as deceitful and inaccurate.613 An example from Herodotus to support this would 
be during the Persian wars, when the Athenians were debating which interpretation of the 
wooden wall oracle they should accept. The ぬとさjたてそふけてす present suggested to the people that 
the oracle was referring to the hedgerow surround which used to be on the acropolis and that 
by building a wooden fortification there they would be safe from the approaching invaders.  
 ἦhἷmiὅtὁἵlἷὅΝ aὄἹuἷἶΝ aἹaiὀὅtΝ thἷmΝ aὀἶΝ wὁὀΝ thἷΝ pἷὁplἷΝ ὁvἷὄΝ withΝ thἷΝ ‘ἵὁὄὄἷἵt’Ν
interpretation suggesting that the wooden wall that Apollo was referring to actually meant the 
Athenian fleet. Those that remained in Athens protected by a wooden wall on the acropolis 
were slaughtered.614 
 It was time for a pondered response and the interpretation of the original sacrifice had 
to be shared and the advice suggested had to be implemented. Surely it would have appeared 
thatΝὁὀἷΝwaὅΝtὄyiὀἹΝἷithἷὄΝtὁΝ‘ἵhἷat’ΝthἷΝὅyὅtἷmΝὁὄΝatΝlἷaὅtΝtὁΝaὀἹἷὄΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ,ΝaὅΝIΝwὁulἶΝimaἹiὀἷΝ
that constant petitions of the same question would undoubtedly be irksome if it seemed that 
the enquirer was deliberately ignoring the advice and instructions offered.  
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 We know of other instances where the gods were consulted either at an oracular centre 
or through other means of divination more than once successfully, but this was not n 
unreasonable number of visits. The Athenians, for instance, only petitioned Apollo at Delphi 
for a second time after they felt that the initial message from the Pythia would cause upset and 
despair in Athens in view of the impending Persian invasion.  
 IἸΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝtὄuthΝiὀΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’Νaccount, then it seems that they were actually fearful to 
return to Athens with such an unfortunate prognosis.615 This proves how much influence a 
divine message could hold over a city state. According to Herodotus many Greek stats chose 
to consult Apollo at Delphi when faced with the Persian invasion and in most instances their 
stance was made on the basis of the response from the god. The Argives for instance, remained 
neutral after consulting Apollo, along with the Cretans, and they had the assent of the oracle, 
which was not questioned.616 
 
 IὀΝχὄiὅtὁphaὀἷὅ’ΝPeace the たうちkすな Hierocles (who is also referred to in this passage 
as a ぬとさjたてそふけてな) appears uninvited to interfere with the sacrifices, partly because he does 
not support the Peace, and additionally because he wants to ensure that he gets the bes  parts 
of the sacrifice for himself, as was the custom for whoever oversaw the process. He is treated 
very poorly by Trygaeus, who is clearly not fond of the ぬとさjたてそふけてな, and he is eventually 
physically kicked away from the sacrifice and told to move on.617  
 Hierocles was a historical figure in Athens during the latter half of the fifth century 
B.C. After the quelling of the Euboean revolt in 446/5, Hierocles produced some encouraging 
oracles and we believe that he was sent to accompany the founding colony who established 
the cleruchy that was later known as Oreus.618 Whether these oracles were from his own divine 
inspiration, from an oracular collection or from his own interpretation of omens or sacrifices 
is not specified. This is unfortunate as if Hierocles had produced favourable oracles f om an 
                                                     
615 Hdt VII:140-142. 
616 Hdt VII:69. 
617 Aristoph. Peace 1039-1110. 
618 Diod. Sic. XII:22.2. 
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oracular collection then this would signify that he may have been considered mor of a 
ぬとさjたてそふけてな than a たうちkすな, as implied by Aristophanes. 
 
viiiμΝἤἷlatiὁὀὅhipΝἴἷtwἷἷὀΝὄulἷὄΝaὀἶΝたうちkすなμ 
 The relationship between the strategos or kiὀἹΝaὀἶΝthἷΝὅuppὁὄtiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝiὅΝaΝἵὄitiἵalΝ
one, not just in battle, but for the duration of a military campaign. Trust was a key element in 
the relationship of these individuals and without such a bond military campaigns could have 
become a very challengiὀἹΝἷὀἶἷavὁuὄέΝWἷΝkὀὁwΝthatΝXἷὀὁphὁὀΝἶἷpiἵtὅΝἑyὄuὅΝthἷΝἕὄἷat’ὅΝ
father instructing him that he must have a basic understanding of divine signs so that he could 
avoid being at the mercy of his seers.619 Even if this was not necessarily the Persian view it 
was clearly an issue that Xenophon felt quite strongly about. This is emphasised furth r by the 
fact that Xenophon himself emphasised that he too knew enough to be able to perform 
sacrifices himself and we know that he did so when he was asked to take over ladership of 
the army after the death of Cyrus.620  
 The Anabasis is full of examples of generals performing sacrifices before making 
important decisions for the army, and a key instance was when there was dissent amongst the 
troops and they feared that Xenophon was keeping them stationary for his own benefit. 
XἷὀὁphὁὀΝthἷὀΝiὀvitἷἶΝthἷΝἷὀtiὄἷΝaὄmyΝ(ὁὄΝaὀyὁὀἷΝwithΝkὀὁwlἷἶἹἷΝὁἸΝたgちkすせお)ΝtὁΝwitὀἷὅὅΝthἷΝ
ὀἷxtΝὅἷtΝὁἸΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅ,ΝὅὁΝthatΝthἷyΝἵὁulἶΝἴἷaὄΝwitὀἷὅὅΝaὅΝtὁΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’ΝἶiviὀἷΝwillέ621  
 It was a perilous decision for a general in terms of what the correct course of action 
should be after a sacrifice. More often it seems that the safest option was to agree with the 
iὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ たうちkすなΝ (ἶἷpἷὀἶiὀἹΝupὁὀΝ thἷΝ ὅἵἷὀaὄiὁΝ ὁἸΝ ἵὁuὄὅἷ),Ν aὅΝ atΝ lἷaὅtΝ ἸὄὁmΝὁὀἷΝ
perspective if the portents had been misinterpreted then thἷΝたうちkすなΝἵὁulἶΝὅhaὄἷΝaΝpὁὄtiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝ
blame.622 
                                                     
619 Xen. Cyrop. I:6.2. 
620 Xen. Anab. VI:1.23-25. 
621 Xen. Anab. VI:4.13-17. See above 101 for a full treatment of this episode. 
622 See also Dover (1972) 64; Garland (1984) 75-123 and Bonnechere (2010b) 115–133. 
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 Additionally, there are so many instances that have been preserved in the sources of 
ἹἷὀἷὄalὅΝὄaὅhlyΝiἹὀὁὄiὀἹΝthἷΝaἶviἵἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝthἷiὄΝἶiὅaἶvaὀtaἹἷέΝἑὁὀὅiἶἷὄΝχlἷxaὀἶἷὄΝ
ignoring the advice of Demophon at Mallia in 326/5B.C. in a bid to retain the morale of his 
soldiers:623 thiὅΝ ἶiἶΝ ὀὁtΝ ἷὀἶΝ wἷllΝ aὀἶΝ ἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷὅΝ thatΝ thἷΝ aἶviἵἷΝ ὁἸΝ aΝ たうちkすなΝ ὅhὁulἶΝ ἴἷΝ
ἵaὄἷἸullyΝἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶ,ΝἷὅpἷἵiallyΝaὅΝthἷyΝὄἷpὄἷὅἷὀtἷἶΝthἷΝἹὁἶὅ’ΝἶiviὀἷΝwillέ 
 In contrast to this, one of the more interesting instances in Herodotus, mentioned at 
thἷΝἴἷἹiὀὀiὀἹΝὁἸΝthiὅΝἵhaptἷὄ,ΝiὅΝthἷΝἸamὁuὅΝ‘WὁὁἶἷὀΝWall’Νὁὄaἵlἷ,ΝiὀΝwhiἵhΝthἷΝχthἷὀiaὀὅΝ
inquired at Delphi for advice on how to face the impending Persian invasion and received 
instructions from Apollo to flee, and that the wooden wall will save them.  
 After receiving this response there was a great debate in Athens about the correct 
ἵὁuὄὅἷΝὁἸΝaἵtiὁὀ,ΝaὀἶΝitΝwaὅΝὁὀlyΝaἸtἷὄΝἦhἷmiὅtὁἵlἷὅΝὁvἷὄtuὄὀἷἶΝthἷΝviἷwΝὁἸΝthἷΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ
that the Athenians decided to take to their ships rather than hide behind an actual wooden wall 
on the Acropolis.624 In this instance the view of the seers is publicly and correctly negated by 
the general populace and there are several hypotheses that could justify this. It has been 
suggested that Themistocles had already manipulated the Delphic Oracle to provide that 
response so that he could persuade the Athenians to leave Athens and put their trust in their 
naval strength. 
 Themistocles recognised the strategic dangers of following the interpretation 
ὅuἹἹἷὅtἷἶΝ ἴyΝ thἷΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ tὁΝ ὄἷmaiὀΝ iὀΝ χthἷὀὅΝ aὀἶΝ ὅὁΝ tὁὁkΝ aὀΝ ἷxἷἵutivἷΝ ἶἷἵiὅiὁὀΝ tὁΝ
overturn the view and successfully persuaded the Athenians otherwise. It is worth noting here 
thatΝώἷὄὁἶὁtuὅΝmἷὀtiὁὀὅΝぬとさjたてそふけてす aὀἶΝὀὁtΝたうちkiすなέΝχἶἶitiὁὀally, let us not forget that the 
ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝwἷὄἷΝpὄὁviἶiὀἹΝthἷiὄΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝὁἸΝaὀΝὁὄaἵlἷΝἴὄὁuἹhtΝἸὄὁmΝϊἷlphiνΝwἷΝaὄἷΝὀὁtΝ
told in Herodotus that they had presided over any sacrifices themselves to assist the Athenians 
to discern the will of the gods. Their role here was purely one of interpretation. 
 ἢlatὁ’ὅΝviἷwΝὁἸΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝaὀἶΝthἷiὄΝpὁὅitiὁὀΝiὀ the hierarchy of a military 
campaign is emphasised in his work Laws.  
                                                     
623 Diod. Sic XVII:98.4. For Demophon, see Kett (1996) 32-33. 




‘έέέk責 ヾiと拙 k摂ちΝヾふそiたてちΝせg拙 けすけちふたiちgΝせg拙 けiちさjふたiちgμΝせg拙 成 ちふたてなΝて西kのΝkうkkiす,Νた碩 k摂ちΝたうちkすちΝkて漕 
jkとgkさけて漕 甚とぬiすち,Ν刃そそ責 k摂ちΝjkとgkさけ摂ちΝkて漕 たうちkiのなέ’ 
‘έέέiὀΝthἷΝὁpἷὄatiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝwaὄνΝwhἷὀἵἷΝthἷΝlawΝὁὄἶaiὀὅΝthatΝthἷΝἹἷὀἷὄalΝὅhallΝἹivἷΝὁὄἶἷὄὅΝtὁΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄ,ΝaὀἶΝ
ὀὁtΝthἷΝὅἷἷὄΝtὁΝthἷΝἹἷὀἷὄalέ’625   
 
In 195E he states that:  
 
‘厨ヾi拙 たうちkすちΝけiΝk責 jさたi宋gΝたふちてちΝhi宋 けすけちほjせiすちΝk蒼ちΝ厨jてたえちのち,Νi澄kiΝk荘 しうちgkてなΝi澄kiΝちふjてなΝi澄kiΝ刃ヾてくてそ碩 
ぬとさたうkのちΝ帥jkgすέ’ 




viἷwΝὁἸΝhὁwΝmuἵhΝpὁwἷὄΝaΝたうちkすなΝwielded, but it also summarises in a very basic form what 
waὅΝpὄimaὄilyΝἷxpἷἵtἷἶΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなέΝYἷtΝaὀΝiὀtἷὄἷὅtiὀἹΝὁἴὅἷὄvatiὁὀΝὁὀΝthἷΝἴalance of power 
ἴἷtwἷἷὀΝaΝたうちkすなΝand a king is surmised by Humphreys, in which he states: 
 
‘έέthἷΝ aὄiὅtὁἵὄatiἵΝ ὅὁἵiἷtyΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ aὄἵhaiἵΝ pἷὄiὁἶΝ pὄἷἸἷὄὄἷἶΝ ὁὄaἵlἷὅΝ tὁΝ ὁmἷὀὅέΝ ἡmἷὀὅΝ ἵὁulἶΝ ὁὀlyΝ ἴἷΝ
iὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝἴyΝaΝὅpἷἵialiὅtΝ‘たうちkすな’νΝὅuἵhΝhὁlἶἷὄὅΝὁἸΝἵhaὄiὅmatiἵΝauthority were a welcome check on the 




unwelcome element in the workings of the aristocratic component of society in the archaic 
pἷὄiὁἶέΝItΝmayΝwἷllΝἴἷΝthatΝthἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝὁὀΝὁἵἵaὅiὁὀΝiὀἵὁὀvἷὀiἷὀἵἷἶΝthὁὅἷΝ
                                                     
625 Plat. Laws 199A. 
626 Plat. Laws 195E. 
627 Humphreys (1978) 237. 
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individuals in authority, yet these interpretations were a reflection of divine will and as such 
had to be respected and adhered to as well as possible, as we know to ignore such advice could 
well have proved damaging to an individual or their efforts in the long run.  
 ἦhἷΝ iἶἷaΝ thatΝ thἷὅἷΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀὅΝwἷὄἷΝaΝ‘wἷlἵὁmἷΝἵhἷἵkΝὁὀΝ thἷΝpὁwἷὄΝὁἸΝkiὀἹὅ’Ν
impliἷὅΝthatΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝattἷmptiὀἹΝtὁΝὄivalΝkiὀἹὅΝaὅΝlἷaἶiὀἹΝauthὁὄitiἷὅΝwithiὀΝaΝἵityΝὅtatἷ,Ν
and I find this view a rather negative ὁὀἷΝwhἷὀΝappὄὁaἵhiὀἹΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝwithiὀΝ the 
hierarchy of a city state. 
 We are provided with an insight into thἷΝὄὁlἷΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝwithiὀΝthἷΝἕὄἷἷkΝἵityΝὅtatἷΝiὀΝ
ἑiἵἷὄὁ’ὅΝ wὁὄkΝ De Divinatione. In the passage below Cicero examines the importance of 
divination in any well-structured city state and cites Athens and Sparta as examples. Cicero 
explains that the Athenians haἶΝaΝたうちkすなΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝatΝἷvἷὄyΝpuἴliἵΝaὅὅἷmἴlyΝaὀἶΝthatΝthἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅΝ
assigned an independent diviner not only to their kings but in addition they also employed the 
services of an independent diviner to counsel the Ephors.  
 
‘namque et Athenienses omnibus semper publicis consiliis divinos quosdam acerdotes, quos たうちkiすな 
vocant, adhibuerunt, et Lacedaemoniiregibus suis augurem assessorem dederunt, itemque senibus (sic 
enim consilium publicum appellant) augurem interesse voluerunt, iidemque de rebus maioribus semper 
aut Delphis oraclum aut ab Hammone aut a Dodona petebantέ’ 
‘ἦhἷΝχthἷὀiaὀὅ,Ν ἸὁὄΝ iὀὅtaὀἵἷ,Ν iὀΝἷvἷὄyΝpuἴliἵΝaὅὅἷmἴlyΝalwayὅΝhaἶΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝἵἷὄtaiὀΝpὄiἷὅtly diviners, 
whom they call たうちkiすな. The Spartans assigned an augur to their kings as a judicial adviser, and they 
also enacted that an augar should be present in their Council of Elders, which is t e name of their Senate. 




state, regardless of its political structure, and although Cicero emphasises the importance of 
                                                     
628 Cic. De Div. I:95 (43), tr. Falconer. 
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divination during times of warfare, he still refers to its relevance in times of peace as well as 
during conflict. 
 The other interesting item of note from this passage is the last part of the excerpt, 
which outlines that for matters of great concern the Greeks would consult the oracles of 
Delphi, Ammon or Dodona. This further emphasises the importance of oracular centres over 
independent diviners as religious authorities for matters of state importance, rth r than 
everyday matters.  
 Yet this in itself still stresses that irrespective of the type of media mployed for that 
particular purpose, divination was absolutely necessary at all levels in order t  guide the 
enquirer towards the correct course of action, and Cicero is stating here that the position of 
the Romans at this time was exactly the same, just with different titles for the religious 
specialists and practices. 
 The fact that divination still held such a position of prominence in ancient Rome 
demonstrates how the attitudes towards the subject in the ancient world were un avering over 
this period originating from before the Dark Ages right up until the ris  of Christianity. The 
fact that the Delphic oracle was able to practise for such a long period of time demonstrates 
the importance of divination in the lives of individuals in the ancient world and this cannot be 
forgotten when approaching this subject, whatever scepticism a scholar might possess.  
 ItΝiὅΝuὀὅuὄpὄiὅiὀἹΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝthatΝたうちkiすなΝmaiὀtaiὀἷἶΝpὁὅitiὁὀὅΝὁἸΝpὄὁmiὀἷὀἵἷΝwithiὀΝthἷΝ
ancient Greek city states as we know how important it was for both individuals and cities to 
be able to consult the gods before making any important decisions and this philosophy was 
clearly applicable in everyday life.  
 The difficulty that was experienced in consulting the Delphic oracle regularly h s 
already been highlighted at the beginning of this chapter and so there is no reason to wonder 
whyΝたうちkiすなΝἸὁuὀἶΝὄἷἹulaὄ occupations within city states as we know that they could provide 
a quick divine opinion on a particular query without there being any need for an envoy to be 
sent to an oracular centre. 
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 However, once we begin exploring the role of an independent diviner within a city 
ὅtatἷΝ itΝ ἴἷἵὁmἷὅΝ mὁὄἷΝ ἶiἸἸiἵultΝ tὁΝ ἵlἷaὄlyΝ ἶiὅtiὀἹuiὅhΝ たうちkiすなΝwhἷὀΝ wἷΝ aὄἷΝ ἸaἵἷἶΝ ἴyΝ ὁthἷὄΝ
official religious roles that feature regularly within city states such as Athens, for example 
exegetai and hiereis.629  
 Inevitably these roles overlap within the ancient sources and we do hear of exegetai 
and hiereis performing similar ritual practicἷὅΝtὁΝたうちkiすな,ΝthἷΝὁὀlyΝἶiἸἸἷὄἷὀἵἷΝἴἷiὀἹΝthatΝthἷὅἷΝ
particular individuals are considered to be official employees either of the state or more 
importantly of a religious sanctuary within the city. However, for matters of divination it is 
ἵuὅtὁmaὄyΝἸὁὄΝたうちkiすなΝtὁΝἴἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀtΝtὁΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtΝὁὄΝpἷὄἸὁὄmΝthἷΝὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄyΝὅaἵὄiἸiἵἷὅΝὄathἷὄΝthaὀΝ
these individuals and so they must still be considered to be the main authorities that still serve 
this important purpose as a part of the ancient Greek decision making process.  
 That said, irrespective of the religious specialist involved directly, it is clear that there 
was most certainly a need for divination within a city state to provide e ther individual or state 
consultations. Athens is one of the more interesting cities to explore in this area, because of 
the other religious roles that were in place at the time that can often cause an element of 
confusion for a modern scholar when attempting to place each role in context. 
 There is an interesting coverage of the Cretan seer Epimenides in Pausanias, where 
we are provided with two conflicting accounts regarding the treatment of the seer at the hands 
of the Spartans. On the one hand Pausanias records an Argive story which states that the seer 
was captured by the Spartans when they waged war upon the Cretans and that they then put 
Epimenides to death when he failed to predict good things for them.  
 The Argives then retrieved the ὅἷἷὄ’ὅΝἴὁἶyΝaὀἶΝἴuὄiἷἶΝitΝiὀΝχὄἹὁὅέ630 However, there 
iὅΝalὅὁΝaὀΝaἵἵὁuὀtΝiὀΝἢauὅaὀiaὅ’ΝwὁὄkΝwhiἵhΝἶἷὅἵὄiἴἷὅΝthἷΝtὁmἴΝὁἸΝEpimἷὀiἶἷὅΝaὅΝlὁἵatἷἶΝiὀΝ
Sparta. In this passage he states that he believes that the Spartan account is more credible than 
                                                     
629 See Plat. Laws 8.828B for his distinction between exegetai, hiereis and manteis. 
630 Paus. II:21.3. Interestingly, both Kett (1966) 17-80 and Roth (1982) 268-287 seem to have 
overlooked this seer in their prosopographies.  
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the Argives’ and in another chapter he adds that the Spartans deny fighting with the Cretans 
in the first place.631  
 These conflicting accounts give us two very different images of the Spartans. On the
one hand, we are presented with a representation of an impious city state, which was willing 
to face the wrath of the gods for punishing their messenger if the responses provided by the 
たうちkすなΝwἷὄἷΝὀὁtΝaὅΝthἷΝἥpaὄtaὀὅΝhaἶΝἷὀviὅaἹἷἶέΝἡὀΝthἷΝὁthἷὄΝhaὀἶ, we are presented with a 
city state who potentially hired the services of a ὄἷὀὁwὀἷἶΝたうちkすな,ΝwhὁΝthἷὀΝhὁὀὁuὄἷἶΝhimΝ
with a tomb in Sparta after his passing.  
 This latter presentation of the Spartans is far more in agreement with the 
representation of Spartan approaches to religion that we have accounts of in the ancient 
sources. Thus I am more inclined to agree with Pausanias in the fact that it seems far more 
likely that the Spartans worked with Epimenides rather than taking him prisoner and then 
killing him for inauspicious interpretations of divination. The other factor to consider here is 
that the other account of this story originates from the Argives, who spent the majority of the 
classical period in various states of war with the Spartans. Whenever a truce ended between 
them, war would resume unless another peace was brokered. 
 
ix. Authority: 
 In my view it does not seem that independent diviners held any less authority in 
ancient Greece as purveyors of divination than oracular centres themselves. It is clear from 
the accounts that we have of occasions where an independent diviner, be that a たうちkすな or a 
ぬとさjたてそふけてな, is presented badly in the sources and is revealed as a corrupt individual, that 
these instances never impacted upon Greek belief in the validity of divination itself as a 
system. 
                                                     
631 Paus. III:11.11, III:12.11. For a discussion of the family tree of Epimenides, see Herman (1989) 83-
93. See also Bremmer (1993) 156, who accepts the Spartan burial account. 
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 This is much the same as the instances that we know of in which the Pythia was 
corrupted at Delphi;632 this was her own mistake as an individual and her misdeeds failed to 
impact upon the credibility of Apollo and his sanctuary and so the frequency of consultations 
was not affected as a result of any discoveries of corruption. This is why in my opinion seers 
were just as valid an authority as an oracular centre as a means of communicating with the 
gods: they just employed different methods.  
 It is clear that individual seers did not necessarily have the same physical presence 
and authoritative weight as a famous sanctuary in terms of renown, and oracular responses at 
Delphi were credited as coming directly from Apollo to the Pythia as his vessel; however the 
messages interpreted by seers did ultimately originate from Zeus or Apollo as the main 
authorities on prophecy and signs, hence the signs presented to independent diviners and the 
interpretations made still maintained their own credibility.  
 The accessibility of independent diviners also worked to their advantage in 
comparison to the exclusivity of Delphi, although I am sure that ultimately this benefit would 
have been felt more by the individual enquirer rather than a city-state, who was likely to 
possess promanteia of some kind at Delphi.633 We know from Hἷὄὁἶὁtuὅ’Ν aἵἵὁuὀtΝ ὁἸΝ thἷΝ
‘wὁὁἶἷὀΝwall’ΝὁὄaἵlἷΝthatΝχthἷὀiaὀΝἶἷlἷἹatἷὅΝwἷὄἷΝaἴlἷΝtὁΝἵὁὀὅultΝχpὁllὁΝtwiἵἷΝiὀΝὁὀἷΝpἷὄiὁἶΝ
of oracular activity in which the Delphic Oracle was accessible for consultation, but this is 
considered to have been a rare occurrence indeed.634  
 For state consultations, independent diviners were present both to provide an 
interpretation of the response from an oracular centre, but also to perform the ole of the media 
for any divine enquiry itself. We know that seers were present at meetings of the Athenian 
assembly and that they attended to both the king and the assembly of Ephors at Sparta.635  
                                                     
632 Hdt. VI:66 for the Spartan king Kleomenes bribing the Pythia. See chapter IV 159 for a discussion 
of this episode. 
633 For an overview of Delphic procedure see Parke & Wormell (1956) vol I, Flacelieré (1976) and 
Fontenrose (1978). 
634 Hdt. VII:140-142. 
635 Bowden (2003) 266. 
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 Alternatively, independent diviners were employed to accompany members of a 
particular city state on a colonisation expedition or a military campaign, in which case the role 
that they played was that of an intermediary between the expedition party and the gods. Often 
we come across accounts in which seers were employed in the direct service of prominent 
individuals, who required their divine expertise; whether these were within the confines of 
their own home or city state, or out on campaign or expedition.636  
 So, why consult a seer? As previously noted, they were convenient, for they were a
far more accessible means of divine communication than an oracular centre and we know that 
in terms of Greek religious practices it seems that it was necessary to consult the gods before 
making any sort of pivotal decision. That aspect of the question has certainly bee  answered 
fully.  
 We know that there were individuals who were not considered to be religious 
specialists in the area of divination, who had gained a working knowledge of interpreting 
omens, performing sacrifices and interpreting entrails. These individuals were able to answer 
their own specific questions which they presented to the gods without the necessary need for
a seer. We also know from sources such as Xenophon637 that there were particular omens 
which were much more widely recognised and understood by the masses and these omens did 
not always require a religious specialist to interpret them, much as in western society today it 
is a common superstition among many to greet a lone magpie if you come across it in rder to 
avoid bad luck.  
 That said, it is logical to presume that just as there were recognisable signs in this 
kえぬちさΝwhiἵhΝἵὁulἶΝἴἷΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtἷἶΝwithὁutΝthἷΝpὄἷὅἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝaΝὅἷἷὄ,ΝthἷὄἷΝwἷὄἷΝalὅὁΝmaὀy,ΝmuἵhΝ
more complicated omens and messages which were far outside of a non-specialist's remit, 
where a seer was most certainly required in order to accurately glean the meaning of the divine 
message. As touched upon earlier in this chapter, another important factor to consider is that 
even if an individual was aware of how to interpret signs themselves, they may well hav  
                                                     
636 See chapter V 82-89 for a discussion on partnerships between seers and their employers. 
637 Xen. Anab. III:2.9. 
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wanted a seer to hand as a more qualified individual, who was able to support the interpr tation 
with their own specialist knowledge.638   
 In addition, due to their arguably closer link with the gods they would have been abl 
to elevate the authority of their interpretation of the divine message and assist the expedition 
leader in conveying the resulting decision to his subordinates. What I mean by elevating the 
authority of an interpretation is this: from the sources it is evident that ancestry especially can 
be an important area of consideration when hiring a たうちkすな.639  
 If hiring a seer to accompany you on a campaign or expedition, surely it would have 
been prudent to be aware that members of an army might be swayed in agreement towards a 
certain decision if a famous たうちkすな was at the root of the interpretation, rather than their 
aristocratic leader, whose capabilities in the area of divination were unknown and potentially 
suspect.  
 I do not believe this to be a sceptical concept, as even if we understand that the vas
majority of the ancient Greeks believed that seers were credible and genuine characters who 
interpreted and communicated divine will, it does not mean that a general could not also take 
advantage of the presence of a renowned seer to add emphasis to their decision, alongside the 
religious purpose that they were employed for.640  
 I am not assuming here that a general and religious specialist would be willing to 
manipulate omens to their advantage; I am merely stating that it would be advantageous o a 
ἹἷὀἷὄalΝtὁΝhavἷΝaΝἶiviὀἷὄ’ὅΝpἷὄὅὁὀalΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtation to hand when announcing the results of the 
divine communication, especially if the divine message was particularly difficult to interpret.  
 An alternative explanation is that that if a leading public figure possessed enough 
knowledge to perform public divination themselves, but without possessing an official 
religious designation in this area, I am suggesting that there was potentially a risk of his 
auἶiἷὀἵἷΝἷxpἷὄiἷὀἵiὀἹΝἶὁuἴtΝatΝthἷΝaἵἵuὄaἵyΝὁἸΝthiὅΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝiὀἶiviἶual’ὅΝiὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀὅ,ΝaὅΝ
                                                     
638 See also 15-16 of introduction. 
639 The emphasis on lineage and たgちkすせお is explored in more detail in chapter II 50-52. 




without direct knowledge of his qualifications or capabilities in this area they might prefer to 
have a specialist in divination present in order to reassure them that an accurate response was 
gleaned from this particular enquiry. 
 When I refer to non-specialists performing public sacrifices I am more referring to 
generals on campaign than random individuals; a few examples of this have been preserved 
in Xenophon.641 Therefore it seems to have been mutually beneficial to all parties to have an 
independent diviner present for the vast majority of specific enquiries. 
 From instances in the sources that we have of events turning out contrary to the 
prediction of the seer, the immediate reason that we are presented with by the sources for this 
misfortune is either that the seer in question was mistaken in his interpretation, or that the gods 
were punishing either the seer for some misuse of his abilities or perhaps they wis d to punish 
the employer in some way and so refused to present the seer with a clear and correct message, 
so that they would decide upon a particular course of action under the illusion that they 
possessed divine consent to proceed in a certain manner.  
 This does not mean that seers were received suspiciously in the city state; it jus  means 
that there was an understanding that seers were culpable for their actions just a  any other 
individual. As there was undoubtedly a certain amount of apprehension concerning incorrect 
interpretations, this would surely also influence their choice of religious specialist based on 
their qualifications and this is another factor that would encourage a leader or g neral to hire 
a seer to join his campaign. 
 As for historical seers, there is an abundance of literary and historical evdence to 
support their existence along with archaeological discoveries and epigraphic evidenc  
depicting and describing independent diviners fulfilling their roles in varying circumstances, 
and these records are the evidence that I have referred to throughout this work when exploring 
the role and importance of independent diviners throughout the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. 
  
                                                     





 In order to conclude this thesis I thought it best to explore initially the decline of 
independent diviners, then evaluate the conclusions drawn at the close of each chapter, before 
summing up the work as a whole. This thesis has explored many different aspects of 
independent diviners from ancient Greece, from their origins and the evolution of the r le, to 
their divinatory practices and reception within the ancient Greek world. 
 
Decline of independent diviners 
 From the evidence which has been preserved from the end of the classical period 
onwards, it is difficult to identify when the decline in the consultation of independent diviners 
first began. Our knowledge of independent diviners from myth and the classical period has 
reached us because those authors chose to include information about these religious spec ali ts 
in their works. If sources such as Herodotus, Xenophon or the comic and tragic playwrights 
haἶΝ ὀὁtΝ ἵὁὀὅiἶἷὄἷἶΝ itΝ ὀἷἵἷὅὅaὄyΝ tὁΝ wὄitἷΝ aἴὁutΝ ὅἷἷὄὅΝ pὄaἵtiὅiὀἹΝ thἷiὄΝ kえぬちさ,Ν thἷὀΝ thἷΝ ὁὀlyΝ
evidence of their existence would be from Greek art and architecture, and inscriptions.  
 As there are fewer sources from the hellenistic period when compared to those of the 
classical period, and the writers which we have preserved did not necessarily focus on 
recording signs and oracles in their works, it is perhaps rather presumptuous to assert that this 
alone implies a decline in the use of independent diviners and divinatory practices.  Especially 
when we know that consultations at the Delphic oracle continued into the fourth century 
A.D.642 
 In addition, the rise of other forms of divination, such as astrology, would have 
inevitably stolen some of the focus from the more traditional methods. In addition, as a new 
method of practising divination it was likely to have been the method of choice, perhaps even 
something of a novelty.643   
                                                     
642 Parke and Wormell (1956) I. 
643 For an introduction to ancient astrology, see Barton (1994). 
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This opinion stated by Bremmer could not be further from the truth. It is easy to fall into the 
dangers of making assumptions due to a lack of evidence. Then again, in the classical period 
it is clear that the role of seers flourished under democracy, as the process for employing seers 
became more formal and regularised and the role and expectations of independent divin rs
became far more complex and diverse. If the development of democracy was truly responsible 
for starting the decline, then surely this would have been more evident in the fifth century.  
 A more common suggestion is that the decline in independent diviners began as a 
result of the failure of the Sicilian Expedition, but again, this is incorrect.645 Evidence such 
as the Honours for Sthorys inscription from 394/3 B.C.646 and the presence of Agias at the 
battle of Aigospotamoi demonstrate clearly that seers were still active at this point in time, 
therefore it is clear that in the early fourth century at least there was no decline in the use of 
seers.647 In truth, the presence of several seers supporting Alexander the Great on military 
campaign should be sufficient evidence to prove that there was still very much a need for 
independent diviners in the ancient Greek world during the classical period.648   
  As discussed previously, ἦhuἵyἶiἶἷὅ’ΝἶἷὅἵὄiptiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝaὀἹἷὄΝἸἷltΝἴyΝthἷΝχthenians towards 
the independent diviners responsible for persuading them to invade Sicily is certainly an 
                                                     
644 Bremmer (1996) 109. In contrast to this Malkin saw たgちkすせお aὅΝ ‘ἴἷἵὁmiὀἹΝmὁὄe specialised the 
ἸuὄthἷὄΝὁὀἷΝpὄὁἹὄἷὅὅἷὅΝiὀtὁΝthἷΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝpἷὄiὁἶ’έΝεalkiὀΝ(1λκἅ)Ν111έ 
645 Mikalson (1983) 40. Mikalson is of the point of view that it was the ぬとさjたてそふけてす who declined after 
the Sicilian expedition, but that たうちkiすな continued to practise successfully into the fourth century. 
646 Osborne (1970) 151-174. See also Bremmer (1996) 108 and Flower (2008b) 103. 
647 See Paus. III:11.5, X:9.7. See also Weniger (1915) 73-74. 
648 See Plut. Alex. 26, for the seers present at the founding of Alexandria. For further discussion of this, 
see Flower (2008b) 179-180. 
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insightful passage, but I find it highly unlikely that this anger was enough for t e Athenians 
to turn away from the practice of divination through independent diviners entirely.  
 We know from our exploration of the importance of ancestry that the ancient Greeks 
were heavily influenced by tradition. This one occurrence in which the signs were incorrctly 
interpreted or perhaps even overlooked entirely, even despite the fact that it was a shattering 
loss to the Athenians, would still not have been considered devastating enough to alter their 
perception of the benefits of divinatory practices.  
 As ever there were particular individuals at fault, not the belief system itself.  If 
nothing else, the firmly established tradition of seers assisting generals du ing pitched hoplite 
battles had to persist; if the Athenians had decided not to use seers in this guise then there 
would have been an overwhelming level of confusion and panic for all parties. It wasnot 
possible for divinatory systems such as this to be changed so radically, so soon.  
 Furthermore, the failure of the Sicilian expedition directly impacted the A nians, 
therefore for the sake of argument, even if these events did impact upon their beli f in 
divination for a time, the Athenians were not the only city state to use seers. Independent 
diviners were a necessary feature of any Greek army; therefore, any suggestion of their decline 
across Greece being on account of the failed Sicilian expedition I find rather difficult to agree 
with and it is most certainly a very broad generalisation on the basis of one small catalyst.649 
 What seems most likely to me is that there was a gradual decline with the rise of the 
Roman Empire. As their own system of divination would have eventually prevailed over the 
ancient Greek system.  
 In terms of independent diviners in the classical period, each chapter has treated
different aspects of their role and from these chapters we can draw the following conclusions.  
  
                                                     




 The religious specialists whom I consider fall into the category of independent 
diviners from the ancient Greek world are たうちkiすな and ぬとさjたてそふけてす. These individuals 
specialised in the kえぬちさ of divination and their skill set (たgちkすせお) made them highly desirable 
assets to a city state, as they provided accessible communication with the gods.  
 As outlined in this chapter they were most certainly two distinct roles, and each role 
was separate from any sort of oracular centre or religious institution in the ancient Greek world 
(for the most part),650 which is why they are grouped under the heading of independent diviner. 
  Due to the fact that there is often confusion between the two roles, I decide  to refer 
to them both under this term, as used by Dillery.651 There were occasions within this thesis 
where I also referred to independent diviners as seers, but this was more to avoid continued 
use of the same nouns. 
 Other religious officials were treated briefly, but the reasons for not incorporating 
thἷmΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ ὅtuἶyΝwἷὄἷΝἵlἷaὄ,ΝaὀἶΝaὅΝ IΝwaὅΝ ἸὁllὁwiὀἹΝϊillἷὄy’ὅΝmὁἶἷl,Ν IΝ ἶiἶΝὀὁtΝwiὅhΝ tὁΝ
include any other form or religious specialist under this heading either and I agree with his 
reasons for not doing so.652 
 This chapter also provided an introduction to written collections of old oracles, as 
utilised by ぬとさjたてそふけてす and city states alike. These were typically sought during major events 
in order to help provide guidance in times of strife and their use is often cited in the ancient 
sources. 
 The main purpose of this chapter was to define who たうちkiすな and ぬとさjたてそふけてす were 
and to explain why I chose to group them under the heading of independent diviners. The 
introduction to each role was to provide a definition for each type of seer, some background 
knowledge to the role itself and a history of the scholarship surrounding their definitions 
before progressing into the ancestry and origins of each role. 
                                                     
650 We are reminded of the established positions of members of the Iamidae an  Clytiadae families at 
Olympia. See Weniger (1915) 53-115 for a list of seers at Olympia. 
651 Dillery (2005) 168-171. See chapter I 21-27 for further elaboration on this. 





 This chapter highlighted clear differences between ぬとさjたてそふけてす and たうちkiすな when 
exploring the origins and transmission of both roles in detail. ‒うちkiすなΝhavἷΝaΝ lὁὀἹΝhiὅtὁὄyΝ
dating back to the events of myth and some mantic families have a clearly established timeline
recorded in the ancient literature.653 From this chapter it emerged that there does not seem to 
have been one clear method of bestowing たgちkすせお between たうちkiすな, nor is the emphasis on 
ancestry entirely clear. 
 Where ぬとさjたてそふけてす are concerned, their role seems to have held less divinatory 
significance, due to their main purpose being to consult oracular collections and offer their 
findings in a way which made them applicable to current events meriting divine enquiry. As 
ὁἸΝyἷtΝthἷὄἷΝiὅΝὀὁΝἷviἶἷὀἵἷΝtὁΝὅuppὁὄtΝthἷΝἷxiὅtἷὀἵἷΝὁἸΝ‘ἵhὄἷὅmὁlὁἹiἵ’ΝἸamiliἷὅ,ΝἴutΝthiὅΝἵὁulἶΝ
be because for this particular role there does not seem to have been the same emphasis on 
ancestry that was required for たうちkiすな, therefore they would not have been necessary. 
 The most essential conclusion which can be drawn from chapter II is the fact that 
when scrutinising the evidence it is clear that たgちkすせお was a learned process, it was not innate. 
The founding たうちkiすな in many instances had the gift bestowed upon them directly by a deity 
of some kind. From then onwards, later たうちkiすな experienced either direct divine interference 
in terms of bestowing the art of たgちkすせお as time progressed, or they were able to learn the 
kえぬちさ. In terms of divine intervention, consider the seer Teiresias, and the two different 
accounts which exist describing how he was able to acquire mantic abilities: both ended in his 
receiving the gift of たgちkすせお from either Zeus or Athena directly.654 In terms of learning the 
mantic skill, there were different means of teaching and learning that were explored: the more 
typical method of learning たgちkすせお was through the teachings of another specialist, usually 
from the same mantic family, or perhaps more oddly from myth, with the exchange of saliva 
and within it, mantic knowledge. The transmission of saliva seems to have featured quite 
                                                     
653 Consider the lineage of Theoclymenus as mentioned in the Odyssey. See Hom. Od. XV:223-264. 
654 Apollod. Lib. III:6.6-7; Call. Hymn V:121-6 and Apollon. II:178-93. 
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prominently in accounts of seers from myth.655 There are also sources who have described 
books detailing the secrets of divination, yet unfortunately these have not survived.656 
 An interesting observation about this, is that despite the ancient Greeks demonstrating 
awareness of learned たgちkすせお, thἷὄἷΝwaὅΝἷmphaὅiὅΝὁὀΝたうちkiすなΝiὀΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝtὁΝἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷΝaΝ
long ancestry of talented practising seers, in order to reassure the enquirer that the specialist 
in question was absolutely skilled and knowledgeable within their field.  
 Therefore it seems sensible to conclude that although there was no real expectation 
for the mantic skill to be hereditary, we know from many other instances of positions in ancient 
Greece that tradition and lineage were essential. Consider the long line of Spartan kings for 
example. We are aware that on occasion there was doubt expressed over the legitimacy of 
some of these kings. Alcibiades was said to have sired an heir to the Spartan throne during his 
time in exile from Athens with the wife of Agis, which resulted in h s expulsion from Sparta 
and his transition over to Persia.657 In thiὅΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷΝχἹiὅ’ΝἴὄὁthἷὄΝχἹἷὅilaὁὅΝaὅἵἷὀἶἷἶΝ
to the Spartan throne instead of his nephew Leotychides, due to the oracle warning of a lame 
kingship.658 This demonstrates that the Spartans were not interested in anything which would 
weaken the bloodline of their kings, and in fact, they were even willing to break tradition in 
order to ensure its success, as this example shows clearly. 
 Where tradition is concerned, The Iamidae and the Clytiadae at Olympia are key 
examples of individual families were able to maintain a prominent official position for 
generations, and certain other priesthoods were the same.659 D spite any expressions of doubt 
over legitimacy, for the most part in ancient Greece these individuals were employed 
                                                     
655 See Apollod. Lib. I:9.11 20ff.; Apollod. Lib. III:3.1-2. For an in depth discussion on saliva as a 
means of exchanging mantic knowledge, see chapter II 32-35. 
656 For more on books on divination, see Flower (2008) 52-3 and Pritchett (1979a) 73. 
657 Plut. Alc. 23. 
658 See Plut. Lys. 22 and Ages. 3. For a treatment of this instance, see chapt r III 95 and chapter V 179. 
659 Consider the Athenian families of the Eumolpidae and Kerykes, who were th  hereditary priests of 
the Eleusinian Mysteries. See Burkert (1985a) 285 for further information on this. 
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nonetheless and it seems most likely that this was due to the fact that the ancient Greeks loved 
tradition and were keen to maintain it as much as possible.660  
 
Chapter III 
 The prominence of seers has certainly changed significantly over the evolution of the 
ὄὁlἷΝἸὄὁmΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝmythΝtὁΝthὁὅἷΝὁἸΝthἷΝἵlaὅὅiἵalΝpἷὄiὁἶέΝἦhἷΝmὁὅtΝὀὁtaἴlἷΝἵhaὀἹἷὅΝiὀΝ
terms of job description were that hepatoscopy, extispicy and the consultation of oracular 
ἵὁllἷἵtiὁὀὅΝἴyΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝwἷὄe introduced and there is little evidence of these practices in 
ancient Greek myth. By all means animal sacrifice was prevalent and this is clear in Homer 
and other earlier writers, yet it does not seem that scrutiny of entrails fe tured as part of that 
process.  
 We know from works such as The Iliad and The Odyssey that the main types of 
ἶiviὀatiὁὀΝpὄaἵtiὅἷἶΝἴyΝthἷΝたうちkiすなΝὁἸΝmythΝwἷὄἷΝἵlἷἶὁὀὁmaὀἵy,Νὁὀἷiὄὁmaὀἵy,ΝὁὄὀithὁmaὀἵyΝ
and spontaneous prophecy, whereas the main aspects ὁἸΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝἸὁὄΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝallΝ
of the above, bar spontaneous prophecy and the additional use of hepatoscopy and extispicy 
as well.  
 Indeed, extispicy seems to have become the most prevalent method of divination 
pὄaἵtiὅἷἶΝ ἴyΝ たうちkiすなΝ iὀΝ thἷΝ ἵlaὅὅiἵalΝ pἷὄiὁἶ,Ν aὀἶΝ wἷΝ aὄἷΝ alὄἷaἶyΝ awaὄἷΝ ὁἸΝ ぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ
favouring oracular collections accredited to seers of myth rather than practising the alternative 
methods of divination. Chapter IV contains a comprehensive treatment of these differ nt 
methods of divination and refers to many instances from the sources which provide us with
useful information detailing them in practice.661  
 χὅΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝὄὁlἷΝitὅἷlἸ,ΝitΝὅἷἷmὅΝthatΝthἷΝpuὄpὁὅἷΝὁἸΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkiすなΝaὀἶΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝ
remained the same when compared to the need for seers in myth such as the demand for 
Calchas and Melampus. In terms of power, the most prominent difference that can be observed 
                                                     
660 Herodotus provides an instance of this in his account detailing the employment of the seer 
Deiphonus, whose lineage was the subject of debate. Hdt. IX:95. See also chapter II   
661 See Chapter IV. 
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when comparing independent diviners from myth with those of the classical period is that we 
havἷΝὀὁΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝὁἸΝたうちkiすなΝὁὄΝぬとさjたてそふけてすΝἴἷἵὁming kings. Melampus was both 
aΝたうちkすなΝaὀἶΝaΝkiὀἹ,ΝalthὁuἹhΝὁἸΝἵὁuὄὅἷΝwhatΝmuὅtΝἴἷΝὀὁtἷἶΝiὅΝthatΝthἷΝkiὀἹὅhipΝwaὅΝὅὁmἷthiὀἹΝ
that he was able to negotiate as payment rather than something that he rightfully inherited.  
 Then again, the rise of democracy severely limited the number of kingships at that 
time, so it was less likely that a historical たうちkすな would have been able to obtain a kingship 
in the first place. χὄἹuaἴlyΝthiὅΝiὅΝthἷΝmὁὅtΝpὄὁmiὀἷὀtΝἵὁὀtὄaὅtΝwhἷὀΝἵὁmpaὄiὀἹΝたうちkiすなΝἸὄὁmΝ
myth with those of the classical period.  
 We have already clearly observed the importance of a talented independent diviner 
throughout myth to the end of the classical period and beyond. Yet, in our historical s urces 
there is no evidence which indicates that an independent diviner was able to negotiate 
ὅὁmἷthiὀἹΝaὅΝpὄὁmiὀἷὀtΝaὅΝaΝkiὀἹὅhip,ΝὀὁὄΝἷvἷὀΝaὄἷΝthἷὄἷΝiὀὅtaὀἵἷὅΝὁἸΝaΝたうちkすなΝἸὁὄἵiὀἹΝaΝkiὀἹΝ
to adhere as pointedly to divine will as the instance between Agamemnon and Calchas in The 
Iliad.  
 It is sensible to suggest that events recounted in myth bear far more creative licence 
than those events preserved from history, I feel that this is inevitable when recalling events so 
long past, which already had such magic and mystery surrounding them. I would argue th t 
life lived in timeὅΝὁἸΝmythΝἵὁὀtaiὀἷἶΝἸaὄΝmὁὄἷΝ‘ἶὄama’ΝaὀἶΝpὁὅὅiἴilityΝthaὀΝἷvἷὄyἶayΝliἸἷΝἸὁὄΝ
the historical ancient Greeks and so it would be far less feasible for a seer to d mand something 
as powerful as a kingship in compensation for their services.  
 Even the demands of Teisamenos of Spartan citizenship for him and his brother seem 
ἴὁlἶΝἷὀὁuἹhΝἸὁὄΝthἷΝtimἷέΝItΝwὁulἶΝhavἷΝἴἷἷὀΝmaἶὀἷὅὅΝἸὁὄΝaΝhiὅtὁὄiἵalΝたうちkすなΝtὁΝἶἷmaὀἶΝὅuἵhΝ
a thing. Imagine if Teisamenos had attempted to demand a place as king of Sparta, to break 
the long tradition of the Heraclid line of kings. The Spartans were most certainly a very pious 
race, but I doubt very much that they would have contemplated breaking such a long line of 
powerful historical tradition in exchange for success in battle.   
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 Where the founding of a colony was concerned, both media of consultation were 
addressed, as an initial enquiry to Delphi was required in most instances by the oikist, 
whἷὄἷupὁὀΝ ὁὀἵἷΝ ἵὁὀὅἷὀtΝ waὅΝ ἹivἷὀΝ tὁΝ ἸὁuὀἶΝ aΝ ἵὁlὁὀy,Ν aΝ たうちkすなΝ wὁulἶΝ aἵἵὁmpaὀyΝ thἷΝ
foundation party to the site and perform the required sacrifices in order to safely establish the 
colony. Hierocles at Oreus is a clear example of this and as an individual who served as both 
a prominent political figure in Athens and a religious specialist simultaneously; he is most 
certainly an interesting character for further scrutiny. 
 
Chapter IV 
 χΝ ἶἷἷpἷὄΝ ἷxplὁὄatiὁὀΝ iὀtὁΝ thἷΝ vaὄiὁuὅΝ mἷthὁἶὅΝ ὁἸΝ ἶiviὀatiὁὀΝ pὄaἵtiὅἷἶΝ ἴyΝ たうちkiすなΝ
throughout myth and the classical period has emphasised further the importance of divination 
throughout ancient Greek civilisation. Accounts such as that provided by Xenophon in the 
Anabasis havἷΝἶἷmὁὀὅtὄatἷἶΝἵlἷaὄlyΝhὁwΝἷὅὅἷὀtialΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝὁὀΝmilitaὄyΝἵampaiἹὀ,ΝaὅΝthἷὄἷΝ
was always a need to perform sacrifices or to interpret omens of some kind. There are also 
many clear instances which have shown how crippled an army could become if the sacrifices 
aὀἶΝὁmἷὀὅΝwἷὄἷΝuὀpὄὁpitiὁuὅ,ΝaὀἶΝaΝたうちkすなΝwaὅΝmὁὅtΝἵἷὄtaiὀlyΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝtὁΝὅὁὁthΝthὁὅἷΝtimἷὅΝ
of strife and to provide a solution in order to improve upon the situation in any way possible. 
 From this chapter we can put together a much clearer picture as to the procedure of 
performing and interpreting various types of divination and typical mantic consultations. For 
example, where military campaigns were concerned, k責 頗iと責 and k責 jlうけすg featured 
prominently throughout a typical day in terms of divination. k責 頗iと責 were required upon 
departing from camp at the start of a new day and before searching for supplies. k責 頗iと責 were 
also performed before most border crossings. Whereas k責 jlうけすg were required whenever an 
expanse of water needed to be crossed or whenever battle was imminent. These two methods
of divination were clearly part of an established routine of divinatory practices, at least where 
military campaigns were concerned, and they provide a useful insight into both the piety of 




 When it comes to other methods of divination, recorded instances of what individuals 
or city states were required to do once an omen, dream or chance occurrence was observed 
demonstrate clearly that a religious specialist of some kind was most certainly required, 
whether this was in the form of an oracular centre or an independent diviner reled entirely 
upon the location of the enquirer when this omen manifested itself and the scale of the omen 
in terms of what and who its repercussions would impact upon.  
 For example, when Nicias and his Athenian army witnessed the lunar eclipse, this was 
a large-scale omen which impacted upon the entire success of this particular military ven u e, 
yet with circumstances as there were, there was little likelihood that a consultation at Delphi 
was feasible from Syracuse on this particular occasion.662 ἦhἷὄἷἸὁὄἷΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝἵὁὀὅultἷἶΝ
to recommend the best course of action. Whereas, during the Persian wars nearly seventy ears 
previously, the Athenians sent envoys directly to Delphi to ask what the best course of action 
was in the face of a large invading army, as there was enough time beforehand to explore their 
alternative options safely. 
 Each method of divination might have required different ritual practices at different 
junctures, but there were two main reasons for enquiry which did not change throughout myth 
to the end of the classical period. There was of course the initial enquiry made by someone to 
aὀΝὁὄaἵlἷ,ΝたうちkすなΝὁὄΝtὁΝaΝpaὄtiἵulaὄΝἶἷityΝwiὅhiὀἹΝtὁΝlἷaὄὀΝmὁὄἷΝaἴὁutΝwhἷthἷὄΝitΝwaὅΝpὄὁpitiὁuὅΝ
or not to do one thing or another, i.e. a need to satisfy a curiosity about a forthcoming decision.  
 Alternatively, there was the action and reaction enquiry where a consultation was 
required as a result of an unexpected occurrence, a bird omen, a dream or some other kind of 
chance encounter. Either way, a religious specialist was required in order to provide an answer 
to these questions and chapter IV has outlined both the various methods which were used by
independent diviners in order to answer these questions or the types of occurrences which 
ὁὄaἵulaὄΝἵἷὀtὄἷὅΝaὀἶΝmὁὄἷΝtypiἵallyΝたうちkiすなΝwἷὄἷΝὄἷὃuiὄἷἶΝtὁΝpὄὁviἶἷΝaὀΝiὀtἷὄpretation for. 
                                                     




 In my opinion the most interesting conclusion which can be drawn from this chapter 
is that despite the fact that individuals such as Xenophon were able to gain knowledge of 
mantic practices for themselves, they still chose not to shoulder the responsibility of religious 
procedures and interpretation solely, but instead they chose to employ specialist individuals 
to perform these tasks on their behalf. It seems that there are two main reasons for this.  
 Firstly, surely a commander or city state would have enough responsibilities to 
consider, without adding such an important role to their repertoire. In addition, the final 
decision itself still sat with these leading individuals and so it seems far more sensible for 
them to have a qualified religious specialist accompanying the expedition in order to provide 
aὀΝ iὀtἷὄpὄἷtatiὁὀΝ ἸὁὄΝ thἷm,Ν ἷὅpἷἵiallyΝ aὅΝ itΝ waὅΝ likἷlyΝ thatΝ aΝ paὄtiἵulaὄΝ たうちkすなΝ miἹhtΝ ὅἷἷΝ
something that an amateur could miss.  
 Therefore for a general or leading members of a city state tὁΝὄἷlyΝupὁὀΝたうちkiすなΝ tὁΝ
provide interpretations and to perform specific divinatory rituals surely emphasises the need 
for religious specialists to take a portion of the pressure of the decision making process off 
those prominent individuals who were faced with making ultimate choices.  
 Clearly the final decision still sat with these individuals, but at lest with an 
independent diviner present sharing in the process there was both the element of having a 
supportive presence nearby and in addition perhaps the hope of sharing the blame if the 
resulting events were not as the enquirer had hoped. Perhaps this comes across as a rather 
cynical perspective, but what I am referring to here is simple human nature. Naturally one 
feels more confident if there is someone else by your side even if they are purely the  in a 
supporting capacity, in addition, if one is nervous about an imminent decision that needs o b  
made, it is reassuring to think that this supporting individual might also be in line for a share 
of the blame if the wrong decision is reached. 
 
Chapter V 
 The principal aim of Chapter V was to address the treatment of independent diviners 
in the ancient sources in order to try to gain a better understanding of how independent diviners 
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were perceived and treated in the ancient world. It was also to put together a clearer picture of 
historical independent diviners especially so that we might better understand their role both 
within city states and when out on campaign, or when involved in the establishment of a 
colony on behalf of a particular city state. 
 Authors such as Herodotus, Thucydides, Aristophanes and Plato provide an 
extraordinary insight into contemporary thoughts on divination and those who interpreted the 
signs of the gods. The most interesting concept to emerge from these accounts, and those of 
others from the classical period, is that it is clear certain authors presented a cynicism where 
independent diviners and even divination in some places were concerned and it is clear that 
these doubts most certainly existed.   
 Thucydides is a source who is often criticised for his omission of religious factors and 
motivations from his account of the events of the Peloponnesian war, and yet he deems it 
worthy of mention in his discussion of the doomed Sicilian Expedition, which brought such 
destruction and hardship to the Athenians at such a pivotal point in the war. When discussing 
the reaction of the Athenians to the lunar eclipse he makes a point of emphasising that Nicias 
‘髄ちΝ けうとΝ kすΝ せg拙 甚けgちΝ しiすgjた藻 kiΝ せg拙 k藻 kてすてへk荘 ヾとてjせiかたiちてな’ ‘for he was addicted to 
superstition and observations of that kind somewhat too much’έΝ 
 I would not necessarily use this as a clear example of how impious Thucydides was, 
but it clearly demonstrates his own doubts at whether a general should be relying heavly upon 
divination when making important military decisions and this, in my view, is significant.663   
 
Overall conclusion 
 In this thesis I hope that I have demonstrated clearly that seers were an essential aspect 
of daily life in ancient Greece, even in those city states where there is less evidence of their 
presence. It seems that despite the differences between the various city states of the classical 
                                                     
663 Thuc. VII:50.4. 
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period, their morals and traditions remained the same and this is echoed in the consultatis 
and practices of independent diviners throughout this period.  
 The importance of seers and divination as a whole is something which every historian 
of the ancient world should consider when treating the historic decisions made by individuals 
and city states, especially in times of war. This work also aims to scrutinise the methods of 
divination employed by these specialists, so that we might understand more comprehensively 
both the motivations for looking for signs and the need to interpret them. 
 Ultimately, the level of impact made in Greek city states by independent divi ers is a 
very difficult thing to quantify. It is dependent upon various factors, more notably whether the 
city state in question permitted independent diviners to play a role within their political 
structure, in order to have influence in the first place.  
 Secondly, this impact is also dependent upon each individual independent diviner 
active in a city state at any one time. Undoubtedly some individuals rose to positi ns of 
prominence far higher than others. Thus, if we are to assess the impact of the most prominent 
individuals in a city state which is far better documented in a city such as, for example, Athens, 
then it seems clear that independent diviners enjoyed a position of reasonable influence within 
the city state.  
 As the democratic constitution of Athens involved the decisions of the many, 
evidently there was only so much authority that could be entrusted to one individual, and as 
the independent diviners that we have documented were not archons or strategoi, there was a 
limit to how much influence they could have had over the decisions of the city state as a whole.  
 That said, their power was enabled by the need to consult the gods for guidance when 
deliberating certain actions, thus it was on these occasions that the level of authority of a 
prominent independent diviner was clearest. As we have seen throughout this work, if there 
was a need for a quick decision to be made and there was not time to consult an oraculr centre 
– this is where an independent diviner was necessary.  
 In Sparta especially, instances in which the sacrifices proved unfavourable and 
prevented Spartan forces from crossing borders demonstrate that in holding the position of a 
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bridge between the divine and the mortal realm in those moments an independent divin r of 
any social standing held the keys to the fate of their enquirers.664  
 The fact that those Spartan forces were willing to turn away from the border based 
upon the results of the sacrifices clearly shows the importance of divine assentnd these 
individuals were the means by which these messages were conveyed and interpreted. I am not 
emphasising this area to suggest any wrong doing or bribery, although I feel itwou d be naive 
to assume that such corrupt instances did not occur at all.  
 Yet ultimately the fate of the forces still lay with the commander (if the consultation 
was made with regards to a military campaign), as they could either go along with, or 
disregard, the recommeὀἶatiὁὀΝὁἸΝthἷΝたうちkすなέΝἑlἷὁmἷὀἷὅΝmaὄἵhἷἶΝhiὅΝaὄmyΝalὁὀἹΝthἷΝἴὁὄἶἷὄΝ
aὀἶΝ ἵὄὁὅὅἷἶΝ iὀtὁΝ χὄἹὁὅΝ ἴyΝ ὅἷaΝ iὀὅtἷaἶέΝ ἑlἷὁmἷὀἷὅΝ waὅΝ aἴlἷΝ tὁΝ ‘ἴἷὀἶΝ thἷΝ ὄulἷὅ’Ν ἴyΝ
acknowledging the message from the gods to desist from that particular avenue of approach, 
but rather than abandon the expedition entirely, he decided to circumnavigate the problem by 
approaching Argive territory from elsewhere.  
 What I find important when exploring the attitudes and behaviour of certain 
individuals towards divination is the need to consider how pious that individual might have 
been. If you think of Nicias and his decision to abide with his soothsayer  and remain in 
Syracuse, even Thucydides mentions that Nicias was an individual who paid too much 
attention to divination in a way that was detrimental to his skills as a general.665  
 Whereas Cleomenes could have been accused of impiety for disregarding the 
interpretation of the omen at the border crossing into Argos, yet in actuality he followed it 
precisely by not crossing that particular border, he just found a way to navigate around the 
divine message in order to still achieve his goals.  
 I am still undecided as to the piety of Cleomenes as a king, but I am certain that 
Xenophon was a very pious general and we know from The Anabasis that he paid a very acti  
                                                     
664 See Hdt. VI:76 for Cleomenes; See Thuc. V:55 and 116 for other instances of unfavourable border 
crossings for the Spartans. 
665 Thuc. VII:50.4. 
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role in divinatory practices whilst on military campaign. It must also be acknowledged though 
that the instance of him failing to consult the Delphic oracle properly when deciding whether 
or not to join the Persian expedition, does not necessarily call his piety into question, but 
definitely demonstrates that he was aware of how to manipulate procedures on occasion to 
obtain the desired result.666  
 It seems to me that even the most pious of men in the ancient world had the potential 
to push the boundaries where divine consultation was concerned, especially with regards to 
independent diviners, but we have also seen instances at other oracular centres too.  
 Thus the influence of an independent diviner was most certainly of importance, but 
one is forced to admit that their role was most certainly secondary when compared to their 
superior commander on military expedition or during the foundation of a colony, and even in 
a city state environment it was an advisory position, working in tandem with the decision 
making process of the political framework of each city state.  
 Irrespective of this, the role of an independent diviner within ancient Greece was 
fundamental to Greek civilisation at that time, as the ancient Greeks needed a bridge to the 
divine and independent diviners were able to provide that link. 
 In terms of achieving the main aims of this thesis, this work has provided a 
reassessment of the ancient sources and scholarship treating independent diviners in ancient 
Greece. It works in conjunction as a succeeding piece of scholarship to the work of Michael 
Flower and aims to complement it as a thesis.  
 Originality has been achieved through a logical and structured exploration of not just 
the role and reception of seers within the classical Greek city states but also through a careful 
analysis of the various types of divination available at the time by scrutinising the ancient 
sources and discerning both the importance and significance of divination in all aspects of 
ancient Greek life.  
                                                     
666 Xen. Anab. III:1.6. See chapter V 128 for further discussion of this occurence. 
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 Alongside this, the most crucial aspect of this work is exploring how independent 
diviners were the necessary people positioned to facilitate this need far more than any oracular 
centre would have been able to.  
 The most interesting conclusion that can be drawn from this work is the fascinating 
parallel that can be drawn between the ancient world and current western society. Even oday 
in a time when many are perhaps more distant from religion than mankind has ever been 
before, we still manage to find and express superstitions and references to the unknown in 
everyday life.  
 This often occurs without us even realising the significance of these expressions. 
ἥayiὀἹΝ ‘tὁuἵhΝ wὁὁἶ’,Ν avὁiἶiὀἹΝ ἶὄaiὀὅ,Ν ἹὄἷἷtiὀἹΝ maἹpiἷὅ,Ν ἷtἵέΝ thἷὅἷΝ ὅmallΝ aἵtiὁὀὅΝ aὄἷΝ
fascinating seeming as we now live in such an allegedly rational society. What I feel is the 
key point here is that when attempting to understand the main purpose of independent diviners 
and indeed divination in ancient Greece, we inevitably find parallels which can be compared 
tὁΝhὁwΝmὁὅtΝpἷὁplἷΝἸuὀἵtiὁὀΝiὀΝtὁἶay’ὅΝὅὁἵiἷtyέΝ 
 This is why anthropological approaches are so useful; they are an invaluable window 
through which we can glimpse how these individuals were treated and received. Just because 
(for the most part) there is little need for such individuals in western society today, this does 
not mean that divination and the mysteries of the unknown are lost forever. How many of us 
consult our horoscope, even if it is purely for entertainment purposes?  
 What is even more interesting is if it becomes evident that aspects of those
horoscopes appear to be a little too close to home. It is that innate curiosity that will ensure 
that these mysteries are always of interest, unless we reach a time by which their secrets 
become known to us. It is this interest which drew me to this subject in the first place and into 
embarking upon writing this thesis. I hope that my interest and passion for this subject is 
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